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"Good Morning, Have You Used

Pears' Soap"
Especially after Exercise,

it

makes a bath of

delight— it is exhilarating, healthy, satisfying
and "matchless for the complexion."
the most exquisite of all soaps for
the skin, being not only the best known
cleansing agent, but a Soap which also
It is

possesses the exact emollient properties
necessary for the maintaining of the skinj
in the condition of perfect
health and functional activity.
OF ALL

SCESTED SOAPS PEARS' OTTO OF ROSE

'All rights snuitd."
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Thing

an Egg

in

Shell."

EGGS
A YEAR
PER GETHEN
HOW
THEM
200

TO

The seventh edition of the booh, " 200 Kegs a Year Per
Hen," is now reidy. Revi ed, enlarged, and in part rewritten.
1)6 pages. Contains among other things the method ol feeding
bv which Mr. S. D. Fox, of Wolfboro, N. H-, won the prize
of $1 00 in gold offered by the manufacturers ot a well-known
powder for the best egg record during the winter
months. Simple as a, b. c— and yet we guarantee it to start
hens to laying earlier and to induce th m to lay more eggs
than any other method under ihe sun. The book also contains
recipe for egg food and tonic used by Mr. Fox. which brought
him in one winter day (»S eggs from 72 liens ; and tor live
days in succession from the same flock 04 eggs a day. Mr, E.
F. Chamberlain, of Wollooro, X. H., says: " By following
the methods outlined in your book 1 obtained 1.45*0 e?gs from
condition

R. 1. Reds in the month of January, ll)o-j." From 14
random out of a tarmer's flock the author got
2;S)90 eggs in one year— an average of over 214 eggs apiece.
It has been my ambition in Writing ** 200 E&gs a Year Per
Hen/' to make it the standard book on egg production and
protiis in poultry.
Tells all there is to know, and tells it in a
plain, common reuse way.
5*1

pullets picked at

Earning

Price 50 cents; or with a year's subscription to
ihe AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE, both
for 75 cents ; two years' subscription and book
for $1.00 ; or given as a premium for two yearly
subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Our paper

is

cents per year.

handsomely

illustrated.

months'

10

It

trial,

44

cents.

to

pases. 50

84

Saiuplr free.

CATALOGUE of poultry books free. Established 1892.
AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE
607 Hogan Block

Syracuse, H. Y.

You Acce pt

Will

Business

Send

Book

We

if

Free?

it

Sign and mail the coupon below.

Take no

This

Send no money!

risk!

One hundred and twelve
men have written ten books

of

nereis, ideas,
know about
—Purchasing
—Credits

methods.

—Collections

—Accounting
—Cost-keeping

— Organization
— Retailing

— Wholesaling

world's master
panes
1,407 vital

the

— 2,070

In them

is

—

the

— Salesmanship

best

of

all

business
business
that they

— Position-Getting

— Advci tiding
— Position- Holding
—Correspondence
— Man-Handling
—Selling Plans
— Man-Training
— Handling Customers —Business Generalship
—Office Systems
— Competition Fighting
—Short cuts and
and hundreds and hun-

Methods For every
and department

dreds of other vital business subjects.
9,059-word booklet his l*en published describing, explaining, picturing
the w ork. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small; pages
4 ,md 5 deal with <r. dits, collections and with rock-lwttoin purchasing pages
6 -ind 7 with handling and training men pages 7 to YZ with salesman.'. hip, with
advertising, with the marketing ol go.ids through salesmen, dealers and by
mail p:*ges iJ tn is »wth the great problem of Securing
ihe highest market
prtce tor your services— no matter what your line and
;
the last page tells how
you may get a complete set— bound in handsome half morocco, contents In
colors— lor less than your duly smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily
newspaper.
mriyou read the
f/ W€ „„ a it/rttJ
Sen J tttf money, Simply sign the coupon.

—Manufacturing

line

A

;

;

;

w

The System Co.. 151-153 Wabash
there are, in your bonks, any
salary. 1 should like to know
descriptive booklet. I'll read It.
It

my

Name

new ways
them.

Ave.,

to increase

Chicago—
my

So send on your

business or
IS-pa/'e free
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Business
Position

Thousands of Traveling; Salesmen earn two to three
times that much, besides all their expenses. OverGUU.OOO
employed In the United States and Canada. Many famous and wealthy men, such as Marshall Field, the great
dry goods merchant, Kx-Gov. Frank S. Black of New
York, John W. Gates, multi-millionaire stock broker, ExPostmaster General John Wanamaker. the great merchant of New York and Philadelphia, and scores of others
got their start selling goods on the roaa.
Salesmanship is the most fascinating, independent
well paid profession in the world, and the demand for
good salesmen always exceeds the supply. There is always a good position open for a man who can sell goods.
He Is the most sought after and highly paid man In the
commercial world, because be is the business-producing
and money-making part of the concern and bis earning
capacity is unlimited. Many of them earn from$5,000 to
420,000 a year and all expenses.
Why not be a producer yourself ! Get ont of the nonproduclug class. You can never talk an increase In
salary to your employer until you can show him where
yon are making money for him.
In a few short weeks without interfering with your
present position or employment we can teach you by
mail to become a first-class Traveling Salesman, a producer, and assist you to get a good position besides. We
maintain the largest

Free

Employment Bureau

the world for the exclusive use of our graduates.
We are constantly in touch with Employers of Salesmen everywhere, and receive calls for Salesmen from
thousands of firms, and are placing: oar graduates in
good paying positions every day. There will be thousands of good openings this Fall and Winter, and now is
the time to prepare for one of them. Don't let the fact
that you have had no former experience in Salesmanship prevent you from writing us. We have placed hundreds of men who have never had a days experience in
good positions where they earn from $100 to £500 a
month, and all expenses. We can help you in the same
way we have them. If yon are already a salesman we can
help you to become a better one.
Your opportunity is here. Grasp it today by sending for our free booklet. "A Knight of the Grip." Every
phase of the salesman's life Is pictured therein and It
contains interesting stories of the success of hundreds
of our graduates who are now earning from two to ten
times what they formerly did. Write our nearest office
in

1

for

it

today.

Address Dept403National Salesmen's Training Association
Kansas City
Chicago
A'cil- Tot'Te

,

Address

$10022perWeek?

Minneapolis

San Francisco, V.

S.

A.

_
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This $1 Loose Leaf

Bookkeeping Outfit
ON APPROVAL ANYWHERE
THE OUTFIT INCLUDES
Loose Leaf Binder to hold sheets 5"x8" or 3"x6l 4" as preferred.
200 Printed Record Sheets of any of the forms printed below.
1 Set Alphabetical Index Sheets, tabs printed both sides.
25 Plain Movable Metal Markers for cross indexing.
1

MOORE'S MODERN METHODS
save time and

money

in

any

To

get the outfit

most compact, convenient and

I

/

'

you wish,

the style form

your business letterhead. The

outfit will

Cash Hook

Following-up Collections
Freight Claims
Horizontal Ruled Forms

Catalog Indexing
Center Ruled Ledger
Center Ruled Bal. Ledger
Cost of Production
Dentists' Records [5 x 8]

Household Expenses
Installment Accounts
Insurance Office Records
Ins. Solicitors' Records

Double Ruled Ledger
Duplicating Order Blanks
Kmplnyes Records
Extra Debit Ledger

Journal Sheets
Lawyers' Collect'n Docket
Library Indexing
Lodge or Society Records

Advertising Contracts
Advertising Returns

[Five Colors]

:

Fill

C.

170 page Instruction

Book

in

MOORE CORPORATION,

you would prefer

method

of bookkeeping.

to see the outfit before

it

is sent,

Adapted to any
and very Handy

address in blanks below and mail

you on approval
Monthly Time Sheets

to

us

with

Orders Received
Petty Ledger
Piain Manila Sheets for
Scrap Books
Plain Bond Sheets no t

Publishers Subscriptions
Purchasing Ag'ts Records
Quadrille Ruled Forms
Quotations Given
Quotations Received
Real Estate Records
Recapitulation Blanks

printed [5 colors]
Plain R. R. Manila
Physicians' Records
Prospective Customers
Price Lists

Salesmen's Records
Standard Ledger
Stock on Hand
Temperature Charts
Weekly Time Sheet

Mortgages and Loans

_

Loose Leaf Bookkeeping

593

— clean

to

Address

New
If

name and

be sent

Name

JOHN

reliable

books, being uniform in size, can be kept in Sectional Cabinets

Check

:

The

office.

The

business. large or small.

FREE

on request.

STONE STREET, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

write us for the address of the Moore Agency in your town. 700 agencies in U. S.

Traveling

Good

Positions

Salaries

DRAFTSMAN

CHIEF
will

lustruet personally a

limited

number

selected. ambitious

men in

Practical Drafting, Detailing, Designing.
know exactly the quality and quantity of practical training, knowledae
and actual up-to-date experience you require to hold a position and advance to highest salary, aud I civc working instruction at home until
competent and placed free In poxltlon. Address Chief Draft
I

We

AKE >E('URED BY OCR G iADUATKS.
prepWrC

\

on

In

*hf»rt

time (or a position paving from
Vl'eclcl.v.

man. Dlv. 18, EtieJnecrV Equipment

883 lo Sino

We le^rh you tn overcome irnt only your own deflrienriee
Rl'lit the ttnrk objections which every ale m n n receive*,
-

-

W~ also

I

-

ttoiift

Saitefaciiou ^iiHrmteed

for oilier*

Teach Real Salesmanship

You can be a salesman. Increase your power to convince
from 91,200 to 910.000 a year. 1 am the only
man teaching salesmanship who is sales manager of a wholesale house and an official of United Commercial Travelers of
America. Write for my tree magazine " The Salesman,"
and how you can become a Traveling Salesman. My e ruinates hold paying positions and I can assist YOC to profitable employment, ilo^t practical, highly endorsed course
in the world. Pfo matter where you live, or what your
others, earn

1*1

What we have
oi no cliarge.

Wrhe today.
SCHOOL Ot Mll KsSFn.

salksiiansiiii*
15 Beacon Street: Ronton. Has*.

occupation, write

W.

IN

THE

We

Chleaco.

-

m

»l hi* atdllty.
Aft) other ro»rK •
thomwih.
teach ihe legal side of lelliDK, conchine you on
ihe " l-aws ol Contract.*' "Law* of Sale*," "Law- o|
knxfH>rtMtion>" ntc.
llundrp
of <«nod l'n.vin*_* I'dsttlonj
o|i'ii in V. s. imp! Ca-mda.
I^i «-* put «ou Iii touch «iin
w> i.» not promise you the earth, hut we can h<-lp
them
ynii make rood a* no other School
an.
Inveatlfpite. S*e

rt^NrdleN

Co., (Inei

R.

me

TROTTER,

today.

Dept. 7

Kansas

City,

Mo.

EAL ESTATE BUSINESS

you by mail the Reai Estate. General Brokerage and
lustirance Business, and appoint you
will teach

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
and largest co-operative real estate *md brokerage company
America. Representatives are making $3,000 to 510,000 a year without
any investment of capital. Excellent opportunities open to YOU. By our
system you can make money in a iew weeks without interfering with
Our co-operative department will give you
your present occupation.
more choice, salable property to handle than any other institution in
the world. Get your name on your own Real Estate Signs — big money in it.
of the oldest
in

APPLY TO
JOHN BROWN A Thorough Commercial Law
Representative. Write

Course

for 62-page book,

it it

to

Each

Fiee.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 323f Reaper
In answering any advertisement on this page

FREE
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The Successful Man
C There was a time when men just happened to be successful.
Opportunity came their way and took them along with
have changed. Now-a-days, success
not an accident;
C Times
a
it.

is

it

result.

is

€L Business and Engineering enterprises have become so complex that corporations
must have experts to handle them
trained men must be at the head of every
department.

—

Are you working toward
training that will entitle
tunity arrives?

you

the head in your chosen occupation? Are you getting the
management of your department when the oppor-

to the

C.The American School, with its thirteen years of experience, with its modern and
thorough system of teaching by mail, will qualify you in the higher branches of either

FREE

INFORMATION COUPON

American School

U.

S.

Please send me your Bulletin
n
n
qualify for position marked X.

A.
and advise me how

.Business

. . .

.Commercial

Manager

Law

.

d. Don't be an average man at an average
salary.
Get into the class of successful men.

C

Engineer
.Electrical Engineer
.Mechanical Engineer
, .
. . . .Sanitary Engineer
. . . .Steam Engineer
.... Fire Insurance Eng'r
College Preparatory
.

. . .Systematizer
....Cert'f'd Public Acc'nt

.Auditor

can

Architect
. . .

.

. . .

I

Draftsman

. . .Book-keeper
. . . .Stenographer
....Accountant
. . . .Cost Accountant

.

. . .

your way to success.

of Correspondence.

CHICAGO.

—

business or engineering professions
will give
you the training that will enable you to force

.Civil

.
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you will fill in and mail the coupon, we
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HARRIMAN
BY ARTHUR

B.

REEVE.

AS

an empire-builder Julius Qesar was insignificant compared with Harriman,, and Alexander the Great, who wept for more worlds to conquer,
was a blubbering barbarian butcher in comparison with this frail
American railroad emperor. The wealth that Harriman controlled, developed,
or made possible of development, would have bought up most of the kings
of the earth at- any time since their toy kingdoms began to flutter aimlessly
through history.

xjL

He was the first railroad speculator who made excellence of property
the bait of success, and he blazed a trail where all who come after must be
second to his unapproachable first. The name Harriman marks an epoch.
Giant Who Coupled a Continent Onto
His Motive Power and Steamed Unfailingly
with His Load Up Every Grade of
Life Until He Reached the Top.

The

Little

WOULD

go on as long as I
speaker
was' an
man.

The
frail

live."

undersized,

with

a large
head, and a
great pair of
spectacles over eyes
that seemed to pierce you
through and
through.
He was sitting before
the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, keen

and
and

fresh

after

days

of

hours
grilling

taxed

that had
greatest
legal
in the country.
1

RR

the

experts

They

HE WAS ALWAYS A BUILDER.
«93
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had just led up to a crucial question,
where his policy of acquisition of railroads would stop.
There was nothing in the face of the
little man to suggest the leonine greatness of James J. Hill, the almost ascetic
tenacity of John D. Rockefeller, nor the
aristocratic power of
cold, relentless,
Rogers, nor the bold, buccaneering, bull

Rather, he
strength of J. P. Morgan.
was the picture of a shrewd country
schoolmaster a man who studied things
His answer showed wherein the obout.
server was wrong in thinking the man a
student merely ; he was essentially a man
They had expected an evasive
of action.
answer. Quick as a flash came the quiet
reply:
" I would go on as long as I live."
And he did go on as long as he lived.
From office-boy in Wall Street to being
the greatest railroad magnate the world
ever produced ; from the son of a poor
country clergyman to a power in the nation greater in some respects than the
President himself that was the amazing
career of Edward Henry Plarriman.
Up to within an hour of his death he
was still the railroad financier, " going
on as long as he lived," dictating letters
stenographer, literally bidding
his
to
Death itself wait till he set in order his
railroads
one-fourth the mileage of the
United States, with a capital equal to the
gross debt of the country.
Harriman never but once let slip in
In 1907, not long
public his real dream.
after the lines under his control had been
subjected to a searching investigation by
the government, he took a trip over his
Western roads, and in the West was reported as saying that he " would control
all the railroads in the United States if
he could get them."

—

—

—

The remark was
and was

characteristically im-

but it
was a typical expression of his ambition.
Nor is there any doubt that he went farther in gratifying such an ambition than
any other man. Thomas W. Lawson exclaimed, when he heard the news of Harriman's death " The king is dead Long
"
live the king
" I would not say that I am the man
who successfully could organize all the
politic,

:

officially denied,

!

!

railroads of the United States and
bine and operate them under one

comman-

agement.
But that is what should be
done," said Harriman.
Had he lived another five years, it
might be predicted he would have added
another quarter, if not more, to his railway dominion. Time only stood in the
way of the unfulfilled ambition of Harriman the man who would be railroad

—

king.

Roughly speaking, Harriman's wonderful career falls into four epochs:
Fifteen years spent as a youth; twenty
years spent in learning the Wall Street
game ten years spent learning railroad
operation and development; and then
about fifteen years spent in adding one
railroad to another in the great Harriman system.
The greater part of his railroad king;

dom came

to him after he had reached
the age of fifty, in the little over ten years
since 1898, in those years of a man's life
during which Dr. Osier says he should
be chloroformed
His manner in business was cold and snappy.
!

His Start

in Life.

Edward H. Harriman was born on
February 28, 1848. in the rectory of St.
George's Episcopal Church at Hempstead, Long
Island.
It
was a poor
church then, but now it is a fashionable
parish, attended
by many whom Mr.
Harriman has enriched.
Harriman was one of six children. At
the end of fifteen years he had to go to
work, although he longed to be a soldier.
His first employment was as an officeboy with a brokerage - house in Wall
Street.
There he ran errands, and did
the odd jobs which hundreds of small
boys are doing in offices to-day.
The
office-boy took to the methods and intricacies of the Street naturally, intuitively.

was

chance that took
environment. He was quickwitted, and the years of privation he had
gone through gave him a rare judgment
It

a fortunate

him

to this

far

beyond

his

age.

Working among

he never forgot that a single
dollar had a purchasing and investing
power which in the mass made possible
millions,

success.

At eighteen he was a partner in the
firm
at twenty-two he bought a seat on
the Exchange.
Where he got the money
;

HARRIMAN.

EDWARD
BORN FEBRUARY

H.

2S, IS4S.

Some say his wealthy
uncle furnished it.
Probably he had already saved it from his speculations. At
any rate, old-timers on the Exchange will
tell you that he was one of the stingiest
traders on the floor ; that he never let a
dollar get away from him that he could
possibly hold on to.
They accuse him of
no one knows.

195

HARRIMAN.
DIED SEPTEMBER

9,

1909.

being a " two-dollar man," a piker, a
" shoe-string " speculator.
Perhaps he
was.
He knew what he was doing.
He organized the (inn of Harriinan &
Co., and went after business.
He got
Moreover, he got some big
it,
too.
traders, and made large sums on commissions.
But his main fortune came from

—
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Vanderbilt team behind.
But his
was soon all work and little play.
Harriman has had little time for play.
Perhaps he would have lived longer if
he had. Certainly he would not have
the

life

gone farther.

Twenty years of Harriman's life were
rounded" out in learning the stock market.
Though he got the railroad idea as
early as 1877, it was not until 1883 that
he settled down in earnest to learn railroads.
It was ten years later before he
really got a chance to work out his
knowledge of both finance and railroads.
Ten Years Learning

Railroading.

Stuyvesant Fish gave him his start
whom he later
waged one of his bitterest fights. Fish
had met Harriman on the Exchange, but
after a few years had left the floor and
gone back to railroading with the Illinois
Central.
In 1S83 he was vice-president,
and in that year put Harriman into the
the Stuyvesant Fish with

HIS EDUCATION BEGAN

his

own

AT HIS MOTHER'S KNEE,

speculation.

Time and again he

risked almost all he had.
But it wasn't
really a risk, for as he once said, in a
confiding moment, he " made speculation
safe by the information at his com-

directorate of the road.
That was Harriman's first direct connection with a

mand."
During

director
this

period he married

Averill. daughter of a railroad

Mary

man and

banker interested in the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railway, in New
York.
The marriage was a happy one,
and, furthermore, added to his wealth,
even more in the store of knowledge of
railroads that he drew from his father-in-

law than

in

money.

His Horses Beat Vanderbilt's.

Harriman was gaining influence whenever he had a chance. He had a way of
ingratiating himself with the old Knickerbocker families, and he soon had many
of them as customers. Even at that early
day there was only one way in which you
He loved
could see Harriman at play.
fast horses then as he did to the day of
his death.

Commodore

Vanderbilt
used
teams along the old
Boston Road, and the youngster who was
one day to break into the old commo-

Old

often

New York Central took delight in
brush with him. especially when he left

dore's
a

to drive his

railroad.

Harriman did not

who

believe in being

does

plunged headlong into

not

direct.

Illinois

a

He

Central

He inspected every mile of the
system.
He went over the whole method of managenient. He investigated
every contract.
He even averaged salaaffairs.

with those of other roads. There
was nothing he didn't know. He even
knew what the Central paid for spikes..
Thus it came about that when Fish
became president, in 1887, Harriman became vice-president.
Gradually he became the ruling mind of the road. Once,
-when Fish went abroad, Harriman cut
loose and ran things to suit himself.
ries

Some

the heads of departtnents reBut it is not related
a rage.
that it was not a great thing for Illinois
Central. ; The big men behind Illinois

signed

of

in

Central saw what Harriman was accomand began to appreciate it.
Harriman studied everything about
railroads up to about 1893.
Then he
was satisfied that his railroad education
was complete, and that it was time for
him to get out and do things.
In his first big fight his opponent was
no less a power than J. Pierpont Morplishing,

:

HARK1MA.Y.
gan, who even at that day was doctor
The
to every sick bank or railroad.
fight was over Erie.
Curiously, one of
his last fights was with Morgan over
Erie.
Still more curious, one of his last
visitors, to whom ft is said he entrusted
much of the future of his lines, was

Morgan.

The old New York, Lake Erie, and
Western, in 1893, was sick unto death,
and receivers had been appointed. Early
in January of
1894, a reorganization
plan was announced by J. P. Morgan
& Co. Harriman. then little known,
with other owners of second - mortgage
assessment
and
bonds,
opposed
an
He
formed a " protective committee."
laid lbs case before Morgan.
"
do you represent,

Mr. HarWhom
riman?" asked the financier.
With that laconic manner that always
characterized him. he replied directly
" Myself."
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hustling

to

Omaha and Ogden,

begin-

ning nowhere and ending nowhere.
But it had the possibilities of becomspine of the country.
While
Street was resurrecting the dead
bodies of railroads, Union Pacific seemed
beyond hope of resurrection.
But Harriman, after studying it closeing

the

Wall

thought differently, and, what was
to the point, succeeded in making

ly,

more

other capitalists

think with him.

It is

enumerate who were in the
syndicate that bought it.
No one con-

useless

to

Harriman as important.
was generally credited to be a Van-

sidered
It

syndicate.

They paid

the govfor
the
eighteen hundred miles of rust and
worn-out equipment, and an additional
sum to bondholders and for subsidiary
lines.
Then they brought out a company, reorganized, with $100,000,000
derbilt

ernment

'

about

$60,000,000

.

bonds, $75,000,000 preferred stock, and
$6 ,000.000 common.
The common stock, now worth double
its par value, was distributed all around.
The other securities were turned over to
the syndicate to reimburse it, or were
used to purchase minor lines.
Harriman took a trip over the road
1

Chance Came with Panic.
This was the key to Harriman's railHe represented himself.
road career.
People have said he was a Standard Oil
man, that he was a Vanderbilt man. that
He has
he. was some one else's man.
" Myself."
That's
been
Harriman.
Any
what he has always represented.
one who got in his way found that the
Harriman express runs straight ahead,

to see just

how and why

the spirit

had

switches spiked.
However, he lost his first fight. Despite protests, the reorganization was carEven after a suit, it was put
ried out.
When, in 1908, the second
through.
battle over Erie with Morgan came,
Harriman's position was the exact reverse.

He won

At any

rate,

that

fight.

even thqpgh he lost in

1894, he had started his railroad career.

He

went slow

was

building"

At

at first; for.

remember, it
was

for himself, not others, that he

and waiting

last the

his chance.
It grew out
Harriman has al-

chance came.

of the panic of 1893.

ways grown with panics

—

but he has
In 1894 a quarter
of all the railroads were in receivers' hands.
The great Union Paifu. isotn Omaha to Ogdeu, was one of
lie
worst
"two streaks of rust on a
bunch of ties," and, with all due respect
ill

i

I

riven with prosperity.

—

HIS FIRST

EMPLOYMENT WAS

AS AN OFFICE-BOY.
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gone out of the men who ran it and the
It is told that
people along its lines.
one of the old rattle-trap engines on his
train loafed even longer than usual taking water, until Harriman lost patience.
" What's this delay? " he demanded of
the division superintendent.

" Get Larger Engines! "

route were eliminated, 3,919 degrees of
curvature, and 1,515 feet of vertical
climb.

Great tunnels were built, grades reduced at hundreds of points.
Only
show it to be for ultimate economy, and
Harriman was ready to say, " Build it,"
and spend money Tike water.
For the

money came
(

" Engine's taking water, sir."
"
make the feed
not

Why

"
-

pipe

larger? " snapped Harriman.
" The engine wouldn't stand it."
" Then we'll get some larger engines."
It was one of Harriman's boasts that
he replaced eight-inch feed-pipes on the
U. P. with twelve-inch, thereby saving
one minute and thirty-nine seconds in
the movement of a train every time the
engine needed water.
There was nothing he didn't attempt for economy and
efficiency.
Perhaps, if he had lived, he
would actually have introduced his wider
gage, which he had hinted at often.
Harriman did not stop with new
equipment or with automatic block-signals.

Engineers will

tell

you that one

of his greatest feats was in securing the
completion of the famous Lucin cut-off
across the Great Salt Lake, by which ten
complete circles in the 147-mile old

back.
a director complained of cost.
haven't bought a railroad here,"

)nce

We

was Harriman's
an empire."

"

reply.

Gathering

in

the

We've bought

Roads.

It was this reasoned faith in the future which amazed Wall Street and the
country.
Not only was Harriman making V. P. worth something, but he was

gradually gathering

in

other roads.

The

was the Oregon Short Line, and
then- the Oregon Railroad and Navigation
was a question
Company.
It
whether the Oregon Short Line would
have to be bought, or whether it would
exchange its stock and come in peacefirst

ably.

Harriman
course.

adopted
the
peaceable
His road was just beginning to

boom, and, with a little coaxing, the
Short Line stockholders were made to
see that it would be a good exchange.
Harriman had had faith that great
good times were coming after McKinley's

first

election.

When

Rockefeller

was scared to death over the political
outlook, Harriman reassured him; and
Harriman, as the prophet, secured
Standard Oil money whenever he needed it.
New ventures now came thick and
fast, so thick and fast as to bewilder
every one except Harriman, who planned,
them in that superior sphere where, as
William Nelson Cromwell said, it was
not permitted for others to intrude. The
Alton deal came next. How he and his
associates " reorganized " that road is
Acquisistill fresh in the public mind.
tion of the Kansas City Southern on

HE LONGED TO BE A SOLDIER.

somewhat similar lines came next. Then
followed the coup in Southern Pacific.
Harrunan was looking out for new
worlds to conquer. He saw to the south
Collis P. Huntington, to the north James

HARRIMAN.
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Hill.
Huntington's vast work had
been Central Pacific and Southern PaLate in 1900, Huntington died
cific.
suddenly. * His estate, and those of the
Crockers and Stanfords, controlled the
road, Speyer »t Co. being the bankers.
Harriman went quietly to work to
gain control, buying right and left.
The next thing Wall Street heard was
on February 1, 1901. when the control
of Southern Pacific had been bought by
J.

Union

Pacific.

The announcement came as a thunderIf you want to know where Harclap.
was

riman

down
offices

most

whose

on

&

" Speyer

cordially

financial

the

hi

doors

outlet

to

the

to

the

is

Harriman

Co."

much -desired

hated,

district

go
the

name

had

his

Pacific,

and

the great southern line from the California coast to the gulf, with its imporNew
tant steamship connection with
York.
It made Harriman the leading railroad factor in the West allowed him to
tap the region from Chicago to New
Orleans down the Mississippi Valley on

—

the east, and from Portland to Los Angeles down the Pacific coast on the west.
Here again the 'Harriman " Myself "
method came into play. Almost directly after the purchase, one of the officers

resigned

;

then many.

What was

to

VA.NIIERBILT'S.

over the sudden change in
Southern Pacific, Harriman was after
Northern Pacific, and one of the most
surprise

interesting

chapters

in

the

country's

had begun.
Hill and Morgan had just purchased
the Burlington as an outlet for Northern Pacific and Great Northern into
Chicago.
Again Harriman went to
" I demand an interest in
Morgan.
Burlington for my Union Pacific," he
said.
Hill shook his head, and Morgan

matter ? "

smiled.

They
plied

Quick

BEAT

financial history

a friend
asked of one.
" Well," he replied, " I didn't .think
fhe Southern Pacific should be compelled to pay $25,000 a year for an
office-boy.
When Harriman got through
working, there wasn't anything left for
me to do. I couldn't buy a ton of rails
or a switch-engine without his O. K."

the

HIS HORSE

Punish.

failed
this

in

to

note

unusual

the

threat

request.

im-

Before

what was going on, Harriin the open market
a majority of the stock of N. P.
Harriman's campaign culminated in May.
1901, with N. P. shares quoted at $1,000
a share, throwing the whole stock marthey kne-w

man had purchased
later, Harriman had a hard
over Southern Pacific.
James R.
Keene tried to force him to pay diviKeene got
dends before, he was ready.
a terrible trouncing for that. Harriman
did it' by forcing T. J. Taylor & Co.,
Keene's son - in - law. to the wall, and
taking away $6,000,000 from the Keene

Some time

fight

S.

P. pool.

So Harriman was master of Union
and Southern Pacific. Before
Wall Street had recovered from its
Pacific

ket into one of the worst panics
recorded.
Harriman won the

ever
first

round.

But there was a
to

call

in

exercising

right of the common
the preferred stock, and by
it
over-night, the Hill-Mor-

gan group, holding mostly common, stole
a march on the Harriman group, holding

-

:

:
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mostly

Now, Mr. Hyde
was more interested

preferred.

Harriman was check

The

mated.
promise

social matters
than in finance. Like
many another man,
if he couldn't have
it all,
he was not
averse
to
pulling

com-

in

on
the' Northern

was

agreed

Securities

Company,

whereby both were

deposit

to
shares,

their

and thus

down

the whole
over the
nity of interest."
ears of every one
It is a matter of
concerned.
In his
almost Gallic mantoo recent history to
need recounting how
ner, he one day acthe government incused Harriman of
instituted
tervened,
treachery.
Harrithe Northern Securiman, bursting with
THERE ARE TWO FACTORS WHICH WORK AGAINST
ties suit, disrupted
rage, almost lost the
PROSPERITY. ONE IS IDLE MEN, AND
power to speak. His
the merger, and flung
THE OTHER IS IDLE CAPITAL."
reply was a classic
all into chaos again.
Harriman wanted his original N. P. in the cartoons for a time
" Wow, wow, wow "
shares back.
Hill and Morgan wanted

a

tablish

"

es-

commu-

building

!

to divide both

N.

P.

and Great North-

After a long

ern pro rata.

suit,

the

Hill-Morgan plan prevailed. But even
then Harriman wasn't altogether beaten.
In 1906, when the rumors were afloat
of the cutting of the Hill melon in the
shape of distributing profits from ore
lands, and these stocks were booming,
he sold the stocks at a profit of $35,000,000, and with this, in the open market, Harriman later increased his holdings in Baltimore and Ohio, and New
York Central.
If he couldn't control the Northwest,
then he would creep back into the East.

West and Southwest were

his.

Beaten by Hill and Morgan.

Harriman had a new fight on his
hands every few months after that. He
had been elected a trustee of the Equitable Life Assurance Company, and, as he
increased his influence, he tapped another

resigned.
Then Hyde began to dicker with Ryan.
Harriman
was boiling over with anger at this coup
of Rvan's, arranged by the adroit hand
of Root.

Harriman

" Not Yet; but Soon! "

He made

a threat to get even with
All this was brought out during
the insurance investigation.
Among other
questions
asked
Mr. Harriman was
whether he had yet made good his revenge? His answer created a new pieqe
of classic slang
"Not yet; but soon."
Out of the depression of 1903-1904,
and the uncertainty of the exposures of
financial rottenness of 1905, the Harriman system came still on top. There
was nothing that could put it down. For
it was not, as so many people said, a
speculative venture
speculation was reduced by knowledge to a certainty.

Ryan.

—
;

Standard Oil.
When
Hyde and Alexander began to row, Harriman began to secure control of the
company.
At the beginning of the row Harriman
was Hyde's closest adviser but, for some
reason or other, after the Frick committee report, Hyde suddenly conceived the
second

only

to

;

suspicion

him

false.

that

Harriman

was

playing

—

Then came

source of capital for his great enterprises,
of

the boom of 1906
a boom
even greater proportions than those

after

McKinlev's

same

first

election

The system went ahead

1901.
in

prosperity as in panic.

and

in

just the

The

cul-

mination was the Union Pacific dividend
episode, when for the first time ten per
cent was declared on the common in
August, 1906. along with five per cent
on Southern Pacific common, as an initial
dividend.

HARRIMAN.
There was one phase of this episode
that very vitally affected Harriman's attainment of his ambition.
When he decided to raise the dividend he casually
omitted to mention it to any one in advance.
No one in Wall Street was
" on."
No one had loaded up with the
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More than half is comHarriman's work in Mexico has

western coast.
pleted.

been of so great size that he has encountered there much the same opposition as at home.
His relations with the
government have been such that there,
too, an anti-Harriman party has grown

stock to make a coup.
If there was to be any speculating in
Union Pacific and any great money made
out of it, Harriman was going to do it
himself.

at the

Just as a side diversion came the final
fight with Fish about this time.
It was a long fight, involving the

the time Harriman was looking
for eastern outlets to the Atlantic
the
dream of all railroaders
"ocean to

up

in opposition to Diaz.

Harriman was undoubtedly looking to
the development of Mexico with much
the same kind of longing as Hill looks
Canadian northwest.

All

—

—

WALL STREET HE
WAS AN ACTIVE, ENER-

N

GETIC SPECULATOR.

ocean."
He had passed through many
panics and escaped unhurt.
His asso^dency
ciates remarked that they guessed Harrisheep's-eyes at Hill.
His successor was man enjoyed panics. He -must have ena Harriman man, Mr. J. T. Harahan.
joyed the one in 1907-1908. It virtually
That was the last of Harriman's long completed his ocean-to-ocean plans not
and spectacular fights in railroads and only with one line, but with three.
He made many conquests
the markets.
In April, 1908, the Erie short-term
afterward, but they were mostly peaceful, notes matured.
Harriman and a number
conquests.
of other railroad men and bankers met
" The north and south Harriman lines
at an up-town club one night to deterfrom Puget Sound to Guadalajara, Mex- mine what should be done on the next
ico, are almost as important as the lines
and last day, when $5,500,000 must be
east and west," said Mr. Harriman in an
paid by that road.
interview just before he died.
It was one of Erie's chronic crises.
In Mexico the Southern Pacific plans
Harriman argued that Erie was worth
the construction of 1,537 miles down the
the money needed, that the recovery from

seeking
earth.

of proxies in the ends of the
Fish was ousted from the presiof Illinois Central for casting

—

:
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HARRIMAN ROADS, COMPARED
WITH THOSE OF HILL,
MORGAN, THE VANDERBILTS. AND GOULD.

MIL
/fOXGslY
VjSMD3?B/i.r
COfil/2

When the news of Harriman's death
reached President Harahan in the South,
" The South will never
he exclaimed
know what a good friend it had in Mr.
:

panic would be delayed unless the notes
were met. All night Harriman stood
alone; the others favored a receivership.
They argued till morning, and still stood
the same.
Harriman went home, still
thinking it over.
Then, before the close
of the business day, he sent Morgan a
letter, saying he would pay the notes
himself.

That action, single - handed, against
judgment of the directors, was characteristic.
It saved the Erie, and it
saved more than one other corporation
from a receivership. It helped the return of prosperity. Above all, it clinched
Harriman's ocean - to - ocean control by
means of Erie.

Harriman."
Ocean to ocean, lakes

to gulf, middle
West, far West, Pacific coast, Mexico,
the Orient, Northwest. Southwest, South,
and to a great extent the East and New

—

was the great Harriman
when the little railroad
Corsican passed away at Arden on Sep-

England

that

railroad empire*

tember

9.

the

Products of the Panic.
Besides his Baltimore and Ohio holdhave been mentioned the Harriman investments in New York Central,
and hence also in Lake Shore, another of
Harriman's ocean-to-ocean connections.
Just what the Union Pacific holdings are
is not known exactly, but it is known that
up to the very day
of his death Harriings, there

man's mind was acwith

tive

the

plans

His Personal Side.

What manner of man was this man
Harriman? First of all, he learned rapidly.
Once he was secretive. But from
1905 to 1908 he was in a lot of trouble
with the people through ignorance and
misunderstanding.
Then he did what
he never did before in his life.
He began to talk to newspapers.
It was as if the Sphinx spoke.
He
kept in touch with public sentiment
through a most comprehensive and elaborate press-clipping system, operated by
a competent man in the office of each
general
All the papers of a
locality
were summarized as to their
attitude toward the
roads, and the summary was telegraphed

for

betterment of

New

York Central.

to

Mr. Julius Krutt-

another product of the panic was

schnitt,

the acquisition of the
Central of Georgia
by the Illinois Central.
The great industrial development
of the South strongHarrily attracted
man it was just the

way. in Chicago.
Everything
was

Still

of
to

thing

collected

get

in

he
HIS

MANNER IN BUSINESS WAS COLD
AND SNAPPY.

and unified

Chicago. Mr. Harriman read it. Nothing like it had ever
been attempted.
at

un-

der and capitalize in
advance.

of

and

expressed in percentages and figures. It
was an accurate gage
of public opinion
and after it had been

:

Sort
liked

director

maintenance

;

HARRIMAN.
He
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was doing everything to overcome
He was not so averse to
meeting strangers, and instead of stamping and swearing at reporters, he called
them " My boys," and spoke of them as
his friends.
When he came back from
Europe, dying, he insisted on seeing the

" I have never put my mind on anything yet that I haven't been able to
" My brain
accomplish," he replied.
now is keener than it ever was; and if

reporters in his private car.
It was a different Harriman.

Even when he did go in search of
health he could not put business away
entirely.
Some time ago. when he was
ordered to take an automobile trip to
Europe, away from railroads and telegraphs, he consented.

his aloofness.

He made one vital remark at a dinner " There are two factors that work
against prosperity.
One is idle men
the other is idle capital."
:

He

had said that he was going to reon his sixtieth birthday, in 1908.
That time came, and he announced that
he was too busy to think of it. But all
that time, as during the previous five
tire

years, he

was

battle of all

really fighting the greatest
against ill health.

—

His greatest victories were won while
he carried on this losing fight. Yet he
never let the truth become known to his
perhaps only
foes or even to his friends

—

Yet, for
himself at the very last.
many years lie was forced to wear corsets for spine trouble due to his inactive
physical life.
Time and again his doctors warned
him to retire. But to no purpose. They
didn't even get him to keep his promise
about retiring at sixty.
When they ar-.
gued with him, he replied that his nerve
power would pull him through.
to

hard work won't affect

my body?

affect

I

it,

how

thrive

on

will

it

hard

work."

But as he convalesced he began to
think of his string of machines as a
railroad train.
Then an idea came to
him.

He

gasoline

began

to

expenses.

keep

strict

The

account of

began
worry over his supposed economy, and
trouble was averted only when he assured
them that h; wasn't spying on the
amount of gasoline they burned up.
Harriman's restless mind had conceived
the idea of gasoline motors for separate
coaches on small spurs of his railroads.
drivers

to

Always

Practical.

He

was investigating. When he got
had some such coaches built,
and they are to-day running on many
small lines where the traffic is too light
back he

for a locomotive to pay.
Even last spring when, in alarm, he
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had

to take a vacation,

make up
was in a

mind

his

lie

to quit.

tent in Mexico,

couldn't quite
His vacation

where his new-

est interests lay.

A telephone wire kept him in touch
with business all the time.
Then he
decided to go to Europe. He must have
felt it was a losing fight, but he negno chances.

lected

That was how he
fights.
Might it

conducted his business

nut succeed in the fight for life?

While

Europe,

in

fighting

his

last

he learned that a plot had been
hatched to wrest from him control of
his railroad empire, and no ship could
take
him
quickly enough.
fight,

home

He knew what

A. opposite
1

iovs'

Club.

the real Harriman.
When .they gave a
play he was always one of them. Once,
when they couldn't get a hall, he hired
Sherry's for them. Often he dropped in

how

the club, was getting along.
an outing he had been known to
bat out flies to the boys. He took them
up to Groton once for an athletic contest with that aristocratic school where
one of his sons was studying, and rooted
for the- East Side boys.
Was that the
to see

On

Harriman of Union Pacific?
Harriman had a golf course

it

He carried on
everything as if a
long life of power
and health lay beHe did
fore him.
everything but talk
at

Arden.

He

busy

Building the great
home on the highof the Ramapo
Mountains, and

est

fin-

contemplating
t s
broad thirty thousand
acres.
was
one of them.
His
i

com-

pleted the plans to
carry on his roads
after his death.

He
to

devotion

home

came

fa

defend his em-

pire

and

to

His

office.

recreations were peculiarly
his
own.

new home

He

laid out,

then never
played over it. Yet
he only spent four
days a week at his

and

meant.

of death.
ished his

Tompkins Square. It is the
Those East Side boys saw

m

i

y

1

to

But
Harriman of

other.

die,

his

was an-

—

the
stren-

and he died in his
armor one of the
most heroic rail-

uous play
never.
His greatest recrea-

road
figures
ever lived.

business.

—

tion was, after all,

that

Harriman was a

WALTER AVERILL HARRIMAN.

One
him.

thing

hurt

He knew

THE DEAD MAGNATE'S ELDEST SON, NOW LEARNnarthat
the
ING THE RAILROAD BUSINESS IN THE HOPE
row chested, lookOF SUCCEEDING HIS FATHER.
thought
he
had
ing anything but
no
friends,
that
he made railroad men under him mere
the part of a great railroad builder. But
though frail in physical strength, he was machines, and that the men hated him.
one of the most resourceful fighters of Once, in a burst of self - defense, he
" Ask the workers on my
modern times. There was only one word exclaimed
was
railroads
he didn't understand, and that
if they're not all Harriman 's
" quit."
friends.
Life to him was a long, unAnd then, if they won't testify
yielding fight.
And yet there was an- for me. ask my neighbors. If you think
there is no humanity in Harriman, go
other Harriman that the world did not
often see.
up to Arden and find out."
But the only side that really countWhat He Did for Boys.
ed was the Harriman who would be
railroad king.- the man who would " go
New
Over in the East Side of
York on as long as he lived." Whatever he
there is a handsome building on Avenue
was doing, he was always building.
small

world

man,

•

:

i

:

GENERAL BURKETT'S DISCIPLE
BY
An
But

J.

STAFFO RD

R.

Man

Ignorant
Strength

Is

It would take all
the bread an' meat ye
got there, mister, to fill
me up. But I jist cain't
bear to eat when any one
is watchin' me, so if it's
jis' asame to you, I'll take the grub an'
go off by myse'f to eat it." The rather
foolish-faced, lanky, and ragged boy of
twelve or thereabouts looked appealingly
down into the hard eyes of Old Burkett.
after
Burkett, grizzled and unkempt
squatthe fashion of market hunters
ting, huge bulked, before the fire on

" Boy, you air a passin'
up a powerful
good chance to make somethin' out o' yerse'f.
A powerful good chance I got a
little double liar'l shotgun I'd give
ye.
An' I'd l'arn ye to decoy ducks an' geese
an' shoot 'em on the fly.
An' I'd show
ye how to ketch fish in the summer an'
mink an' muskrat in winter time. An'
of a night we'd set by the fire an' I'd tell
!

ye about the war an' Pickett's charge.
An' by the time ye growed up, ye would
be a man 'stid o' jist a bum."

—
—

;

For

which a frying-pan sizzled, puckered his
gray brows in calculation as he
looked from the lad to the big camp oven
filled with new baked bread.
" Boys," he at last observed, " has no
stared for a

:

so much as that I'm a get-tin' old
need a young an' handy feller to talk

to

of

work
a

night.

W'y

not jist stop

'ith

me?"
Out

of the rapture into which he had
at sight of a gun leaning
against the tent', " the youth replied mechanically
" Nope, I gotta go."
Burkett, smiling through his beard,
spread
the
newspaper
thoughtfully
brought by the young vagrant, and on it
dumped the ovenful; then, having poured
over the bread the contents of the fryingpan, he made up a bundle, incomparably
ungeometrical in shape. After a prideful survey of this he clutched it tightly
and again persuaded.

the youth's spaniel-eyes

Nope, I gotta go. I jist gotta go."
Burkett tossed him the bundle.
Already moving off. he caught it and kept
going as fast as his awkward legs would
carry him.
Underfoot, the corn-field,
littered with last year's stalks, was deep
with mud from the March rains, but he
never stopped to rest, maintaining his
ungainly trot until it had carried him the
full half mile to the railroad track.
There he vanished behind the tall grass
fringing the right of way.
At that, the duck-hunter started in

moment

an'

moment

"

around the camp and suddenly exclaimed
" Boy, ef ye air a tramp, w'y up an'
say so.
But ye needn't be one no more.
I'm a needin' a boy powerful bad. 'Tain't
the

a

brightened on these vistas of delight, but
the glow suddenly went out as, with a
gulp and a look of fear, he exclaimed

tufted

Then he

Weak One,

Often Disguised.

is

"EAH.

insides."

a

.

He crossed the field in the
boy's tracks and, approaching the railroad fence with noiseless step, at last put

been thrown

pursuit.

:

a steadying hand

to

a post and cocked

his head to listen.

He heard the voices of men. and then
crawled carefully between the wires. As
he smashed his way through the screen
of crackling stems and blades, three men
lolling about a fire lifted their faces in
lazy inquiry.

Obviously they were tramps. It was
apparent also that they were now eating

205
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a dinner at Burkett's expense, for their
hands were clutching huge biscuits he
had baked, and rinded bacon lie had
Between them lay the newspaper,
fried.
bare of everything but crumbs and a
Upon this remSolitary half biscuit.
nant the boy, who sat apart, was gazing
in

profound speculation.

Without a word
Burkett understood.
of warning he dashed at the fcasters,
now rising to their feet. Into their
midst he shot with an ear-splitting
Like a bomb he seemed sudscreech.
denly to explode, hurling terrific fists on
The assaulted went down
every side.
together on the trampled grass, where
they sat. gingerly feeling their bruises.
"

commanded. " you
me. These fellers is
jist stand right up now
'em they air a pack o' boy-robbin'

Now."

the victor

boy you come
no good. You
;

an' tell

'ith

In this manner, the waif became Bob
and his fortunes linked with those

Jones,

Old Burkett.

<\f

When

became generally known
Bottoms, the good
people
for everywhere there are good
people generous to think and do, especially to think for others, made up their
minds the boy should have a better
chance, for to them Old Burkett's conthe fact

and

up

—

down

the

—

duct in every particular shouted the very
antithesis of their ideals.

They dwelt in fixed abodes, he roamed
along the Missouri, sheltering in a tent.
They planted and plowed and reaped,
sweating with toil and worry, he merely
hunted and trapped and fished, leisurely
and carefree. They gave full weights
of grain they had produced, he" often artfully sold mud-hens for teal, bullheads
for

catfish,

and,

skunks."

palmed

The lad, staring open-mouthed at the
burliest of the trio, started to obey, and

saries of life they

then trembling, stopped.
" Tell 'em whut I say," Burkett fairly
boomed. " Ef they even dast to open
their heads to ye, I'll give 'em a dang

more

sight

"
!

At that, in a kind of panic the youth
dashed to the cover of the hunter's elbow,
and from that redoubtable position not
only repeated Burkett's characterization
of the trio, but others of his own composition strangely picturesque and profane.
When the long-pent torrents had
flowed till only the dregs of epithet remained, Burkett took him by the hand.
Then the pair, having crawled back into
the field, crossed it to the camp.
" Whut's yer name, boy? " the old man

demanded

as they entered the tent.

me Squib."
" Well, ye air a goin' to be more than
any blank ca'tridge ef ye stay an' grow
trainin' an' I
I had army
up' 'ith me.
I wuz a soldier under
hain't forgot it.
" Fellers called

their

they

money

whisky,

was

or

had

affirmed,

muskrat

hides.

had paid for the necesput the remainder of

at interest, he invested his hi
lemon extract, which went

further.

On

Sundays they went

to

town

to sit

soberly in the church and listen to sermons of peace, after which they cordially
shook hands with even those they might

have disliked.
He came to parade the
street drunkenly and collect a crowd of
loafers, to whom he would boastingly tell
of the war and Pickett's charge, in which
he claimed to have actually killed one
hundred of the enemy, ar.d he would
wind up then by daring any one to fight
him.
In short, he surpassed the ordinary
type of river-rat in general worthlessness.
It was with these facts in mind that
Deacon Smith got up in prayer-meeting
ore Wednesday evening and earnestly
pleaded that the brand might be plucked

A newcomer, who did
know much about -Old Burkett. but
who made lip for this trifling lack of
from the burning.

not

knowledge

Pickett."

paused, and a strange fire gleamed
in his eyes as with shaking head he declared. " Boy, them days I wuz jist nachBut his glance
erally hell an' repeat."

He

softened as he concluded:
" I am a goin' to name ye Bob Jones,
after the boss I rode in Pickett's charge,
an' all the good an' bad water span'l

davvgs I've

After

it

off rabbit skins for

owned

sense the war."

in a courageous zeal for good
works, volunteered to go to the camp and

get the boy.

At the next -meeting this one limped
When experiences
painfully to his pew.
were in order he instantly rose and. with
a blackened eye fixed sternly on the
deacon, vehemently repudiated the mission he had so blithely pledged himself
to perform.

:

:

GENERAL BURKETT'S
Again

the deacon pleaded eloquently,

Then, being a
but no one volunteered.
conscientious man, he rather grudgingly
signified his intention to

go himself.

So, "next day, with his gun on his
shoulder, for he loved to hunt, he made
his way to the river.
As the mallards

were flying well, he

first attended to the
business of killing a dozen or so of them.
At noon he strode up to Old Burkett's

camp.

The man and boy were

there eating dinner.
" Burkett," the deacon

-

already

spoke with a

civility,

school."
" You an'

" that boy ought to be in

him fur

it,

Ef

deacon.

'e

wants to go 'e kin go."
Astounded at the ease with which he
had gained his end, the good man, somewhat pridefully shouldered his gun and

commanded
"

Come

take ye
of ye."

with me, boy.

home and make a

He was now

further

I

am

goin' to

Christian

man

astounded,

for
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whom this golden opportunity
had been offered, instead of embracing
it,
merely stuck out his tongue and
wagged his head. Very naturally this
offended the deacon, and very naturally,
too, he exclaimed
" If you don't come, I'll cut a switch
an' tan your jacket."
the boy, to

"

Umhu

!

" you tetch

"

the

me

an' the general he'll

refusing

one

dared,

make

more'n a Christian man o' you.
He'll
make ye outrun ver dog a gittin' acrost
that field."

"ef they even dast to open their heads to

forced

DISCIPLE.

ye, I'll give 'em a

dang sight more!"

At this, though roaring with laughter,
Old Burkett began to roll up his sleeves.
"

You have

corrupted him,
the deacon
declared white-lipped
for he expected a
beating
" but I shall go to the law. He
sha'n't be your disciple no longer."
" All right, deacon," Burkett boomed
with unexpected good humor, " I jist
wisht ye would lioss us into the court."
Wherefore a couple of days afterward
already

mebbe beyond redemption,"

—

—

the sheriff

came

to the

camp and

took the

:
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pair

to

the

county

seat,

where county

court was in session.
Now, the county judges were farmers,
and they did not wish to put any new
burden on the taxpayers. Moreover,

His sallow face flamed red, his brown
glowed like two coals from which
a breath had swept the ash
and, jumping
up and down in a kind of paroxysm, he
screamed
eyes

;

"he'll make ye outrun ver dog a gittin' acrost that field."

Deacon Smith had worked against the
two of them. Besides, there
were some sixteen voters present in the
room at that moment fiercely demanding
an appropriation of thirty-seven dollars
and thirty-five cents for a bridge over
election of

Squaw Creek.
They of course
in the boy.
They

felt

a vague interest

listened impatiently to

the deacon and then, the presiding judge
having asked Bob if he wished to leave
Burkett and go to the deacon, and having
received a surprisingly emphatic negative,
they dismissed the whole matter and
turned their attention to real business.
Forthwith, Burliett* led the boy into
the Probate Court and. by means of much
red tape, painstakingly unrolled, adopted
him.
Then the pair marched proudly down
the corridor and. coming out, found the
deacon sitting dejectedly on the steps.
At sight of him the boy paused abruptly.

"When
kill

ye!

I

git

big

I'll

kill

ye.

I'll

"

•'Hush, Bob Jones!" Old Burkett
eluded fiercely. " ye dassent to kill 'cepiu' in war.
Tell 'im ye'U pound the soup
out of 'im."
" Then I'll pound the soup out o' ye.
I'll pound the soup out o' ye!"
The
lad's voice echoed with unabated wrath.
At that the duck-hunter caught him
up, and then, with a mighty swagger,
quitted the courtyard.
That was the last effort made with a
view of separating them. Under Old
Burkett's tutelage, the lad grew to be
an ungainly but very strong man. profoundly igorant, and, of course, supremely disdainful of all things outside of his
own little world.
In that narrow circle, how-ever, he
was really a genius. He shot, with a precision
marvelous
even
among men
brought up from childhood to the gun
;

GENERAL BURKETT'S
and as a fisherman, trapper, or boatman
he was equally proficient. His attitude
toward Old Burkett was also worth comment.
His readiness to obey that worthy
was a constant reminder of that other
famous Bob Jones of Pickett's charge,
while the devotion that shone always

DISCIPLE.
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happened that one sleeting
man having gone

it

day in March, the old
to

town for shot

camp with
.

shells, returned to the
his pockets filled with bottles

from Jack Renfro's drug-store instead,
and going out to his shooting-pit in the
afternoon did not return.

When Bob came

thought and effort were for his guar-

in from running a
mink traps that night, he went
out there and found him, stiff and cold
in death.
Pie carried the body back to
the tent and sat with it until day. Then,
leaving the dog to watch, he ran all the
way in to town. Quite out of breath, he
entered the furniture-store and asked
for a coffin, which he naively promised

dian.

to

would seem that all this devotion
might have had an ennobling influence
on its recipient, but it is a lamentable
fact that Old Burkett never changed
Through all the
his ways one whit.
years he scoffed at industry, other than

opened.

from

brown

eyes recalled the faithfulness of all those spaniels, which since
In fact,
the war had borne the name.
save for two rather trivial personal interests
his hatred of Deacon Smith and
an astonishing delight in his own silky
and inconsequent whiskers, his whole
his

—

It

his own ; told wilder tales than ever of
his prowess in the war ; grew more quarrelsome with the world in general, and,

since Bob's efforts brought more money,
drank even more prodigiously.

IN

THE PRESENCE OF THE LOAFERS CONGRE
GATED AT THE DRUG-STORE, REQUESTED
RENFRO FOR "SOME WRITIN'S TO
PUT OVER THE GENERAL'S
GRAVE."
2

R R

line of

pay

for

as

soon

as

the

shooting

The dealer was a tight-fisted and unimaginative man. He scoffed at the idea
of a sale on terms requiring him to wait
for his money until wild geese and ducks,
at that moment roaming over Florida or
headed for Nova Scotia, for all he knew,
should fly a thousand miles or more to
Eiselman Bar with no other purpose in
their fool heads than to get shot. Moreover, he was a brother-in-law to Deacon
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Smith. He dismissed the would-be customer and his proposal as preposterous.
Dismayed beyond description, Bob
rushed down to Jack Renfro's drug-store
and poured out his troubles there. Then
Jack, though he was a flashy young fellow of rather doubtful morals his drugstraightway hasstore was really a dive
tened to the furniture-store, and with

—

own money somewhat

his

—

ostentatiously

Old

Burkett's proHis further
tegee at this was pitiful.
efforts to gather a crowd for funeral
honors on behalf of his dead were, however, altogether fruitless.
So he got the
long box on his back and plodded alone
across the fields to the camp.
Next morning he moved the tent.
Where it had stood beneath the great
gratitude

always

of

sycamore, in a spot commanding a wide
sweep of the river and the shooting
grounds of Eiselman Bar, in the spot
dearest of earth to Old Burkett, he dug
There, with only the solemn
the grave.
spaniel looking on, he heaped the mound

with loving care.
That afternoon he went back to
town, and in the presence of the loafers
congregated at the drug-store requested
Renfro for " some writin's to put over
the general's grave."
The crowd, of course, laughed, but
Renfro, who was one of the best fellows
on earth extrinsically inquired with a
rare deference what it was that the epi-

—

—

want

I

it

He
cross,

Then amid the bedlam that
went up, he got a big flask from behind
the prescription case and proffered it
crowd.

to the guileless one.

Ef it's booze," Bob declared slowly,
don't want it.
The general, he privately told me often, when he wuz sober,
that ef it hadn't 'a' ben fur booze he
might 'a' ben knowed fur a great man by
"

I

more people than

The

A

ran
round
at this, whereupon Bob straightened his
stooping shoulders and with a look of
mild reproof on his rather vacuous face
" An' he, wuz a mighty
he concluded
man,
fur
he
took me from tramps
good
nothin'."

titter

:

an'

made me whut

A

I

am."

but Renfro, with
and that chosen
habitue of the place, tore a piece of
wrapper from the roof at his elbow and
then, getting out his pencil, bowed ov.cr
the counter -and. wrote the following:
" General Burkett, age, place of birth
and cause of death unknown. Claimed
to have killed one hundred men in Pickett's charge. This is likely, for ever since
a

shout greeted

this,

solemn wink at

this

me

jist

an' hissef."

" All right, Bob," the druggist returned with unruffled suavity, for he Avas
making sport to please the crowd. " I
suppose now that the general is dead
"
you'll quit the old river?
" Nope.
on
asame
old way.
Jist keep
When a feller has been brought up to a
good business as I have he ort to stay
with it.
The general he alius 'lowed
that he would have been a heap better
off ef he had stayed with the arm}7 after
Ef he had, though, I never
the war.

would

'a'

run acrost

better fur him, but

might 'a' ben
would a ben al-

'im. It
it

mighty tough on me."
At this even Renfro gave way to his
long-pent laughter. Then, since he was
beginning to feel some qualms, though
they were, it must be admitted, vague
ones, he passed over the paper.

Bob

say the facks.

to

general, he wuz a soldier, an' as brave
He didn't fear nothas they ever wuz.
in',

Wis good works live after
Witness Bob Jones, his mark."
made Bob subscribe to it with a
after which he showed it to the

soldiers.

him.

taph should convey.
"

wherever he has gone he has
behind him a string of dead

left

"

paid for a casket.

The

the war,

took

it,

and putting

it

carefully

in the pocket of his flannel shirt,

out wiiere the
all

ambled

March sunshine soon drove

doubt from his simple mind.
or three days after that, when

Two

the wind had swung round to the east
where great cloud-drifts lay. threatening
storm. Deacon Smith, venerable now and
softened by the years, but with his oldtime ardor for shooting unabated, came
down to the river for the sport that a
rain would surely bring.
His youngest
son, a man of thirty, was with him.
As the two were passing the sycamore
they noted that the tent was gone.
Wherefore, in that curiosity that all men
display in the presence of deserted home
sites, they went to it and found old
Burkett's grave, and above it Renfro's
epitaph, tacked neatly on the shining
bark.

GENERAL BURKETT'S
Now

the deacon did not comprehend
clause
" has always left behind
him a string of dead soldiers," but the
son did, and explained that it referred
to Old Burkett's trail of empty bottles.
On a sudden then the old man saw in

—

that

the ignorance that had suffered such a
cruel joke a long-hoped-for opportunity
Moreto rescue the half-savage Bob.
over, his heart was strangely touched at
the symbolism of Burkett's grave.

THEN HE SAT BOLT UPRIGHT,

DISCIPLE.
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But by dint of much sober argument
he was at last convinced of the trick that
had been played upon the memory of
his friend.
" All right,"

he admitted sadly,

" I

knowed they wuz somethin' wrong at^the
time, by the way they laughed.
They
no one that's all good" like the
general wuz.
I wisht I wuz with 'im."
" Oh, no," the deacon gently remonstrated from the depths of a sudden abhain't

AND, WITH THE MATCHLESS STRENGTH OF HIS ARMS ALONE,
IN A CUNNING FRENZY.

ROWED

He forgot all about the shooting, and
peering round soon discovered the new
location of the tent. The two approached
and found

course,

He, of
its owner at home.
greeted them with his old-time

curses.
"

writ that epytaft? " the deacon

it

Who

demanded.
After a long silence Bob declared that,
though it was nobody's business, Mr.
Jack Renfro had been kind enough and
fair enough to give the general his due.

" you

want to go to a better
place than that."
Then after a silence he roused brightly and pursued, " You jist come on out
on the bar with Jack an' me an' shoot
straction,

When
awhile an' forgit your troubles.
git back we'll write somethin' suitable
fur Burkett."
" Couldn't ye do it now? "

we

We

"
better be a gittin' to the point,"
the deacon replied, as glancing out along
the spit he saw geese and ducks already
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swarming

in

above

it,

" the shootin'

a goin' to be soniethiu' wonderful.
Git yer
kin write t> at any time.

an'
"

an*

is

We
gun

come."

Nope,

I

guess not.

I'd rather set

think."

Moralizing,

the pair

hurried

to.

the

river batik, down it, and thence over the
wide stretches of dead water.
Out on the very point of the bar the

man and

the son dug their pits hasbetween
out their decoys
the pits and the edge of the sands where
the black waters of the main channel
crinkled and sucked by, and then, with
their faces set toward the shore across,
they waited the return of the flock.
Presently rain began to fall, and the
wind, that had been fresh and strong,
now rose until it boomed mightily over
the great valley.
At that, the birds,
blinded and beaten, hurtled in never-ending swarms overhead and swept down
confusedly for the shelter of the spit.
The deacon and his son stood up loading and firing with all their speed and
skill ; and in the mad excitement of the
sport forgot all else.
It was just about noon that the clouds
suddenly parted, the wind fell and the
sun came out brightly and the birds all
The hunters stared across
flew away.
the river, noted the wondrous lustre with
which the farther shore shone, and then
discovered that the waters had risen.
With a profound sigh, for this meant
an end of the sport, the old man turned
his head to look back over the way, very
humanly anticipating his regret at departure, and was attempting to solace
himself with a bit of philosophy concerning the brightness that comes after a
storm, when on a sudden he gave vent
to an exclamation strangely vehement
for a deacon.
The bar, or rather a great portion of
it lying between them and the shore, had
disappeared.
Where before for many
years it had risen, now, a black tossing
of waters swept, and at every moment
grew wider. The Missouri had changed

old

tily,

its

they had scrambled in the morning, a
It came with speed toward
them, but the cutting waters also came.
The man in it bent himself far forward
at each stroke, and- then with braced
feet hurled his whole weight upon the
tether of lis arms, and the oars with
never a splash went up and down like
the
wings . of a flying bird.
Like
a bird the boat skimmed on. but engulfskiff shot out.

ment approached even

Then he

put

course.

The two scrambled from their pits,
and huddling together gazed with starting eyes as whole acres of the sands
slipped down and sank away.
Presently from the bank, down which

sat

bolt

swifter.

upright and, with

the matchless strength of his arms alone,
rowed in a cunning frenzy till the oars
showed as but a rolling sheen, and the
hull lifted until it seemed fairly to fly.
Whereat the two who watched whirled
up their caps and cheered mig'-tily, for
he was gaining now.
Then, when the
point on which they stood had fallen
away to a space no wider than an oar
length, he swung the boat alongside.
With a choke in his throat the deacon
quavered, " Bob Jones, God Almighty

behind a man that kin row that way,
but the boat won't hold us all."
is

For answer the boatman tumbled
weakly out, and, gripping the painter
tightly with both hands, cried in a comfury, " Git in.

Git in." Wondering what further marvel of his craft
he would display, whereby three men
might ride to safety in a boat designed
to bear but one, they blindly obeyed him.
Then he said, " I couldn't a got to ye
with the big skift. But this'n will float
ye till ye hit some bank." He flung the
rope into the narrow prow and with a
sturdy kick on the gunwale shoved off.
They caught the oars and wielded
with all their strength to win back to
him, but in the heart of the main channel of the Missouri, at flood-time the
currents are mighty. When at last they
faced the bow about, a score of boat
lengths separated them from the dwind-

manding

ling circle at his feet.
From it he hailed simply, " They is
no use, men. Three would sink the skift
an' no man could live in this water even
with a hang holt at the stei
Let- 'er
drift fur fear o' ice cakes floatin' down."
Then the last of the sands slowly
settled and the dark and swift flood
swept them remorselessly from view, but
around him it seemed to rise gently, and
gently it bore him down.
•

—

!

Great American Train
Robberies.
BY JOHN

WE

P.

DUXTER.

5 to our series of Great American Train RobIt is a startling, gripping story.
Strange as it may seem, it
beries.
didn't happen in the Far West, where the doughty deeds of modern
Turpins have added so much to history. It occurred in Pennsylvania

are able to add No.

Dick
the Keystone State of

this

1

gentle-mannered, effete East.

The spot selected was ideal. The night was dark and rainy. The
scheme was well planned. The robber was a cool, calculating desperado.
Nothing

in the history of train-robbery reads

Missed Getting

Just

graphically.

LONE BANDIT OF THE "PENNSY."

No. 15.— THE

He

more

Amount

Away

with Over $500,000,

of His Haul

Was

but

the

Total

Exactly $65 in

Lincoln Pennies.

HADES

of the lone-hand banPerry and Witreck!
A
Wild West train hold-up in
the teeming heart of Pennsylvania, single-handed, and with
That,
a successful getaway
dits,

!

too,

zation,

year

this

in

of

civili-

1909.

Most amazing,

many

in

fourteen " Great
Robberies " told in
the

Man's Magazine,

is

ways, of

all

American Train
The Railroad
this,

the fifteenth

and final story in the series. Here, almost under our very eyes, is pulled off
one of the last, if not the last, of the
big deeds of daring of the road-agents
of the rail.
For, meanwhile, the gentle
art of

train -robbery

is

passing into de-

and fall, and the figures- of Jesse
James, Hedgepeth, Evans, Sontag, Morgan, Searcey, the Younger gang, the
" Wild Bunch," are receding into history.
cline

Began

in

the October,

1906,

Railroad

M

Only the most colossal nerve, aided
by equally unusual luck, made possible
this latest exploit.

even after

It is significant that,

the deviltry that marked
the palmy days of the old-tuners had
been resurrected, this robber, in the
heart of civilization, got away finally
with exactly sixty-five dollars in nice
new Lincoln cents
Never, on the lonely plains of the
Far West, was a train held up and
looted in a bolder or more sensational
manner than was the Pittsburgh and
Northern Express on the Pennsylvania
Railroad,
morning of
early
in
the
August 31.
Never was a lone and
audacious robber more wofully sold than
he
the man who pulled off this job
actually missed getting over half a milall

—

lion dollars.

Lewistown Narrows, where the deed
was done, is ideally located for just such
an's Magazine. Single copies, 10 cents.

;
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Threading its serpentine
a purpose.
course in and out among the mountains
of Pennsylvania, the Juniata River is
closely paralleled by the Pennsylvania
Railroad.
It is one of the most wildly beautiful
Eor miles on
spots in the Alleghenies.
this side of the river not a house is to
be found, though the Narrows is only
fifty-three miles from Harrisburg. the
On one side is the river;
State capital.
on the other are the mountains, rising
abruptly and forming a deep, narrow
gorge.
Old residents of the section on either
side of the Narrows recall that the point
at which the express was held up was
the scene of numerous highway robberies
in the days when David Lewis and his
band operated in the mountains around
Lewistown and Bellefonte.
The old
State pike from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh passed through the Lewistown
Narrows, where the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad now run, and Lewis
and his highwaymen frequently held up
stage-coaches bound east or west.
They continued to operate from IS 14
to 1820, when Lewis and his chief lieutenant, Connolly, were captured and shot
by a posse, and the gang dispersed.
Since then, for nearly ninety years, no
highwayman had dared operate there.
That's how daring was this modern
hold-up.
Had the highwayman been the most
artistic of theatrical managers, instead of
a vagabond but pretty well educated foreigner, as he seems to have been, he
could not more excellently have staged
and carried out his plot.

A

Criminal's

The Narrows

is

a

Paradise.
rift

between the

mountains, some ten miles in length and
not much over an eighth of a mile in
width, with piles upon piles of loose,
jagged rocks covered with underbrush,
and known under the name of " Black

Log Mountain."
Beside the Juniata River an artificial
bed has been formed for the railroad
At many points
tracks to rest upon.
there is a sheer descent of thirty or
forty

There

feet
is

straight

only room

the river - bed.
for the towpath of

into

the Pennsylvania Canal and the old
State road between this and the abrupt
ascent of " Jack's Mountain," one of
the highest -and most rugged in that section of the State.
The lofty mountains, more even than
the tangled scrub timber, cast deep
.

heavy shadows over the tracks

at

this

point until, in the daytime, except when
the sun is overhead, they are of almost
Stygian darkness.
There is absolutely
no life in the vicinity after sunset, except the seminightly trips of the trackwalker.

Once a criminal gets into the mountain fastness, he can travel far into the
Virginias before coming to cleared land.
Carried Over $500,000.

Train

No.

39

has

reputation,
of being
a treasure-train.
Nightly it carries from
$50,000 to $200,000. Other trains carry
more money and valuables than this
but. after all, No. 39 is a pretty regular
carrier of large sums.
At this particular
time it was a richer haul than ordi-

among

railroad

the

men who know,

narily.

The
press, as

Pittsburgh
it is.

and

known

Northern

Ex-

to the public, leaves

9 p.m.. and
the night of
August 31, it was composed of five
Pullman sleepers filled with passengers
and three express cars, two of which
had come up from Washington in the
afternoon and had been transferred to
the train at Philadelphia, while the
other was from that city itself.
In one of the Washington expresscars were five big steel safes, crammed
full of new bank-notes in the denominations mostly of one's, two's, and fire's
perhaps something over half a million

Philadelphia

shortly after

Harrisburg at 12.01.

On

—

dollars.

In the Philadelphia express-car were
shipments of money and bullion to
banks farther west, as well as checks
and valuable papers to an unknown
amount.
No one, except the Treasury
in Washington and St. Louis,
the combination of the five big
safes, but the express messenger in the
other car knew that of the smaller safe,
in which the smaller amounts of bullion
and coin were placed.
officials

knew
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of the year,
the East was hurrying " crop
" to the West to facilitate the
handling of the harvests, the train was
likely to be a particularly rich haul.
Moreover, it was the thirty-first of the
month, and usually there was, also, on

cars.

day over $300,000 in the pay-envelopes of the Cambria Steel Company
of Johnstown for September 1.

It was about 1.30 a.m., and the train
was running along smoothly at about
fifty miles an hour, when suddenly En-

this particular season

when
money

this

.

THERE WAS NO ANSWER

— JUST

had always been

the practise to have

a guard with a loaded repeating rifle in
the coach behind the express-cars.
It was his duty to get out and patrol
the

treasure-car

whenever

a

Donnelly Hears the Torpedo.

THE TWO ELOQUENT OPEN MOUTHS OF THE AUTOMATICS.

It so happened, however, that on this
night the pay-roll had been delayed tO' a
later train.
But the robber must have
known a lot about the inside, as the gang
did in the famous Mineral Range holdSome years before, on this train
up.
it

All this the robber must presumably have known when he determined, on this dark and overcast night,
to hold up No. 39.

stop

was

made.
But this had been discontinued,
and the messengers and baggagemen
now relied on the carbines in their own

Samuel

Donnelly heard what
torpedo under his engine.
He pulled back the throttle and, following the rules, after slowing down,
Then came
proceeded under control.
another explosion more violent than the
first, and a whole series of them, shattering the head-light and breaking the
gineer

sounded

like a

windows of the

He

cab.

turned on the emergency-brakes,
and the wheels were clamped tightly
while the train came to an abrupt stop.
Donnelly peered out into the darkness
ahead, fully expecting to see a wreck.
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Instead,

a

gruff

from behind

voice

" Get

"

down

Quick
out of there
Donnelly turned hastily, only to find
himself facing the cold, blue, yawning
mouths of two automatic revolvers. If
they were pointed at you, you would
tremble if even a fly walked over the
the kind that will send half a
trigger
!

!

—

dozen

bullets

into

you

in

as

many

seconds.

short,

hat

stockily

built

out

the
the

He

engine.

of
trouble to see if anything 'was wrong
with the engine.
He hadn't time to
report
that the headlight
had been
at"

first

sign

smashed.

"Hands up! Be quick about it!"
yelled the highwayman, firing a few
" If
shots just for the moral effect.
either of you say a word before I tell
"
you, I'll kill you both
Then followed a brief parley.
" Any mail-cars? "
" No."

but very muscular

From beneath his black sloucha gunny sack hung down, covering

and even most of his body.
Slits were cut in it through which his
piercing black eyes snapped sharply.
his face

the burlap did not tone down the
rapid fire of profanity which blazed

Even

from his mouth.
Donnelly hustled down

to

the

ground

the robber also leaped off the steps
of the locomotive.
Just then the fireman, Freeman G. D.
as.

stepped

!

Behind the automatics was a grotesque
figure/ It was apparently that of a

man.

came around

Willis,

had

him rang out sharply:

"Any
_

express-cars?"

"Yes."
"

Anv money? "

"

No>

"

You

lie!

Lead me back

to

them!

be careful "
Fortunately, the car containing
safes with the half million dollars
The first
the second in the train.
the
single
safe
with
contained
smaller
amount.
The engineer
forced to beat on the door.
John

And

!

EVERYTHING THAT LOOKED LIKE MONEY WENT INTO THE

BAG.

the

was
car
the

was

W.
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THB ROBBER HAD CHOSEN THE PENNIES.

Harper,
messenger,
the
express
opened it.
" What's the matter up the line?" he
drawled, not for a moment dreaming of
such a thing as train-robbery in Penn-

his question,

S.

sylvania.

—

There was no answer just the two
eloquent open mouths of the automatics.
Harper started back to the carbines in
the corner, then stopped as if frozen.
"If you move again before I tell you
I'll blow you up
to,
Up with your
hands " yelled the robber. " See those
dvnamite cartridges in my pocket, too,
!

!

eh?"
Lined

Up

the

Crew.

up by the

but was expeditiously lined

side of the other three.

The road-agent

hadn't really got down
up came I. R. Poffenberger, the conductor of the train, swinging his lantern and calling out to know
why the train was stopped.
" Throw up your hands and get back
there " answered the bandit, adding an
argument from one of his revolvers while
he kept the other slowly swinging back
and forth on a level with the fifth ribs
of the four men lined up in the car before him.
The first shot went through Poffenberger's hand, and, as he ducked and
ran, a veritable broadside followed him.
to business before

!

"By a miracle, the shots went through
and nqt through him. But
so far as the men in the car knew, he
was dead as a door-nail.
At any rate, the highwayman had
shown his quality he was ready to fire
at a hostile eye-wink."
Then he proceeded to take advantagt of the few
minutes he had in which to do his real
work.
Under his directions, while the fire-

.

No

one cared

to trifle

with the walk-

With
ing arsenal of death after that.
the utmost alacrity the engineer and fireman jumped up, under orders, into the
car, while the robber followed, and lined
up all three in the corner farthest from
the carbines.

Just then the messenger from one of
the other cars, T. M. Clayton, stuck his
head in the door to find out what was
up.
He didn't even have time to ask

his coat-tails,

—

man

held

open

a

sack,

Harper

was

;
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forced

to

contents.

open the safe and take out the

As

the

highwayman inspected

each bag, he determined whether to take
it or not, ordering Harper to place it in

*

•

the bag which Willis held.
Some bags of bullion went in. Then
some bags of currency, and some packages of papers that looked as if they
Bundles premight be bank-notes.
sumably of jewelry were discarded as
too bulky, but everything that looked
like money went into the capacious maw
of the bag that Willis held.
" Right heah is whar' he broke his
merlasses jug," as Uncle Remus put it.
While no one knew the combinations
of the five safes of the other car, the
bandit might have dynamited them and
In the
got a chance at half a million.
car he entered, he mistook the heavy
bags of uncoined bullion for coin. The
bags of what seemed to be gold coin
were really nothing but Lincoln pennies.
As for the packages that seemed to be
treasury-notes, they contained nothing
but checks and commercial paper. The
whole thing made a heavy bundle, more
than he could quickly and "conveniently
carry in his hurry to get away and start
the train off again.
In fact, the pennies themselves some
eleven thousand of them weighed over
seventy pounds and, after you drop the
.two decimals off, they weren't much of

—

—

;

a haul,

at that.

Up

the Mountainside.

up that bag " he ordered
when it was evident that the safe

" Pick

!

run, and more than glad to just
scramble aboard the train.
Donnelly
had been much too cautious to run his
train out blindly, but had reconnoitered
the track for several yards ahead, finding near the rails a quantity of dynamite large enough to blow up the. train,
provided lie had not stopped just when
he did after the second explosion.
Indeed, the bandit had intimated that
if
anything went wrong he wouldn't
a

hesitate to

days

blow up

Not

the train.

five

another part of the State,
yeggmen dynamited a train on another
road for the purpose of concealing a
later, in

robbery.

The
While

all

Passengers Sleep.
this

excitement

rapid-fire

was taking place up

head of the
train, only three or four of the most
wakeful of the passengers in the sleepers had the slightest inkling of what
was going on.
Some were for going
ahead with Conductor Poffenberger and
putting up a fight, but most of them
dived back into their berths, and got
exceedingly busy secreting their money
and valuables in unlikely places, so as
to be protected if the trouble extended
back into their cars.
at the

But the majority of the passengers

know a thing about it until they
reached Pittsburgh the next morning and
reporters approached them for accounts
of the hold-up.
The train was delayed
so short a time by the hold-up that it
didn't

came
At

in practically

on

time.

After a few minutes' climb, Fireman
Willis was told to drop his burden in

tower = station, Donnelly
had stopped long enough to telegraph
" Train No. 39 held up,
the news
masked bandit, Lewistown Narrows,
1.30 this morning.
Loss slight."
Within an hour a posse on a special
train was on its way from the division
headquarters to the Narrows, followed
later by Willis.
The Pinkertons had
been notified, and were on their way
the State constabulary had sent out orders to look for the robber
local and
long-distance telephones were buzzing

a thicket.
>
" Good night and good luck," said the
" Get back to your train, if
bravado.
"
you can. I hope to see you again
Willis was only too glad to return on

all
over the State
telegraphs were
spreading the news to every flag-station,
and die newspapers were hurrying the
story over the land.
With the first break of light in the

Willis,

had been thoroughly looted and that the
time was growing short.
" Now carry it up this path " he
!

added.

Then, as the fireman preceded him up
the mountainside, he turned to the engineer.

"

Now, you go back

don't you stop
"
station

till

to the engine,

you get

and

to the next

!

!

the

first

:

;

;
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LEWISTON NARROWS, PENNSYLVANIA, THE SCENE OF THE LAST GREAT ROBBERY.
East, the side of the mountain was literalive with searchers.
Suddenly a
shout of joy rang out. Only a few hundred feet away from the spot where the
fireman had dropped the sack, a bag
ally

had been picked up.

It was heavy, and
the searchers expected to find in it the
pennies.
They literally yelled when they saw
The robber
it was the bag of bullion.
had made another blunder, and had
chosen the bag of pennies rather than
the uncoined gold.
few hundred yards farther was
found a bag half full of pennies the
seal intact, but the bag slit with a knife.
Handfuls of bright new Lincoln cents
lay scattered in every direction.
Boys were set to work picking them
up, and all but about six thousand five
hundred were recovered.
Even those
made quite a load.
After the trail of pennies ended
little further was found, except the torn
and discarded envelopes of papers and
the gunny-sack with the eye-slits.
Even when bloodhounds, kept for this
very purpose by the B. and O., at Chil-

A

—

licothe,

scene,

Ohio, had been brought to the
and had picked up the scent, it

was soon

lost.

The highwayman had disappeared

as

completely as if the darkness had swallowed him.
The wide-flung net about
the sceue never gathered him in, in spite
of the score of dogs and over two hundred officers and citizens.
-

And

so, as usual, it was the little
mistakes after the big work had
been done successfully that prevented
one of the most daring hold-ups in the
history of American railroading from
being a complete success.
Until it actually happened, no railroad or express
official would have believed such a thing
within the range of possibility on the
roadway of any of the great Eastern

fatal

trunk

lines.

"

There has been nothing like it to
occur on any Eastern railway in some
twenty-five
years,"
said, one
official.
" It

won't occur again in twenty-five
Possibly we have fostered the belief that such a thing could not be done
here in the East, and were not looking

more.

for

Wild-West episodes."

Fighting the Ticket-Scalpers
BY

KOACH,

A.

H.

Assistant Chairman, Railway Ticket Protective Bureau.

WE

reproduce, to illustrate this article, specimens of forged tickets, others
that have been " laundered," and still others that were treated w ith
They show how far unscrupulous men will go to gain
volatile ink.
their ends.
Some of these bogus tickets were so cleverly " made " that they
fooled the keenest railroad men, and one daring scalper even boasted that it
would be mere play for him to make a ticket that would be good " to ride
around the world."

How

Bureau Finally Landed on the Dishonest Scalpers
and Began the Slow but Effective Process of

the Protective

*

Bringing

Them

to Justice.

SECOND ARTICLE.
,

EBRUARY

3,

nor the magnitude of the work to be
accomplished in the elimination of these

the

1903,

Railway Ticket Protective Bureau was effectively

railroad ticket-agents.
policy of the bureau was similar
to that of the American Bankers' Association and the Jewelers' Security Alliance.
No let-up on any suit commenced,
no compromise of any kind, but simply
constant and vigorous prosecution whenself-constituted

The

organized.
Its object, as
stated in its articles of
organization, is " the detection and prosecution of forgers, counterfeiters, and unlawful manipulators of
railway tickets or other evidence of passenger transportation, and such other
duties germane to its purpose as may be
assigned to it." It be-

came

ever and wherever sufficient evidence of
lawlessness had been secured.
The first year was
devoted to securing

effective at once.

The

policy

of the chairman or commissioners
of the several territorial passenger associations.
It was not
realized at that time
sisting

how strongly
scalper

data and information
showing the extent

of the

bureau was to be determined and its business conducted by an
executive board con-

Coed

began

-

i°

Ctws Passage—^

First

—

'V, O.

Via Short Line, and vol- *'
from date of sale stanL .a
on back.

>»

<Y}

(t

One

Zl
^y

V*"'

THIS TICKET HAS BEEN OVER THE ROAD
TWICE. EACH TIME THE CONDUCTOR'S

the

in

Ooe Continuous

SHELBY, O.

was entrenched
Scries

for

CLEVELAND

October

CANCELLATION WAS OBLITERATED
BY THE AID OF A "B.C."
PUNCH.
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M*f Itlne.

of

the

tised

frauds

prac-

by the scalpers,

instructing conductors

how

to examine railroad tickets to detect
manipulations,
etc.
The services of a
competent
corps of

detectives,

familiar

with

the
scalping
business, was secured.
Single coplti.

10

ccoti.

-
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These men were sent to the larger
and often obtained employment in

cities

scalpers' offices, thus being able to render
daily reports advising the bureau of the
frauds perpetrated by these people.
Through this systematic supervision
the bureau was soon in possession of the
necessary information with which to
wage a successful warfare against this

The membership lines of the bureau
were advised by circular letters of irregularities discovered, and suggestions were
made to them how to safeguard their

to

secure the

was

in

use that
its

withdrawal and the substitution of one
more difficult to manipulate was recommended.

The

was found necessary

a ticket

could be easily altered by scalpers,

illegal traffic.
It

Where

tickets.

out

of

use of safety inks, in the filling
tickets,

would withstand

which

RAILROAD COMPANY".
EMP H?.Yi.^7?l?r. pa 5J50? -9 1*^-.
CLEVELA!VD,__<

CI 051 2.

ACCOUNT-

•St?

GOOD UNTIL.

IQC

WhCM COONTER3IONC0 BY
I-

3

—

THE WORDS "& SON " WERE ADDED BY THE SCALPER. THE LIMIT
OF THE PASS WAS EXTENDED FROM MAY 30 TO DECEMBER 3O.

IN THIS TICKET,

cooperation of the auditing departments
of the railroads, so that altered tickets

found in collections would be sent to the
bureau with as little delay as possible.
It was soon learned that the majority
of altered rickets emanated from such
cities as Atlanta, Indianapolis, Chicago,
St. Louis, Buffalo, Kansas City, Denver,
Cincinnati, San Antonio, and New Orleans.

Such altered

tickets

as

came

to

the

notice of the bureau, through the collections of the railroads or through purchases made at scalpers' offices were carefully examined, each alteration noted and
compared with manipulations in other
altered tickets, and also with the reports
of the detectives employed by the bureau.

Checking

Up

Scalpers.

In this way. the workmanship of the
" fixers " became faticket

different

traces of them and
work could be maiutaired.

miliar and distinct
their

the acid tests, and many other suggestions of a like nature were urged.
Blank
forms were prepared for the use of conductors when altered tickets were found
in the hands of passengers.
These tickets

were " lifted."

The passenger was required to give
his name and address
date of purchase
of ticket
name and description of party
;

;

from whom
what rebate

ticket

order,

The conductor

was purchased, and
if

any.

also

had

to secure

what-

was told to
what envelopes,

ever statement a passenger

make

a conductor
papers, or letters, for purpose of
identification a passenger presented
to
what point baggage was checked on a
to

;

cards,

;

ticket
whether the baggage was checked
by the passenger or another party; also
getting a description of the ticket, with
its number, date, etc.
Many other suggestions were made and
adopted by the railroads, and it was their
cooperation with the bureau in every
matter brought to their attention which
;
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largely contributed to the great measure
of success achieved.
If any question ever existed as to the
necessity and expediency for such an organization as the Protective Bureau,
experience effectually dispelled the
its
What the bureau was enabled to
doubt.
discover in the extent and character of
the frauds which were boldly perpetrated by these lawless ticket - scalpers
should convince even the most skeptical
that it is fitting they were put to an end.

EJMJUR

To HiLLSBORiO,llls,
VIA.

GOOD
Void after

.ONLY.

would then be routed via some line which
would permit the longest possible haul,

way often enhancing .the value of
the ticket ten-fold.
in this

Good Around

vAQQV^v&9V
Form

B6109

E.

one considers that a single coufrequently carries a passenger a

great distance, as from Chicago to Aland another from Albubuquerque
querque to California points, it is easy to
see the enormous profits made
by the scalper from the sale
of
tickets
manipulated by
this method.
The boast made by one of
the scalpers is apropos: "Give
me any kind of ticket with
enough coupons on it, and I
;

will

before the

make

it

good

to

ride

)

J?Q ^fflfl S0

and presented

World.

When
pon

FOR~ ONE CONTINUOUS TRIP. AND

Not good unless stamped by Selling Agent,

the

around the world."
The plugging of expired
tickets,
examples of which
are shown in the illustrations,
became so general that scalp-

nothing of it.
writer recalls an incident
THIS TICKET WAS ORIGINALLY SOLD FROM LITCHFIELD TO
to the point, showing the ex" LITCHFIELD " WAS REMOVED
HILLSBORO. ILLINOIS.
tent of the moral perversion
AND "INDIANAPOLIS, IND.," SUBSTITUTED.
among these scalpers, when
Perhaps the most profitable manner of one of them called on him and protested
against the surveillance maintained on
swindling the railroads was by altering
his office.
the destinations on tickets, thereby enhancing their value.
He claimed that he was absolutely
honest and never resorted to altering or
changing the destination of tickets, but
All Writing Removed.
at the same time admitting frankly that
For instance, a ticket would be pur- expired tickets were plugged and sold
chased by the scalpers at the railroad
by him, saying that every scalper did
this and it was not considered a disstation, reading over more than one railhonest practise.
road and requiring the issuance of two or
skeleton form of ticket
three coupons.
In the Laundry.
which is one whose coupons are in
blank would be used to route the same,
It was considered good form and a
the names of the railroad line and the
business necessity to have what is termed
destination being placed on it in writing
a " laundry " in connection with every
by the agent.
The scalper would submit the entire ticket-scalping office. This " laundry "
was a back room where the ticket or
ticket to a bath in certain liquids, thereIf
pass received its final touches in alteraby removing all trace of writing.
tions.
the ticket was too much discolored by the
It is a well-known fact that almost
acid it would be dyed or recolored with
every pass which found its. way into the
water-colors and restored to its original
hands of a scalper and which read,
tint.
To further avoid detection it would " Good for John Brown," had the addiThe ticket tion of " and wife " or " and sister "
be used on night trains onlv.
ers

The

—

A

—

thought
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it, thus making it good
for two persons.
If a call came for three persons
to use the pass, the addition " and
daughter" or "and son" was made.
The railroad companies, no doubt,
would now be carrying entire battalions on this class of transportation if Mr. Scalper had not been
suppressed.
Lost or stolen annual passes, issued to railroad employees of different lilies, found their way to
the scalpers, who made a specialty
of this class of transportation.
Such a pass usually had the name
PART OF TICKET SHOWN AT BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE.
of the person to whom issued typetious to make the alterations themselves
written on its face. All trace of writing
would be removed, the number of the or sell them over their counters to their
customers, but who were not too scrupupass would be changed, and it would
"
then be made to read for
John Brown lous to dispose of them to other scalpers,
and seven men " on account of " adver- would be eagerly competed and bid for
by the smaller fry.
tising " or " construction."
In fact, the saying became common
that " a ticket never expired in a scalpLarge Profits Made.
er's hands."
Some of these buyers of
expired transportation traveled to smaller
Parties of six or seven people would
cities where scalpers had been in business
be made up and the pass placed in the
hands of one of the creatures or em- for years, and for a few dollars purchased large numbers of such tickets.
ployees of the crooked scalper, who would
Even if some of them could not be
accompany the passengers to their destirevived, due to the fact that the year
nation, being careful to keep the pass in
calendar limits would not permit, they
his possession.
" Old stock " (expired tickets) which
could always be used for matching or
had accumulated in the hands of the plugging other tickets, the paper of
which was the same color, and the coularger scalpers who were too cohseienpons used to paste onto other contracts
thus making one ticket out
of two.
The contract form, giving the
year, month, and date calendars, is
generally termed a " header," and
represents the issuing line.
Coupons can. of course, be routed via
any line with which the contracting lines has interline routing
agreements, and, therefore, large
profits could be made by the use
of the coupons from the expired

placed upon

—

tickets.

TICKET ORIGINALLY ISSUED TO SHORT DESTINATION,
OF A VALUE ABOUT $6, MADE TO READ FROM
KANSAS CITY TO CHICAGO, CHICAGO TO
INDIANAPOLIS AND INDIANAPOLIS TO

MONON, THEREBY ENHANCING
VALUE TO ABOUT $l8.QO.

ITS

Frequently, through tickets are
canceled by the first conductor by
one or two punches in the lower
right-hand corner, by the second
conductor in the middle of lower
part of ticket, and are supposed
to be taken up by the third con-

:
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ductor.
Scalpers will send a ticket the
distance of the first conductor's run, receive the ticket back by mail, showing
but one cancellation in lower right-hand
corner.
With their shears they will cut off this
cancellation and send the ticket out for
If the cancellation cana second run.
not be removed in this way, it is altered
by the aid of the " B. C." punch, which
indicates that baggage has been checked.
This " B. C." punch usually obliterates
this
conductor's cancellation.
If
the
cannot be done, cancellations are promptly plugged, and in this way, two or three
and sometimes as high as ten rides, over
the division of this conductor, can be accomplished before the ticket is finally
sent through to

its

destination.

More Scheming.

To avoid the scrutiny of the gatekeepers, a ticket is purchased to some
short destination and presented at the
gate so as to permit the passenger to pass
through.
He is told to present the ticket
bearing the longer destination to the conductor, who, supposing that it has passed
the scrutiny of the gatekeeper does not
give it as close an examination as he
should.
If the conductor is known to be careful or " wise " to altered tickets, the
scalper either avoids sending such ticket
over his run or furnishes the passenger
with a ticket to the end of the conductor's run, and instructs the passenger to
present the altered ticket to the second
conductor, the scalper having first placed
proper cancellations on it to mislead the
second conductor into the belief that it
has passed the scrutiny of the first one.
To the layman who is unfamiliar with
the methods of railroading, it would
seem* impossible or unreasonable that
forged tickets could be used to such an
extent as to seriously affect the revenues
of the railroads.
It

would be reasoned

that,

is

An entire forged ticket, purporting to
be issued at some Eastern point, having
but one coupon to its destination via a
Western
in

railroad,

was extensively

by a gang of forgers,

the ticket to
point short.

its

who never

destination, but to

dealt

sold

some

Rebate from Passengers.
In other words, they never permitted
the ticket to get into the hands of the
conductor to cancel it. They would
exact a rebate from the passenger, draw
a sight draft on the bank in the town
where he was going for the amount of
the rebate, and would at once send to
this bank the amount to be paid on delivery of the ticket, the bank returning
the unused portion of the ticket to them
by mail.
So careful were they to whom they
sold this ticket, that a prospective purchaser would be shadowed during the
entire day by boys employed for the purlast

pose.
If the passenger in any way aroused
suspicion by entering one of the regular
railroad
ticket-offices
or
a
building

where one of the passenger associations
located, or could not give the names
of reputable citizens of Chicago to vouch

was

for him, the ticket would not be delivered to him.
It required considerable skill and patience to gather sufficient evidence with
which to successfully prosecute this gang
of forgers, but if was finally accomplished
and they were sentenced to terms in the
penitentiary of Illinois.
I recall quite vividly an instance in
the trial where one of them made the
claim that we could never produce evidence to convict, as they had been careful
not to sell to " stiffs "—a " stiff " being
some one employed by the bureau to test
the scalpers.

inasmuch

as tickets are cancelled by the conductor,
and turned into the auditing department,
the fraud would be discovered at once.

This

trated in Chicago a few years ago was
by the following method

true provided the tickets always

reach the auditing departments, but this
is not the case.
One of the cleverest forgeries perpe-

His Waterloo.
This name was also given
arousing suspicion.

A

clerk

to

any one

would use

words " stiff hat " in conversation
with a scalper to indicate that the party
trying to purchase a ticket was a spotter.
the

FIGHTING THE TICKET SCALPERS.
-

At the
witnesses

question, the
in the
background, but during the conversation had with the scalper,
an elderly, benign gentleman entered the court-room.
The scalper gave a horrified
" Great
gasp
and exclaimed,

Heavens

in

trial

had been kept

!
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That

isn't

EXCURSION TICKET.
!W,H;iiU-V9M-e<1J-lli3-o>l3-SO[3

f

p

03

P

one of your

"

witnesses, is it?
I replied that it was.
He said, " Let me tell

a
you.

That old man was passing my
office one morning with a folder
in his hands.
He looked so good
to me that I asked him if he
would not like to buy a cheap
ticket.

He

replied

that

he

;
that he was here visiting his daughter, but that he intended to return to his home in
Minnesota the next night.

would

"

He was

so
that

'

to

tion.

"

gave him a
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2ss

unsophisticated,

I
induced him
phoneys,'
buy one of these
never even requiring him to pay
a rebate, but simply giving him
an envelope directed to me in
which to return the unused por-

apparently,

o ^ <c

NASHYiLLE, TENN.

»

Louisviulejej Nashvillc

Railroad Co^I

OS
QO
00

of advice as
TlffSyW^727-TiaJj-i2-3a-90 114 l7=18SB2>ttB73S^4^4Z7-478-^90.609-670-CS?-C10S-CT4a 1*71
to the many pitfalls of a great
FM3-Pte4-n77H27E-H32^H333 y^Z),
going
far
as
take
city, even
so
to
y
NO STOP-OVER ALLOWED. *^^"trS£?
him to the elevated railroad and
showing him just how to reach
his daughter's the easiest way.
HERE ARE REPRODUCED THE STUB AND GOING AND
RETURNING- COUPONS OF A TICKET ISSUED BY THE LOUISI surely got a hot one when I
VILLE AND NASHVILLE RAILROAD, APRIL 27, lSQ8, FROM
picked up this chap."
TO LOUISVILLE AND RETURN, AT ONE FARE
We are glad to state that this NASHVILLE
FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
THE GOING PORTION OF THIS
benevolent-looking old man made
TICKET WAS PROPERLY USED. WHEN THE RETURN PORTION APPEARED IN THE COLLECTIONS OF THE AUDITOR
one of our best witnesses and
IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT THE TINT HAD BEEN ENTIREconviction
materially
in
the
aided
LY REMOVED FROM IT AND THAT THE WORD
CINof the forgers.
CINNATI " HAD BEEN SUBSTITUTED FOR THE WORD
There was considerable danger
"LOUISVILLE." ALSO THAT THE RETURN LIMIT HAD
BEEN RAISED FROM MAY 31, lSg8, TO JUNE 27, I898.
entire
the printing of an
in
THE ACTION OF THE ACIDS NECESSARY TO REMOVE
fraudulent issue of railroad tickTHESE NAMES ALSO DESTROYED THE TINT. COMPARISON
ets.
A safer, but as profitable, ALSO SHOWS
A DIFFERENCE IN STAMPS OF THE WORD
" SPECIAL."
method was purchasing tickets to
some short destination directly
from the railroad companies. This des- conductors changed, the ticket would remain in the passenger's hands, merely
tination would then be erased and a
showing the first conductor's punches,
destination to some point on a branch
line close to a junction point would
and he would pay cash fare from the
junction point to his destination. At the
be printed on them, the printing making
the ticket appear more bona fide than
destination the ticket would be turned
writing would have done.
over to a confederate of the scalper and
a small rebate paid the passenger. The
This junction' point being where the
I

lot

P

'

'

3

R R
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ticket

would be returned
who would use

scalper,

to the original
it

and

again

again after the cancellations had been
plugged.

Crooked Scalpers Organize.

The

rebating of these forged tickets
necessitated some organization of the

crooked scalpers, and what was known
as the " American Traveling Brokers'
Association " was formed. This organization

had no

offices or

officers,

and

its

only purpose was to hoodwink the traveling public into the belief that they were
dealing with members of a legitimate
organization among the scalpers known
as the "American Ticket Brokers' Association."

The members of the fake association
membership certificates on
displayed
their walls to which they would point
when passengers hesitated about buying
a ticket, saying, " We are regular members of the American Brokers' Association
we guarantee our transactions and
if
anything should happen that this
transportation is not accepted, we would
be compelled to refund your money."

Children's tickets, issued at half rate,
or half tickets were another source of
profitable income.
The figure " Yz
which had been cut out by a punch would
be plugged, or if written in it would
be erased, and in this way the ticket

could be made good for an adult.
One of the most flagrant swindles perpetrated by the scalpers was that of inducing passengers to use what they
termed the " Fast Stock Express."
In a large city like Chicago there are
many men who are temporarily stranded
and who are willing to ride in almost any
kind of car to reach their homes.

The

scalpers had arrangements to furhelpers to a number of stockyard
agents who shipped cattle to Eastern
points.
These helpers were required to
" punch up " the cattle that fell down
in the cars.
Long poles were furnished
these helpers and the work was very
arduous.
nish

" Fast Stock Express."

;

These men, in case of arrest and prosewould flock to the aid of each
other, many would commit perjury without the slightest hesitation, approach
cution,

jurors during the progress of the
and in fact would do everything
could to defeat the ends of justice.

A

trial,

they

Special Ink Used.

One

of the earliest impositions practhe scalpers was that of using
volatile ink in signing tickets.
This ink
when dry could readily be removed by
rubbing with a cloth or brush. In purchasing a round trip signature form of
tised by

from the agent at the station, the
passenger would be instructed to use a
fountain pen furnished by the scalper,
containing this ink, and to sign his name
ticket

lightly.

The
its

ticket

would then be used

to

destination, the return portion rebated

who would promptremove the signature as explained,
placing thereon the name of some other
purchaser to whom he had sold this por-

at the scalper's agent,

ly

tion

of the ticket.

The scalper would tell a party who
came to him for a cheap ticket that he
would get him home for a small sum.

He

would, of course, have to ride
" Fast Stock Express," but that

on the

only
took some three or four hours longer
than the passenger - trains to make the
tiip.
Furthermore, he would have a delightful journey, and could rest in the
caboose, which was almost as comfortable as a sleeping-car.
After separating the unsophisticated
one from his money a trip would be made
to the stock-yards, the man turned over
to the agent,

and the

agent would put the

and

it

profits divided.

man

The

in the caboose,

after the train left the city the victim would be handed a long pole and
told to work.
If he refused he would promptly " hit
the gravel " some two or three hundred
miles away.
It frequently happened that more victims were secured than could be accommodated on these stock-trains, but this
did not deter the scalpers from taking
the money for the " Fast Stock Express."
One night a Polish Hebrew was found
sitting disconsolately in an empty caboose
at the stock -yards.
The night-watchman
asked him what he was doing. He said

:

FIGHTING THE TICKET-SCALPERS.
he was waiting for the train to start,
had paid his money to a ticketwho had put him aboard the
caboose, which he could not be induced
to leave until the police were called.
He afterward endeavored to get his
money back from the scalper, but was
compelled to sue. The case was aired
in "all the newspapers at the time.
Many
letters of complaint were received by the

ing machine. In tins way he could keep
a train check working every day, bearing
the same number ; but if, by chance, the
forged train check was not mailed back
to him he would cease using that number

that he
scalper

inunediately.

The

to the auditors.

cuted.

Worked Even When

Insane.

Such, in brief, were the miscreants
Protective
Bureau were pitted
against.
It found them bold because
they had so long been undisturbed in
the

t

their

,

forged check going to the audi-

would check up with the envelope
from which the original had been taken
and, of course, would be found correct.
Thousands of dollars were lost to the
railroads by this method before it was
exposed and the guilty scalper prosetors

scalpers from their victims whom they
had induced to take this journey, which

they read to each other with merriment.
The railroads thought that they had
solved the problem of avoiding manipulations and alterations of tickets when
they instituted what is called a train
check. All tickets presented on trains
were at once taken in charge by the conductor and train checks were issued. In
this way a ticket was at once turned over
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vocation.

It

found them

because their calling required

found them hardened

Train Checks Useless.

practises.

was

found,
however, that the
scalpers were as expert in forging these
train checks as they were in forging
tickets.
Entire issues of them were
It

counterfeited, and
the same methods
were used to prevent their falling into
the hands of the auditors as in the case

of tickets.

The following

clever

method

was evolved by a Denver scalper

A

check bearing -a thirty-day
limit reading from Denver to Chicago
would come into his hands. He would
sell .forged train checks, bearing this
same number, as far as Kansas City,
having them mailed back to him by an
train

associate on

whom

it

was rebated.

He

continued to issue forged train
checks during the entire month, bearing
the same number as the original, the
numbers being placed on with a number-

But, in the end,

their
it

It

vicious

invariably

found them cowardly and cringing when
brought face to face with the law.
A certain scalper, one of the cleverest
ticket- forgers hi the country, wa's employed by a St. Louis scalper, solely for
the purpose of altering and forging
tickets.
His work became well known,
and the constant fear of arrest and prosecution,

together with the close confine-

day and month after
his health and he became a nervous wreck. Finally he was
taken to an insane asylum, where he died.
It is said that during the time he was
in the asylum the only thing that would

ment day

after

month, shattered

him was to give him pieces of
colored paper, some paste and the tools
of a ticket- forger, with which he would
contentedly work, under the delusion that
he was still altering railroad tickets.
quiet

third and last article in Mr. Koach's series will appear in our December number.
deal with the methods by which the dishonest scalpers were finally put out of business.

The
It will

in

skilful

skill.

;

A TALLOW-POT'S LAMENT.
BY JOHN
Written

for

"The

RUSSELL.

C.

Man's

Railroad

Magazine."

\HE

engineer rides on his seat;
he conductor rides back in the car
The brakey, by Moses!
Leads a life full of roses.
But the tallow-pot handles the bar!
1

The yardman, he's home
The hogger, he sleeps on
The hostler gets hay
All night and

all

every night;
the road;

daj

move

But

the fire-boy must

The
The

trunk-smasher's job is a pipe;
flaggy, his job is a dream;

all the load.

But you hear me whoop
For the lad with the scoop,
'Cause he manufactures the steam!

down

It's

A

with his dirty old phiz,
fit to beat sin;
conductor's all right,

shoveling

The

A
But

neat, pretty sight.
the fire-boy gets

The brass collars,
Are dandy when

t.

'em
m's.,

all's

all

in!

and supe's
and done.

said

But they couldn't go

far

lad with the bar
Didn't hustle 'em over his run!
If trie

So

sing of your bold engineer.
Driving a monster of steel!

He
But
Don't

is

if

great in his place.
old dirty face

hustle, he

won't turn a wheel!
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BY JOHN

IDOL.

MACK STONE.

Three People Take an Involuntary Voyage
and Uncle Sam Is Defied to His Face.

CHAPTER

A

Fight

in

the

tongue, their hands

I.

Bay.

ERHAPS

it
was because I
was raised inland that the

boat interested me.
I stood
at the edge of the dock, ten
feet above the surface of the
water, looking down at it
intently.
Of course, I had seen skiffs on
the park ponds, and larger rowboats on
the inland rivers, but never such a rowboat as this a craft where twenty men
could work at the oars, and wide enough
to permit a line of passengers between

—

the rowers.

was shaped

It

away

peculiarly,

too

— cut

permit a speedy passage through the water, low amidships,
raised high at the stern. This high stern
fascinated me. and I caught myself wondering why it should have been built
so.
I was to learn within an hour just
why and to give thanks that it was so.
Almost before I realized it, it was
dark.
I took my eyes from the boat and
looked out upon San Francisco Bay. A
short distance away a brilliantly lighted
man-of-war rode at anchor. Out toward
the Golden Gate, red and green lights
told where a tramp steamer was anchored.
The boat below me belonged to the
at the box.

to

;

tramp steamer.
I

had seen

it

I

knew

leave

the

that

much, for

steamer three

hours before.
watched, fascinated, as the
I had
regular, long sweep of the oars carried
it across the water toward the dock.
From
a distance I had watched the men disembark a crew of tough-looking ruffians
I thought at the time, the majority of
them foreigners, jabbering some foreign

—

and faces seamed by
rough work and living, and red from contact with sun and wind and sea.
They
had gone up one of the narrow sidestreets, leaving one of their number behind to guard the boat.
I had watched,
too, as this fellow
paced back and forth restlessly, muttering to himself, evidently chagrined because he could not join his companions
in their revel, or work, whatever it was
that had brought them ashore.
After
an hour had passed, he had slipped away
into another side-street, perhaps to some
resort.
And at the time I stood above
their boat, as night was falling, none
of them had returnedIt came to my mind suddenly that my
interest in things which were new to me
had dulled my common sense, that it was
already far past the dinner - hour, and

that

ing

my uncle would
my whereabouts.
would be better

be anxious concernto explain here

and
Richard Engle, the
famous explorer.
A month before, he
had visited my mother and me in our
home town in Indiana, and had entertained us with tales of adventure in forIt

now

that

my

uncle

is

eign lands.

He announced that it was necessary
for him to make a trip to San Francisco
on business, and I begged to be allowed
to go along.
mother had consented ;
that was how I came to be looking foolishly down on this wonderful boat in

My

San Francisco Harbor.
Everything interested

me during the
the coast, but it was after I
reached the sea that my real interest was
aroused.
For a week I had made daily
pilgrimages to the bay, there to sit on
ride

to
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the dock and watch the ships come and
go, load and unload, arrive from and
depart for the uttermost parts of the
earth.

This was the

first time,

however, that

failed to return to the hotel by six
o'clock.
I decided that I should return
I

had

and never remain away so late
remembered, too, that Uncle
Dick had tickets for the theater, and

at once
again.

I

we should

if I did not hurry
the play.

As

be late at

turned to go up the dock toward
there came a Babel of cries
behind me, the rush of many feet,
screams and curses, and a shot.
It
seemed that my heart stood still. I was
utterly unable to move, for the din was
one to strike terror to the heart of a boy
unused to such events.
Before I could step to one side the
rush of men was upon me. In the darkness I could not see much, could only
realize that the men were those I had
seen come ashore in the boat below me.
They had been drinking, evidently, and
had had trouble with the police, for they
seemed highly excited, and cried to each
other loudly, and rushed toward the boat,
intent only upon getting in her and getting away.
The rush came sq quickly that there
was no time for me to escape.
Half a dozen men hurled themselves
against me, I felt my feet slip, felt myself falling through space, gave a scream
that was not heard in that unearthly din.
struck against something hard with such
force that the breath was knocked out
Before I could regain my feet
of me.
half a dozen men were upon me, falling,
fighting, screaming, struggling to get
I

the street,

at the oars.

Other men sprang clown upon us,
sprawled to their positions, cried out to
each other in voices of anger and fear.
I realized dimly that one man was fighting as though to regain his liberty, that
his clothes were half torn from his body.
I saw an oar lifted, saw it descend,
saw this man who fought rendered senseless by the blow.
I had not seen his
face, yet I had seen enough to convince
me that he was not like the others, but

was American or English.

Rome one gave
voice,

and then

T

command

a

realized

in a loud
for the first

time that I had been thrust into the big
boat at the foot of the dock by mistake,
and that the boat was rushing through
the water- as fast as the rowers could
send it.
On the dock there was another chorus
of cries.
" Stop
Stop, or we'll fire " screamed
a voice.
The men in the boat began cursing
again.
I heard shots, saw flashes of
fire back
at the dock, heard bullets
!

!

whistle by.
Instinctively I flinched and
got down as low as possible in the bottom of the boat.
Two men who were not rowing began
to fire in return.
Then a regular battle
began between the men in the boat and
the men on the dock, and all the time
the cursing rowers pulled at their oars,
rushing the big boat through the water.
Directly
in
front of me a man

screamed,

threw

his

hands above his

head, and toppled to one side.
One of
the men who had been firing at the
dock sprang to the vacant place.
The

wounded man was kicked

aside.

had been unable so far to make my
presence known, and now fear clutched
at my heart, for such brutality was new
to me, and I began to wonder what my
fate would be at the hands of these men.
I decided to remain in hiding as long
I

to wait until my presence
the boat was discovered, and then
tell a truthful story and trust to their
mercy, or the mercy of their commander.
The men on the dock were still firing,
but the men in the boat had ceased to
reply to their fire.
Near the stern there was a pile of
canvas, and toward this I crept as cautiously as possible.
Owing to the darkness and excitement no one saw me.
As I reached the pile of cloth I noticed
for the first time that a motor-boat was
coming after us swiftly, and wondered
whether it was endeavoring to overtake
us.
I was not to remain in doubt long,
for as the motor-boat approached some

as

possible,

in

one in

it

commanded our boat

to stop,

and upon getting no answer, opened
I

crept beneath the canvas.

My

fire.

heart
boat

was pounding at my ribs.
Our
stopped, and the firing became heavier.
All the rowers were using their weapons
now.

THE DAUGHTER OF THE
Presently the boat shot forward again.
put my head from beneath the canvas.
The lights of the motor-boat were far
astern.
The men In it had been slain,
or had retreated before the heavy fire.
I could tell by the lights that the motorboat was putting back toward the shore.
Then I looked ahead and saw that
we were near the tramp steamer. As
we drew nearer, some one from the
steamer hailed, some one from our boat
answered.
We drew alongside, and the
men scrambled over each other in a
I

frenzied effort to get on deck.
By peering from beneath the pile of
sail-cloth I saw the two men handed up
the sailor who had been shot and the
other man who had been rendered senseless by a blow from an oar.

—

There were quick demands from some
one who spoke in a tone of authority.
I hid beneath the canvas again, for the
boat was being swung to the deck of the
steamer.

My sensations at that moment were
unpleasant, and I shall not attempt to
describe them.
It seemed that even before the boat I was in had reached the
deck the steamer was under way and
rushing down the bay toward the Golden
Gate.

My

terror increased.

I

was on a ship

knew not where,
companion to men whose appearance bespoke them brutes and who were "evileaving port, bound

I

dently at outs with law-abiding people.

What was to become
would my uncle think?

of

me?

What

peered from beneath the canvas
again, crawled out and raised my head
cautiously until I could look down at the
deck.
A group of men stood beneath a
light before the forward mast.
In the center of the group, upon the
deck, was the body of a man
the man
who had been struck with the oar. One
of the sailors was dashing water in his
face, another was holding liquor to his
I

—

lips.

He

seemed

to

regain

consciousness,

then struggled to his feet quickly and
faced toward me, the sailors holding
back his arms so that he could do no
harm. As he faced the one I took to be
the ship's captain, the light fell full
upon him.
I gave a cry that would have betrayed

IDOL.
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me

but for the throbbing of the ship's
engines and the roar of the wind through
the rigging.

The man on

the deck below, clothes
from him, his face covered
with blood and dirt, his eyes flashing
angrily
was Uncle Dick

half

torn

—

!

CHAPTER
Under

CO

^

II.

Fire.

my astonishment that I
myself half over the gunwale

great was
lifted

of the boat, trying to see and to hear.
Then I realized my position, and be-

came more

cautious.

The

steamer was rushing down the
bay toward the harbor entrance, the
black smoke pouring from her stack. Far
behind, another vessel rushed after us,
evidently a police tug or a revenue cutter.
I saw all this at a glance, then
gave my entire attention to the scene on
the deck below Jne.
Uncle Dick was still struggling with
the men who held him, and as I watched
his struggling ceased, and I knew from
the look In his face that he felt this was
a time for cunning rather than brute
force.
" What

is

the

meaning of

out-

this

heard him demand.
"What
ship is this? Where is her commander? "
The man I had taken to be captain
stepped nearer Uncle Dick and laughed.
" This is a steamer that changes its

rage?"

I

name whenever it pleases the skipper,"
he said. " The skipper changes his name
as often as he pleases, also.
At present
is the steamer Faraway, and I am
Captain Hawson."
" Why was I decoyed to the water-

this

front,

and there seized and made

pris-

oner and carried aboard this craft?" my
uncle demanded again.
"If you have
made a mistake in the man it would be
better to right

it

instantly."

"Your name is Richard Engle?"
manded Captain Hawson.
" If

it

is,

de-

what follows?"

" Well, if it is. it follows that there
has been no mistake," the captain replied with his evil grin.
My uncle shook himself free of the
two sailors who held him and took a
step forward, facing Captain Hawson.
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you tell me why I am on this
ship?" he demanded.
" Do you not know ? " the captain
" Will

asked.
"

Most certainly

do

I

not.

Where

!

!

crew and force an explanation,

entire

are you

"
?

There was no mistaking the venom
the captain's

My

voice.

and glanced around him

in

uncle turned

at the evil faces

glowering at him.
" A splendid collection of thugs " he
" You must have scraped the
cried.
"
slums of the world to get them
Evidently some of the men understood
English, for there were quick murmurs
among them, and two or three started
toward him.
But Captain Hawson
raised a hand in warning.
" I'll
" Don't touch him " he cried.
!

!

.

!

shoot

down

the

man who

first

raises a

hand against Mr. Engle."
Uncle Dick whirled upon him.

"So!"
"

That

is

laughing

he

cried,

the

way matters

himself.

You

stand.

You
have walked into my little trap.
have not decoyed me aboard the Faraway
for purposes of your own, then, but are
only an agent for some one else.
" Very well.
If you have orders to
deliver me a prisoner at a certain port,
be sure that you carry out your orders."
" We'll carry out the orders, all right,"
answered the captain angrily.
" And in the meantime, no matter how

nasty I get, you will see that I

harmed

—

that it?
delivered

is

I

am

am

not

worth money

to a certain port
you if
and worth nothing to you if dead.
Now we understand each
that it?

to

alive,

Is

other."
" Perhaps

we do

not,"

said the cap-

tain.

me

the ship's destina-

Not

at present."

"I am to make myself at home aboard,
"
suppose?
"

My

uncle brushed back

from his brow, and looked ahead
toward the Golden Gate.
the hair

" My dear captain," he said. " you are
perhaps forgetting that "your men created something of a disturbance while
capturing me. You are perhaps unaware
that the police knew something was

wrong

that

;

them that

I

I was able to call out
was being abducted. It

to
is

just possible that there is trouble in store
for you. There is a tug following."
" The tug will scarcely overtake us

once

we

said.
" It

is

are

upon the

sea," the captain

possible that the fortifications
have been warned.'"
" They may be on the

Golden Gate
Uncle Dick said.

at

outlook for you."
" A ship has the right to leave port
sir," the captain thundered.
" Not at night without proper clearance papers, especially when her skipper
and crew run away from the police."
" I am not worrying about the fortifications," the captain said.
" Then there are revenue cutters."
" They'll have to hurry to catch us."
" Perhaps you are used to evading the
authorities," my uncle insinuated.
Captain Hawson walked nearer to
him.
" Perhaps I have had some little experience in that line," he admitted. "And
perhaps your talking about it will do no
good.
Suppose we let the matter drop
for the time being."
" Willingly," my uncle replied.
" Especially as you are to be busy with other
things for the present."
"What do you mean?" the captain
asked.
" There "

You

to

are

But do not

try

son warned.

"

any

be

I

saw Uncle Dick point

to port.

From

one of the splendid fortifications which
guard San Francisco's harbor a long,

tion?"

I

one of the crew.

!

" You'll not tell
"

Again the captain smiled that evil
and turned to give some orders to

smile,

" The port is not on the charts," said
the captain laughing.
" I demand that you answer me "
" Demand
away "
cried
Captain
"
You
are not going to whip
Hawson.

my

and

is

bound?"

ship

this

I have nothing to do but capture
deliver you.
I'm not supposed to
torture you.
The torture, I" understand,
will come later."

easy.

made comfortable.

tricks,"

You might

Captain

Haw-

as well take

it

bright finger of light shot out and illuminated the bay.
Back and forth it
swept, resting for a couple of seconds
upon every vessel it spotted. They were
sweeping the bay with searchlights.
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Captain Hawson issued orders quickly.
Before he had concluded the searchlight rested upon the Faraway, followed
it, made every inch of the ship as light
as day.

The Faraway continued on
Behind us the tug
whistles,

imperative

Captain
to stop.
attention.

her course.
sharp, quick
commands for us

gave

Hawson gave them no

I heard the report of a heavy gun, and
realized that the fort was issuing a command of its own. Still the steamer continued on her way.
Other searchlights
flashed out from the other fortifications.
The narrow harbor entrance was as light
as light could make it.
There came another shot from the
fort, -more whistles from the following
Then the whistle of the Faraway
tug.
spoke, loud and clear, like a human
being demanding to know what the row
was about. I saw two of the men run
saw them unfurl the Stars and
aft,
Stripes to the breeze. Then the Faraway
whistled again, and kept on.

But the forts were not satisfied. There
was another report, and a shell screamed
Instead of
past ahead of the steamer.
stopping she put on more speed and
dashed into the entrance.
Searchlights flashed angrily, the pursuing tug continued her staccato whistling.
I heard the report of another
gun, heard something strike, saw a blinding flash, and heard a deafening roar.
The fort had done with nonsense.
The shell had struck the deck, and a
splinter had evidently smashed into some
part of the boat in which I was concealed.
Cries told me that some one had
been injured. Throwing caution to the
winds, I raised my head above the side
of the boat and peered down.

Two men were wounded upon the
Captain Hawson was cursing and
deck.
crying out orders at the top of his voice.
Uncle Dick stood beside the mast, one
hand upon it, smiling at the scene.
" Perhaps you had better stop the
steamer," I heard him say.
Captain Hawson looked keenly down
the narrow, illuminated strait for a moment, then smiled queerly.
He shouted
an order, and slowly the ship's engines
quieted their throbbing, and she stopped.
A confident smile crossed uncle's face.

"

IDOL.

So you have concluded

that

discre-

the part of valor that appeals
most to you just now? " he said.
" Exactly,"
answered the captain,
strangely undisturbed. " I hate to waste
United States powder almost as much
as I hate to run the gantlet when there is
an easier way to escape."
Scarcely had he finished before it was
apparent what he meant. The vanguard
of a dense sea-fog was already creeping
over the bow and turning the white
searchlight to a dirty yellow.
Soon the
daylike glare had become an elusive,
scarce visible, smear, and to sight a gun
upon any object in the Golden Gate
would have been an absolute impossibility.
A sharp, triumphant order came
from Captain Hawson, and the Faraway
dashed recklessly on and on, courting
destruction every moment, but with the
luck of daring she gained the open sea.
tion

is

CHAPTER
I

Meet

III.

a Lady.

HP WO

men sprang forward to carry out
Captain Hawson's command to cut
away the wrecked boat in which I lay.

ropes give as they worked at
were outside the range of the
searchlights now, and it was almost pitch
dark, save where the light from the mast
I

felt the

We

them.

its narrow reflection.
While the men worked

cast

below

I

at the ropes
slipped as near the deck as pos-

undecided whether to show myself
or to make an attempt at escape.
The
sea decided it for me
for, as the last
rope gave away, the iteamer lurched to
sible,

;

my

hands were wrenched
toward the deck.
As I fell, the half-wrecked boat went
over the side into the ocean.
The two
men had sprung to the rail to see that it
cleared properly.
I struck the deck on
my feet, within half a dozen yards of
starboard,
loose,

and

I fell

them.

There was a large coil of rope near
and I was able to dash behind it. In
the darkness they did not see me, and
the roaring of the sea and wind prevented them hearing me.
by,

" You'll
sir,"

uncle.

I

have to submit to a search,
heard Captain Hawson tell my

:
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I

heard

my

uncle laugh in reply, and

door

open,

and the next instant was
dark cabin, wjth the door

after a time the captain's voice again
" Very good.
You are at liberty to

closed.

I

come and go

outside

told

you please, so long as
If you
you do not attempt any tricks.
do that I'll be obliged to confine you in
your cabin, of course."
" I have had no dinner," Uncle Dick
reminded him.
" I beg your pardon.
You shall be
as

served immediately."

He
him

and gave
Uncle Dick and the men

called one of the crew

orders.

walked down the deck, within half a
dozen feet of me. Then they disappeared
below.
I
I
took stock of my predicament.

wanted to let Uncle Dick know that I
was aboard, and how I came to be there,
yet I did not wish to be discovered by
the crew. I remained behind the coil of
rope for fully half an hour before making a move.
The sea was comparatively calm, and
I had grown used to the rolling of the
steamer.
I crept from my place of concealment, and made my way cautiously
along the deck, keeping away from the
lights.

At a cabin door I heard voices and
hurried by. Once a sailor hurried by me,
and 1 crouched against the cabin, my
heart pounding at my ribs.
I was afraid to attempt to go below,
for there were lights everywhere, and
was the danger of running into
some one coming up. So 1 went on toward the stern.
I found no way there of getting below,
and dared not go too close to the man at
the wheel.
I returned, and stood just
there

outside the circle of light, peering down,
wondering how I was to get to my uncle
without any one seeing me.

While I stood there Captain Hawson
came from forward and went below. He
cabin to the right.
moment,
then followed him,
waited
a
I
I
slipping down as quickly as possible.
entered the

first

heard voices in the first cabin, among
them those of Captain Hawson and
Uncle Dick. There were footsteps upon
the deck. Some one was coming down.
There was no tune to lose, no time in
which to plan.
Without hesitation I
stepped to the first door on the left,
grasped the knob, felt it turn and the

inside

the

was

just in time, for the steps
one of the c.ew had
come below to see the skipper.
I gasped for breath, and turned from
the door.
There was no light in the
cabin except that which filtered in under
the door.
The porthole was closed, and
I started to walk across toward it.
Before I reached it I stopped, and my heart

me

stood still.
" Who is there?" a voice had asked.
I did not reply.
The voice came to
me again.
"Who is there? Speak instantly or
I'll fire at yout-"
It was a woman's voice, but there was
the ring of determination in it, which
told me she did not speak without true

meaning.
I threw myself upon the floor.
"Don't fire!
For God's sake don't
fire

!

" I gasped.

"Who

are

you?"

The words came from
where

across the cabin,

judged the bunk

heard
moved.
Then a match flared up. was touched to
a candle, and the light shaded.
I sat up
on the floor.
"A boyl'^l heard her gasp in surI

the swish

of her skirts

to be.
as she

I

prise.

" Don't shoot

"

!

I

implored.

She held a revolver

in one hand, the
candle in the other, as she moved toward me, trying to see me better.
" What are you doing here?" she de-

manded.
" I do not intend to harm you,'' I answered. " I
I had to come in here.
If
I hadn't he would have seen me."
" Who would have seen you?"
" One of the men.
He was coming
below. I was standing outside. I opened

—

the nearest door, to escape him.
not see me enter."
" Who are you? " she asked.
" My name is Roland Burke."

What are you
ship?"
" I was standing
"

plained.

"

doing

He

aboard

did

this

at the dock,"

The men came

I exback, running

away from

the police, and I was hurled
into their boat before I could get away.

No
not

one knows I
tell

them?

"

am on

this ship.

You'll

"
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I

You have been sleeping? " he asked.
" Yes," she said.
" I was afraid the gunfire had alarmed
you.
There is no need for fear now."
" I did not hear it," she replied.
" The forts tried to stop us," the cap-

you ? They had captured a
man, and were bringing him to the ship.
After we got here I found that the man
they captured was my uncle."
"Your uncle?"
" Yes
Richard Engle. He is an ex-

—

Do

tain

knows

you

are

on

board?"

No

"

You'll not

one.

tell

them, will

floor."

want to get to my uncle, of
course, and let him know
but I don't
want to tell the others. I am afraid."
She put the candle down upon the
table, and reached down and helped me

" I'll arrange them," she said quickly.
" Will you serve my dinner in here to"

I

yqffi?

;

to

my
"

night
"

feet.

"

me your name." I
thank you for not tell-

didn't tell

want
I

am

My name

to

here."
is

Ruth Holland," she

re-

plied.
" Do

you know why they are treating
Uncle Dick so?" I asked.'
" Let us not talk about that now," she
" I think I know, but the story is
said.
too long for me to tell you now."
" He isn't in danger, is be? "
"

He

and

answered,

the

to

"

Get against the wall and lie perfectRoland," she instructed me. " I

don't think you'll be discovered.
I had
dinner brought here, for I knew you
must be hungry.''
" Thank you," I whispered in reply.
I was famished.
I knew it
the moment Captain Hawson spoke of dinner,
though, in the excitement, I had not realized it before.
I lay against the wall,
as she had told me, for several minutes.
Then I heard the door open again, and

my

" I

ing them

he

ly still,

her voice.

You

please,"

bunk.

boy," she said.
" Why do you say that ? " I asked.
" Do not ask questions now," she replied, and there was a deal of sadness in
"

?

As you

went out.
Miss Holland stepped across

You poor

said.

away now, and

are

eating dinner?"
it in here?" she
asked. " I'd rather eat alone."
" No one will disturb you if you eat
in the other cabin.
It would be more
convenient."
I heard him step across the cabin.
"What are you going to do?" she
asked.
" The bedclothes are falling on the

captain said."

one

We

safe.

For she had given a little cry when I
my uncle's name.
" Why
" Never mind that," she said.
do they want your uncle ? "
" I don't know," I replied.
" They
are going to take him somewhere, so the

And no

"

said.

Do you feel like
"Can you not serve

you know him?"

spoke

"
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"

don't understand yet," she said.

" Don't

plorer.

IDOL.

grave danger," she said.
" We must help him you and I.
But
we must be careful now. They must not
know you are o t the ship. We'll have
to wait, Roland, until we get a chance
She ceased whispering, for there were
is

_

some one come
"
said.

Put it on the table," she replied.
"Shall I wait?"

—

and some one knocked
on the door.
Miss Holland pulled at
my arm, and motioned for me to get beneath the bunk. Then she dropped the

" Certainly
alone.

I'll

not.

I

desire

put the tray outside

to

dine

when

I

have finished."
"

Very

well, miss."

The man withdrew, and

steps outside again,

bed-clothing carelessly, so that I could
not be seen.
" Who is there? " she called.
" Captain Hawson.
I want to enter."
" Come in," she responded.
The door opened, and I heard the
Captain enter.

I

"

in

—

in.

Captain sent dinner, miss," some one

or

so

I

moment
Then Miss

for a

heard no sound.

Holland cautiously lifted the clothing
which hid me.
" Come out, Roland," she said
" but
be ready to go to your hiding-place
quickly, if any one comes."
That was a good dinner, and I enjoyed it, although there was a scarcity of
knives, forks, and spoons.
It was no
;

time for etiquette, however.
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" 1 believe you are a good boy, Roland," she said.
" You are
" Thank you," I replied.
beautiful
young
lady."
certainly a
"Ah, Roland," she said, with a little
laugh, " for all the world like your

uncle!"
" Then you do know him " I cried.
Her face flushed rosy red as she
turned it away.
Her voice caught a
little.
When she looked back at me
!

again there were traces of tears in her
eyes.

" Let us not talk of him now, please,"
" I know him
she said.
yes."
" Every one loves Uncle Dick," I said,

—

not knowing what else to say.
''Does every one?" she said, trying
to laugh again.
But there was no laughter in her heart, and the poor semblance
of it that came from her lips lacked
merriment or joy, or even pleasure.
"

Don't you?" I demanded.
Roland," she said, " let us not talk
of him now, please."
" I beg your pardon," I replied.
We had finished eating, and I began
to Avonder Avhether I was always to be
a prisoner in the cabin.
Miss Holland
sat with her elbows upon the table, her
"

pretty chin resting in her hands, thinking.

She seemed to have forgotten

my

presence.

She was not any larger than I, but
was much older, of cotirse.
Her hair

was

as black as night, her cheeks red, her
eyes flashing.
Her neck and arms were
as white as marble, and her lips perfect.
She was very beautiful to look at, and
I wondered whether Uncle Dick had ever

loved her, and where he had met her,
and how, and why it Avas that she didn't
Avant to talk about him.
I knew ever so
many girls back home Avho raved over
Uncle Dick, and talked about him every
But Miss Holland
chance they got.

seemed

different,

somehow.

Just as I got through Avondering this
there Avere steps outside again.
I got beneath the bunk quickly, and she dropped,
the clothes so that I Avas completely
hidden.
Some one knocked at the door, and

Miss Holland told him to enter.
"You haA'e finished eating?"
Captain Hawson's voice.
" Yes."

asked

" There is nothing else you would
like?"
" Nothing, thank you."
" There is another passenger aboard,"
" He is going to your
the captain said.
destination, too.
Perhaps you'd like to
talk with him.
May I bring him in?"
"

Who

is the gentleman?"
Mr. Richard Engle," the captain
replied, and chuckled.
I heard Miss Holland rise to her feet
and move back toAvard the bunk. She

"

hesitated a moment before replying.
" I'll gladly Avelcome Mr. Engle," she
said finally.
The captain stepped out of the room,
and -Miss Holland stooped and Avhispered
to

me.
"

Roland," she
pain

said,

" this

interview

me more

than you can dream.
I'm doing it for your sake.
It is a
chance to let your uncle know you are
aboard the FaraAvay."
Before I could reply the door opened
again, and my uncle entered Avith the
captain.
I peered from behind the bedAvill

clothing to see

AA'hat

"Miss Holland,

took place.
this is

Mr. Engle,"'

the captain said.
1

"

Mr. Engle and I have met before,"
Miss Holland said, in a peculiar tone.
My uncle's face had gone white as he
looked at her. He staggered against the
of the cabin.
His A-oice Avas hard
and cold when he spoke.
" Captain Hawson." he said, " I'll not
ask you again to tell me this ship's destination.
Now, that I see Miss Holland
here, I fully understand."
Avail

CHAPTER

A

IV.

Gentleman's Duty.

TTE

boAved in cold courtesy and started to back out the door. I heard
Miss Holland gasp, heard her take a
step forward, and there Avas sadness in
her A'oice Avhen she spoke.
" Mr. Engle," she said, " I Avould like
a few words with you in priA ate."
"Is an interview necessary?" my
uncle asked.
" Must I beg you to grant me one ? "
she said.
Uncle Dick stepped back into the

A

r

cabin.

"

"
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I
have not forgotten
toward a lady," he said.
" Will you leave us alone, Captain Haw-

to

act

son?"
" With

" What I have to say must not be
" Do not
overheard," she whispered.
thiifk I requested this interview for my
own sake. I have news for you something you should know."
"Well?" My uncle's voice was still
cold and hard.
" I wish you wouldn't use that tone

—

toward me," Miss Holland said. " Some
But never mind
day you will learn
What I have to say to you is
that now.
your nephew, Roland Burke, is
this
aboard this steamer."

—

—

"Roland!" my uncle exclaimed.
What do you mean ? "
" Hush
they may overhear us
He

—

came

!

into this cabin.

I

"I don't understand.

—you.

can't

are not safe
"

mean

am

hiding him."

You
even

—that

mean

don't

my

relatives

from

His presence here

she interrupted.
Then she told
told her.

an accident,"

is

him the

story as

I

had

is he?" Uncle Dick asked.
Miss Holland raised the bed-clothing,
and T crawled from beneath the bunk.
Uncle Dick hurried across the cabin and

"
"

me

in his arms.

My poor boy," he said.
Why?" I demanded.

" You
have
no
Heaven of what is

—

"
"

"

knowledge

We

I

He may

remain

if

pos-

Miss Hol-

a chance he will be dis-

not be better for him
my cabin? Then, if discovery
can at least be present to fight

covered.
to hide in

comes, I
for him."

is

Would

in here."

asked.

answered.

must keep you concealed,

land, offered.
" But there

—thank

in store for you."

What does it all mean?"
Do not question now," he

sible."
"

" It

isn't

my

that,"

uncle said, after

"What

a time.
captain

may

are we to
return soon."

do?

The

" You'll never be able to get him to
your cabin without being seen," she said.
" Yet it must be done some way."
" Leave him here until there is a good
chance," she said.
" I'll come for him at the first oppor" Let us hope
tunity," my uncle replied.
his presence aboard will not be discovered.
And yet even so there seems no
chance for escape."
" There is always a chance," Miss

—

—

Holland

replied.

stepped between them.
" What does it all mean?
I

ed.

hint?
"

" What
"

You

is

are to

my uncle said.
He stopped,

this

"

know nothing

at present."

—

These fanatics
for Miss Holland had

"

raised a hand in warning.
" If ill befalls this boy.

work,"
" It

demand-

I

danger of which you

it

is

your

my
is

uncle said to her.
not my work," she said.

Uncle Dick laughed cruelly.
Do you think do not understand? "
'.'

I

he asked. " Why talk of
understand each other."

it

at

all?

We

"

"Where

took

Are you afraid to leave the boy with
Miss Holland asked.
For a moment they looked each other

me?"

straight in the eyes.

the greatest pleasure," the cap" It seems you two people
tain replied.
are not exactly cordial toward each
other.
It were better for you to lie good
friends. You are to make a long journey
together."
Then he went out and closed the door.
"Well, Miss Holland?" my uncle
asked, turning toward her.

"
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"

that

trust

how

IDOL.

it

There is a great deal you'll understand some day," she told him.
Again that peculiar look Hashed between them, a look of mingled anger and
defiance.
The thing was getting on my
nerves.
I was in the dark, seemingly in
danger,' though I knew not of what,
facing a secret understanding or misunderstanding between these two in which
I played no part.
I
started- as though to speak, when
there came a knock at the door.
It was
the work of a second to get beneath the
bunk again, and for Miss Holland to
Captain
drop the blankets before me.
Hawson entered the cabin.
" Just thought I'd run in and see if
you'd killed each other." he said. " You

two had better make up and be friends."
" Captain Hawson," my uncle replied,
" you'll be kind enough to attend strictly
to your own business."
' Don't get nasty about it." the cap-

—
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My men

"

tain warned.

admit, but

ly. I'll

was

it

used you roughYou'll

necessary.

corn-plain* to make during your
voyage. Just try to be comfortable."
My uncle laughed again. " They always give a condemned man all he wants

have'no

he said.

to eat,"

"

You seem ^ to know what

is

ahead

of you," the captain said.
" Uncle Dick cried.
do not? Do you think
I do not understand the language of
your crew do not know from where they
hail? Do I not see this lady here?"
" Mr. Engle " Ruth Holland cried.
Captain Hawson threw up his hands

Seem

"

to

Do you

know

think

!

I

—

—

Presently one of them began speaking
foreign tongue, and at
intervals
the
others
answered him.
Then the spokesman took from beneath
his jacket a small idol, and placed it
upon the table. They bowed before it,
and went back against the wall again.
Then the spokesman began in halting
English.
" Most exalted one," he said, " it is
again the hour, and we ask your answer."
in that peculiar

"Stop it!" he exclaimed.

"I'll not

have any fights aboard my ship. The
crew does enough of that, without the
passengers beginning it."
My uncle backed to the door.
" With your permission, Miss
'

said.

"

"

retire

I'll

Very

to

my own

Hol-

cabin," he

you again in the morning."
Mr. Engle," she replied.
Hawson laughed and fol-

see

well,

Captain
lowed my uncle out of the cabin. They
had been gone for several minutes before
Miss Holland spoke to me.
Then she
sat down on the edge of the bunk and
lifted the blankets, and I crawled out
and sat on the cabin floor before her.

"What
" I

can

" You'll

revolver

is

it

tell

about?" I asked.
you nothing," she said.

all

know all
you may

in

time.

,

Here

have, to use

if

is

a

it

is

necessary.
I have another."
1 slipped the weapon in my pocket.

"You know how

to

use

it?"

she

asked.
" Uncle
Very well," I answered.
"
He
is
a
good
shot
Dick taught me.
" Yes
he is a good shot," she said.
"You have seen him shoot?"
" Let us not speak of it now," she
said, and her face clouded again.
I heard the ship's bell strike then, and
she bade me get beneath the bunk again,
as though she expected some one to enIndeed, I was no more
ter the cabin.
than hidden when the door opened and
half a dozen of the crew entered. They
"

—

"You

against

"It
•

No

!

"

Miss Hol-

is

have considered well?"
a matter that needs no con-

"

Great honor

"

Not always," she answered.

is

preferable to death."
"

Some-

times death is preferable to what some
men call great honor."
" We will visit you again at the hour.
We express the hope that you shall have
changed your mind."
" I shall never change my mind," she
said.

They left her, but she remained standing before the table, looking down at
where the small idol had rested.
Several minutes passed, and the door opened
again.
It was a stranger who entered, a man
who was either American or English
who seemed apart from the others.

"You!"

Miss Holland exclaimed.

"Does it surprise you?" he asked.
" I knew you had something to do
with it, but I did not think you had
courage enough to be aboard yourself."
" Perhaps I am not lacking in cour" Does
age," he said.
my presence
"
annoy you?
" It does," she said franklv.

!

speak, but ranged themselves
the cabin walls, holding their
caps in their hands and looking at Miss
Holland as men look at a goddess.

did not

is still,

sideration," she replied.

in despair.

I'll

answer

land replied.

!

land.

My

"

"Why
" It

should

would be

treat

me

it?"

demanded.
you think, to

he

better, don't
"

"

with courtesy?
stepped to

He had

the table, and
across from her.
I saw his
hand go out toward her, try to clutch
at hers.
She stepped back against the
.

stood

just

bunk.

"It

time to have done with non" Why
he said, following her.
do you hold out against me as you do?
Can't you realize that you are helpis

sense,"

less?"
" There

is

always a chance," she said.

;

THE DAUGHTER OF THE
" Not when Frederic Welch engineers
"
the job
" You have made mistakes before."
she reminded him.
" But not this time," Welch said.
" Will you kindly leave my cabin? "
" When it pleases me."
" I ask you to leave the cabin." she
!

said.

"

And

suppose

"

I'll

"

No man

raise a

call for

hand

otherwise

I

refuse to go

help

"

with the

"Roland!

you

if

would
bade him

ship
I

"

"

Roland!"

Do

cabin," -she

said

again;

ing at her.

heard her breath coming in cmick
Like a flash. I had sprung from
beneath the bunk and confronted him.
It was a foolish thing to do under the
circumstances, but 1 had been reared
carefully, and knew a gentleman's part
and this man was of my own race_, not
a foreigner whose manner and method
I could not understand.
I

gasps.

He reeled against the wall as he saw
me. astonished beyond speech.
" Mr. Welch," I cried, " a gentleman
always does as a lady requests "
I stood there before him, my hands
clenched, my teeth shut tightly.
He laughed. "A gentleman!" he
" What do you know about
sneered.
"
gentlemen, you young cur
As he spoke he struck me across the
!

!

auto railway cars, something ennew in railroad-car construction, have just been turned out by the Milwaukee road at its shops in Milwaukee.
These cars, substantially built and ornate
in appearance, each forty-one feet in length,
are intended solely for the transportation of
automobiles, which has come to be a large
item in the transportation business.

The special " Milwaukee " cars for
class of shipment are designed with a
carrying

complete

automobiles

this

view

without

told her.

!

saw

saw him start
There was
no defense I could make, except to
shoot, and I did not want to take a human life. Yet I was determined not to
submit tamely to an assault, and so
I

his

fist

uplifted,

across the cabin toward me.

raised the revolver.
"

Don't shoot him. Roland " Miss
Holland was crying.
He did not seem to see the weapon
I held, but sprang on toward me.
My
finger touched the trigger.
Then the
cabin-door was hurled open, and some
one threw himself into the room and
upon Welch's back.
In an instant Welch was hurled the
!

length of the cabin, to crash against the
porthole.
There he stopped, his eyes
blazing back at Uncle Dick, Miss Holland standing between them, I resting
against the bunk.

A man who

"

insults

women and

at-

a fitting person to be mixed
in this business " my uncle cried.

tacks boys

is

SPECIAL CARS FOR AUTOS
tirely

I

to his feet, his face

purple with rage.
" You young cur " he screamed.

up
(To be co ntinued .)

FIFTY

Holland

Miss

not be frightened,"

Welch staggered

"Leave my

hand. Miss
scream and reeled

was crying.

!

"for you are here only to insult me!"
" I have offered you no harm."
" Your very presence insults me." she
" Will you go?"
said.
"Suppose I refuse?" he said, laugh-

of

little

against the table.
The revolver Miss Holland had given
me was in my hand. I struck out with
all my strength, and' the butt of the gun
crashed against his temple before he
realized what I intended to do.
He
reeled, then crashed to the floor like a
senseless being.

!

this
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of his

flat

Holland gave a

"

aboard
to help

?

face

IDOL.

!

AND

FISH.

twisting or
cramping. Large,
located on each side, at
the opposite ends, so that the machines may
be easily loaded and unloaded.
Another new style of car now being built
by the Milwaukee road at its shops is a special refrigerator car for the Pacific coast
fish-trade.
These cars are about the size of
the regular baggage-car; are of the passenger-train style and finish, carrying the
Milwaukee road's regular color, and are supplied with a complete refrigeration-plant.

the

least

double doors are

Observations of

Country

a

Station-Agent.
BY
No.

18.

— Billy

M. Has

Fall for a

ACK

in the

a

J.

SMITH.

E.

Merry Time Trying

Rubes

the

Blue Uniform with Gold Braid
and Brass Buttons.

mulligatawny age,

there

The pioneer conductor and brakeman
appeared in bobtail coats, wide-buttoned
checkered pantaloons, and derby or
slouch hats.
They had on them no distinguishing marks.
They could only be

—

and we have wit-

nessed within easy memory this last
phase of evolution to the point of spotless elegance.

were no blue uniforms, no gold

buttons, no badges.

—

us,

Make

New

say two or three million
years ago
or,
to
put it
more definitely, the posttertiary period of the mammalian age the only apjuarel
covering the genus homo was
coarse, unkempt ham..
I got this .from Darwin the scientist,
or from Dooley the philosopher, or
from Professor Doodlespeck of Petroleum University, Illinois, but I don't remember which. This is a mean and unworthy reflection for a proud man to
indulge in; but whenever I look upon
a Pullman conductor hi his new spring
uniform, it" comes to me in that way.
Now, from the bristling, nucleated
epidermis of the tree -man to the fine
blue-and-gold braid of a parlor-car man
Yet, many of us were
is a long way.
here when the blue and the gold braid

appeared among

to

told from the passengers by acquaintance, or by evidences of authority.

The conductor careened up and down
the aisle of the coaches, and collected
cash fares without regard to Interstate
Commerce laws or State Commission
rules.
He was not even annoyed with
a duplex cash-fare receipt.
He just
took the money and put it into a deep
pocket and passed on to the next passenger.
Simple arrangement, wasn't it?

Knew

the

Con

Personally.

People did not care whether they
bought tickets or paid the conductor,
There was no penalty. They often knew
the conductor personally, and the fellowsympathy and human touch naturally
led to the cash fare.

Evolution

Is at

Work.

But the
first

in

The matter is placed before the reader
this way to remind him that, even in

railroading,

the

forces of evolution are

train

first

conductor that ran the

and collected the

first

fare

had a wag for a "passenger. The was
handed the conductor a piece of silver.

The conductor gave it critical
It had an unknown head on one

scrutiny.

side and
a strange tail on the other.
It was
ments are constantly taking place.
the
There was a time in railroading not Mexican, Canadian, or Egyptian
when puzzled conductor did not know which.
more than one generation ago
Single Copies, 10 cents.
Series began in the July. 1907, Railroad Mao's Mae ax inc.
at work,

and that changes and improve-

—

—

—
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" Here," he said to the passenger, " I
can't use this."

"

Then give it to the company," replied the wag.
very clever retort, was it not?
This first conductor then passed on
to the second passenger.
The second
passenger was not a wag, but was nosey
and curious. He paid a cash fare, and
the conductor thrust it down deep into

A

his trousers.
" Say," said

can

you

the passenger,
what's
your
what's the com-

How

If that does not bring a sickly, halfhearted smile, tell him about the conductor you know who worked ten year?
and saved enough from his salary of one
hundred per to buy a section of Illinois.
That may arouse interest. At least, it
will show that you are wise to the game.
Joke No. 3 on the conductor was perpetrated fifty years later by the railroad
itself, when they equipped him with a
cash-fare receipt, which enables the passenger to know all the particulars, and

tell

money and
pany's?"
- " Very

"

241

easy,"

conductor,

replied

who was a

the
nifty

afterward
proposition,
and
owned the road. " When I
get through, I toss all the
money to the top of the car.
All that sticks to the bellcord "belongs to the company.

What comes down
Just

then

the

is

train

mine."
whis-

The
for
Herkimer.
brak eman twisted the brakes,
tled

more

and

cash

fares

came

aboard.

Stephenson,
who
George
invented the road, and B. F.
Morse, who later added certain improvements, were occupying the next seat together,

and laughed heartily at these
which are officially labeled No. 1 and No. 2.
"By heck!" exclaimed
jokes,

" People air a going
Morse.
to say a mighty lot of funny
things about conductors and
cash fares."

They have, they do, # and
they will.
No. 1 and No. 2,
vinted in 1827, have not been
improved upon, and are now
recognized as standard by all
railroad organizations.
"all that sticks to the bell-cord belongs to
When a passenger wants
the company."
to be pleasant with the conductor, he tells one or both.
The best preserves the identical memorandum for
plan is to tell No. 1 going down, and
the road's accounting department
save No. 2 for the return trip.
That
Joke No. 3 is intended to head off
shows versatility. When a conductor jokes 1 and 2, just as one train-order
does not enthuse over either of them,
often annuls another of previous numask him bluntly when he expects to have
ber.
enough to quit railroading.
Along about the same time it occurred
4

R R

'

'
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some one

in authority that the plaincitizen's attire had certain disadvantages,
to

impersonate a conto a cash fare.

as any Togue could

him

ductor and beat
Passengers often

found it difficult to
pick him out when wanting information.
The first thought was to tag him with a
badge. Then they had him wear a cap,
and finally he appeared in the military
splendor of a blue uniform, brass-buttoned and gold-braided.

The

Foolish Question.

The conductor has always remained
No matter how
to his colors.

true

oppressive, or sweltering the
day, he moves down the aisle, panting
and perspiring, with every stitch of his
regalia hung upon him.

stifling,

The panting

passenger throws

off his

and bares his neck to any welcome
breeze that comes in at the window.
coat

The conductor

permitted to unbutton

is

his vest, but

beyond that he

proprieties.

He

99

at

'

violates the
takes his fully togged,
Fahrenheit.
There is no better

subject in all this broad expanse to hail
with that jocular query, " Is it hot
enough for you?"
That's a torrid - season joke on the
Official label, No. 4.
conductor.
Some roads go even farther and uniform their station employees.

'

major,' and piped off the outfit with
the ready wit a village commands.
" I comported myself with dignity.

all

After

all,

there

is

something stiffening

blue clothes and gold trimmings.
They lend to poise, decorum, and circumspection.
They drew attention to
me, and I unconsciously stepped higher
and breathed deeper. I returned to the
depot feeling I was no longer unnoticed
and unsung.
" During the day I handled some
mailbags, hustled some baggage, trucked
in a lot of green hides and a number of
tubs of ancient butter, together with a
general assortment of merchandise in
in

and bags.

barrels, boxes,

Decorum and Other Lugs.
"

solved the problem of an agent's
in this way.
In addressing the
public over the counter or through the
window, a neat uniform and spick and
span appearance add to his prestige ; but
from lugging the dead calf from the
I

uniform

scales to the trucks,

common

jerkies have

other outfits beaten a mile.
"
day or so after I had been wearing my blue uniform," Billy continued,
" I went out to the platform and struck
a posing attitude that all might see. An
old G. A. R. man hobbled up, gave me
a look, and saluted. I saluted in return.
" You fellows had it easy.' said he.
all

A

'

Billy's

"

Glad Rags.
'

at K. when the
B. and B. road issued a " glad rag " ultimatum to all its agents, ticket - sellers,
and station baggagemen.
" I had to do it," said Billy, " or quit.

Billy

M. was agent

didn't want to wear a blue uniform
and cap. In a small town, everybody
I
looks you over and makes remarks.
knew when I went up street I would
I

Of

create a sensation.

have kept a

at the station,

lied forth

but that's
"

Two

course,

citizen's coat, vest,

I

and changed when

among the ribald
too much trouble.

days after

could

and hat
I sal-

population,

received the outfit,
I boldly walked up to the post-office in
full official regalia.
I was hailed with
loud acclaim.
Small boys ran along behind me, and tradespeople came to their
doors to look me over. They called me

Deuce we have,' I said warmly.
What do you know about our work ?
" Me know
bristled the old man
'

'

'

!

with a shriek.
Wasn't I with Phil
Sheridan all through it?
Wasn't I in
the
battle
of
Chickamauga huh?
Wasn't I at Missionary Ridge huh?
Wasn't I right to the front in the Wilderness, and at Yellow Tavern, and
Hawes' Shop, and Cold Harbor? What
did that little skirmish of yourn at San
June amount to? We had worse' an that
every morning before breakfast.
We
wouldn't give a scrap like that a name.
'

—
—

Makes me

—

tired

"Me!

I

"

'

rider

—Hold

A

on!

'

Cheap
said

I.

Soldier!
'

"

I'm no rough-

"'Ain't vou a Spanish-American?'
"'No!' I yelled.
I'm the railroad
'

—
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agent.
This is
uniform.'
" 1 Durn my buttons,'
Tial f - apologized the veteran ;
but the way you
was stand'n' there, all
perked up,
made me
station

-

my new
'

you was one of
them Sunday-school picnickers back from Cuthink

bay.

It just

me

see

to

around.
mister.

don.
" It

I

kind a riles
'em posin'

Honest it does,
beg your par-

I do, sure

'
!

didn't stop there
altogether,"
continued
"
Billy.
bright new

A

shining
uniform
is
a
mark. There is an eccentric old farmer who
occasionally walks to
town and passes the deHe is
pot in doing- so.
somewhat near - sighted,
and he took notice. He

stopped and shook hands
with me.
" Where are you locaptain?' he
cated,
'

asked.
" Right here,' I said.
"
is
your good

TELL HIM ABOUT THE CONDUCTOR WHO WORKED TEN YEARS
AND SAVED ENOUGH FROM HIS SALARY TO BUY A

'

'

How

SECTION OF ILLINOIS.

'

work coming on ?
" Very well, indeed,'
'

"

'

You

people do

I

replied.

good,' he
long will you be

lots

of

How
said warmly.
stationed here ?
" Until I'm ordered elsewhere.'
1

'

'

Now

'

!

" Hold on,' said I in amazement.
Haven't you made a mistake?
" Not a word.
Not a word,' he re'

'

'

plied
'

It's

to give

cleaving kind.

a Salvationist!

"'''Regular military discipline,' - he
'
chuckled.
Couldn't be conducted on
any other plan. What a genius General
Booth is
What an organizer !
" The old gentleman fumbled in his
pocket, then thrust forth his hand with
I
gave him a gooda sudden impulse.
by hand-clasp.
I thought it was that.
But it was more. In my palm there was
left a shining silver dollar.
'

am happy

with a sort of eager happiness.
a dollar.
I know it's a dollar.
I

it,

sir.

I

know

it

will

be wisely spent. 1 donate a dollar, sometimes two, every year.'
" A man can have different varieties
of amazement.
Maybe you don't know
that.
Mine was the rooted, tongueI

actually stood

there

and let that old man move off, and
fuund myself clutching that shining buck
as if it was the last one that would ever

come my way.
"

The

came

next day a timid-looking boy

the depot with a large bundle.
" ' Grandpa sent this up,' he said.
"'Where does it go?' I asked.
to

Doing Some Good.
"

man

'

Dunno
in

stand.'
" It

the

;

just

said

give

it

to

the

uniform and he'd under-

was a bundle of old clothing
grandpa's second contribution.
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" Now, I suppose I should have sent
both the bundle and the dollar back to
the old man, with the proper explanation.
I have a strong but phlegmatic

But at last I
delayed.
conscience.
sent the money and the clothes to the
captain of the Salvation Army at the
'
signed,
From a
nearest
city.
I
I

friend.'
"
the

Great Record grandpap will
On
I pfepaid the exget credit for that.
thirty cents.
That
press on the outfit
much was out of my own pocket. That
means one small mark for me.
"
day or so after this incident I
again sauntered out on the platform in

—

A

full regimentals and drew myself up in
a sort of magnificent fulness, so satisfying to the man in striking attire, when
a wild-eyed, hatless young man rushed
upon me and grasped me by the arm.
" ' Come on, quick
I want you
he
bellowed.
Hurry, before they get
away
We'll get all three of 'em
The
'

!

!

'

!

!

'

dirty dogs
" I don't understand the witless impulse that sent me along with that fel!

"

THEY CALLED ME

'

MAJOR,"

But I went with him on a trot.
was in a ranting frenzy.
He
brought me up in front of a saloon, half
low.

He

a block away.
" Arrest all of 'em ' he shouted.
They kicked me out
Git 'em
Git
'em!
" He stood off a little, waving his
arms and shouting encouragement, and
waited for me to sail ^n.
I hesitated.
" Are you afraid?' he yelled.
!

'

'

!

!

'

'

Then, Chief of Police!
" Now, that fellow's brand of hypnotism was only good for thirty seconds,
I came
"'What's

and

to.

the

row?'

asked

I

inno-

cently.

"'Don't
shrieked.

me
"

out

let

Get

'

'em

away!'

get

he

They kicked

all of 'em.

'
!

I don't see why I should have anything to do with it,' I began to protest.
" What
Ain't you the chief of police?
he roared.
'

'

!

'

"

I

admitted that

I

was

AND PIPED OFF THE OUTFIT WITH RESDY

not.

WIT.'

I

was
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only the station-agent of
the B. and B. Railroad,
in my new uniform.
" Where
is
the
po?
lice?
he cried.
" There's only a town
'

'

'

marshal,'

I
'

lessly.

guilt-

replied

You

will

him on the vacant

find

lot be-

hind the blacksmith lot,
pitching horse-shoes.'
" That's what a new
uniform does for a man."
continued Billy. " In one
week I was a SpanishAmerican soldier, a captain of the S^a 1 v a t i o n
the chief of
don't they
-dress us different?
" When I become gen-

Army, and

Why

police.

manager,

eral

wear

bright

they'll

yellow

all

with

There'll lie
black stripes.
like
it under
else
nothing
the sun.

The

instant

you

lay your eyes on one o£
'em, you'll know what he*
is, 'and you'll never think
he's

anything

else.

Watch

out for 'em!
" Another

thing," continued Billy. " There's no
make - up.
to
the
style
There is no proportion or

£

DON T UNDERSTAND THE WITLESS IMPULSE THAT SENT
ME ALONG WITH THAT FELLOW."

Only one kind of
cap flaring at the top like the old hayburner stacks.

'

fitness.

—

form

at

Thomas
through

The Dinky Cap.

—

!

—

color.
" Occasionally

make-up

that

fits

you find a physical
into the standard uni-

A.
run

angle.

Do you know

Muggs, that
into Chicago?

runs our
He's one

of 'em.
"

Take a skinny man with no chin or
cheeks, and how does he look in one of
them? I leave it to you can there be
anything worse? Over on the B. and C.
road they have the flat-crown dinky cap.
They have a few fellows over there that
run out on corn and alfalfa, and measure eighteen inches from jowl to jowl,
and they actually place dinky caps on
those mounds
That's landscape gardening for you! What we want in uniforms is proportion, and we'll take duck
for summer-time
light weight and light
"

every

When Thomas

A. rigs out for his
them Lord Chesterfield, Beau Brummel. and Thomas A.
Muggs. Thomas is fifty, and a bachelor.
He never talks; just takes it all
out in dignified pose and courtly demeanor.
His fad is spotless linen and
run, there's three of

—

precious stones.
He invests all his surplus in gems, and he wears them
fine

—

ones, too.
" When he comes into a coach and the
light falls on him, it is the same as a

distant glimpse of the South Side yard
on a dark night.
" His occupation is the very best for
exploiting the vanity that possesses him.

He

meets people every day

— hundreds

:
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wore for a long time?
He paid five hundred
dollars for them.

hundred and

— think

each

lars

that

Two

fifty dol-

of

They were gen-

!

sapphires,
and
prized them
very highly.
" One day, not very
long ago, when Thom-

uine

Thomas

train pulled into
the station at Chicago,
there was something
of a jam of hurrying
passengers in the vesas's

and Thomas
was jostled a little in
tibule,

"we

straightening out the
confusion.
When the
last passenger was out
and lost in the swarming multitude beyond
the gate, Thomas discovered that one of
his cuff - buttons was
missing.
search of the coaches

do not handle counterfeits, sir! you have been
"
imposed on elsewhere
!

of 'them.

They look

He

back

at

him

closely.

the Tiffany elegance
a good salary permits.
When he passes a ticket back to a
passenger, and the passenger inadvertently diverts an eye for a brief moment
flashes

all

'•'

to the

jeweled finger holding the
gets thrills that you and

Thomas

ticket,
I

wot

not of.

Thomas Gets

—

but because he was attached to the stone.
I do not understand that.
"Of course, he quickly inserted an
'
Lost
column of the
ad ' in the
dailies, describing the button, and offerHe really exing a suitable reward.
pected no results ; but there was a bare

You and

'

'

and daintily detaches two or three
thousand dollars' worth of ornaments

in

before undertaking the operation.
" Very often,
when he returns, the
fervor of the belligerent has somewhat
cooled, and actual hostility is averted.
" I understand the road thinks well
of the plan, and may insist on other
conductors equipping themselves with a
bunch of Kohinoors.
is

now on Thomas.

I

started to tell you the story.
Did you
ever notice the pair of cuff-buttons he

might have fallen

into

honest hands.
The unexpected happened.
This letter came to him in
response
"

car

Thomas lamented
Not for the price,

to locate it.
the loss very greatly.

They tell me that when this must
be done, Thomas goes to the baggageso.

The laugh

thorough

possibility that it

Thrills.

" Thomas has a sort of cat-and-water
horror of one duty that of rejecting a
It musses him up
refractory passenger.

"

A

"

failed

Kind
"

I

Sir

:

have noticed your advertisement

Morning Planet. In leaving my
Union depot a few days ago
I picked up a cuff-button some one had,
dropped. I had no opportunity to find
the

train in the

an owner.
sion.

If

I
it

have
is

it

now

in

yours, you

—

my

may

possescall

at

Mohammed Aveapartments. No.
The stone
nue, and recover the same.
and button are rather unusual, and I
think if you can show its mate no
other identification will be required to
prove that you are the rightful owner.
my

Very

sincerely,

Mrs. V. M. Moriseen.

OBSERVATIONS OF A COUNTRY STATION-AGENT.
" Thomas hastened to the place indicated.
" He was met by a pleasant-faced old

lady with snow-white hair.
" I found a cuff-button,' the lady explained,
as I was leaving die train at
'

'

Union Depot

the

last

Thursday

after-

noon.
When I saw your " ad " in the
" Lost " column of the Planet, I took it
you were the rightful owner. I presume

you have the mate.'
" Thomas produced the mate from its
tissue wrappings and handed it to the
lady.
"
'

it
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to the owner
but now and then
there is an honest man or woman even
in a great city.
Here's a match, Diogenes.

turned

;

" A month later, Thomas noticed one
of the settings was loose, and that the
cuff
was blacked where the button
rubbed.
He hastened to the jeweler of

whom lie had purchased the pair and
complained.
" The jeweler gave a quick but critical
glance.

'"Diable."
he
exclaimed.
'You
never bought these of us
They are
<heap imitations, both of them!
Not
worth five dollars a pair! We do not
handle counterfeits, sir! You have been
imposed on elsewhere!
Indeed, you
!

I

think that

over.
" She

is it,'

she said, looking

unlocked a convenient drawer,

and took out the other button, and carefully compared them.
" I think there can be no mistake,'
said,
returning
she
them
both
to
Thomas.
They are quite unusual, but
they match in every respect.
I suspect
they have a pretty fair value.'
" They cost me five hundred dollars,'
blurted Thomas.
" Indeed
she exclaimed with mild
'

1

'

'

'

!

surprise.
" Thomas

wrapped them up carefully
and put them safely away. Then, somewhat awkwardly, he fished up a twentyIt's your reward for
dollar gold coin.
'

returning the lost piece,' he said.
" Really,' she protested,
I could not
accept anything.
One hardly expects a
reward for doing right.
I cannot pos'

'

———

I
I
Still. I might take the
coin and -turn it over to the mission as
a contribution, from you, a stranger.
The credit to be yours.'
" It was arranged that way.
" It isn't often a lost gem of that

sibly

-

value falls into honest hands and

is

re-

have,
"

sir

'
!

Thomas

hastened

to

Mohammed

Avenue. The gray-haired lady was not
there
had never been there was entirely unknown.
She had never been
heard of at the mission, either.
" Didn't she turn a neat one
on
Thomas? What's the use, Diogenes?

—

Blow

it

—

out "
uniforms,
!

Blue
brass buttons, gold
braid, diamonds, and sapphires. " All is
vanity " exclaimed Solomon, early in
" Why not go back to nathe struggle.
ture?" exclaims Billy of to-day.
At the same time, Billy brushed a
!

little

dust

off

his

blue

pants,

picked

some lint off his blue coat, and passed
his hand over the badge on his gold.

braid cap for a brighter polish.
" Each of these stripes," he said, and,
thought,
with a touch of pride. " repreI
sent five years of service with the comCome around again forty years
pany.
from to-dav, and I'll show you ten
of 'em."

TRAINS FORBIDDEN TO RUN BACKWARD.
THE

Michigan Railroad Commission,

re-

cently declared by the Supreme Court
to be absolute boss of the railroads in Michigan, has issued an order prohibiting the
running of trains backward or with cars
ahead of the engine. The various lines
were given ninety days to put in Y's and
(urn-tables, and it is probable that the order
will cause trouble because of the expense.
The chief reason is that the engineer does

not have a clear view of the track over the
It is supposed
pile of coal on the tender.
that the recent accident at Ottawa Beach

was caused by running in this manner. On
some roads trains are backed for many
miles.

The order also provided that combination
passenger and baggage-cars shall not be run
with the passenger compartment next to the
engine.

;

WHAT'S THE ANSWER?
By

Questions

tlte

Answered

LigUf of

for

h,aniern

tlte

Men

Railroad

ASK US!
WE

like to be as useful to our readers as we can; but, because of the great popularity
of this department, we are forced to impose certain restrictions.
In future, we
shall be compelled to limit its scope to the answering of questions of an inform-

ative, technical, or historical nature only.
receive dozens of queries in regard to the right person to apply to for certain
the writers will pause for a moment to consider, the title of
classes of employment.
If
the proper official will readily occur to them, and in any case the information can be
obtained by application to the headquarters of the company involved, much more quickly
than we can publish it.
If a reader, after following these directions, still finds himself lacking in information,
and will write us, giving his full name and postal address, we will try to satisfy him
through the mail, but we cannot answer any letter in which it is not made clear that

We

some

real difficulty exists.

ment

good railroading to
on form " 19 " to be
delivered to the ruling train, and is it
a "violation of the standard code to make a
meet order on form " 19 " at all ?
consistent with
IS make
a meet order

in that contingency would necessarily
be brighter.
The necessity for experience on the part
of the applicant depends largely on the po-

it

sition desired.

A. H., Wichita Falls, Texas.

ber

contains much
regarding this work.

Louis, Illinois.—To ob• tain position with a surveying party
application should be addressed to the chief
engineer of the railroad where employment
is desired.
You should endeavor to learn
the road which has new work under way, or
in contemplation, as the chances for -employ-

East

1909,

num-

valuable information

WHAT
is

jt
F.,

Refer to March,

The Railroad Man's Magazine,

which

not consistent with good railroading
form "19" as you suggest in first
your question, on roads where both
forms are in use. For the remainder,
would say that the standard code gives inferior train " 19 " order, but superior, or, as
vou term it, ruling train gets " 31 " order.
It is

to use
part of

AH.

of

are the hand and lamp signals,
also the steam-whistle signals?
(b) What is a first-class train, and
it superior to a regular, and how?
(c) Do you know of any good book on

railroading?

St.

E.

McC,

Butte. Montana.

The hand and lamp
lows: (1)
raised

Swung

signals are as folacross track, "stop"; (2)

and lowered

vertically.

" proceed "

(3 (swung vertically in a circle across the
track, when the train is standing, "back";
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(4) swung vertically in a circle at arm's
length across the track when the train is
running, "train has parted"; (5) swung
horizontally in a circle, when the train is
standing, " apply air-brakes "
(6) held at
arm's length above the head, when train is
standing, " release air-brakes."
The steam-whistle signals are: (1) One
short blast, "stop, apply brakes"; (2) two
long blasts, "release brakes"; (3) one long
and three short blasts, " flagman go back and
protect rear of train "
(4) four long blasts,
"flagman return from west or south"; (5)
five long blasts, " flagman return from east
or north"; (6) three long blasts, when
running, "train parted"; (7)- two short
blasts, answer to any signal not otherwise
provided for; (8) three short blasts, when
train is standing, " back "
(9) four short
blasts, "call for signals";
(10) one long
and two short blasts, to call attention of
the same or inferior class to signals displayed by a following section. To be answered -by two short blasts of the whistle;
(11) two long and two short blasts, approaching public grade crossings; (12) one
;

;

;

double

long

blast,

approaching

stations,

and railroad crossings at grade;
(13) two long and two short blasts, to be
repeated at intervals, approaching obscure
crossings; (14) four short blasts repeated,
to be given by engineer on "siding, or on
double track, to warn a passing train that
it is following another train too closely.
(b) Trains of the first-class' are superior
to those of the second-class; trains of the
second-class are superior to those of the
third; and so on.
Extra trains are inferior
to regular trains.
The above is quoting the book of rules,
but the exact definition of what comprises
a first-class train can only be derived from
the time-table; there is not general uniformity in the classification. Ordinarily, all
passenger-trains are first-class, but we have
junctions,

mind one road where only

in

electric trains

are so designated; steam passenger-trains,
second-class, and scheduled freight-trains,
third-class.

There are many books on railroadyou will send your full name and
postal address and state more specifically
your needs, we shall be glad to give you a
more detailed answer through the mail.
(c)

ing.

If

&
Milner, Idaho. — We have made
WH.,previous
mention of the Continen•

code, used in wireless telegraphy, in past
issues of this department.
See the magazine

tal

for August, 1909.

from the Morse code in having
no space letters, dashes being employed in
lieu of spaces.
Simply substitute these for
It differs

the spaces in the
the information.
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Morse code and you have

Wisconsin. — There are
GH.,manyOgesna,
occupations
a large round•

in

house

for

instance,

men

without

flue-cleaners,

cleaners, wipers, fire

trades.

For

arch-brick

men, pitbuilders, engine watch-

men, and helpers for maand boilermakers, and the other

turntable

ers,

chinists
trades.

An inexperienced man would likely be
assigned as a helper, or to whatever in the
judgment of the foreman or master mechanic he is best fitted for. The position of
which your letter indicates as the
one you have in mind, is quite responsible.
hostler,

Hostlers, as a rule, move engines from
the point where the engineers and firemen
leave them, until they are finally placed over
a pit in the roundhouse.
In some instances
they take the engines from the roundhouse
to the station for other trains, and the regular crew takes them there.
This means, of
course, moving over, often, several miles of
tracks, and it is necessary that the
hostler pass the eye examination and be fully
qualified for the signals.
Such -responsible positions pay about $3
per day, and often engineers are used at the
regular road rates. Hostlers are generally
promoted from hostler helpers, who receive
from jj>i.25 to $1.75 per day. Hostlers not
engaged on main line tracks are paid anywhere from $1.75 to $2.50 per day.

yard

WHO

invented
the
Stephenson link
is used in
locomotive valve
motion, and what is its history?
E. G, Hornell, New York.

which

We

can quote no better authority than
Sinclair on this subject.
He says:
" There is no doubt but that the link was
invented by William T. James, of New
York, a most ingenious mechanic who also
invented the double eccentrics. He experimented a great deal during the period from
1830 to 1840, and while his work proved of
no commercial value to him, it is probable
that Long, who started the Norris Locomotive Works at Philadelphia, and introduced
the double eccentrics, was indebted to James
for the idea of a separate eccentric for each
motion.

Angus

"The

credit

of

inventing

the

shifting

due to William Howe, of Newcastle,
England. He was a pattern-maker employed
by Robert Stephenson & Co., and he inventlink

is

ed the link
form.

in

1842 in practically

its

present

" Howe's idea was to get out an improved
reversing motion. He made a sketch of the

THE RAILROAD MAN'S MAGAZINE.
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which he explained

to his employers,
favorably impressed with his idea
and permitted him to make a pattern of it,
and afterward gave a trial on a locomotive
constructed for the Midland Railway Company. It proved successful the first day.
link,

who were

"

Although

means
failed

of
to

Stephenson

gave

Howe the
Howe

applying his invention.
perceive its actual value,

for

it

Seeing how satisfactorily
paid Howe twenty
it worked, Stephenson
guineas for the device and secured a patent
under his own name."
This is how the link comes to be called
the " Stephenson Link." The credit for this
invention was not extravagantly paid for.

was not patented.

W..
CE. doubt
•

Denver,
refer

Colorado.

to the

— You

no

Oroyo Railroad,

which has its terminus at Callao, South
America. You might address this railroad at
Callao. Peru, and information on the lines
you seek would doubtless be forthcoming.
Or, again, possibly the Bolivia Railway
Company, which has an office at No. 35
Nassau Street, New York City, New York,
may set you right in the matter.
Don't go there until you find out all about
it.
If you have back numbers of The Railroad Man's Magazine containing this department, read what has been said generally
in

open a promising future.

crowded business; and,
pay averages $45
nary clerkship.

It is

a

much

over-

in consequence, the

to $60 per

month

for ordi-

J*

SM.
•
district

Dawson, Georgia.

—

The nearest
superintendent of the Pullman
company is the officer to be approached on
the subject of employment in the line you
mention. In your instance this would be
Mr. W. M. Camp, Atlanta, Georgia.
B..

m
C. Brooklyn. New York.— See reply
A • to a correspondent in September
number. If you have a locomotive which
will do as much work as any other engine,
with less operating cost, you have something
good, and need not concern yourself regarding your financial future.
Such schemes as indicated by the general
tenor of your letter are, as a rule, wild and
J.

visionary.
Do not lose sight of the fact that
truly great brains in the mechanical world

have worked years and years on the problem of transportation and that there can
scarcely be a factor bearing thereon which
has. escaped consideration.
If you will write more in detail concerning your scheme, we will be pleased to review it and return an entirely frank opinion.

regard to railroading in the tropics.

EB.

Waterloo. Iowa—The Maryland
•
and Pennsylvania Railroad, from
Baltimore to York, Pennsylvania, uses light
power. Its equipment consists of eleven
locomotives and one hundred and eighty
cars.
This was formerly a narrow gage

LV.

L..

line.

We are replying to your question on the
premise that you refer to standard gage
lines on which relatively light power is used.
The master mechanic of the road is George
C. Smith; address. Baltimore. Maryland.
The Lehigh and Hudson River Railway
has forty-six locomotives and eight hundred
and fifty-seven cars. R. T. Jaynes, Warwick, New York, is master mechanic. There
are others too numerous for mention in this
space, but this will no doubt suffice for your
purpose.
'0
A., Seattle. Washington. —We
JH.
•
give you no better advice than to

can
per-

sonally interview the employing officers of
the service mentioned in Seattle. They will
cheerfully indicate what such positions have
in store for a young man, pay, and all other
features.
As a rule a railroad clerkship does not

—

Lancaster.

Pennsylvania. Parregarding the Pennsylvania
Railroad school for telegraphers can be secured from J. B. Fisher, superintendent of
•

L..

ticulars

telegraph.

phia.

We

Broad

Street

Station,

Philadel-

do not know the scope of the

school, but suppose that it is for the training of men already in the service who desire
to fit themselves as operators.

WHAT

becomes of the expansion and
contraction in a continuously welded

street-car rail ?
L. A. B.. St. Louis. Missouri.

In the first place, it is endeavored to weld
the rail-joints at as nearly a mean temperature as possible, so as to have as little
extreme contraction due to heat or cold.
The strain due to contraction is taken care
of by the fact that the cross section of the
rail
is
large enough
to
give sufficient
strength to withstand this pull without being strained beyond the elastic limit of the
material.
This has been proved by tests at
the government arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts.
In the

matter of expansion due to increased temperature, it is largely checked by
the grip of the pavement in which it is laid,

BY THE LIGHT OF THE LANTERN.
and most of the track which has been welded in recent years has been bedded in concrete base. Any movement which this grip
of the pavement does not hold goes into
slight irregularities of line, and we presume
the cross-section of rail may be slightly increased.
You must remember that as rails
are so largely in use in paved streets, only
a very small proportion of the surface is
exposed to the sun.
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for braking power on the engine and
tender on account of the service conditions
prevailing, and fear of flattening and slipping the driving-wheel tires. A little later
straight air-brakes, similar to those under
the cars, were applied to tenders then, the
driver brake was .added, and later, as it became necessary to utilize every possible
means for obtaining braking power, the
truck brake, thus forming the complete brake
sity

;

installation.

Lebanon, Indiana. —
TR.,
•
carried on the through

Electricians are
electric-lighted

trains of the principal lines.
On trains
equipped with axle light their duties are, of
course, such care of the various appliances

and

them which they may

repairs to

light

be able to effect

in transit.

The electric-lighted trains of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
have a dynamo in the baggage-car run by
steam from the locomotive, and the necessary attention to this dynamo when on the
road devolves upon the baggagemaster. The
pay of train electricians where such positions
are in evidence is approximately $75 per

month.
Full information can be secured from the
electrical engineer of the railroad which
you have in view. If you do not know his

name

title will suffice.

the

J*

T

P.,

•J •

Kentucky.

Pleasureville,

years

is

too

young for a

—Eighteen

fireman.

We

do not know of any locality where your
application would receive favorable consideration.

—

Los Angeles, California. Address
C5.,
•
Raikvay and Locomotive Engineering,

New York

City,

New

York, stating the

book you want.
Dubois, Pennsylvania. — Any of the
CT.
•
Western railroads offer good induceB.,

ments for boilermakcrs. The Santa Fe was,
and probably is still, paying forty-two and
one-half cents an hour west of Albuquerque. Living is no higher than in the
East for a

man

of temperate habits.

1

what year did Westinghouse invent the
"

ET"
(2)

air-brake?

Can

you

apply

the

emergency

more than once with the " ET brake ?
(3) On what notch do you release the
brake on the train-line on the engineer's
*'

brake valve?
J.

G. C, Boston, Massachusetts.-

(1) In the early days of railroading pracno attention was paid to the neces-

tically

equipment which would combine the functions of several pieces of apparatus and include the features. required of a brake which
should meet the requirement arising from
present-day conditions, this equipment to
cover all kinds of service and classes and
weights of locomotives.
The brake known as the " ET," which, of
course, means " Engine and Tender," includes all of the advantageous features
which have been worked into previous equipments, eliminates many of the undesirable
features inseparable from former types, and
provides many additional operative features
which have long been desired but hitherto
unobtainable with other types of equipment.
The first '*
" equipment was put in
service June, 1903, but you will, of course,

ET

understand that this was more or less an
experiment at that time, and since then the
" ET " has been modified and improved in a
number of particulars, the present standard
being the No. 6 " ET " equipment, which
has been in service for about three years.
(2) After the brake-cylinder pressure has
been entirely released from emergency application the brakes can be reapplied in an

emergency immediately, and full pressure
obtained. This operation can be repeated indefinitely.
It is presumed you understand
locomotive brakes
recar brakes the
sults
such an operation would depend entirely upon the type of triple valve
employed.
that

only,
J*

TN

Later, the development of the high-speed
brake equipment led also to the addition of
the high-speed devices to the locomotive
equipment. When further improvements became necessary, the undesirability of adding
further to the existing equipment became
apparent, and it was resolved to depart from
the previous lines along which improvements
had been made, and to design outright an

this

as
of

refers

on

to

the

the

(3) The notch employed to release the
locomotive brake using the automatic brakevalve of the " ET " equipment is the running position notch, as the locomotive brake
is automatically held applied in all positions
of the automatic brake-valve handle except
running position.
(4) The reputation of the school you men-

—

—
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2',2

one foot in one minute, or one pound
550 feet in one second; therefore,
one horse-power equals 550 foot pounds per

infor-

lifted

mation than we give can best be secured by
direct correspondence with its management.

lifted

tion

well

is

established,

but better

second.
fit

AB.Note

McKeesport,

Pennsylvania.
•
reply to E. B. L. above. The
majority of roads hire their operators, or,
possibly, make them from students which
some operators are allowed to take in their
have frequently outlined in this
offices.
department the necessary procedure.
R.,

We

The general formula for ascertaining the
horse-power of a locomotive is as follows:

PxLxAxN
in

which

is

Missouri Pacific system. Address A. W. Sullivan, general manager, St.
Louis, Missouri, in regard to chief train
the

in

despatcher.

The eye

as proficiency in his work, for the requirements of
an operator. The pay is from $15 to $25
per week.
test is sufficient, as well

Don't believe derogatory stories which you
may hear of any road until you have personally

investigated

the

conditions.

We

never heard any such assertion made concerning this road.

—

Wooster. Ohio. The informarequired ean best be derived
from direct correspondence with the heads
of the signal department of road mentioned.

BN.
•

M.,

tion

We

might refer you to Mr. W. P. Allen,
inspector of signals, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

South Carolina.
MB.,YouSpartanburg,
are entirely too young to be
•

considered for the position of brakeman or

:

P Means

K, Terre Haute, Indiana.—The St.
JH.
•
Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern
now

= H.P.

33.000
effective

pressure

in

L
A

pounds per square inch.
Length of stroke in feet.
Area of piston in square inches.

N

Number of
the

strokes (four times
of revolutions)

number

per minute.

H.P. Indicated horse -power.

The

power of a locomotive mulby the speed in miles per hour, divided by 375, gives horse-power.
tractive

tiplied

J*

EH.
•

U.,

Brooklyn,

New

— Oppor-

York.

for the technically trained
man are exceptional in railroad service, but
it must be with the understanding and "willing acquiescence to start in the subordinate
grades. The position of mechanical engineer on a large railroad is of the utmost
importance, as has before been mentioned
in this department.
.As you are a student of mechanical engineering, and. presumably, have not yet graduated, would suggest that pending the completion of your course you get in touch
with the mechanical engineers of various
roads through the medium of correspondence.
Express a wish to enter their test department, which comprises work of the most
interesting character and, furthermore, exactly along the lines of study which you have
pursued.
This work will familiarize you thoroughly
with the strength of material, etc.. entering
in locomotive and car work, and will present opportunity to participate in the various
train tonnage and other tests, the data in
connection with which can only be secured
tunities

1

,

flagman on any railroad.

»

WHAT

horse-power as applied to a
locomotive, and how is it deteris

mined ?
G. A.

J.,

Baltimore, Maryland.

The term horse-power was

first

estab-

James Watt, who ascertained that
a strong London draft-horse was capable
of doing work for a short interval of time
equal to lifting 33.000 pounds one foot high
This value was used by
in one. minute.
Watt in expressing the power of his engines,
and has since been universally adopted in

by experts.

mechanics.
The expression " foot pounds " is used to
denote the unit of work, and is the force
required to lift a weight of one pound
through a space of one foot. Horse-power
is the measure of the rate at which work is
performed and is equal to 33,000 pounds

Officials

lished by

The way

to

preferment

is

fair-

easy after once having become identified
with that department as an inspector.
ly

C.

C, Northampton, Massachusetts

The Pocket-List of Railroad
published quarterly by the RailEquipment and Publication Company, 24
(1)

way

is

Park Place, New York City, New York.
(.2) The Newport and Wickford Railroad
is separate from any other system.
It has
three miles of track, four feet eight and onehalf inch gage, one locomotive, and two

A NEW "WASTE" FOR OILING WHEELS.
Mr. A. D. MacLeod is superintendent.
Address Newport, Rhode Island.
(3) The old Martha's Vineyard Railway
is now an electric line, steam having been discontinued several years ago. We do not
know what became of the one steam locomotive which formerly ran there. The last
engineer is now employed by the' New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad at Boscars.

ton, Massachusetts.

— We

L.,
Kansas City, Missouri.
think nineteen years is too young for
favorable consideration as Pullman conductor.
Call on Mr. F. A. Cooke, district
superintendent of that company at Kansas
City, and he will straighten you out.
J.
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to the advertising department. The device
you mention is extensively advertised in
trade papers, and you can readily obtain all
information desired from the manufacturers' literature printed ior circulation.

—

San

Francisco. California. As
residing in the heart of
that section you should be able to ascertain
the demand for firemen on California roads
much more readily than we could.

SB.
•
you

L.,

are

now

-J*

Chicago,
EP..
•
right for

Illinois.

— Your

age

is

just

fireman, and your previous experience as stationary boiler fireman
would no doubt help your application. Read
the
Making of an Engineer " in the August,
number of The Railroad Man's
1907,
a

'"

GH.
•

L.,

Princeton,

Kentucky.

— Yes,

to

Magazine.

your questions.

all

HA.an

—

Pocatello, Idaho. To express
opinion on the merits of one au-

B.,

•

tomatic switch over another would be to
touch on a matter which properly belongs

A NEW

"

FW,

New

—

Haven, Connecticut. You are
young to receive any conrailroad employing officials, except that they might consider you as
messenger if a vacancy existed.
entirely too
siderations from
•

WASTE " FOR OILING WHEELS.

Samuel A. Flower, After Learning that 180,000,000 Pounds of Cotton
Waste Are Consumed Yearly, Invents a New Product.

SAMUEL
"

A.

FLOWER

who

watched

was called the
the wheels go
round."
large majority of the turning
wheels, at least all of those of the railroadcars, rest on half bearings, and the lubricating oil is applied to them by putting into

man

A

box below a mass of waste soaked in
The waste acts as a wick and, drawing the oil up, presses it against the axle, and
the

oil.

keeps the axle lubricated steadily until the
lubricating oil in the box is exhausted and
must be renewed.

The

best sort of waste of the several sorts
to be cotton waste, the refuse
and
looms,
cotton
spindles
worth about eight cents a pound. Yet, so
great is the demand that the American
product of one hundred and eighty million
pounds a year is greedily absorbed by the
market. It has become the most profitable
by-product of the cotton-plant. Over forty
million pounds are shipped yearly to Germany for cheap fabrics. Men make fortunes in gambling in it at fractions of a cent

was found
from the

;
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profit.

in

It

some

never

years,

sells

below

goes over

six cents, and,

ten.

This constant demand for waste makes a
in price over
Its use for wiping macost of production.
chinery
s
universal.
But something else

two hundred per cent increase
'

was needed.
Flower was handicapped in every way.
He had nothing on which to begin but his
courage and his wonderful chances. It was
a virgin fields He was all alone in it and
had no fear of competition.

One

of the

first

Steps

was

the acquisition
cotton waste has

of the knowledge that
never been entirely satisfactory. Sometimes
it is not resilient enough to hold up against
the axle when a costly and dangerous " hotbox " ensues, and, sometimes, bits and particles become detached and get into the
close-fitting moving parts of the machinery,
causing great damage.

Cotton Waste

So scarce
some of the

Is

Scarce.

is cotton waste at times that
railroads that must have it or a

substitute, use unmixed cotton and woolen
waste, or woolen waste entirely, paying the
bills and taking the consequences in trouble
and damages with a sour face.
Patiently Flower sought the substitute.
It must be one that would be cheaper than
cotton waste, one that would be resilient
and springy no matter whether heavily
soaked in oil or very nearly dry, and that
would not easily part with fragments to get
into the machinery.
He had experimented with all of the inexpensive fibers and all of them were quite
useless save coir the fibrous component of
the outer coconut husk. His careful research brought him to the conclusion that
this fiber was cheap enough and had the
resiliency.
It has a stiffness and a rebellious
nature which give it a distinct character
among all fibers, and it is impervious to
both oil and water in its natural state.
quality
was that it would
Its
best
Plodding along
neither shrink nor stretch.
until he had hit the right thing, he found a
process of treating the coconut fiber that

—

and then when it was mixed with
waste the combination was perfect.
A resilient lubricating waste had been devised that filled all requirements.
It " wicked " the oil to the axle perfectly.
Soaked or dry it retained its form in all
temperatures and was very difficult to ignite.
Fragments of either of the two fibers were
infrequent in use. The last drop of oil was
used up, thereby effecting a great saving.
Less than half the previous quantity in
weight was needed one pound of the mixcurled
cotton

it,

—

ture was sufficient where a railroad car box
required two of the old cotton waste.
When he was sure that he had the right
thing, he secured his patents and then he
took it to the experimental department of
one of the great railroads. An extremely severe test was proposed.
car that was to
travel to the Pacific coast was selected.
One set of boxes would be packed with the
new compound and another set with the
ordinary waste.

A

Flower knew he had found what he had
been looking for. He had learned that the
demand for waste for wiping machinery was
equally great and the supply quite as small

commodity is not sufFirst he tried jute fiber,

also, that the present

ficiently absorbent.

of the sort that is used in burlap and bagging, and because in its natural state it is
non-absorbent his friends laughed at him.
At last the day came when the expresscar which had been made the subject of the
test

was due home.

A

body of men whose

business it is to be interested vitally in everything that promises to save a penny or a
minute in the mechanical end of a railroad
gathered to examine the boxes and the ac.

cumulated reports.
Even Flower could hardly believe what
he saw. The cotton-waste boxes had acted
on the average. One had been repacked
and two partially refilled, and there had been,
the usual troubles. The four boxes packed
with the mixed cotton and coconut fiber had
given no trouble. They were as full and
springy as the day the car left, and there
had been an eighteen per cent saving in the
consumption of oil. - The man who had
watched the wheels go round to so good a
purpose was showered with congratulations
by

men who

rarely indulge in enthusiasm.

May

Save Some Money.

One of the men drew the gray-headed
inventor to one side.
" See- here, my dear Mr. Flower
(the
" my
dear mister " seemed odd to the
modest man), you have to get a factory and
a plant to make this stuff, and I suppose
you will start out at once. Don't let anybody fool you out of your rights. Now, I
don't know what these other fellows are going to do. but you can take my open-time
order for half, a million pounds at six cents,
and begin to fill it as-soon as you can."
That night, as he went home, the song of
the wheels as they went around beneath
Samuel B. Flower was the tune of millions.
Over two hundred million dollars is spent
yearly for lubricating oils. Mr. Flower may
save the people who buy this oil some
money.

THE VANISHED FREIGHT
BY

E.

FLO RBNCE.

He Who

Told This Yarn Wasn't Known as "Anner
Nias," but His Friends Called Him " Monk Hausen."

A

I

NHE

^

m et

alHltllll "HI HJe

—

common
.

ground.
fired

from the same freight, and
were drawn t° each other

wMniTll
or,

on

They nad Dotn been

faP *l
n

loose-jointed individual
the watery-eyed one

and

<!':

more

correctly speaking,

fired

at

each other, for they came near colliding
in the process of ejectment.
" Must take us for blooming cannonballs," grunted the loose-jointed one.
- " Yes ;
those fellows are certainly on

the

firing

-

line,

replied the
" Reminds me of the

all

right,"

watery-eyed one.
way I've often floated through space in
Kansas, riding bareback on a cyclone."
"So you've been in Kansas, too?"
" Now,
queried the loose- jointed one.
there's a
State that can boast some
about nearly everything. And, talking
of cyclones, did you ever hear how they

are formed?
" Well, I met an ex-college professor
out there who had succumbed to the wanderlust and hit the road, and he explained
the whole thing to me.
" You see, cyclones are formed in this
way:
First of all comes one of those
scire Iiing-hot days when the sun is on to

the job for a raise.
He gets focused on
a certain locality, and fricassees the atmosphere at that location, and keeps on
plugging at it until the air is all con-

sumed.
" This creates, as it were, a hole in the
atmosphere. Then nature gets busy, and
sends a wireless to the spot where there
an oversupply of the ethereal fluid, and
as soon as the C.Q.D. is received the air
makes a bee-line for that vacuous void.
is

"

Sometimes it travels in a straight
and sometimes not. However, as it
travels, it assumes a rotary motion, due
to a law of physics that all swiftly
moving bodies must rotate. As it adline,

vances in

its

it

it is utterly uneverything along that

swift flight,

selfish, for it takes

comes up with.
" Houses,

trees, and cattle are gathloving embrace, and the whole
blooming outfit forms a sort of relief expedition to the afflicted place. The world
moves, but Kansas is a whole movingTalk about the shifting
picture show.
sands of time
A Kansas cyclone is the
sine qua non of motion, and is entitled
full
honorary membership in the
to

ered in

its

!

Scene Shifters' Union.

—
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a path of devastation
behind it, but think of what would become of that airless void if the C.Q.D.

orders to hold it on the siding until the
north-bound passenger, due at 7.45, had

was ignored."

" I set my signals and busied myself
doing nothing until the south bound
should arrive.
I felt mighty glad of the
chance for human companionship which

"It may leave

" That's so," replied the watery-eyed
" Nature has got railroads skinned
one.
alive when it comes to delivering the

goods.
factor

Then, again, a cyclone is a great
promoting social intercourse.

in

There are lots of people out there who
would never see each other were it not
for the fact that they are thrown together
by the thoughtful cyclone.
I know of a
couple of fellows who had not seen
each other for years, who met in the
air, both joy-riding aboard the same cy-

passed.

the side-tracked freight

would supply.

The sky had assumed
color.
The 'clouds seemed

a dirty-gray
to

hang

bal-

anced overhead, without any sign of motion.
The temperature had dropped
quite perceptibly, and, from indications,
I felt certain that there was a cyclone

sashaying around somewhere in

my

vicin-

ity.

"

clone.

I

was wondering

if

my

villa

was

in

'I
Bill!'
shouted one;
No,'
haven't seen you for a good while.'
yelled the other fellow ; I don't often get
up this way.' "
" Speaking of railroading," said the
loose-jointed individual, " I'd like to relate to you some cf my experiences in the
railroad business.
Back in the seventies

the path of the whirling dervish, when
the stillness was suddenly fractured by
the shrieking of the south bound's whis-

did key-pounding down in Kansas, on
the P. D. Q..road.
I held down a shanty
up along the line, forty miles from the
nearest refectory.
" Did nothing much but give the trains
clear track or hold them up to side-track
so's to let another train pass.
The old
P. D. Q. was a single-track road, with
shanties and sidings at regular intervals,
at which a number of other~jays like myself did the brain-work of the system.
" I was holding down this King William job in that Queen Anne cottage, with
no great white way nearer than the milky
baldric of the skies,' and the only stars
I could flirt with were those winking at
me across millions of miles of space.
But I was not astronomically incbned
gastronomy has always been my long suit.
" Well, this particular incident I have
in mind happened on one of those days
when nature seems to be resting and
getting ready for a grand-stand demonstration.
Even the grasshoppers had
ceased their campaign against the crops.
As a rule, the quiet of my position never
bothered me much, but that day the silence seemed to get onto my nerves.
" I seemed to sense something was going to happen, and felt as fussy as a magnetized kitten. There was a south-bound

loomed

'"Hallo,

'

'

I

'

train

due

at

my

villa at 7.30 p.m.

I

had

tle.

" I got ready to do the reception act,
and wondered why Jim Bludsoe kept his

whistle blowing.
" In a few seconds
in sight.

big

the

engine

Along she came,

like

race-horse on the home - stretch, and
suddenly I realized that the big galoot at
the throttle was going to give us the
go-by.
" I grabbed my red flag and got busy
with the wigwag performance, but old
iron horse swished past with his long,
brown tail of empty freights strung out
behind like the appendage of a comet.
" What
'
the Sam Hill's the matter
with that giddy choffer? thinks I. Then
it struck me all of a sudden that in about
seven and a half minutes there was going
to be trouble, likewise a lot of scrap-iron
scattered over the scenery of the Sunflower State.
a

'

"

The north - bound

entered the same block,

train had alreadyand the two trains

would meet about half-way between my
bungalow and the next one south, on the
curve around a grove thereabouts.
In

my mind

I

scene.
" Say, did

pictured the horror of

you ever read

Do you remember
how

'

the

Ben-Hur

'?

and
had
chug

the chariot-race,
that gay Lothario of the Ghetto

ornamental spikes on the hubs of his
car ?
Then, do you remember how, when
coming up the home-stretch, he spoke to
his team in Yiddish, and they spurted to
overtake the fellow on the lead?

'

THE VANISHED FREIGHT.
" Also, do you remember how the bully
boy tacked a little to leeward, so that, by
the time the lead horses of the two teams

insisted,

to neck, his chariot swung tothat of mister-man-on-the-lead, and
that harveyized toothpick on bully boy's
chariot-hub slid in between the spokes of

passed.
" The

were neck

ward

"
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But

I tell you she passed here,' I
and in desperation I rushed to
the key and pounded off an inquiry to the
fellow south of me as to whether 23 had
'

swered

reply

staggered

He

me.

an-

in the negative.

"'Where's

the -other fellow's wheel, and tiiere was a
sound like the tearing off of several yards
of dry noise, and mister-man-on-the-lead's
chariot turned turtle, and Benny-boy finished first amid the plaudits from the
bleachers and the showers of American
beauties
from the grand stand and

passed here at 7.30,' I persisted.
" Just then the rear brakeman came
running up the track with a cap in his
hand.
Found this down the track,' he
said.
'That's old Jim Bludsoe's cap;
and if his cap is here, he must have passed

boxes ?

here himself.'

"

You remember

that,

do you

?

Well,

that's the kind of noise I expected wjjuld
vibrate the atmosphere of Kansas in a
few minutes ; but, as compared to this
noise, the noise of that chariot-Pace would

sound

like the joyful

coo of a happy in-

fant.
"

My mind

was full of the possibilities
of the situation, and I was standing there,
paralyzed, as it were, when suddenly there
was a roar, and the topography of Kansas

began doing the Wilbur Wright act.
" I was picked up bodily and hurled
against that shanry of mine with sufficient
force to knock the sense out of me. When
I came to I saw a train standing on the
siding. The crew were emptying the contents of a water-pail over me and searching my anatomy for injuries.
" As my gray matter resumed operations, I realized that it was the northbound passenger-train that stood upon the
siding.
How the Sam Hill did you get
'

here

asked the engineer.
in on my engine,' he re'Where's No. 23 isn't she in
plied.
yet?
I had orders to run through to X,
and expected to see No. 23 side-tracked
Not seeing anything on the siding,
here.
What's up ?
I pulled up to investigate.
"

'

?

'

I

Why, came

"'Didn't

—

smash

you

23?'

into

I

gasped.
"

'

"
'

'

My

head's

all

right,'

Twenty-three passed here

I

replied.

in a blaze of

glory some time ago, and if you didn't see
where is she ?
"
' Come,
man,' coaxed the engineer,
get word along the line and find out when
She is due. I don't want to stay here all
'

her,

day.'
5

R R

that

train?'

shrieked.

I

'

It

'

" That's so.' rejoined the engineer.
But what am I going to do?
I
can't
hang around here any longer."
" Well, I wired to the northern end for
instructions, and got word to send the
Then the word went
passenger along.
'

'

over the line to the next station south,
to send out a searching-party for the
missing train.
The track between my
shanty and the next one south was closed
to traffic pending the arrival of the
searching-crew.
In due time they pulled
in on a hand-car, and reported that they
had seen nothing of the missing train.
I wired the information to headquarters, and asked for instructions.
"
Open up the road for traffic and
send men on foot to make a thorough
we need it,' came
search for that train
the answer.
" I did as directed, and sent the searching-party down the track. Told them to
spread out on either side of the track, and
work along until they found the wreck,
for I felt sure it must have run off the
'

:

track somewhere,
"After they had been gone about fifteen or twenty minutes, and I had raked
my brain for a solution of the matter. I
heard a whistle away off in the distance.
It sounded low, appearing to come from
the south.

Sure not,* he replied.
What's the
matter?
Did you strike your head?'
'

'

There was nothing due

at

my

place for an hour or so ; so I thought at
first it was a relief-party coming up to
help solve the mystery, but as the soimd
continued, and did not get any louder,
I concluded that, whatever it was, it was
stationary.
" The sound

•

kept up for about ten
I waited for
minutes, and then stopped.
about half an hour, and then I saw one of
the searching-party returning on the run.
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In the meantime headquarters had been

hammering me
"

When

news of

the engine.
the special courier arrived, he

was winded

:

so

for
I

saw

it

was no use trying

anything out of him until he got
through with his breathing exercises.
" When he got his bellows working
again, I learned that they had found Jim
Bludsoe and his train about three miles
down the road, about a mile and a half
away from the track. Several of the cars
were standing on end, but the engine and
the balance of the train were right side
up. scattered over the face of the virgin
to

pump

prairie.
"

The searchers had heard the whisand proceeded to investigate. They
had found the wreck as reported, with
old Jim standing in the cab, scared, wildlooking, and battered."
tle,

"How

the heck did they get there?"
asked the watery-eyed one.
" Well, they couldn't get anything out
of Jim. He seemed plumb locoed. When
I
sent in my report over the wire, they
sent down a lot of experts to try and
salvage the train.
Jim Bludsoe was the
only living critter left of the crew.
" They figured that the cyclone had
caught up to the train on its wild whirl
down the track, picked it up bodily, like
a blooming air - ship, and carried it
across the country to where it was discovered.
This was verified by the crew,
who came straying in like lost sheep from
the prairie whither they had blown.

" It

was learned from them that the
engineer had developed a crazy streak
some time before passing my station and
chased the fireman out of the cab. That
explained why they gave my signal the
go-by.
However, Jim Bludsoe never had
to answer for his crazy act, for the last I
heard of him he was in a dippy domicile,
quartered in an upholstered boudoir."
" And what became of the locomotive
and cars ? " inquired the watery-eyed
one.

" Oh,

they built a mile and a half
of track out to the scene, and the wreckers salvaged the whole outfit.^The strange
part of it is that a prosperous settlement,
known as The Lost Freight, sprung up
at the terminus.
" But, then, that seems to be the cus-

Whenever any of
shifted by a cyclone,
natives send a tracer after it. and if
tom

in

real

estate

found

Kansas.

in

good order they migrate

doubt? and rumors of doubts
been going the rounds since it
was announced that the Canadian government planned to build a line from Winnipeg .to Hudson Bay. The ice-bound condition of the bay during a considerable portion of the year, and the bleak and unsettled
nature of the country through which the
line would have to* pass, have been quoted
as insurmountable objections to the scheme.
The recent preliminary report of the surveying party sent out by the government,
however, • will set at rest many of these
doubts, though it does not bring a final
decision.
The surveyors report that a line
could be built easily and cheaply, either to
Port Churchill or Port Nelson.

it is

to the

spot.
" Why, I've seen the

same family living in the same house in a half-dozen

It/S a cheap way to
move, and, besides, you don't have to
bother about the selection of a site."
" That's so." replied the Avatery-eyed

different counties.

" You don't happen
Anner Nias, do you?"

one.
to

"

to be related

No," replied the loose-jointed

indi-

My

familiars call me Monk
Hausen. So long, pard. Thanks for a
very entertaining afternoon."
"

vidual.

DOUBT ABOUT HUDSON BAY
MANY
have

the
the

is

They

estimate

that

the

R. R.
cost,

including

harbor and terminal works, would be between seventeen and eighteen million dollars.
The engineers favor the line to Port
Nelson, as that point is some sixty miles
nearer Winnipeg, and the port is ice-free
for about one month longer than is Port
Churchill.

The country through which
much better adapted for

also

it

passes

is

agriculture.

In spite of this report, however, the government will take no further steps toward the
construction of the line until it has fuller
evidence that the bay is open fcr navigation for a sufficiently long period each year
to warrant the establishment of steamship
lines.

—

Finding the Secret of the
Automatic Coupler.
BY

E.

BACON.

L.

LIFE-SAVING

inventions rank first in importance in the field of human
ingenuity. An invention that saves a man t'ime and worry, that enables
business to be transacted in double the volume of former standards,
can be hailed with delight, but the life-saving device is hailed with a thankfulness that has in it considerable of reverence.
Of all life-saving devices it
is doubtful if one can be found to rank with the automatic coupler.
Every
year more men were sacrificed to the link and pin than in battles that have

decided the fate of hemispheres; and to Janney and Miller belongs the undisputed glory of having saved thousands of the country's sturdiest sons, and
what positions some of those sons have filled none can tell.

The

Toll of

Human

Was

Lives That

Eight Thousand

Paid

Men Found

a

Before a Genius

Way

Among

Prevent

to

the Slaughter.

^HE

automatic

were frittered away

car-coupler,

which fastens by impact
and is unfastened by the
turn of a handle, seems
simple contrivance,
invention
of which
could not have called for unusual mechanical ingenuity.
To-day the automatic coupler is used on every railroad
car in America, yet from the time men
first began
to work upon the idea at
least thirty years passed by before the
device was perfected so that it could be
put into general use.
During that period scores of fortunes
like

the

a

in the search for the
true secret of its mechanism, and the
lahor of thousands of inventors ended in
disappointment.
For a generation the
automatic coupler was a will-o'-the-wisp
to half the inventive
genius of the
country.

Perhaps no other invention had ever
been attempted by quite so many men

no odier that, when at last it
was accomplished, seemed so simple. It
was a search as popular, as absorbing, as
heart-rending as was that of the medieval
certainly

alchemists

for

a

way of transmuting

gold.

250

«

-1

—
;
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Surely even the long-lived delusion of
the possibility of perpetual motion never
obsessed more dreamers of a mechanical
turn of mind than did this effort to
couple railroad cars automatically and
instantaneously without risk to life or
limb.
One wonders, when one examines the
modern coupler, which is far from being
a complex piece of mechanism, that it
took so long to perfect it. or that thousands failed in their efforts to find the
secret.

The Coupler

Fever.

In 1886 four thousand patents had
been granted at Washington for automatic couplers, and twelve years later
the number had grown to eight thousand.
It is doubtful if two per cent of these
eight thousand inventions ever brought
a penny of profit.
It

was

effort to

in

late

forties

that

the

make an automatic coupler was

And

begun.

the

for forty years afterward

in fact, for fifteen years after the solucoupler inventors
tion of the problem

—

were haunting the offices of every railroad in the country.
They came in swarms, inventors with
long hair and wild eyes, who dreamed
of becoming millionaires within the year
and others, sober-minded, practical men,
many of whom seemed to have come close
to the heart of the mystery.

the fever was at its height the
traffic manager of a railroad would find
a line of coupler inventors stretching
from his door down the hall like a long
snake, every one of them with a miniature
train of cars, in all kinds of receptacles.
Perhaps fifty per cent of the hordes of
inventors would succeed in getting a
hearing.
If one of them succeeded in
getting through the skirmish lines of
office-boys and clerks, who were accusto shoo them away as if they were
book-agents or pedlers, he would lay
out a miniature railroad track on the

tomed

the

of

official's

office.

Then he

would set his cars on the rails and bang
them together with terrific force to illustrate the

It

workings of his contrivance.
there was a weak
every one of these inventions.
astonishing how many things

somewhere

But
point

in

was

undoing of many of the enthusiasts.
They had failed to realize that a
coupler that would not turn to right and
left at the knuckle would be serviceable
only on an absolutely straight track. Of
course, there are inventors with such
buoyant optimism that they are not discouraged when confronted with such an

obstacle as that.
" That is not the fault of my coupler,"
" It is the fault of
said one of them.
your railroad.
What's the matter with
relaying your tracks and taking the
curves out?
At last a coupler inventor came along
whose idea did come into practical use.

He was Colonel Ezra Miller, of the
horse artillery.
dashing figure was
the colonel in New York City in the

A

when on parade in his
showy uniform at the head of his National Guard regiment.
He had traveled on the first trains in
forties, especially

the country, in the days when stagecoach- bodies were placed on trucks and
run on strap rails.
Railroads had had
a fascination for him from their beginning.
He would spend hours watching the
trains go by on the Harlem road, until,
in 1848, he moved to Magnolia, Wisconsin, to survey State lands.
There he
became a justice of the peace and later,
because of his fame as commander of the
horse artillery in New York, the Governor appointed him colonel of the
Eighth Regiment of the Wisconsin mili:

When

floor

there were to be considered hi the making
of a successful coupler. .The problem of
curves was the pitfall that proved the

tia.
all

Still

he continued to spend almost

his spare time studying railroads.

In those days the platform, buffer, and
coupler were placed below the sills of
the car, although the sills are the line of
resistance to any longitudinal blow. The
colonel saw the folly of this, and realized that it added greatly to the dangers
of travel.
Often it was responsible for
the telescoping of cars in collisions.
He determined that the platform,
coupler, and buffer should be placed on
a line with the sills that the cars should
be coupled with compression buffers and
with couplers that fastened by impact.
In 1SC>3 he patented the " Miller platform, coupler, and buffer."
;

FINDING THE SECRET OF THE AUTOMATIC COUPLER,

—

The coupler was automatic the first
automatic coupler ever put into service.
Moreover, it prevented the oscillating
movement of cars acting independently
when coupled with slack links or chains,
a movement that caused many broken
rails and the violent whirling of rear
cars from the track.
The compression
buffers made the train a solid whole.
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a man's body, but

all cars were not the
in this- respect, and sometimes the
buffers came close together.
man engaged in coupling cars had to be on

same

A

a constant watch to see that there was

going to be enough space left for turn
when the cars should come togeihe;.
Uncoupling was almost as dangerous.
It had to be done with the cars in motion

;

and

at night, in the uncertain light

of a swinging lantern,

Extra Hazardous Labor.

it was not uncomfor a man running along between
the cars to slip and go under the wheels.
During the years 1882, 1883, and 1884
the average annual number of men killed

mon

But although the
was hailed as the

colonel's invention
greatest life-saving
discovery of the age, and was adopted
before long by every large railroad in
the world, the great coupler problem
was not solved by any means.
The
Miller coupler, which is referred to nowadays as the " Miller hook." was intended only for passenger-trains, and
the coupler problem pertained principally to freight-cars, there being about
forty times as many freight-cars as passenger-cars in service in this country.
While the hook, backed by the elaborate platform and buffer, was a great
Improvement on the old link and pin, it
.

would be impossible to apply it to a
freight-car.
Then, too, the hook did not
always work instantaneously, and sometimes cars had to be banged together two
or three times before fastening.

Hundreds of men were being killed
and thousands injured every year because of the lack of an automatic freightcar coupler.
With only a few thousand
passenger-cars in use, and hundreds of
thousands of freight-cars, the adoption
of the Miller hook had scarcely a perceptible effect

upon

the

number

of acci-

dents.

was

business coupling
days.
There has never
been anything more disastrous to life and
limb than the old link-and-pin coupler,
and it is only ten years since the last of
them went to the scrap-heap.
Mutilated men were a common sight
in railroad yards.
An instant's delay in
lifting the link and slipping it into place
might mean the loss of a hand or an
It

cars

in

dangerous

those

were crushed
out between the heavy beams that acted
as buffers at the ends of the cars.
It was intended that there should be
enough space between these buffers for
arm.

Hundreds of

lives

country while coupling cars was
hundred and fifty-nine, and the
number injured seventeen thousand eight
hundred and fifty, a total of eighteen
thousand three hundred and nine more
casualties during one year than were suffered by the Union army on the bloody
in

tins

four

—

field of

Gettysburg.

Confronted with such figures as these,
there began to be a public awakening to
the necessity of putting an end to the
slaughter.
The Master Car Builders'
Association took a hand in the matter,
and its members began to demand a
standard type of coupler.
Clearly a standard type was a necessity,

since no railroad's freight-cars were

confined to its own lines. The association appointed a committee to look into
the matter.

The Weeding

The committee

Process.

looked over the

field

an automatic coupler that
would fit all requirements, and they
found a few thousand kinds to choose
from.
The hungry coupler inventors,
scarcely any of whom had succeeded in
marketing their wares, came down upon
the committee like a vast army, equipped
with diagrams and models.
It was decided to hold aperies of tests
to determine which was tne most satisIn
factory of all the couplers offered.
1885 the association's committee held
to

discover

trials

at

Buffalo, with

the intention of

recommending twelve makes.
They expected a horde of inventors at
these trials.
As a matter of fact, only
forty-two kinds of couplers were preMost of the rest
sented for the tests.
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had not been brought out by the inchoate
model stage.
As a result of the tests the committee
chose six automatic couplers of the linkand-pin type, and six known as verticalplane couplers, so called because they
came together on a vertical plane. A
year later the committee held further
trials at Albany, where thirty-three kinds
of couplers were tried.
At Boston, in the same year, one hundred and seventy-three couplers were
entered for competition before the Massachusetts State Railroad Commissioners.
The master car builders at last picked
out the one coupler that they considered
the most satisfactory of the lot.
It was
a coupler of the vertical-plane type, and
had been invented by Eli H. Janney,
who at that time was unknown.
Janney had been brought up on a
farm in Virginia. For fifteen years he
had been experimenting in an attempt
to solve the coupler problem, and as
early as 1873 had hit upon the design to
which the master car builders gave first
place.
For five years after getting his
patent he had tried in vain to interest
railroads in his invention.
His original invention was' a passenger-car coupler, and for passenger-cars
the railroads were using the Miller hook,
and did not care to go to the expense of
making a change. At last the Pennsylvania took a fancy to his coupler for
their passenger-cars.
Then, in 1SS2, using the same contour
lines for the clutching part of the apparatus, he invented an automatic freight
coupler, and it was this invention that
won out in the master car builders' tests.

Janney's

Two

Devices.

Janney's first invention consisted of a
coupler body with a bifurcated head and
a revolving hook or knuckle, with a vertical lock actuated by a flat spring, locking automatically on the closing movement of the knuckle. His invention of
18S2 had a vertically moving lockingpin, especially suited to freight service.
As the rules of the master car build-

prohibited them from adopting any
device covered by a patent, however,
they succeeded in inducing the parties in
interest to waive their patent rights to
ers

the Janney contour lines.
This opened
the field for other inventors and manufacturers to come in and furnish couplers having the contour lines that the
association had adopted, but with different locking mechanisms.
Even now the battle

won.

It

would

cost a

was only half
good many mil-

lions of dollars to equip all the freight-

cars with automatic couplers.
The railroads didn't care to spend the

money.
Congress had to take a hand,
and in 1893 the Safety Appliance Act
was passed that compelled the roads to
use automatic couplers on all cars, giving them until August, 1900, to complete
the reform.

The Vanished Horde.
To-day, in spite of the fact of the
eight thousand patents that have been
granted, there are not more than fifteen
makes of couplers in general use, all

having Janney's contour lines, which the
master car builders made the standard.
Some of the manufacturers bought up
several of the patents to combine them
into one coupler, but it is safe to say that
considerably less than two hundred of
the eight thousand were ever sold.
The making of automatic freightcouplers is exclusively an American industry.
In the British Isles and in the
European countries they use screw couplers, which take several minutes to fasten,
and the old link and pin.
American
manufacturers have tried many and many
a time to induce the

Englishmen

to

make

a change, but without success.
Not one of the horde of coupler inventors made any great fortune.
Very
few made anything. But Colonel Miller's platform, buffer, and hook brought
him a quarter of a million dollars, and
Janney is supposed to have made a good
deal

more than

that.

every inventor who has
achieved great wealth has contributed so
much toward saving human life as Miller and Janney;
No man loses his life or
is
maimed nowadays in —this country
while coupling cars. If it were not for
the automatic coupler the number of
killed and wounded, taking into consideration the increased number of cars,
would be more than fifty thousand a year.
Still,

not

A

Track -Walker's Devotion.
EDMUND

BY

THE

TRUE STORY

KINYON.

G.

SERIES.

Even

unbalanced

the

mind

This bit of history
leans to the instinct of preserving human life.
shows how duty can become so prominent a part of a man's life that the
idea of it lives on after all but the merest physical vitality has departed. In
the old track-walker's case physical life is. in fact, secondary to and probably
dependent upon this overpowering instinct to accomplish' what he believes
to be his mission.

TRUE STORY, NUMBER THIRTY- EIGHT.
How

an Old Man's Task Has Become the. Unbroken Thread That
[Has Held Him to Life After the Light of

Reason Failed.

DRUMGOLD'S

name

fluence can induce

does not appear upon the payroll of the Southern Pacific
Company, yet for more than
twenty years he has patrolled
the seven hundred miles of

self-imposed task.

fAMES

desert track stretching between Los Angeles, California, and El Paso, Texas.
He has rendered as faithful service as
any other track-walker in the pay of the

company.
There is deep pathos in this story of
Drumgold, or " Crazy Charley," as he
is known all along the way.
It is a
striking example of that devotion to an
imaginary duty which ofttimes possesses
a mind which has slightly left its moorings.
Drumgold is old and gray, and
his body is bent and worn with years of
yet no inheavy labor and exposure
;

He

him

to desist

from

his

martyr to a deranged intellect,
which forces his tired body
to this endless pilgrimage in the belief
that the safety and lives of thousands of
passengers depend upon his faithfulness.
Many years ago, when the Southern
Pacific was first built across the desert,
Drumgold was employed as track-walker
in a lonely section.
For a number of
years he performed his duties in a most
trustworthy manner then, somehow, the
great desert, with its sameness and mystery and solitude, got into his brain, and
he saw queer visions and conversed with
unseen persons as he went about his tasks.

an

is

a

intellect

;

Rumors of his condition reached the
superintendent's office, and in due time
an order was issued discharging Drum-

Editor's Note: All the stories published in this True Story Series have been carefully
verified by application to officers or employees of the roads or companies concerned who
are in a position to be acquainted with the facts. Contributors should give us the names of
responsible persons to
we may apply for such verification, in order that fruitless
inquiries may be avoided.
This condition does not imply any lack of confidence in the
veracity of our contributors, but is imposed merely to give greater weight and authenticity
to the stories.
Single Copies, 10 ceoti.
Series b«an In the October,
906. Railroad M>o'i Miftllne.

whom

1
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gold from the service of the company,
and another man was sent to take his
place.

But Drumgold argued with himself
harm would surely come to the passengers and trainmen should he cease to
that

patrol the track, so he disregarded the
his
inspection.
order and continued
Heretofore he had patrolled only a few
miles of track; now he resolved to patrol

He

stoutly refuses all invitations to
asserting that he must walk in
order to do his work properly. His eyes
are constantly upon the track.
Evenfoot of rail is scrutinized, every bridge
and culvert and cattle guard inspected.
No high-salaried engineer is more painsride,

taking and

tireless.

-Drumgold's vigil has not been entirely in vain.
In at least two instances he
has prevented disastrous
wrecks. One night a passenger-train was flagged
in a deep, winding canon,

and when the crew ran
forward they found
"Crazy Charley" shrinking against the wall of
the cut.

The train proceeded
slowly, and just around
the bend a blazing bridge
was

found. In another
cloudburst
a
washed out a section of
instance

An

approaching
found danger signals between the
rails, but there was no
one in sight.
Later it
track.

freight-train

was learned that Drumgold had placed the signals and then hid from
view.

Many times he has
given section bosses and

road

-

masters

formation

defective
weakened

in-

concerning
track

bridges,

or

and

such information has always been found reliable.

THE TRAINMEN SIGHT HIM DAILY AT SOME POINT ALONG THE
WAY, TRUDGING BESIDE THE TRACKS.
the

entire

desert,

and that

is

what he

has been doing for the past twenty years.
Every trainman is familiar with the
bent, worn figure of " Crazy Charley,"
although he avoids the towns and is seldom seen by the residents of the country
through which he passes. The trainmen
sight him daily at some point along the
way. trudging beside the tracks, laboriously carrying a roll of blankets, a little
cookin" kit. and a canteen of water.

wandering.

Many
made

to

efforts

have been

induce

Drum-

gold to give up his weary
At first the company feared

might come from his presence,
and he was ordered repeatedly to stay
that evil
off of

the right of way, but he always

ignored the orders.

Wealthy relatives have pleaded with
him in vain. At one time a brother obtained a promise from him that he would
remain in one place provided a house
was built.
A comfortable cottage was
accordingly erected at Cabazon, Cali-

A TRACK- WALKER'S DEVOTION.
fornia, near the railway track,

and com-

pletely furnished.

The

old track-walker seemed satisand agreed to remain there the remainder of his days.
He slept in his
fied

new house just one night, then started
for El Paso, five hundred miles eastward.
Recently this same brother resolved
to make another effort to rescue the old
man from his life of hardship. He obtained permission to ride the cab of
freight-engines, and spent several days
in search before locating the wanderer.
Finally, far out on the Salton desert,
twenty miles from a station, the old man
was sighted at dusk, squatting beside his
tiny camp-fire.
The train was stopped
and he was taken, half forcibly, aboard.
The brothers left the train at Indio

WHY HE
They Would Be

2G5

and spent the night at the town hotel.
" Crazy Charley " went to bed, faithfully promising to accompany his brother
to San Francisco.
In the morning he
was gone.
During the night he had
arisen, and started on his endless journey.
Summer and winter, storm and sunshine, are alike to Drumgold.
Nothing
deters him from his daily pilgrimage
along the track. Those who have taken
note uf his movements assert that he
averages the round trip of seven hundred miles between Los Angeles and El
Paso once each year.
So far as known, he never proceeds
beyond those cities, although they by no
means mark the confines of the Southern
Pacific system. Why he has selected this
particular stretch of track is a mystery.

DOESN'T LIKE "UPPERS."

Provided With a
Private Elevator and a Dressing-Room.

'"TWKE
from
A sleeping-car
it

a

All

Right, Says

man who

porters

has tipped

from Montreal
Seattle to San

Pensacola, and from
Diego," said an old traveler to a writer for
the Washington ( D. C.) Post, "the upper
berths on sleeping-cars ought to he abolished
on general principles, and the Minneapolis
man who has complained to the Interstate
Commerce Commission about them, and who
wants Ihem put at a lower rate than lower
berths, has a drink coming when I meet bim.
" Of course, there are a few fresh-air
fiends who stand out for the uppers, and
aver they are superior to the lowers, but
the great majority of travelers utter indecorous remarks when the man behind the
ticket-window says, The best I can do is
an upper.'
" Uppers would be all right if each one
were equipped with a private elevator and
had a dressing-room attached, but the discomforts which they provide offset the advantages which are claimed for them about
three times over.
" I'll admit that there is a freer circulation of air up there.
Sometimes it's so free
ih.it the doctors get a nice thing out of it.
Also, if the ventilators aren't working properly there's sometimes a free circulation of
black smoke, which is a bit disconcerting,
to

'

ti

i

put

it

mildly.

the

Traveler,

if

" The climbing up is what gets me.
You
have to wait your turn for the ladder, while
the lucky chaps in the lowers make facetious
remarks which are calculated to disturb
your balance when once you do get your
feet planted on the ladder.
Then when you
once get up and find yourself sitting on the
edge with your feet dangling over the aisle
you are confronted with the problem of un-

dressing.
"

and

When
start

you get some of your things off
to hang them up you find that

you've got to disturb the serenity of die
person in the lower berth if you want them
to hang right so that they won't be all cluttered up across your feet.
" You have to pull out the curtain and let

them fall down below the level of your bed.
Once when I did that a fussy old maid,
who occupied the lower berth, and who had
apparently noted my operations with growing alarm, called out in a shrill voice, warning me against invading her privacy and
threatening to sick the porter on me.
"After you're once wrapped up in the
blankets there is a certain sense of freedom
up there that you don't get in the more
confined lowers, and if there aren't main
tunnels with their accompanying smoke, you
sleep pretty well, but when it comes to getting up. your troubles are renewed."

—

MCALLISTER'S GROUCH.
BY CHARLES WESLEY SANDERS.

When He Found Out Who
at

MX

Was,

MCALLISTER'S
had been

It

had blown

Vanished Like the Mist.

promotion

He

rapid.

into the chief

despatcher's

office

the Operator

one

afternoon and asked for
a job, having ridden
from the western terminal in a caboose.
i,

He

had answered questions satisfactorily,
and the chief had sent him to a waystation to work nights.

shifting his big cigar and leaning back
in his chair.

The chief had a notion to speak
sharply, but he only looked at the sheet
and went into his own office.
" I wonder what's eating that fellow," he said to the trick - man when
they met on the stairs a little later.
"He's a queer
"

fish,"

the

trick

-man

whirl-

smashing him one
in the jaw sometimes, but I'm afraid I

wind," the third - trick man said next
" He sends like a machine,
morning.
1
never
had to call him more'n
and

couldn't get away with it."
The reason for McAllister's grouch
was A'ery simple and as old as the race.

twice."

He

" Say,

that

man

at

BG

is

a

" Think he'd be all right copying up
here ? " the chief asked.
The copier on the third trick had quit
the week before, and the chief had been
hesitating whom to put in
There were, of course, any

his

place.

number of

operators who could have done the work,
but the chief wanted a man who had the
making of a despatcher.
So, when McAllister came to work the
next night, he found a message ordering
him to report for duty on the third trick
at the despatcher's office in twenty-four
He came a tall, dark - haired,
hours.
blue-eyed young man
who spoke only
when business demanded it, and who
eternally smoked a long, thick, very
black cigar.

—

—

Everybody admired him on the spot
but he made no friends
When he was spoken to he
personally.
answered with a riod, when pressed"; by
a monosyllable when necessary.
Sometimes he was almost discourteous.
The chief dropped in one night while
the despatcher was at luncheon, and
wanted to know where 48 was.
for his ability,

" It's on

the sheet,"

McAllister

said,

said.

I

feel

like

had been disappointed in love. Like
persons who have been so disappointed, he kept on thinking about the girl.
He had her picture always with him,
and wrote a letter to her every night
and then tore it up. After the letterwriting he would pace his room.
" I'll be hanged if I'll pay any more
attention to her," he would say, and
then he would dwell upon her looks and
her ways till his heart was like lead.
And then his grouch would sjveep over
him like a flood, till he was immersed.
all

He had worked
trick

his

way

to

the

first

on the road where he had learned

telegraphy.

Her

father

was the

chief.

McAllister and the girl became engaged.
The father died. Unwise investments
had taken all his money.
Even the home had to be sold to meet
debts.
The girl had a mother and a
sister

to care for.

capable
sister

of

was

effort

too

The mother was
for

young

herself,
to

and

do much

in-

the
at

breadwinning. The superintendent gave
the girl a place as a telegrapher in the
yard office.
McAllister was furious.
"What are you going to work for?"
he demanded.

MCALLISTER'S GROUCH.

We

must

"

I

not?" he asked.
said

girl

gently,

She paused and looked at him appealHe had a temper and looked at

ingly.

things simply.
" But you couldn't

let

me

help you?

"

made

To
his

think of

blood

boil.

According to his way of thinking, she
might easily have let him take care of
the family, or she might have married
him at once. But he was too angry now
to suggest that latter.
"
still

You

;

folly

and madness.

The

finished for her.
"His anger rose higher.

lie

her going to work

hundred miles away, but ever
she dwelt in his heart.
He grew sadder and colder and sterner and she, doing the task she had set herself to do,
wondered how he was and whether he
ever thought of her?
For lovers' quarrels partake of such
a road two

live," she said.

"I'm working, am
" Why, yes,"
the
but—"

are speaking harshly." she said,

gently-

He

fumbled for a cigar.
" Well," he said slowly,

267

lister

first-trick

viding

his voice

ill.

McAl-

—

from midnight till noon. This gave him
two sets of operators to work with, the
day men and the night men. He had
got the night men trained, because they
were afraid of his speed and his sharp
way of doing business but he had had
one or two wire fights with the day men.
;

"Who's
and

man was

the second-trick man were dithe time
McAllister working

and

that

man

at

MX?"

he asked

the chief.

harder and more bitter
than he was justified in letting
" well, if I'm not good
it be,
enough to help you, we might

was

as well call

it

quits."

He had not meant quite that.
He had no idea of giving her
But he hurt her so that
She
her own temper rose.
straightened herself and looked
up.

him kindly.

at

"

You

are going rather far,

you? " she asked.
Why, no
I'll go farther

aren't
"

!

than that

if I like."

"Indeed?" She rose and
walked to the door. " You may
come to see me again when you
can

act

Then she

He

like

a

left

him.

sat for a

gentleman."

moment,

listen-

ing for her return. There were
two closed doors between him
and the sound of her weeping.
He arose and left, slamming
the door behind him. He heard
next morning that she had gone
to, work.
He resigned to the chief despatcher as soon as that official

came

knew
argue,

the

to

tliat

too

office.

The

was

futile

and he accepted

with a sigh.

—

it

good

liarities.

ITS ON THE SHEET.

chief
to question or
the resignation

McAllister was a good

man

mind.

chief smiled

and opened his lips
to change his
a message he was

Then he seemed

He

finished

McAllister repeated his question with a frown.

to lose, in spite of his pecu-

writing.

he was working a trick on

" Oli,

.

And now

The

to reply.

that's

somebody

the

superin-
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tendent of telegraph sent over when I
I haven't seen him.
asked for a man.
We were so rushed. We didn't even
give him the color examination."
" Well, he's a ham," said McAllister.
" I should think we might get a better
class of operators."
" How're they moving? " he asked the

second-trick

man when

and there was
Dascom.
says

administered a smarting rebuke bethe operator hadn't had sense
enough to pull up in heavy weather.
The operator offered an apology, and
McAllister snapped open his key.
"What are you working for?" he de-

manded. " Where's the night-man? "
He had recognized the sending of the

he came on.

" Rotten,"
said
die
man. " There's been a

west,

He

cause

second-trick

heavy rain
washout at

a little

MX

it's sleeting there
I had
to beat the band.
the general office set the
repeaters in here, but it's
pretty heavy yet."

He

pulled up to show
the wire was.
McAllister slipped into a

how heavy

YOU MAY COME TO SEE ME
WHEN YOU CAN ACT LIKE
A GENTLEMAN."

and began

chair

to

make

dots

firmly,

even on that leaking line.
" I guess you can put it through," the
second-trick

man

said.

McAllister spent a few minutes getting terminals to see how they were adjusted.
As he was calling an office.
broke .and began calling him. McAllister tried to break, but
was not ad-

MX

MX

justed.

He
key.

MX,

MX
and
MX

waited

operator closed his
called the office nearest
and told the operator there to get
adjusted.
That operator did so,
McAllister was soon able to make
till "the

Then he

understand.

man he had

previously and politely designated as a " ham."
"He's sick," was the nervous . reply.
" I'll have to work to-night."
" Well, it's going to be bad."

lister said.

"

You want

to

McAl-

keep on the

job."
It proved to be very bad, indeed.
Fog
was reported all along the bine, with
sleet
and rain in spots. McAllister
never took his hand from the key, or his
eyes from the sheet
Toward midnight what he had feared

happened.
spreading

A

train

slipped

between

Not much damage was
done, but another train jamming along
rails.

:

M cALL ISTER'S GRO UCH.
in the mist ran into the first one,

went

and the

over the right-of-way.
A fireman had a broken leg, but none
other
was injured.
McAllister telephoned the trainmaster, and in an hour
he was speeding west in a special.
McAllister called an office to give an
order to the special.
That office answered promptly, and McAllister called
There was no reply.
the yard office.
A while before the operator at the yard
had said that the yardmaster thought
there would be no 49, but that train had
not
yet
been annulled.
McAllister,
knowing the yard-man would report 49
ready, sent this order to the trainmaster's
cars

all

special

Number

Forty-nine

of

date

this

is

annulled.

That
49,

sent the special speeding against

so

far

were conhaving been an-

technicalities

49

without

cerned,
nulled.

A

as

little later

the operator nearest the

wreck sent a report from the conductor
of the train which had gone into the one
McAllister

derailed.

MX
"

called

MX, and

answered promptly.

Msg

said.

for

"Sm

extra

west,"

McAllister

fine."

Which meant that he had a message
and that the message was
"some fine," or long. Sending long
for the special,

His
was McAllister's forte'.
Morse was perfect, his spacing being as
messages
if

cut out with a knife.
did not break for the

hunbe
working better.
McAllister's speed increased till his sounder sang.
broke,
and then broke again. McAllister slowed
words.

first

The wire seemed

to

MX

MX

clown,
got started again, and McAllister once more speeded up.
broke nervously, and then again

MX

more
down

nervously.
again, but

McAllister
still

MX

broke.

slowed

Once

the operator held open his key for twenty
seconds, while McAllister fumed at the
" Go
When
said,
vacant wire.
ahead," McAllister shot a short but ugly

MX

word over the wire.
" Never mind," he
to

BX."
The man

" There's

some sense to you," McAlsaid at the finish, for he admired

lister

good work

The

as

much

as he loathed poor.

MX

operator at

heard with burning cheeks.
The operator at
was
well aware that the operator at
was
a better telegrapher, but that was no reason why McAllister should rub it in.

MX

BX

Then

Fate's finger touched the

proud

McAllister.

The yard operator reported 49 ready,
the yardmaster having scared up enough
loads for a train.
The yard operator
asked for orders.
McAllister said there
were none.
Forty-nine pulled out and glided away
through the mist.
At the scene of the
wreck they let her through the siding,
and she sped merrily eastward, while the
trainmaster's special bore down upon her

from the

east.

" Os's "

came from

offices

along the

reporting 49 and the special by.
McAllister studied the sheet and kept
things
moving well, considering the
weather and the fact that he had a bad
wreck on his hands.
Presently he wanted to put out an
order to 49 to meet a train at a siding
near MX.
He called MX.
"Think you can copy an order?" he
asked.
line,

"

I'll try," the operator meekly said.
McAllister called a station ten miles

down

the

line.

promptly,

and

The

station

McAllister

answered

started

his

order.

MX

dred
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"To
then

No. 49,

MX

MX,"

broke.
" Forty-nine's gone,"

he

began,

and

was the laconic

report.
"

Why didn't you report them coming?" McAllister snapped.
"

You

didn't tell

me

to."

McAllister knew he had not done so,
but the fact of his omission only made
him more angry.
He started a smarting rebuke when the station east of
broke in.
" Os, os," the operator said slowly.
"Special west by 1.10 a.m. with one

MX

coach."
said,

" I'll send

it

at BX was an old-timer, and
he had a typewriter, so that McAllister
could not put it up his back.

McAllister shot his eye

Then he knew.

down

the sheet.

For a moment, strangely, he had no sense of shock or horror.
He was only filled with a great wonder
that he, the most careful of men, should
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have made this colossal blunder. While
he had been sitting here in his chair in
a warm office, he had been letting men
go lorth to their crashing death. It was
•

rank stupidity.

He

leaned

back

in

his

chair

and

First, he disposed of
closed his eyes.
He had a notion of flight the
himself.

—

" It's pretty slippery

and foggy," the

engineer said.
"

Never mind, we've got

to

get

over

there."

McAllister had so much on his mind
He sat
he had no sense of fear.
chewing his cigar, while his scowling
eyes sought to pierce the gray - black
that

inevitable swift emotion in such cases
to stay and face

—and then he decided

That was more his way.
Action followed swiftly. He called
the yard office and ordered an engine
got ready on the instant.
" Stick some box cars behind her,"
he said. " I want, to make time."
Then he called a couple of doctors
who lived near by and gave orders, putting everything in to clear for his spetwo box cars.
cial of an engine and
Slipping into his heavy coat, he ran down
the stairs and hastened to the yard ofthe music.

The doctors came presently.
"What's up?" the operator asked.

GUESS 1M NOT GETTING
ALONG VERY WELL. THE DESPATCHER HASN'T SHOWN ME
1

MUCH CONSIDERATION."

bank ahead. It was characteristic of him
that he had no moment of despair.
He
only wanted to get to the wrecked train,
to help those whom his carelessness had
injured.
Then he would decide upon
the next move.

Through

fice.

McAllister only scowled and went out
With the two doctors, he

his plans shot a thought of
wished that she had not been
stubborn. They might have been hap-

Anna.
so

He

to the engine.

pily married.

crowded

in

"

into the engine-cab.

You can

engineer.

let

her out," he told the

a

not

little

be

Worry

If he had had her safely
of their own. he would
his
present
predicament.

home
in

had

made

him

unstable.

He

MCALLISTER'S GROUCH.

—

had had nothing to care for nothing
work for.
" We're near MX," he said.
" Why

He

strained

his

"

to

"
!

Why.

that
against us.
Heaven, what a ham that fellow is!
Whistle him " he ordered the engineer.
The whistle screeched.
McAllister
kept his eyes on a tiny point of light that
showed red through the fog-bank. He
wanted it to disappear. He knew
had no orders for this train, but there

chump has

got

eyes.

the

block

!

MX
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With a touch of anger, he threw open

the

door and stepped in.
" What
have you got that block
against us for?" he cried as he sprang
to the door which separated the outer
room from the telegraph office. " Didn't
I put everything in to clear?"
He threw open the door, and as he
stopped on the threshold the operator
rose to face him, her back to the table.
McAllister gasped. The operator w as
a slim,

white-faced,

Her brown

tired-looking young
eyes were wide now

might be something wrong somewhere.

Woman.

That little flickering light could not be
ignored.
" You'll have to stop," he told the en" I'll go
gineer through his set teeth.
in and murder that fellow."
They were a hundred yards beyond the
telegraph office when the engine slid to a

with .astonishment, and her lips were
tremulous.
McAllister was sure she was about to
cry.
She put up her hand and brushed
It was a well-reback her soft hair.
membered gesture
one of her most
charming.,
" Anna " McAllister breathed.
"Well?" she whispered.
"What are you doing here?"
She laughed uncertainly.
" I'm working." she said.
" That is,

McAllister jumped down,
bidding the engineer to stay where he
standstill.

was.
" I'll be back in a minute," he said.
strode to the office, slipping now

He

and then on the soft clay. The sleet
and the mist had coated the windows, so
that

he could not see inside the

office.

"you saved

—

!

I'm trying to work.
I guess I'm not getting along very well.
The despatcher
hasn't shown me much consideration.
I

me, litile girl."

"

:
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him the night-man was sick, and I
thought he would bear in mind how long
I had worked."
It was inconsequential talk to cover
her confusion, but it was sweet to Mcttfid

by uow," he said. " Don"t you see that
it and 49 would meet head oil?"
" Oh, no," she said.
She picked up a
manifold - book that lay on the table.
"

"How

do you happen to be here?'"

" I don't

happen to be here," she said.
came here on purpose. I came to
I meant to go straight to you,
you.

see

but then I lost

my

nerve.

I

asked the

superintendent for a place, and for
father's sake he got me in here without
I heard you
any of the usual red tape.

were half sick and irritable, and mother
I don't know
didn't need me any more.
whether you heard, but we found some

Those
insurance papers of father's.
gave mother enough
" Anna
Anna " McAllister broke in.
" You have come too late.
I'm a ruined

—

—

•

man.

!

can't ever get

I

on

my

feet again."

The despair was so unlike him that
made the girl shudder. It was as

the

girl

" I

said.

!

"

Why

didn't you tell

let

49

cried.

me?"

" I tried," she replied, and he thought
her voice was cheerful under the circum" but you wouldn't let me.
stances
Don't you remember I tried to break
:

three times when 49 was coming?"
" Yes,, and I told you to stop," he
admitted reluctantly.
" Well, I mustn't sit here any longer.

We've got
bad it is."

The
"

to get over there

girl

Why

went

don't

and

see

how

close to him.

you wait

till

the

extra

comes ? "
McAllister stared at her in amazement.
" The extra is probably in the ditch

A

red light
Eye.

is

When McAllistrembled.
looked up and spoke his face was
white and his voice trembled.
" You saved me. little girl," he whis-

recollection,
ter

" All you've got to do now is to fix
vour sheet, isn't it?" she asked.
" Oh.
" That's all," -aid McAllister.
of course. I won't try to deceive them!

knew you

I heard you
hadn't annulled 49.
out of the yards, too."
" Oh, Anna " the despatcher

grounded the wire and sent that to
" Then
the extra west," the girl said.
I put the block red. so that I would hold
everything till the extra west got here.
"
That made it safe, didn't it?
McAllister sat and stared at the sheet
of yellow tissue-paper in his hand.
The
hand, for the first time within the girl's

pered.

expected to annul 49, but I forgot it.
don't understand how I ever did it."
" I heard you send the order to the

extra."

siding.

" I

it

" Why is that?" she asked.
" I sent an extra against 49 to-night.

I

Harland

if

some strong thing upon which she had
leaned had suddenly grown weak.

I

this/'

Number Forty-nine, engine 408, will
run as extra east from Main Crossing
to Edgerton.
Extra east, engine 408,
and extra west, engine 37, will meet at

he asked.
" I

Read

McAllister read

Allister's ears.

I'll

tell

guess

1

the

chief

the

can

still

hold

patches are scarce

They

in

whole

my

truth.

job.

I

Des-

diese parts."

There

was something more to say, but neither knew how
to say it.
Outside, the engine which
had brought McAllister over whistled
sharply.
" They're getting impatient," McAlfell

silent.

lister said.

He rose and went to a window, rubbing it with the palm of his hand. But
the mist on the outside still covered the
pane.
He threw up the sash.
" The extra west is coaming. Anna,"
'*
I'll have to do a little deshe said.
patching from here."
He moved toward the table and the
girl stepped back.
He raised his eyes
and met hers. They looked at each
other a full minute.
Then he held out
his arms and took a step toward her.
With a laugh that was half a cry she
stepped toward him.

bigger than a mogul.

Respect the boss.

— Old

Eagle-
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SPEED

AND POWER OF

THE LOCOMOTIVE.
BY

CARTER.

C. F.

WHETHER

the electric locomotive will ever supplant the steam-engine
as the chief railroad power, cannot be said to be an actual problem
Nevertheless, the records of
of operation at the present moment.
both forms of motive power cannot help but bring up the suggestion that in
the very near future large districts will, either because of peculiarities of
traffic or of country, find it more economical to use electricity.
The purpose of the following article is to attempt to set forth some of
the statistics only of these records. Whether actual operation under identical
conditions would bring the same contrasts is a matter that can be dealt with
only when and where such operations have taken place.
As yet. we fear,
comparisons can only be of a somewhat general and experimental nature.

There Are Some Signs of Discontent With the Steel Giant of the Tracks,
and Many Experiments Are Pointing
to Electricity.

SUALLY

the volume and
vociferousness of a man's
own account of what he is
doing, has done, is going
to do, or could do if he
wanted to, may safely be
set down as bearing an inverse ratio to
his
actual
achievements.
The same
principle applies to machines.
Of all the machines ever invented,
doubtless the average dweller near a
railroad believes that the locomotive
makes the most noise about its performances.
The act of hauling a few cars
across the country is made the occasion
of an uproar that can be heard for miles
Series began In the August.

6

RR

1907,

around.

A

from another planet

visitor

might be pardoned

for assuming, the
time that fearful din assailed his
ears, that he had stumbled upon the
main power-plant which keeps the universe in motion.
Yet, as a matter of fact, the locomo'tive is, theoretically, the most wasteful
and most inefficient of prime movers. It
has been found by observation that a locomotive is engaged in useful work only
one- fourth of the time it is fired up and
under expense.
Of the heat units in
the coal shoved into its furnace, but little more than half as many as would be
rendered available by a stationary steam
.

first
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power-plant, notoriously inefficient as
is,

it

are utilized.

be of any use at all, a locomotive
its steam pressure maintained
at the maximum. Under such conditions

To

must have

necessarily blows off frequently, and
while the safety-valve is open shovelsful of coal are passing out of it in the
Finally, the
form of wasted steam.
amount of coddling and grooming that
a locomotive requires at the hands of its
engineer and fireman and hostlers and
wipers and coal-heavers and sand-men
and machinists and boiler - makers and
it

boiler-washers, and so forth and so on,
is
beyond belief of any one but the
auditor, under whose eyes the numberless rivulets assemble in an appalling
flood of expense.

Need

of Close Figuring.

that did not answer, he went into bankruptcy.
Such tests as had been made
were carried out in a desultory sort of
waj a "d while the results had considerable individual value, no comparisons
:

could be made, and the data gathered
practically jvorthless to. the industry

was

in general.
About the

time the

test

locomotive

was installed at Purdue, the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association
and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers held a conference, at which
it
was resolved to cooperate with the
university faculty in the experiments.
In 1895 the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad established a locomotive - testing plant, while a third was installed at
Columbia University in 1899.
The locomotive-testing appliances exhibited by the Pennsylvania Railroad at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, in
1904. was transferred to Altooua. where
a force of sixteen experts are still engaged in testing an average of three locomotives a week.
Under such general
scrutiny, the shortcomings of the locomotive have been made plain, and. consequently, many of them have been
eliminated.

Of course, the locomotive is rendering a service of such inestimable value
that a grateful world dislikes to look
too closely into the manner in which
that service is performed but the transportation business has grown to such colossal proportions that all thinking concerning it must be done in millions, and
One of the first things done at Purthat means millions outgoing as well as
-due was to attach the locomotive to a
incoming.
Organized competition has reduced traction dynamometer so sensitive that a
man, by pressing against the pilot with
the margin of profits nearly to the vanhis extended fingers, could deflect the
ishing point, and in some cases quite
and the true character of dynamometer needle. It was soon ascerbeyond it
tained that, while the engine had a
the locomotive has become a matter of
Research in draw-bar pull of 12.000 poimds at ten
transcendant importance.
first,
miles an hour, it had difficulty in attainthis subject has two distinct aims
ing a pull of 2,500 pounds when runto find, if possible, a more economical
ning at sixty miles an hour.
motive-power than the steam locomotive
In spite
of all the locomotive-builders can do. the
second, to secure immediate economy by
improving it as much as possible while same ratio of speed to power holds good
to-day.
its successor is being developed.
In September, 1891, Purdue Univerbought an old - fashioned eightFuel Through the Exhaust.
sity
wheeler of the Schenectady Locomotive
In endeavoring to find out what beWorks, installed it in a testing laboracame of the coal that went into the firetory, and carried out with it a long sebox, but did not come out at the driveries of experiments, in the course of
which fifty thousand facts were accu- wheels, the Purdue experimenters made
a discovery that throws a great deal of
mulated. -Prior to this, each locomotivelight upon the frequent and disastrous
builder was apt to construct his engines
forest fires in the West and Northwest.
the wav he thought they ought to be
With apparatus to catch the sparks combuilt.
ing out through a given area of the
If they did not give satisfaction, he
built the next lot some other way.
If
smoke-stack, it was proved that fourteen
;

;

—

-
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to twenty-one per cent of the fuel disappears in that form.
Another series of experiments under
service conditions on the road Showed
that from one to five par cent of its
maximum capacity was lost by radiation
from a well-covered boiler when running at thirty miles an hour, and from
two to seven per cent at sixty miles.
One of the most interesting experiments was in the matter of counter-

balances.
A number of pieces of wire
a little longer than the circumference of
a driving-wheel were fed between the
driver, in the rim of which a small notch
was cut to mark the position of the wheel
as the wire passed under, and the supporting wheel while the engine was run
at various speeds.

Impact of Drivers.

These pieces of wire were visible for
an instant as a streak of light as they
shot through the air and struck the end
wall of the laboratory with violence.
An examination of them showed that
the driving-wheels were lifted clear of
the rail for one-tenth of each revolution
when going at high speed, so that the
progress of the locomotive was marked
by a series of terrific hammer - blows.
This was not surprising in view of the
fact that the reciprocating parts on each
side often weigh a thousand pounds or
more, and the counterbalances, as the
heavy weights in the wheels are called,
three-fourths as much.
The wheels often
make three hundred revolutions a minute.
.Up to 1895. it was thought that a
locomotive to haul heavy loads must have
small drivers, but it was learned by experiments that the draw-bar pull at the
engine's best speed was not reduced by
increasing the diameter of the drivers,
while the cylinder action was more effiThe larger-wheeled engines were
cient.
more economical in coal and water.
The proper size of the smoke-stack,
the size, shape, height, and position* of
the nozzle, and a thousand and one little details which up to that time had
been executed by rule of thumb, pursuant to the untested theories of individual builders, were accurately determined by scientific experiment.
The knowledge thus acquired has

made

27.-,

possible the development

from the

passenger engine of fifteen years 'ago,
with a tractive force of 15,250 pounds,
and capable of hauling a light train between New York and Chicago in twentyeight to thirty-two hours, into a machine
weighing 266,001.) pounds, with a tractive power of 29.200. in* 1908, and to
haul a heavy private clubhouse on
wheels between the same points in eighteen hours, winter and summer.
Freight engines have been developed
from a tractive power of 25.277 pounds
into
monster Mallett articulated
the
compounds, weighing 409.000 pounds,
with a tractive force of 9S.000 pounds.
Such an engine can haul a train of
2,000 ions up a grade of 2.2 per cent
and around 10 degree curves. On level
track it would haul a train of 175 cars,
a mile and a fifth long, if the cars could
stand the strain.
Having reached this stage of development, an entirely new set of problems is
presented, for the cry of the directors

is

always for heavier, and, therefore, more
economical, motive-power.
The limitations imposed by the size of bridges and
tunnels have not quite been reached by
the locomotive-builders, but the extreme
limit of the fireman's muscle has.
The conditions on a locomotive are
such that only one fireman can work at
a time, and only an exceptionally strong
man is capable of keeping these steel
monsters liot. By the time he has done
this, he is too exhausted to study the
fine points of engine-running
so that
;

when

turn to be " set up "

comes,
he is not qualified to assume the duties
of an engineer. This introduces a complication that is of great importance.
his

Developing Stokers.

Another complication arising from the
same conditions is the ever - growing
necessity of economizing in fuel and of
abating the smoke nuisance.
Experts
agree that nine-tenths of this depends
upon good firing, but when a man is
working to the limit of liis endurance
Besides,
he cannot do his best work.
there is the other tenth of the problem,
for die solution of which some mechani*
cal device must be found.
This matter is becoming so pressing
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at its last meeting, the Master
Mechanics' Association appointed a permanent committee to study the subject
Up to the presof mechanical stokers.
ent time, four of the machines for firing
a locomotive that have been introduced
are regarded as promising, but not as
that,

entirely satisfactory yet.

Some of the problems that perplex
railroad officials may seem trifling to an
outsider who does not stop to reflect that
if they were really trifling they would
< )ne
of these is the
not worry any one.
temperature of the water used in washing out locomotive boilers.
Saving a Score Engines.

Among

the infinite attentions that

a

the boiler is cooled off rapidly, washed
out with cold water, and then fired up
hurriedly, the result is leaky flues and
broken stay-bolts, caused by too violent
shrinkage and expansion of the metal by
sudden extreme changes of temperature.
Leaky flues drown the fire so that the
locomotive cannot pull its load nor
make time, thus throwing the whole
train service into confusion, delaying
passengers, and perhaps causing the loss
of perishable freight and furnishing extra work for the boiler-maker.

At

last

to

it

occurred to some unknown
a plant to heat the

install

It was
water used in boiler-washing.
found that, while three to six hours were
required to wash a boiler properly with
cold water, making the necessary allowances for cooling off and warming up.
the job could be done much better in
fifty-five minutes to three hours with hot
water, and that the flues would not leak
afterward.
Now, a saving of two hours on each
washing for a thousand locomotives
It
amounts to 96,000 hours in a year.
would take twenty-two locomotives to
do that much work in a year, which, at
fifteen thousand dollars each, would require an investment of three hundred
and thirty thousand dollars. When the
great Pennsylvania Company has to sell
bonds at ninety-six to raise money for
"

improvements, opportunities to
save little trifles of a third of a million
or more a year are very pleasing to the
perplexed

officials.

But, in spite of all that can be done,
the task of handling the nation's commerce has grown almost beyond the
capacity of the locomotive. The earliest
practical recognition of this fact was
when the New York Central planned
the reconstruction of its Forty - Second
Street terminals in New York.
It was imperative that something better than steam, if such a thing existed,
should be found to handle the swiftly
increasing traffic.
In order to know
definitely

steam locomotive constantly requires is
a thorough washing out once or twice
a week, or even oftener, depending upon
If
the quality of the water used in it.

genius

needed

whether

electricity

would meet

the requirements, the railroad company
ordered a full-sized electric locomotive
of the best type that the General Electric
Company's experts could devise,
built a six-mile experimental track at

Schenectady, and started the new motor
on an endurance run of fifty thousand
-

miles.

No piece of machinery has ever been
subjected to so severe a test in the whole
history of invention, and no test ever
resulted in such a remarkable triumph.
LTp and down, to and fro, day after
day, in summer sun and winter storm,
the electric locomotive plied on its sixmile beat like a shuttle in a monster
loom, at high speed, at low speed, and
all the speeds between, dragging behind
it a train weighing from two hundred
to four hundred tons, making service
and emergency stops, and undergoing every conceivable test that could
come up under service conditions.
stops

A

Grueling Test.

Every detail of performance was observed and recorded by merciless critics,
and every legitimate item was charged
up against the locomotive.
When the
last mile of the fifty thousand had been
run, it was found that the expense of
maintenance had been one and a fourth

compared with an expense of ten to eighteen cents a mile for
steam locomotives.
Besides, tiiere had
been greater freedom from break -downs
and delays. Of course, in actual operation this record could not be sustained
but this, in connection with the other
cents a mile, as

;
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as an inconthat the electric locomotive can haul heavier trains
at higher speeds than steam, and with
equal reliability and greater economy.
It takes a pretty big steam locomotive
tests,

has been

accepted

trovertible demonstration

develop two thousand horse-power,
while electric locomotives are built of
three
thousand four hundred horseBesides, two
power, and even more.
or more electric locomotives cau be
coupled together and operated as a unit
by one man, to haul just as large a train
as the draft-irons will hold together.
An electric locomotive will develop
its full power at the maximum speed
to

for which it was designed, which means
that it can, haul a full train up grade
at the same speed as on the level, instead of crawling up at five or six miles
an hour, and perhaps doubling the hill
at last, as a steam locomotive does.
In the New York Central tests, an

locomotive weighing ninety-five
tons, of which seventy tons were on the
drivers, was able to exert a draw - bar
pull- of 35,000 pounds up to thirty-five
miles an hour, the speed for which it
was designed
while a Pacific type
steam locomotive weighing one hundred
and seventy-one tons, of which seventy
tons was on the drivers, could exert a
draw-bar pull of only 30,000 pounds at
twenty miles an hour, 19.000 pounds at
thirty miles. an hour, and but a beggarly
16,000 pounds at thirty-five miles an
Thus the adoption of- electrichour.
power would do away with the necessity
of spending millions to reduce grades, as
all the roads that could raise the millions have been doing for some time
electric

beside some mountain torrent
hundreds of miles away.
Finally the
increase of tractive-power makes possible an increase in traffic capacity, thus
reducing running expenses.
The significance of the showing made
by the electric locomotive under elabostation

rate

Buying Water-Power.

From

thirty

to

fifty

per

cent

more

can be handled on a given road
by electricity than by steam. The cost
of electrical equipment is only a fraction
traffic

of the additional tracks
which would otherwise be necessary.
of

the

cost

The problem of bad water, which is
so much trouble for the steam

making

locomotives, and causing great expense
to the railroad companies, has no terrors for the electric locomotive, for it
uses no water except at the generating

tests

when

is

it

may be better appreciated
known that very soon after

- thousand - mile endurance
run
was completed at Schenectady, the New
York Central secured, by purchase on

the fifty

long-term lease, rights to 580,000 elechorse-power at Niagara Falls, part
of which
is
already developed.
A
hydro-electric plant of 180,000 horsepower is now being installed on the St.
Joe River, in Idaho, to operate trains
on the Pacific extension of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul.
A powerplant of 140,000 horse-power is being
installed on the Feather River, in Calitric

fornia, to operate the mountain division
of the Western Pacific, while the Great
Northern is now operating its trains
through the noted Cascade tunnel by
electricity.

Millions of Horse-Power.

;

past.
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All these facts, taken together, would

seem to indicate that the great problem
of motive-power for the railroad of the
future is regarded, in some quarters at
least, and under certain conditions, as
pretty well settled.
Not all railroads are in reach of
Niagara Falls or the magnificent water-,
powers of the Cascade range, but there
will be no dearth of cheap power to
keep their electric locomotives going, for
all that.
As the most effective and
economical' and, indeed, the only effective way to control the flow of the Ohio
and Mississippi to prevent the millions
.

of

dollars'

damage

those

streams

do

during their annual floods, and to provide the improved water-ways so widely

government engineers say
great storage reservoirs, must be built on
the headwaters of navigable streams and

demanded,

their tributaries.

In doing this, untold millions of
horse-power will be developed enough
to take care of any conceivable increase
in the manufacturing and transportation

—

of the future.

:

Full Speed
East and

West

the

Railroads

Are On

Increasing Facilities for

ANEW

freight depot is contemplated by
Pennsylvania at Allegheny Cily,
Pennsylvania. The company plans to lay
out approximately three and a half million
dollars on the work.
the

Burlington and Quincy has
thousand tons of Besse-

five

mer

rails

from

the

Lackawanna

Steel

Job of Laying Lines and
Carrying the Nation's
the

Commerce.

Booming

Chicago.
THEordered

Ahead.

Com-

This order is in addition to five thousand tons which the road recently ordered
from the Indiana Steel Company.

pany.

and of brick and steel construction, with a
slag roof and steel rolling doors.
,*

/~\N

August 23 the Pennsylvania Railroad
V-* asked for bids on improvements to be
made at Greensburg, Pennsylvania, which
will

Two

cost approximately one million dollars.
additional tracks will be built through

Greensburg, a new station will be constructed, a tunnel will be removed, and the

grade of one per cent will be cut down onehalf.

£

THE

Raleigh and Southport Railway has
purchased a tract of land at Raleigh.
North Carolina, on which the road plans to
build a freight yard, round house, repair
shop, and freight depot. The total expenditure will amount to about forty thousand
dollars to fifty thousand dollars.

AUTHORITY

has been granted for the
construction of one hundred and fifty
miles of block signals by the Baltimore and
Ohio for the line between Hieksville, Ohio,
and South Chicago, Illinois. The work of

commence at once. Threeposition upper quadrant signals will be used.
installation will

J*

THE

following

signal

and interlocking

installations are planned by the Santa
Fe for the coming year: At Joliet, Illinois,
two electric interlocking plants will be con-

one at the north end and one at
the south end of the yard. Both of these
plants are joint with the Chicago and Alton.

Oregon Railroad and Navigation
THECompany
has placed an order with the

McKeeu Motor Car Company. Omaha, Nebraska, for two 55-foot, all steel, 200-horsepovyer,
75-passenger, gasoline motor-cars,
which makes a total of four McKeen motorcars on order for this line.
Two motor cars
for the Maricopa and Phcenix were shipped

some time ago to Tucson, Arizona.
are of the 55-foot design also.

'"pHE

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
has ordered the following equipment
Fifty consolidation locomotives from the
American Locomotive Company: 500 dropbottom coal-cars and 500 furniture-cars from
the Standard Steel Car Company: 400 flatcars, 600 box-cars, 500 furniture-cars, and
50 cabooses from the American Car and
Foundry Company; 1,000 forty-ton box-cars

A

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

structed,

THE

J*

THEhas

Topeka and Santa Fe
ordered one hundred and thirty

Atchison,

thousand* tons

Ohio has awarded
contract for constructing a pump-

Baltimore and

the
ing station at

its Locust Point yards. Baltimore. Maryland, to Edward Brady & Son.
1109
Cathedral
Street,
Baltimore.
The
structure will be one-story high, 42x55 feet,
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These

of

for 1910 delivery.
be used largely for
the completion of construction work in
Texas, and for renewals and replacements

The

rails

rails, it is said, will

line.
The Colorado Fuel and
Iron Company is reported to have secured
twenty-eight thousand tons, and the balance

on the main

FULL SPEED AHEAD.
is"

said 'to

have gone

to

the

Illinois

Steel

Company.

AN

electric interlocking plant will shortly
be installed by the Elgin. Joliet and
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gravity battery track circuit is employed on
the Oregon Railroad and Navigation.
The
gasoline charging outfit is located in ilu;
lower story of the tower. This plant was
constructed by the General Railway Signal

Eastern Railway at Griffith. Indiana, to rethe present mechanical plant.
The

Company.

machine will be of the type manufactured
by the Federal Railway Signal Company, as
the contract for the installation has been
awarded to that company, and there will be
sixty-one working levers. Besides the Elgin.
Joliet and Eastern, the Michigan Central,
the Grand Trunk, the Erie, and the Chicago,
Cincinnati and Louisville are interested in

"PCJUIPMENT

place

this plant.

THE
prepared

Central of Georgia is having plans
for erecting boiler and tank
shops at Macon, Georgia, and will let contracts within the next couple of months for
the construction of these buildings. The
cost of the structures is estimated at about
five

hundred thousand

dollars.

This road

recently let the contract for its woodworking and blacksmith shop to G. B. Swift &
Co., of Chicago, Illinois.
These buildings
will be of brick, steel, and concrete construction.

The woodworking shop

will

be 2oox

80 feet, and the blacksmith shop will be 350X
100 feet.

following work
THEconstruction
during

authorized for
the next year on
Single track auto-

is

Oregon Short Line
matic signals on the Idaho division, from
Reverse, Idaho, to and including Nampa
Yard, Nampa, Idaho, a distance of 65.7
miles and from Pocatello, Idaho, to Ticeska,
Idaho, a distance of 142.5 miles, and single
track automatic signals on the Utah Division,
from Ogden, Utah, to Cache Junction, Utah,
a distance of 48.8 miles, and from Salt Lake
Of this work
to Sandy, Utah, 12.5 miles.
about one and a half miles will be double
track " polarized " signals, and on all of the
new construction Union " style B " lower
right-hand quadrant signals and the Union
g-C " relays will be used.
the

:

'"

J*

THE

Spokane and Inland Empire has just
completed the installation of a power
interlocking plant at the crossing of the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company at
Colfax, Washington. The interlocking machine is of sixteen levers capacity, and has
twelve working levers controlling six high
signals and six switches and derails.
The
high signals are slotted. On the Spokane
and Inland Empire, which is electrically
operated through this
current track circuit

section,
is

used,

alternating
while the

si

-—'

orders placed by the Chi-

cago and Northwestern since January
aggregate 125 locomotives, 125 passengercars, and 7.900 freight-cars.
The passengercar order previously reported as placed with
1

Pullman

Company, amounting to 96
has been increased under option, and
now consists of 40 coaches, 20 recliningchair cars, 15 smokers. 12 parlor-cars.
5
dining-cars. 16 postal-cars, and 17 baggagecars, all of which are to be of steel construction.
Of the freight equipment 4,000
box cars were awarded to the Haskell &
Barker Car Company, who also took the
orders for 600 refrigerator-cars, 500 orecars, and 300 stock-cars
2,500 gondolas
were awarded to the American Car and
the

cars,

;

Foundry Company.
Jit

•

HP HE
--

Northern

ly that its

Pacific

announced recent?

new equipment, upon which

the builders have been exerting every effort
toward quick delivery, will be received in
the near future.
The first consignment of
cars started on Augfcst 24 from the Pullman
shops. There
will
be sixteen
standard
sleeping cars delivered in the next few
days, and these will immediately be placed
in
service on the North Coast Limited

Of

trains.

this

equipment eight of the cars
and one draw-

will contain fourteen sections

ing-room,
sections,

and eight cars will contain ten
two state-rooms, and one drawingEvery device for the comfort and

room.
convenience of passengers will be provided
in

these

lights,

sleeping-cars,
including electric
patent ventilators, dental lava-

fauis,

and large and. commodious toiletThe Northern Pacific recently received thirteen new locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, and seventeen
more are ordered. They are all of the Pacific passenger type, and those received have
tories,

rooms.

been assigned to passenger service on the
various divisions.
The combined weight of
each engine, with its loaded tender, is three
'hundred and seventy-six thousand nine hundred pounds, the tenders having a capacity
of twelve tons of coal and 7.000 gallons of
water. The
engines
have a 22x26-inch
cylinder and 69-inch drivers, and they carry
two hundred pounds working pressure of
steam. They are equipped with the latest
improved Westinghouse high-speed brakes.
They are capable of an average speed of
sixty miles per hour with eight cars.

Riding the Rail from Coast
to Coast.
BY GILSON WILLETS,
Special Traveling Correspondent of

sage-brush
OVER thewinding
up
America — southern
goes,

"The

Railroad Man's Magazine."

plains and fertile valleys of Nevada, Mr. Willets
in the rose-bordered slopes of that paradise of
California. There he rests for a few days before

taking up his interesting journey.
The stories that he gathered for this instalment of his series contain
those elements of humor and pathos that make narrative breathe with truth
and human kindness. Don't you wish that you could have been with him,
boys? Wouldn't you like to have heard the Western trainmen and old
"
travelers spin these yarns? Well, we just guess
" Yes!

—

No. 9.— ON

THE LATEST DESERT RAILROAD.

Romances and Tragedies Gathered
Salt Lake Railroad from

in a

Trip Over Ex-Senator Clark's

the

Utah Capital

to the

Silver Sands of the Pacific Ocean.

'

AS V egas

Change for Rhvolite,
"
and Tonopah
Having given voice to
this, Rear-Rrakeman An-

ing will

!

Goldfield,

-"I carried both those gents out of here

some weeks ago, and. they declared that
after months of experimenting not a
darned thing would grow in this strip of

drews finished his flight
through the observationout on the rear platform,

went
car,
yanked up the protection-door over the
steps, and jumped to the sands of the

Nevada

desert except just scrub mesquit.
" But look at those shacks.
You can
fairly see 'em grow.
1 tell you, there's
au epidemic of _ fever hereabouts that's
going to make something besides shacks
grow in a night. They'll tell you there's

desert.

followed him.
" Humph " he grunted, in a tone that
bespoke actual delight in the indignation
" Look
that was animating his breast.
at those shacks composing the burg of
Las Vegas. Every time I come through
here there seems to be two shacks where
only one stood before. And yet Gordon
I

!

True and Roland Peterson, of

the

Ne-

vada Experimental Station, say that nothSeries

began

in

March

Ra

i

I

r

o

grow out here because of the

terrible heat.

!

never been a strike on this Salt Lake
Route since Senator Clark opened the
show, but 1 hereby inform you that the
biggest strike rn the history of railroading is on right in this vicinity right now.
And I'm one of the strikers."
No, reader, that brakeman was not
crazy.
I had known him a whole hour,

ad Man's Magazine.
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and had found him

to be perfectly sane,

had talked with him
ever since eight o'clock I might have
believed him a little " off " when he made
those remarks while the Los Angeles
Limited paused at the Las Vegas station.

Were

it

not that

I
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While Caliente is
the line from Utah.
still the center of strike operations, mure
and more railroad men are joining the
strikers down the line all the way here
to

Las Vegas.
"

The

first

man to strike was one of
Rob Rives. The second

our conductors,

Glad

the

Boys " Struck."

man

to strike

pulled out of Salt Lake on that train
ten the evening before, two

I

a

little after

"THERE WAS AN AMERICAN EAGLE, MEASURING
at

Las Vegas, on time,

at

nine-twenty in

the morning.

no difficult thing for the San
Pedro, Los Angeles, and. Salt Lake Railroad to make up time, for it runs mostly
on the dead level. Passengers bound for
Goldfield said good-by, and at nine fortyIt

is

a stop of twenty-five minutes,
our limited pulled away from the shackgrowing desert town, and we rolled on
over the rails toward California.
five, after

Andrews plumped into a big, comfortable chair next to mine in the " observation " and said
" Yes,
siree
Biggest strike ever
known on the railroads of the world. It
began at Caliente, in this State, just over
!

cession, a lot

among

SIX

was another of our conducThen, in quick sucmore of us struck, and me

Dan Swayze.

tors,

'em.

FEET FROM EAST TO WEST OF

ITS WINGS."

" Queerest thing about

this

strike

is

that when Senator Clark, president of the
road, heard of it he said
Bully for the
boys
And when the Senator's brother,
J. Ross Clark, who runs this railroad,
learned of the strike he cried:
Oi, oi
It's great
And when Douglas White,
our literary press man, and all the others
at headquarters at Los Angeles, were told
that we had struck fhev chorused. Good
'

:

'

!

'

'

!

'

luck

'
!

" Bet

road

you never before heard of

rail-

talking just like that whet)
wind of a strike amoug the

officials

they got
employees.
" Well, I'll let you in.
Conductor
Rives was taking a walk in the desert

:

:
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up near Caliente, when suddenly

—he

He and
struck.
I mean he struck gold.
claim.
Tostaked
a
brother
at
once
his
day they are working gold eagles and
double-eagles out of an ore-body six feet
wide and a hundred feet long.
" Then Conductor Swayze got busy up
in that region, and they say he's got a
claim that'll run something like five hundred dollars to the ton. The conductors
went right on railroadin' while others
worked their claims for 'em but the
later boys to strike in the same way quit
their jobs and went to workin' their
claims themselves.
These new shacks
growing here at Las Vegas belong to
various strikers who've quit railroading.
'

;

"

Now,

as I say, I'm one of the strikers
got a fine little claim of my own
staked out up by Caliente. There's some
forty of us strikers now who are spreading that epidemic I spoke about an
epidemic of gold-fever.
" We're all going to be John Mackays
and other kinds of millionaires pretty
soon.
And what I say is, that for once
in the world the most remarkable strike
in the history of railroading is now on

—

myself

"
Boys, you struck the gold, and we
coined the first eagle.'
" That's why I call that a sign from
heaven.
We're all of us going to have
eagles galore around here pretty soon,
and we're going to clip their wings just
so it can't be said of us that our riches
had wings.
" That reminds me of George Travers.
a man who put in his railroadin' days on
the Southern Pacific out of Ogden and
toward Sacramento, and who at last
struck just like we are striking now, and
'

struck it rich. too.
He combined railroadin' with prospectin', and when he
struck he chucked his job on the Espee
and went down to Kanab, hard by the
corner where Nevada and Utah and Arizona meet.

Plain "

—

on

this

railroad.

And what

I

add

is,

the right hind of strike."
Andrews sat gazing at his gold-bearing
bonds that lay hidden in the sands of the
desert, and then continued
" I ain't dreamin' all I'm tellin' you.
had a sign from heaven only last
week that shows us all we're going to
Know
win the strike good and big.
what the sign was? Well, it was an
eagle captured by two of our telegraph
operators up at Crestline station, on this
road, almost plumb on the Utah-Nevada
that

it's

We

line.

Caught a Real Eagle.
" I

know

those two operators well,
fooling you. They are Warren Stains and Elbert Gilbert. They set
a trap for coyotes, and in the morning
when they went to look at the trap,

and

I ain't

there,

eagle,

caught fast, was an American
measuring six feet from east to

west of
i

"

its

wings.

They put

that eagle in a big cage
outside the Crestline station, and when
we strikers hit Crestline, Stains and Gilbert came out and said

Mary

" George went
was sweet on a

to
girl

Darling.'"

Kanab because he
down there the

—

adopted daughter of Oscar Powers,
ranchman.
And in that sweetness of
George on that girl her name was
Mary Darling there's a story for you

—

—

that's got fiction beaten to a frazzle.

It's

a regular Shakespearian tragedy, I tell
you, with self-sacrifice and all that sort
of thing.
" George Travers, ex-railroader, was
riding the desert near Kanab one -day,
when he came to a water-hole by which
lay a female in distress. She was in distress because her horse had stepped into
a hole and had thrown her and fallen on
her with pretty much all of his weight.
" Travers promptly picked the female
up, loaded her on his own horse, then led
both horses in a bee-line toward the ranch
of Oscar Powers.
Before loading the
girl on the horse, I forgot to say, Travers
tried to revive her by throwing water on
her face, but she persisted in remaining
unconscious.
" On the way to the Powers ranch,
however, the girl came to. and Travers
said
What's your address ?
" I'm Mary Darling, and you are
taking me to the right address,' replied
the girl.
'

'

:

'

" That
sounds like a book - name.
Mary, darling,' says Travers, with a lit'

tle

emphasis on the darling.
it weren't many weeks before

" Well,

:
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Mary Darling became

to

George Tra-

know

ever

she's a Piute?
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In face, form,

vels just
Mary, darling.' You simply
couldn't keep him away from the Powers
ranch.
And I allow Mary, darling,'
was glad he just couldn't stay off the

and manner she's a white. If she's good
enough to be your adopted daughter,
Powers, she's good enough to be my

place.
" So Travers at last suggested to

"And southward rode George Travers.
He hadn't been gone a day, however,

'

'

Oscar
Powers that he marry
Mary, darling,'
and that the daughter cleave to him at
his own shack, just beyond Powers's
barbed wire.
'

I'm

wife.

off to

Mexico.'

when

a terrible thing happened.
Mary
was missing.
Powers and his ranchhands searched the desert roundabout till
they came to that water-hole where
Mary, darling,' and George Travers
1

Poor Mary Weeps.

first

That time Mary

met.

lay there in

distress.

" Acceptances

and congratulations
round, and George Travers rides off
town to secure a license.
"

The

afternoon

next

Travers

all
to

re-

Instead of galloping up to the
turned.
Oi, oi
and a Yi, yi! '
corral with an
his
lusty
lungs,
he
rode
up with all
from
the air of a rejected suitor and a dejected
man.
family conference followed, at
which Travers told the news that had
And
fairly taken the heart out of him.
long before he could finish what he had
Mary, darling,' hurried to her
to say,
'

'

'

!

A

"

There they found Mary no longer
she would never know distress again.
Around her throat, knotted
so tight that they had a hard time undoing it, was a red silk bandanna which
George had given her.
Pinned to her
waist was a note in which she asked
George to forgive her, and saying that
she would not let him sacrifice himself
for her, adding that if she married him
in distress

his

all

—

friends

would point

to

for the rest of his life

him and say

'

squaw man.'

'

own room to weep her heart out.
" What was the matter?
Just this.
Mary had Indian blood in her veins, and
never knew it till that day. Her grandmother was a Piut£. Oscar Powers knew
of the blood, but never told Mary.
" He took her 'when she was a little
baby, called her just Mary instead of

name might
and
Mary Darling
came to have a name that

using whatever her Indian
be,

and

that's

finally

how

sounded
name.

she

'

George Travers

to

Obliged
" Well,

'

in

like

;

a book-

Mexico.

did?
Shoot himself like a lovesick
swain? No. Not just at that time. He
went to Mary, darling,' and to Powers,
and said something like this
" Under the law of this State they
won't let a white marry an Indian. They
But I
won't give me a license here.
know where they will let folks of differand that's
ent races hitch up together
Mexico. I'll go to Mexico and prepare
a home for Mary, darling,' and then I'll
<>mc and get her and take her there and
'

'

—

'

<

Why,

look at her!

"

And

He

Slept

Too Much.

note was all of
Mary,
George found when he returned from Mexico to claim her as his
that

'

darling,' that

bride."

"And what

became of Travers?"

I

asked Andrews, for he had come to a
dead stop.
" They found him weeks later," answered Andrews, with a nervous laugh,
" lying at that same water hole, with a

bullet-hole in the center of his forehead."
JJrakeman Andrews now reverted to
his pet subject, the " strike."
And while

what do you think Travers

we'll marry.

Thinks

Who'd

he was still discoursing on the achievements of his fellow " strikers," we were
joined by the queerest and most interesting man on that particular limited.
He was Mr. Darius Darius, Mormon,

aged seventy-two, bound from Salt Lake
He
to Los Angeles on a pleasure trip.
was tall, and leaner than any famine
victim.
He had the baldest head I have
His ears
ever seen on a human being.
stood out from his head like the handles
on a vase.
He helped build the Central Pacific
westward from the Salt Lake end of the
line, knew C. P. Huntington and Leland
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camp.
Come outside and
smoke."
He hopped, off the car
with the sprightliness of

We

forty-two.

lighted up.

"

I'm one of the Utahns,"
he 'said. He never referred
to himself as a Mormon, but
" I
always as a Utahn.

knew Artemus Ward. Artemus came to Salt Lake to
deliver a lecture. He issued
tickets to that lecture that

he thought read like a joke.
I've got one of those yellow
bits of paper at home now.
It reads
Admit Bearer and
'

:

One

Wife.'

How

old

are

you?

Thirty-nine?
Well,
you've been asleep thirteen
years of your life.
It's too

much.
" Why, do you know," he
added, " I was a passenger
on a train over this Salt
Lake Railroad last June
to Provo, L*tah. We
[ 1 908]
,

hundred passengers aboard, average age
had thirteen

HE WAS

seventy-three, and a total
representation of over ninety
thousand years of life. And,
by George, those passengers
had been asleep thirty thousand years!
Think of die

MR. DARIUS DARIUS, MORMON, AGED SEVENTY-TWO.

Stanford and Artemus Ward, witnessed

I

the driving of the last spike in the completion of the Union Pacific at Promontory, Utah, where that line joined the
Central Pacific, and was present at a
similar celebration a few years ago when
Senator Clark's new Salt Lake Railroad
was completed across the desert.
I had met Darius Darius the evening
before, at the Salt Lake station, when
for two hours he regaled me with earlyday and latter-day stories of the railroads
of Utah, and even got off his little joke
on the Latter-Day Saints.
" Going to bed?" he asked, just as I
was about to make for my berth. 11 See
here, young man, we sleep too much.
I'm seventy-two years old, and I've
passed twenty-four years of my life either
in my lied at home or lying asleep on
the ground in a railroad construction

pened

asked

wasted energy."
Darius Darius how

that a train carried so

it

hap-

many

old

people.
First

"It was a

Old folks' Day.

free excursion given to the
of Salt Lake the pioneer
Utahns to Provo. Senator Clark and
his brother, Ross Clark, ordered a train
of twenty coaches and two engines to be
placed at our disposal, free of charge.
" Then the old people were invited to
be at the station at 7.30 a.m., as the
train was to leave at eight.
As the result of the efforts of a committee of railroad men of this line, the oldsters arrived
decked out in a fashion by which you
could spot a man's age the moment you
laid eyes on him.
" All persons between the age of sev-

old

folks

—

—

;
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enty and eighty wore a red rosette. Between eighty and ninety, a" blue rosette.
Between ninety and one hundred, a white
rosette.
Over one hundred, a golden
star.
And if you were under seventy
no money could get you on board that
train.
As I was only forty-eight years
old, I refused to wear any rosette."
"

I

understand

don't

forty-eight."

I

said.
" Look here,"
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but, all the same, John Young thought
his road a wonder.
"
wanted the pioneer Utahns to

He

what a railroad was like. He insisted upon giving them a free ride to the
lake, where he could entertain them all
day as the guests of his road.
So he
invented the colored rosette and goldenstar idea, and got a train-load of two
hundred and fifty passengers, all ovet
see

" Didn't
he answered.
twenty-four
been
asleep
I tell you
have been
years.
Very well, then.
I
awake only forty-eight years, and you
can put that down as my real age. But,
seriously, Old Folks' Day is an institu-

seventy.

Utah and, as it originated in the
brain and heart of a railroad man thirtythree years ago, I want you to tell your

baggage-car, seven open box cars, and
three flat cars. The only passenger wearing the golden star was Pop Merrill,

railroad audience about it.
l
railroad man named John Young,
general manager of the Utah Western
Railroad, started this old folks' excurThe
sion scheme. back in May, 1875.
Utah Western ran only from Salt Fake
City to the shores of Great Salt Lake

aged one hundred and one. who lived to
dandle the fifth generation from him on
his knee, and whose posterity numbered
seven hundred human beings.

I've

tion in

;

A

'

The Golden-Star Boy.
"

I

folks'

was on hand

to see that first old

train pull out.

It consisted

of a

" From that spring to this one railroad or another out of Salt Lake has
furnished a train to carry the old pio-

THE ONLY PASSENGER WEARING THE GOLDEN STAR WAS POP MERRILL, AGED
ONE HUNDRED AND ONE."

—

neers to some place near by for a Tree
The excursion on the Salt
day's outing.
Lake route this year was the thirty-third
jaunt of the kind, and was the biggest
of all.
" When 1 was about thirty years old
having passed about ten years of that
worked as a railroad
I
time in sleep
construction man on the Central Pacific
under Huntington and Stanford. I told
the old Utahns how we had a couple of

—

rascals

running a store in a rag-town

how those storekeepmade money swapping cattle with

near our camp, and
emigrants.

Kenyon's
"

I

told 'em

how

Cattle.

those

swap one pair of fresh

two men would
cattle for three

pair of worn-out cattle, then fatten up
the worn-out cattle and sell them to the
railroad-construction outfit at a big profit.
But one day an emigrant got the best of
one of the storekeepers.
" The senior storekeeper's name was
Kenyon. In the absence of his partner,

one day, Kenyon was approached by a
tired emigrant, who said lie
steers down the road that

had two old
were all in,
but that they could be fattened up, and
that he would sell them for ten dollars.
Then the emigrant pointed down the
desert to where the worn-out steers could
be seen standing in the road.
" Kenyon cinched the bargain by immediately handing the emigrant a twenty-dollar gold piece and receiving a tenHe said that he
dollar piece in change.

would

ride

down and

get his property

the next morning.
"

:
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ers

'

Next morning, when Kenyon went

found that two driedcarcases had been propped up in the
road to look, at a distance, like the real
after the steers, he

up

thing.

He
No.
be a mighty

Was Kenyon mad?

declared that emigrant to
smart man.
But he swore he'd get his
ten dollars back, and so he rode west
like the wind till he finally overtook the
emigrant and demanded the return of his
money.
" The emigrant handed over a twentydollar piece.
Kenyon gave him ten dollars change.
A day or two later Kenyon
rode into our camp at the grading and
told the storw

"

And

'

to think.'

he cried, with

terri-

ble oaths, ' that I rode all that distance
after that confounded emigrant, just to
give him ten dollars more
"
How's that? we asked.
" Why. both the supposed gold pieces
!

'

'

'

which

that'

emigrant gave me Avere coun-

terfeit.'

" That brakeman tells me," continued
Darius, getting on another lead. " he's
been giving you that story of Travers
and the Indian girl. Well, this countryis full of romances and tragedies of that
kind.
These rails over which we are
rolling is the old Mormon Trail to" California.
I've traveled this trail when
railroads weren't thought of as ever
being possible through this" long stretch
of desert.
"In those days there was a sheriff
known all over this country as Desert
Tan,' so named from the quantity of
whisky of that name which he imbibed.
One day Desert Tan captured a horsethief, and with some deputies and other
desert rovers proceeded to string up the
thief.
I don't remember the name of the
horse-thief, but I do remember that he
had a wife named Kate.
" Kate was a fine woman to look at,
but she had the wild, ungovernable disposition of the true desert woman.
She
loved her thief of a husband, and when
he was dragged away to be hung Kate
followed close at the heels of the hanging
1

'

'

party.

Her

Life for Love.

" When they came to a cluster of trees
where the ceremonies were to take place
it was night, and a dead hush settled on
the crowd. Suddenly out of that silence
came the soft, pleading voice of Kate,
begging Desert Tan to spare her husband.
Desert Tan merely shoved her
aside, with words that no Christian gentleman would address to a lady.
The
result was that next moment
Desert
Tan lay breathing his last under the
trees, shot through the heart by Kate.
" Desert Tan's pals forgot all about
the horse-thief, and turned their attention to preparing Kate for her own end
by lynch law. Kate said never a word as
they began fastening the loop arourd
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

.'

her

throat,

then

suddenly

she

cried

•

RIDING THE RAIL FROM COAST TO COAST.
"'Wait

"You

a minute, boys.

see, they

I'll

help you.'

had been having trouble

getting the rope into place, because of
the two heavy braids of very black hair
that hung down Kate's back.
So, with
the words, she brought the braids around
her shoulders to the front, out of the way
of the men's clumsy hands, and added:
" Now,
reckon, you can work
I
quicker.
I'm all ready.'
" Well, sir. that little act of Kate's
saved her life.
The men were so impressed by her bravery, pluck, coolness,
and lack of fear that they simply could
not go on.
_
" ' Take that rope .off
commanded
the one who had assumed leadership.
'
Now, tie her on her mustang.'
" And when Katie was securely fastened to the mustang they struck the
horse a smart clip on the flank, and away
he sped with the bravest little woman on
the Mormon Trail."
" And
what of the husband the
horse-thief?" I asked.
" That coward ?
Oh, he had escaped
flown while the men were in the very
'

'

!

—

—

act of putting the loop

of

the

287.

around the throat

woman who had

risked her life

and

done murder to save him. She
joined him at a camp somewhere just
across the line in California, somewhere
about the place on this railroad now
called Leastalk, told the people there
what a low-down cur he was, and had
him driven out pf camp."
Clark's Golden Spike.

at

During that twenty-five-minute stop
Las Vegas, Nevada, I talked to two

or three " strikers," employees of the
Salt Lake Route, who had struck gold at
Caliente and thereabouts, though at the
time I did not know they were "strikers."
Las Vegas is, as I have intimated, the
junction at which passengers change cars
to take the new branch line built by

Senator Clark from the main line up to
Goldfield and Tonopah. It is called the

Las Vegas and Tonopah Railroad. It is
natural that the " strikers " should have
stories to tell of happenings on the
branch line.
" This branch

was opened

October.

1907, with a great celebration, in which
a golden spike figured as usual," said
one of the " strikers."
" Goldfield that day had one grand
holiday, with suspension of work at the
mines and a closing of business gen-

v>

..,

|-UP

CAR-

[been
propped up to
look like the
real thing.
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Senator Nixon, who was with
Senator Clark in the Senate, handled
the golden spike after the most approved
fashion
the spike itself being made
from gold taken out of Senator Nixpn's
erally.

—

own mine

at Gold-field.

me inform you that there
was revelry by night, participated iii by
" Well, let

men

of Nevada
'for the occasion.
just hit things up grand, friostly at
the expense of owners and directors and
officials of the newly finished railroad.
" During the blowout up comes
Rec-

about all the railroad
who could get a lay-off

'

We

.

'

Brady, an engineer out of Goldand Conductor Alley, out of the
same place, and Chief Despatcher Nelson, of the same, all being men of the
Tonopah and Goldfield Railroad, which
ord

'

'

field,

had traffic all to itself into those
mining towns till Senator Clark built
this branch into the camps.
" Record
Brady and Conductor
Alley and Despatcher Nelson spoke up
for a hero on their line that nobody had
heard of. The hero was a switch-tenline

'

'

der near Tonopah named Peter 'A. Binger
and he was hero because he was awake
at the switch, and then some more of a
hero because "his heroics never got into
print, nor were they ever noticed by anybody save ' Record Brady and Alley and
Nelson.
"'That switch-tender, Peter A. Binger,

—

'

saved about two hundred lives and a heap
property all by being a man who.
could let his head direct his hands at the

—

•of

/

crucial

moment.

Awake

at the Switch.

outside of

Tonopah.

It's

mountain

rail-

roading at that point, all right, and when
you've got a double-header passengertrain swooping clown the mountain, and
a heavy freight coining up the mountain,
and both on the same track, you've got
to act

One Touch

of Nature.

We pulled into Daggett. California,
about three in the afternoon, and were
held up there about half an hour. From
there to San Bernardino and a little beyond we would run over the tracks of the
Santa Fe.
Consequently, any passengers
booked to finish the trip to Los Angeles
or San
Francisco via the Santa Fe
changed trains at Daggett.
I made the acquaintance of One of the
depot men. who told me this story:
" I've seen it stated in print that railroad conductors are. as a rule, just machines performing their duty, without
ever showiiig that they possess the milk
of human kindness, so far as any extra
attentions to passengers are concerned,
especially when passengers are very poor.
" Let me call your notice to Conductor
Moore, of the Salt Lake Route. Only a
few weeks ago. when his train pulled in
here, his passengers in the Pullmans told
me of extra attention which Moore gave
to the poorest immigrant passenger
and
if that attention of Moore to that poor
woman did not indicate human kindness,
then there's nothing in life.
On the Los
Angeles Limited, of the Salt Lake Railroad, was a youug mother and her baby.
" They were in one of the tourist cars.
Soon after the train left Salt Lake City
the baby began to cry most piteously. The
mother, seeming very weak, tried to comfort the baby as best she could.
All
night the baby cried, and all the next
morning while the train was running
through Nevada.
" When
Conductor
Moore passed
through the train he spotted that mother
and babe, and .decided that here was trou-

—

" It -was this way. Ringer was on duty
It was near eleven at
at the switch.
The point of
night, in December, 1906.
duty for Binger was at one of the highest places on the railways of Nevada, just

mighty quick.

"All of a sudden Binger hears Extra
1 1,
the freight, coming up the mountain,
calling for the switch. At the same time
he

of 14, the passenger, which was coming
down the mountain on a -marathon.
"It was up to Binger. Fourteen being
the nearest to hand, Binger knows that he
must set her off out of the way of Extra
11.
At his switch was a Y, and what's
Binger do but throw the switch, then
frantically signal 14 with, his lantern to
stop, as Record
Brady, engineer on the
head engine of the passenger, swoops by
Binger and into the Y.
" And just as- 14 stops short on the
straight leg of the Y, the freight dashes
by."

sees the headlighj of the first .engine

RIDIKG THE RAIL FROM COAST TO COAST.

ble of some sort that required human
kindness.
He spoke to the young woman, but she only shrugged her shoulders,
Moore
not understanding what he said.
noticed that the woman gave the child a
tiny, hard crust of bread, that the child
gnawed the crust ravenously, and that the
mother glued her eyes on that crust with
a look that could spring only from one

who was hungry.
" Moore went among the passengers
and requested all who could speak a foreign language to come and talk to the
woman. One passenger spoke to her in
French, another in German, a third and
fourth- in Italian and Spanish.
But to
none of these did the woman respond.

The Timely Tramp.
" At

Kelso,

train stopped,

California,

where

Moore happened

to

the
a

see

tramp stealing a ride. Instead of jumping on the tramp with both feet, Moore
scrutinized him closely, then asked him
if he could speak any foreign language.

The man

said he could speak Russian.
" Moore hustled him into the touristcar, and there led him to the woman and

the baby.
7

The tramp

RR

,

spoke

to the

wora-

289

She's a
Russian Jewess,' said the tramp, interpreting the woman's words almost as fast

an, and* she

answered

at once.

'

as she uttered them.

She says she arrived in New York
week ago with plenty of money to join
her husband in Los Angeles. She bought
"

'

a

her railroad ticket, but before the time
came for her to board the train some one
stole all her money and her trunk and
everything she possessed, except her
ticket.
"
She says she

determined to start for
California and risk starving.
She says
she has been without food, except one
stale loaf of bread, ever since she left
New York. She says she is now so weak
that she is hardly able to utter a loud
word, but that if only some one will give
food to her baby she won't mind dying.'
'

"

Hearing

words,
Conductor
cap and went among
the passengers in the Pullman, asking for
subscriptions for the poor woman in the

Moore took

these

off his

tourist car.
" Fifteen

minutes later he came back
with twenty-two dollars,
and put the money in her lap. Then he
took some of the money, went to the
diner and bought hot milk and other
to

the

woman

:
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things bought more food than any
starving person could possibly eat and
survive.
" Told

by the tramp interpreter where

money had come from, the woman
broke down completely, overcome by the
the

kindness of strangers in a strange land

whose language she could not speak.
Wheii the train reached Daggett, there
was her husband, who had come to meet
her.
"

and

as a result he's in

got

to

an awful

fix.

He's

resign one or the other of his

jobs.

"Why?

The

thing Moore saw, and the
last thing the passengers saw, as the
limited pulled out of Daggett, was the
poor woman pointing to the train, obviously telling her husband of kindness
that seemed little less than a .miracle.
" ' Where were you trying to get when
I
overhauled you?' asked Conductor
Moore of the tramp while the train waited at Daggett.
" Los Angeles,' was the reply.
last

'

"

ever heard of.
You see, when he got
tired of being a good railroader he became a good lawyer, and secured the job
of district attorney here.
The. Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen elected him
to be our head counsel.
Now .he's drawing two salaries, holding down two jobs,

Well,' said Moore,
that's one hundred and fifty-eight miles, but hanged if
I don't let you ride plumb to the Pacific
Ocean at San Pedro. What kind of a
sandwich shall I bring you from the
lunch-room? "
San Berdoo is the railroad man's
'

'

'

short-language-line for San Bernardino.
This is one of the busiest railroad towns
I had been there
in southern California.
on a previous trip, so when my train hit
the place some of the men at the station
came to me. saying
" Back again?
What? Not stopping
Going right on to Los Angeles?
over?
Sorry
You remember the district attorney
here
Dickson? Well, we've
nabbed him, we trainmen have."

—

!

"Arrested him? What's he done?"
" Arrested nothin'
We've corralled
him, and he's in the all-firedest fix you
!

Mr.
and the

Well, our brotherhood held
convention at Columbus, Ohio, not
long ago, and there passed a by-law making it imperative that our head counsel
live at Peoria, Illinois, if he wishes to
hold down his job with us.
" And there's Dickson's fix.
He loves
this California climate
same as all folks
who come here from the East. And he
hates the chill of the North.
The citizens here don't want him to go, because
if
he does they will lose the best
district attorney they've ever had.
And
our brotherhood doesn't want him to stay
here, because if he does we'll lose the
best head counsel we've ever had
and
there you are.
Dickson can't make up his
mind what to do."
Just then another trainman joined
" You're
those to whom I was talking.
telling our friend from New York about
a

—

—

mix-up?"

said the newhim the
latest.
The brotherhood has offered
Dickson a higher salary than he.'s getting
as the people's representative here
and
pleasanter work, too. I reckon San Berthat

Dickson

comer.

"

But you

aren't telling

—

doo won't look quite so good to him now
as

Peoria,

Illinois,

brotherhood

comes

You

does.
to

the

our
not

the Atlantic, coast for an honest lawyer,
and when we find bun we bind him to us
"
with bands of gold.
All
aa board

— —

Willets's next article will deal with the romances of the railways of the

men who made them.

see,

Pacific,

!

Golden State

HORRIGAN'S MEDAL
BY ROBERT FULKERSON HOFFMAN.

A
a

m

Hero

Wins the Plaudits of
Grateful Public — but Knowing Ones Revolt.
of the Throttle

1

H,

he's not so bad, sometimes," contended a fireman

whose feet were
from
the
idle

dangling
baggage
truck on the Pelaya station
" I can carry as
platform.
thin a fire, with Horrigan up, as with
any engineer on the division."
" He's a big wind, and no cyclonecellar
" and

handy!"

declared

Jim

Allen,

hope he don't pull me if I'm
drawn for one of the specials. He keeps
me feeling that things are going to happen soon."
Allen spoke with the 'fixed belief and
deep unction of an experienced conductor measuring up a comparatively new
I

engineer.
"

Horrigan has too many tilings on
mind, and he can't seem to keep
them there. He's always slopping over
his

Allen continued.
you were to ask him for a chew
of tobacco in the dark at a water-tank,
on short time, he'd very likely give it if
he had it on him. But. before you could
into talk."
" If

get him to pull out for the next siding,
he'd start a lecture on what tobacco does
to the solar plexus.
" And if you were to turn hot under
the collar and throw out your cud on
the strength of that talk while you're
trying to get him started, he'd turn hi
at the next stop and give you facts and
figures, world without end, on what tobacco is costing the United States, and
What per cent of it's wasted through
rough handling.
" Horrigan knows too much, besides

running an engine
When I break away
from him I always feel as if I'd been
grabbed by the neck and dipped in a
!

creek."
291

Red

"He
when

Jones, the brakeman broke in.
scares me 'way up into the rocks
he gets talking in full release.

"But
doubt

it

we'll go

he

knows engine

—and

if

—

don't

ever

he pulls us on special,

where the

rest of

them

go.

You

can bet on it "
The engineer
!

whom they had been discussing finished his walk across the
tracks after leaving the group of talkers,
and was humming a happy, nervous sort
of nothing in the way of a tune, as he
stooped and touched, here and there,
about his engine, which was waiting at
the coal chutes, just over the way.
Horrigan did not rightly belong on the
Pelaya division. This was not so much
because he had not been brought up
there, although that fact operated as a
handicap against him just at first, as
it does against any man coming new to
the special requirements of the mountain
service.

He

had been taken on probation, in
as all men are taken there, and
while he had succeeded in weathering
the test to the point where he had rights
on extra passenger runs, yet he somehow
did not seem to belong.
He was a free and somewhat able
talker, and seemed to have more than
the 'ordinary predilection for what is
short,

commonly called a play to the grandstand.
Even that might have passed
the broad tolerance of the men of the
division had he not possessed the unhappy faculty of injecting into his everready speech a vitriolic tang that sent
the comfort of common speed glimmering from any conversation in which he
engaged and left his hearers with an
unreasonable sense of shame for which,
however, they never could quite account.
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across the continent, and when the return journey began, Pelaya division, like
the rest of the line, went into careful

and complete preparations

for handling
the several heavily laden sections of the
special traffic which was scheduled to

run as

Number

2.

Horrigan was drawn from the freightcrews and assigned to the engine of third

Number

Among

the others about the
the great day for the
division arrived, there was a pregnant
silence, born of a deep sense of the responsibility of handling the living six
sections that were laboring on from the
2.

roundhouse,

when

coast.

THEY SWARMED AROUND HORRIGAN's ENGINE,
JUST BEFORE THE START. AND CHEERED
AND CHEERED AGAIN.
It was to them as though they had
been detected in the absurdity of trying
to fit a hex-headed bolt into a square
counter-sink, and perhaps that was really

the

trouble.

angles.

He

Horrigan had too many
did not

fit

on

a

well-timed

their return.

They cheered

as heartily the engine
that backed down upon the
train to take up the journey afresh, and
Number 2 went strongly and gaily upon

and crew

there.

That was the way matters stood when
the Society for the Promotion of Peace
on Earth sent some thousands of its

members

Horrigan alone seemed to find it an
occasion for much speaking and, stimulated to greater effort than usual by the
sense
of
his
own responsibility, he
descanted loud and long on how the
thing should be done to redound with
proper glory to the division.
The others listened and, one by one,
slipped quietly away.
Duly Number 2 trailed down off the
mountain-side and came safely to rest
in Pelaya.
The happy, zealous occupants of its ten coaches swarmed out
and cheered to the echo the crew that
had brought them safely thus far upon

pilgrimage

its

way.

When

second

Number

2

arrived all

HORRIGAN'S MEDAL.
this was done again and Pelaya was taking on a quiet exultation at the unwonted
celebrity,
while
Horrigan, with
his
preparations made, was circulating freely with the throng, shaking hands with
the pilgrims, telling them in awe-inspiring periods how the thing was being
done and what he, too, was about to do.
The rest of Pelaya, of course, was
equally glad, but it was very quiet about
Pelaya well knew that
its
gladness.
while there are trains there are chances.
Second Number 2 was well away when
third Number 2 came in and disgorged

burden of enthusiasts. They swarmed
around Horrigan's engine, just before
the start, and cheered and cheered again,
its

last only to the polite but
urgent insistence of the conductor and
trainmen who were trying, with little
success, to gather them all quickly back
Horrigan's too effusive
into the train.
greetings and responses from the cabwindow were holding them/
Finally they reached the climax of
their enthusiasm, and as the tide set back
toward the coaches their long-sustained
excitement, their gratitude for safety
through many perils but dimly understood, and their longing for definite expression centered upon the well-meaning
but too demonstrative Horrigan at the
cab-window.
The great volume of
voices trailed off from its cheering into
the dear old hymn of benediction " God
be with you till we meet again.'"
With that appealing strain " death's
threatening wave " wafting to his ears
from the train, Horrigan pulled out with
third Number 2's ten coaches and with a
suspicion of more than usual moisture
Horrigan was very far from
in his eyes.
Pie was a hard talker,
beirig a hard man.

yielding at

:

that

was

all.

Horrigan's present triumph was brief,
Complete, and, to him, most satisfying
while it lasted. He wheeled them away
magnificently over the first rise that puts
up its resistance beyond Pelaya and began dropping down the long reaches of
the Eleven-Mile Hill with all of the assurance that careful preparation could

thenceforth

293
towering

a

figure

in

the

division annals.

The run ahead held no

special

diffi-

the train soar down in
wide, breathless sweeps that brought joy
to the hearts of the travelers and keyed
him to a keener gladness in his work.
With the throttle closed and the reverse lever latched well down ahead for
drifting, he was sailing them, free as an
eagle's flight, where he dared, fondling
the brake-valve
handle and holding
them safely, where he must.
Back in the crowded coaches further
campaigns of " peace on earth, goodwill to men," were being planned.
Song
relieved the weariness of the long journey.
culties

and he

let

Then, without warning and from no
upon Horrigan
and rudely disturbed the confidence of
fault of his, disaster fell

his

passengers

down

in

engine a

a
little

in

their engineer.

Deep

spot of Horrigan's
detailed fracture had been

vital

growing for many months, where no outward search could detect it and no foresight or care defeat

its growth.
Close in behind the cellar of the main
pin, securely hidden within its fit in
the wheel, the little, threadlike fracture had been gnawing into the circumference of the pin.
Little by little, it had eaten toward
the heart of the pin until now. with the
rods fanning the air in a steely blur of
light and the wheels humming in dull
monotone in the rushing air, the pin was
quivering upon its remaining solid core.
Half way down the Eleven-Mile

grade, just when Horrigan had yielded
the temptation of one proud, backward look at the inner side of the flying
curve of the train, the overtaxed pin
to

let

go.

There was only an instant's crashing
jumble of sounds from below, before the
roads wrenched themselves apart and
the swift stripping of his side of the
engine began.
In the next moment the forward working parts broke free with the shattered

cylinder

and

fell

in

the

ditch.

give.

side rod, parted at the middle,

His heart was beating high with the
warmth of the enthusiasm of which he
had unexpectedly become the central
object at Pelaya, and he saw himself

work of

The

began

its

thrashing with swift rotary
sweeps the cab and after fittings.
First among these to go were the brake
pipes and reservoir, and

when

the seat-
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box went shivering upward in a shower
of splinters and tools Horrigan stood
upon the deck where he had tumbled
without even a chance to touch the brake
valve or move it from the lap, where he
had set it previously.
With the train-line torn open and the
air gone from equilibrium, the brakes
went on with an emergency application
that set the coaches humping upon their
trucks and put in sudden motion a series
-

among the passengers.
they were fairly untangled
from their catapult departures over the
tops of car-seats the train had ground
itself to an abrupt stop.
Then they
shook themselves out of the tangle and
as hurriedly as Conductor Jim Allen had
of wild gymnastics

Before

moved

to the front at the first jolt they

were flocking to the engine ahead of him.
There he found them, rapidly increasing from a bevy to hundreds, close
Standing
around the damaged engine.
erect in the ruins of the cab, the whole
side of which was torn off and gone, was
Horrigan with his hand clutching the
only projection that remained in reach—
the handle of the now useless brakevalve.

Horrigan's cap was gone, his blouse
was ripped up the back, and there was

— Horrigan

grade

clutched

the

useless

handle spasmodically
began upon a stammering speech.
brake-valve

Jim

Allen,

conductor,

and

thrusting

his

wiry body unceremoniously through the
closely packed crowd, 1rad reached the
distorted gangway between engine and
tender.
He had seized the hand-iron

and was thrusting

his feet into the step

when

Horrigan's first halting words
sounded.
Allen stopped as though stricken powerless, with his foot in the air, as the
monstrous folly of the thing made its
way to his quick senses, but only for a
single look upward into Horrigan's distorted

and painfully working

Then

face.

white face went even
whiter with suppressed wrath, and he
sprang up" the step and upon the littered
deck and stood tensely with the fireman,
close behind Horrigan's shoulder.
He permitted Horrigan to ramble
through a few sentences of rather pointAllen's

less platitudes and, at the first tangible
halt in Horrigan's now rapid utterances,
he stepped in front of him with a ghastly
smile, seized his free right hand in a
crushing grip and shook it ostentatiously
for the benefit of the intent audience

below.

one bright spot of blood sending down a
trickle of crimson upon his cheek where
a splinter had grazed him.
He certainly looked the conventional
hero, and as the little human eddy of

With his back turned to the passengers and his eyes boring fiercely into
the eyes of the engineer, he was saying
while his grip tightened:

passengers swirled into a constantly widening pool of frightened humanity about
the engine, a murmur of admiration rose
and grew until it broke forth into ringing cheer after cheer, punctuated with

player,

cries of

None
lines

"Speech!
but a

man

Speech!"
upon Horrigan's

Speech!
built

would have thought

moment
demand

for a single
of responding to this hysterical
Perunder the circumstances.

haps not even Horrigan would have
done so had he not been frozen stiff with
fright and astonishment while the delight
of his ovation at Pelaya was still surging
in his mind.

The latter, apparently, was the first
clear idea to free itself in his shocked
senses and, with the entire train's company

—

audience all save one lonely
figure that shot out from the rear of
the last coach and went running up the
for

" Horrigan,

but roll

fool
grand-stand
you
you haven't done a thing here
in luck, and you know it
If
!

you don't cut this out and get down
and clean up the pins, so fourth Number
2 can help us down the hill, I'll pound
you to a frazzle here on your own deck!
Get some tools and get down "
Then he released his fierce grip upon
!

Horrigan's hand, turned with a strained
smile to the cheering audience below and,

removing

his cap,

bowed

to

them most

suavely while Horrigan turned hastily
to the tool-box upon the tender.
A few moments later both of them,
with the fireman, were thrusting the

crowd back from below while the broken
rods were stripped off and the crippled
engine made ready for movement with,
help from the coming fourth section.
In the few moments that this byplay
had occupied, the only man of all the

—
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people who
not rushed toward the engine
Red Bill Jones
train's

had

great

true

to

trust,

had caught up

his

his flag with

its

dan-

gling sack of torpedoes and was running swiftly to the
rear.

Previously there
had been nothing to
distinguish
him in
road talk from Black
Bill Jones, except the
qualifying adjectives
of color which the
road parlance had
supplied. Thereafter,
however, he was to
he known as the flagman who saved third
and fourth Number
2.
His opportunity
had come suddenly,
and he was equal to
its

demand.

Two

train lengths

up the wide, curving
grade the track was
lost from sight in
the deep and narrow
Spire Cut, and beyond that the swell
of the mountain hid
it

for a mile,

which

down

fourth

its

'if you don't get down and clean up the pins so FOURTH
wotild
NUMBER 2 CAN HELP US, I'LL POUND YOU TO A FRAZZLE."
soon be bowling.
Red Jones ran swiftly to the Spire Cut, his ankle, and when a second effort to
fumbling the while with the string of rise resulted in a second fall, he examthe torpedo bag, meaning to make assuined the offending ankle to find it dislorance doubly sure by setting explosive cated and his foot badly awry.
signals in the cut before running farHe set his teeth grimly and tugged
ther in the concealing curve to meet the
at the anguished foot as at a boot.
It
oncoming section.
would not right, and he gave up the
Thus absorbed in his double duty, a effort quickly. He crawled back up the
A-agrant wedge of rock caught his foot
ballasted bank of the track and bent a
and threw him heavily from the track signal-cap upon the rail.
upon his shoulder into the ditch.
He crept an engine-length and bent
\Vith
Then he
muttered
another cap upon the rail.
a
imprecation
he
sc rambled hastily to his
feet and, much
began the long crawl upon hands and
to Ins astonishment^ fell over again quite
knees up the grade in the cut with the

Number

2

helplessly

upon the spot from which he

had

A

arisen.

piercing stab of pain shot through

flag.

The ragged rock-ballast riddled his
clothing and bit cruellv into his naked

—
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knees, but he held to the middle of the
track with the flag wavering and upended

service

venom
But

before him, even though he

left a dull,
irregular trailing stain of blood upon
the ballast.
Once he fainted for a moment, with
the flag stretched out upon the rail before him and his face fallen among the
broken rock, then he came back to the
pulsing anguish of his disjointed ankle

and crept forward again until he heard
the distant whistle of fourth Number 2
at the approach to the Spire Cut.
He stood up then, leaning upon the
flagstaff for support, until the black muzzle of the coming engine shot into sight.

He

raised the flag aloft, waved it in wide
across the track until

and steady sweeps

the deep note of the whistle barked briefly twice in

acknowledgment, then he laid

the flag carefully upon the rail, spread it
to its full length, and rolled over into
the ditch, as senseless as the ties bedded
in the track.
He was g:ime to the last conscious beat
of his heart.

They

lifted

him

brought him back

to the

cab and quickly

to consciousness.

They

dropped cautiously down through the
Spire Cut and coupled in at the rear of
third Number 2 and helped them down
the hill, while Red Jones lay quietly upon
a plank that slanted forward from the
fireman's box,

in

the

engine of

fourth

Number 2.
The kindly members

of the Society
for the Promotion of Peace on Earth
knew nothing of Red Jones or his doings.

They were

discussing, in subdued tones

of gratitude and admiration. Horrigan,
the brave engineer who had stood dauntlessly and alone in the wreck of his post
and saved them from a dreadful fate
just what they were not so clear on. And
Horrigan was a brave man.
So, with this single interruption, the
splendid movement of the precious six

The day
sections went smoothly on.
saw Pelaya division well and creditably
clear of its great responsibility, and in
the days immediately following the respective parts played by Horrigan and
Red Jones in the Spire Cut affair became a serious bone of contention.
The whole, bitterly fought, old question of the comparative danger and
bravery of the several posts in train

was reopened with a zest and
it had not previously attained.
subject was wearing itself

that
the

out and bade fair to subside when a most
unfortunate event tore all lacerated feelings open.
There was not a man in Pelaya who
did not fully understand that when Horrigan was discovered clutching the brakevalve handle he might as well have been
holding the empty casing of a burnedout rocket, so far as the safety of the
train had been concerned, and that the
almost human action of the wonderful
brake
mechanism had automatically
taken care of its priceless human freight,
crash, without any possible
from Horrigan.
Horrigan had, indeed, been a towering
He had found
figure in the discussion.
himself strictly on the defensive for
once, and having made the best stand
he could against the none too gentle impeachment and innuendo which constantly assailed hhn, there had been
times when he was driven almost to the
at

the

first

assistance

point of unobtrusively leaving Pelaya.
But the saving reaction had come at
length, and Pelaya was inclined to leave

him

to extract

whatever satisfaction he

might from the situation

—and

say no

more.

Then came

the misfortune.
Horrigan
on a baggage-truck at the
station, one day some six weeks after
the Spire Cut doings, talking with returning confidence to a group of road
Down the narrow stairway that
men.
ascended to the superintendent's office,
just back of them, a clerk came clatter-

was

sitting

ing into their midst.
" See
Horrigan around here anywhere?" he asked briskly. "Oh!" he
added, as the group opened a little far-

and brought Horrigan

into view
the truck.
" Say, Horrigan, the Old Man has a
letter up there from those Peace on Earth
people, asking him to give you this package and to read these resolutions to you,
and give them to you. too, ' In some suitable public place,' the letter says.
" The Old Man says he's too busy and
I'm It. Ready?" he asked, handing the
sealed package to Horrigan and opening
a richly bound and engrossed document.

ther

upon

Horrigan blankly accepted the pack-

age and, for the rest of
opportunity to answer.
derision

it,

A

went up and men

never had an
shout of wild
slapped each

demanded that
the clerk proceed with the reading. Horrigan sat and said nothing.
With due identification, dates and preliminaries, the document was opened,
and the listeners granted the clerk the
courtesy of silence.
The reading proother's backs, while they

ceeded

:

Whereas

human

— In

life,

the course of this, our
there are many deadly

which men should stand
one with another and
perils in

firmly,

suffice;

and

— Our

Whereas

citizen, Jonas Farwell
Horrigan.
on the eighth day of August, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and blank, exhibit and employ these admirable qualities in acts of
conspicuous heroism and bravery, to
our lasting good and gratitude; therefore, be it, and it is
Resolved That we, a committee of
the Society for the Promotion of Peace
on Earth, duly appointed and assembled,
do herein, this day and date, extend to
Jonas Farwell Horrigan the sincere
thanks and the undying respect of this
association and it is
Resolved That a medal of gold, ap-

—

;

—

shall be provided
Jonas Farwell Horrigan, with a suitably engrossed copy of
these resolutions; and it is
Resolved That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of

propriately

;

—

Whereas The qualities of human
courage and endurance are always to
be desired and commended, but more
especially in the times of stress and
danger, where only the utmost courage
will

low

did.

fel-

to

—

this

brave and kindly

designed,

and presented

association,

in

further

loving

re-

membrance of Jonas Farwell Horrigan.

:
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signatures followed in due order,
and when the voice of the clerk ceased

He

The

he handed the document to Horrigan in
a dead silence that contrasted sharply
with the earlier burst of derision.

Apparently

nobody

felt

moved

to

Who

could laugh at such a
laughter.
motive, whatever its objective might be?
Nobody laughed. They who listened

removed the firm wrappings and

the little clasp, exposing the
beautiful thing upon its cushion of
Depending from its richly
purple.
chased cross-bar was a liberal circle of
the solid red gold of olden Rome, and
upon its polished face this inscription

sprung

to believe in Horrigan's
heroism, against their own expert knowledge of the event in question. Horrigan
had come, almost, to.believe in it himself.
He had done what he could he

had almost come

Jonas Farwcll Horrigan

From

The

S. P. P. E.

For Conspicuous Heroism.
August

8lh.

1

90-.

—

was reasoning.
" Nothing " prompted his inner conHe was sitting, pale-faced
sciousness.
and with downcast eyes, looking at the
unopened package in his hand.
" Open it, Horrigan," said some one
!

very quietly.

" Let's see the medal."

The reverse side bore, in bas-relief, the
heroic figure of a man, warding off. with
bared and upraised arm, some unseen
danger, while a girlish figure cowered
at his feet. A trophy fit to commemorate
the best endeavor of any man when taken
with the earnest *nessage of its presentation.

A

worthy token, indeed.

That, until the time of his
going from Pelaya, was the one
occasion upon which Horrigan
said nothing.
Having fully
complied with the request of
those who stood about him, he
folded his possessions away
and, rising, passed thoughtfully up the street, alone.
When he had gone, one of
those wIiq lingered, a fireman,
ventured the opinion that the
deal wasn't so far off, anyhow.
Horrigan had stayed with the
engine.
He was there, ready
to do what he could, and a

man who had gone through
what he had at Spire Cut and
come out of it with as good as
a whole skin was entitled to
he could get.
But it wouldn't do.
They
all knew the truth, and the
Red
truth would not down.
Bill Jones was the only hero

all

of

Pelaya.

It

wasn't

and they liked right

right,

first

and

glory afterward.

Then

it

began

all over again.

Somebody hooted from the caboose-track
when Horrigan

GAVE AN ORDER AT THE HOTEL DESK AGAINST
WAGES DUE.

HIS

Somepulled out next day.
body laughed when he signed
his report upon the work-book
at his return.

:
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The following morning found a savage
screed of doggerel verse posted upon the
freight-house, in the unfolding of which
Horrigan was made
son, while

Red

by compariwas lauded.

to suffer

Bill Jones

It crept into the conversation at the
hotel tables when Horrigan could not
escape and was not directly addressed.
He met it by implication at every streetcorner, and even saw the reflex of it in
the faces of the children in the street.
He bore it, sometimes in fiercely outspoken anger, sometimes in sullen silence,

looking from his cab-window one
evening when just about to pull down
into the yards for the start on a night run,
he found a four-foot placard staring at
until,

him from

the

wooden

face of the chutes.
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Nothing very serious, this, in the way
of an indictment, and yet it struck so
close to Horrigan's own inner sense of
the situation that it was the one last
straw that he could not bear.
Looking at his watch in white- faced
anger, he found he had time to return
to the hotel across the tracks.
Crossing
hastily,
he packed into an- irregular
bundle his few possessions, gave an order
at the hotel desk against his wages due,
paid his bill and, making his way back
to the engine without encountering anybody, climbed aboard with his bundle.
In due time he departed on his run.
When he reached the farther end of
the division late that night he silently
folded the tent of his tenure upon the

Evidently produced with much labor
and the aid of a marking-brush, bor-

Pelaya
away.

rowed from the freight-house,
what he saw

is

It is likely that Pelaya, in time, might
have accustomed itself to the idea of the
medal, even though it had never become
entirely reconciled.
But the engrossed

That deck was busted, good and hard.
The brake valve sure was dead.
"Aw, what's the use?" the boys all said,
"The Flagman was the stuff!"
But the people seen the Eagle Eye

resolutions turned
loose the muse of
every caboose poet on the line and
every line has a large and prolific lot
of them, although they will not all con-

this

The Eagle Eye stood on the deck,
The Flagman's hair was red.

And

never called his

bluff.

division,

and

as

silently

stole

—

fess.

THE GROWING RECORD FOR SAFETY.
COMPETITION

between railroads is a
good thing for the public, and it is
especially good in the matter of safety. The
Burlington road has made a record of which
has much reason to be proud, because
during the fiscal year, recently ended, not a
single passenger was killed of the many millions who traveled on its trains.
This is a record which equals that made
by the Pennsylvania Railroad in the year
1008, says the New Orleans Slate, and indicates that the managers of the various railway systems are giving considerable attention to the safety of the traveling public
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in
it

.

last report, showed a substantial gain
for safety in travel, for there had been a
great reduction in the number of accidents
of all classes; and, while this was admitted
its

be due in part to diminished traffic on
the roads, yet, better discipline, more careful attention to the operation of trains, and
the adoption of more safety devices were
undoubtedly factors that contributed to the
gratifying records made by the roads.
In the last year the activity in many industries has become almost as great as that
which marked the days preceding the panic
of 1907, for business has been increasing so
rapidly that a car shortage is predicted.
Therefore, it is to the credit of the Pennsylvania and Burlington railroads that their
remarkable records for safety in the transportation of millions of passengers were
made during a period of recovery from
panic stagnation, and, therefore, cannot be
attributed solely to " lessened pressure and
to

diminished

traffic."

"

Being a Boomer Brakeman.
BY HORACE HERR.
most members of the Grand Army of Shacks, Mr. Herr's hero is
always good-natured. He takes his ups and downs in an optimistic,
cheerful way, and the world looks good to him even if he is rudely
awakened from a much-needed shut-eye, or has just got the worst of it in an
encounter with a tallow-pot. And in telling his experiences he can hand out
laughs by the dozen.

LIKE
J

2.

— ON THE SMOKY

END.

Payment of Railroad Clerks Is Too Law, but When
These Papers Is President of the In and Out,
Raise Them 100 Per Cent.

~T~jgkERHAPS

it sounds queer, but
railroads are more or less
alike.
The conditions which
exist on any one of them
|| ||
-^L ^ P _
are fairly characteristic of
all.
The same book of
standard rules is the basis of examinations on all ; and if you qualify on the
Rock Island, you could probably do the
trick on the New York Central or the

all

Will

that

dis-

credit to

make

the

usual

the

the
Chino's, I noticed that he was looking
more frail than usual ; and for a delicate
digestive organ there is nothing that will
do so much damage as three doses of
Chinaman's grub a day for a few months,
and Carl was certainly showing the efoffice

to

trip

to

fect.

I've
That's
been my experience.
found out that the gaff on the Arizona
In and Out was a bit more of a grind
than the average road, owing to the fact
that it was a mountain road, and wherever you go against the " hog-back
track, you will not be long in getting
pretty well acquainted with the broke-intwo sign.
My promotion from the chief despatcher's office came directly after Carl
Smith endeavored to break into the stingers' ranks, and in doing so all but broke
his neck.
Carl was just a common clerk
like myself, with a capacity for long
hours and hard work, but with a. conBegan

He

would have been a
an adult ant.
One evening, as we came out of

stitution

ftjp^

Mexican Central.

the Narrator of

in

the October

Three Trips

for

a

Pay-Check.

As Ave came out of that office, across
the track some fifty yards we noticed a
big boiler-maker carrying a large, generous jag.
It was almost the largest
jag I ever viewed from the standpoint
of a disinterested spectator.
stood
and watched him make a crooked
straight line for the master mechanic's

We

office.

At the door he met one of the clerks
coming out, and, from the fussy conversation which ensued, it developed that
he had made three previous trips to the
^
Railroad Man's Alaeajine. Single copies, 10 cents.
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afternoon in quest of his payboiler-maker was a mighty
good sort of a fellow, but that jag he
was keeping company with covered him
from head to foot, and looked as if it
might be the most ferocious specimen
ever captured in that neck of the timber at least, it had a Jim Jeffries disposition
and before Carl and I were
really wise to what was going on, a row
office that

check.

The

•

;

;

had

started.

The

clerk,

would have

qualified in the

while the boilermaker would have tipped the scales at
all of two hundred pounds, not counting his booze tonnage.
Although the
little man gave away a lot of weight,
he made a great run for the money, and
I'm here to say that he would probably
have pulled in on the schedule had not
the crowd interfered.
featherweight

class,

been foul of a low bridge and when
peace was finally established, there was
one head around there that looked like
a raw beefsteak, and it didn't belong to
;

the clerk.

That fight got Carl to thinking about
what he would have been able to do under the same circumstances.
It took all
his strength to

Appetite.

wasn't strict rules, for the clerk
just kept beating ragtime on the boilermaker's head with a brass fire-hose
nozzle, till the cupola looked as if it had

a dent in a Chino's

anxious to see how a tenderfoot would
get along when against the real goods.

He

first

trip

was

his last one.

Murphy on the
division local
the fellow who said
" a local run is a good place, for a stucaught up with

first

It

make

of fare, and he shortly decided to
listen to the boys and try an outside job
for a few months, and see if he couldn't
cultivate one of those Arizona appetites
which makes it possible for a fellow to
eat scrap-iron without salt.
He went,
and I took his place in the trainmaster's office of the In and Out.
I was interested in his experiment, for
the stinger fever was on me, and I was
bill

Carl's

The Arizona
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—

dent knows what he
ing him." The very
after having

carried

without me tellCarl made
a " dope " bucket

is

first trip

THE CLERK JUST KEPT BEATING RAGTIME ON THE BOILER-MAKER'S HEAD.
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hand was blistered, after having jacked up cars until his hack was
tied into a hard how knot, after having
rustled freight for eighteen hours, he had
to take a high dive from the top of a
refer and land on his noodle, and when
he came to he was in the hospital, looking into the face of one of those beauuntil his

tiful nurse-girls.

.

yardmaster, had said that I could have
a place on French's crew, and that same
evening, before I had had time to draw
a switch-key and a badge, French's crewwas called, and got out without me.
They went East on an orange special,
behind Bob Kelley.
I learned in later years just how fast
Bob could run thirty cars of oranges behind a tandem compound engine
and
if he was living up to his reputation that
night, he must have been traveling some
when the crash came.
A light extra two engines coupled
;

A
Going

Rough-Neck Again.

into the terminal,

he was stand-

ing on the head-end of a refer

when

the

—

HE SHOT OUT INTO THE COUNTRY, CLEARING EVERYTHING BUT THE BARBED-WIRE FENCE.
two right ahead of that
he went.
By actual measurement, he just lacked one and a half
inches of getting the big works.
train broke in
car,

and

As

it

off

was, his right

arm was

broken,

and the wheels missed his head by a
mighty small margin.
When I heard
all about it. I suddenly became satisfied
to push a pencil for a few more months.
However, shortly after that, the ambition to be a rough-neck brakeman came
back again, and I asked the boss to put
me on the extra board. The day he said
he would. I changed my mind again.
It was just like this: Ike Roberts, the

—

together without a train
was coming
west against him, and Bob had a string
of waits over half the division.
The
light engines were evidently trying to
make Howard for the orange extra, and
they would have been all to the good
and in the clear if some one hadn't gone
to sleep.

Bob was in the
had the right of

clear, all right, as

track,

and

he

so long as

he stayed behind that string of waits
he could run them as fast as he wanted.
I gm the story from Bob's own brother,
who was firing on the head engine of the
light extra, and who took to the tall

—
!
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timber when he stuck his head out of
the" cab and saw a headlight poking
around the curve.
Bob's brother said that his crew on
the light engine had had about four
His engineer
hours' sleep in forty-two.
was all in and just as they passed the
high switch at Howard, the fireman
asked him where he was going for the
orange train. He pulled out his watch
and didn't reply, but eased her off a bit,
and the fireman thought he was going to
run down to the west switch and back

the symptoms again.
Nothing proved a
cure ; so" I bolted the pencil pushing,

into the clear.

But I didn't realize what I was going
against, so I whistled my little whistle,
proceeded to the coal-chute track to get

;

When

Three Hogs Meet.

drew a badge and key, and one night
found myself called for the smoky end
of Howard Grimshaw's crew, a coal
drag, for my first trip.
Ever take the smoky end on a coal,
drag?
Ever eat the cinders from two
Baldwin hogs when they were burning
Gallup coal ?
Don't do it ; there are
easier ways
over the Brooklyn Bridge,
or a leap into the Grand Canon, for in-

—

stance.

my

He

evidently went to sleep between
the switches, and they met about two
hundred yards beyond the yard limit
board, on a curve where the view was
obstructed by a deep cut in a sand-hill.
Something funny about these big hogs,
they never turn out to go around, so the
three big engines got all tangled up.
Smith, the engineer on the first engine
of the light extra, was sitting with his
feet in the cab-window when they hit,
and he shot out into the country, clearing everything but the barbed-wire fence
along the right of way.
All he got to remember the accident
was a badly cut hand, where it scraped
the window glass in the cab-window, a
few jagged cuts from the wire fence,
and his discharge papers. The rest of
the crew on the light engine unloaded,
as did Bob and his fireman, and no one

was
I

engines and pilot them down to the
calmly split the first switch I came
to, as every student must, and finally
had them coupled onto the string, air
connected up, and ready for the sign.
train,

A

great trip that

!

Twenty-eight cars

of coal, the dirtiest coal that ever blew
into the eyes of a student brakeman
We were over on the mountain end of
the division, where it is nothing but drag
and drag, up and up, until you finally
reach the top of the mountain range,
and then it's nothing but hold them
while you drop down on the other side.
So little to do going up that you get

and so much to do coming down
you are half exhausted!
Everything went along fine until we reached
the divide and started down that sixteen
miles of canon road.
tired,

that

The Tallow-Pot Did

It.

killed.

went out and watched them pick up

that wreck. It was a great pile of splintered box cars, twisted iron, and merIt took four days
chandise mixed in.
to clean up the mess, although a shoofly was built around it to open the main
line in less than ten hours after the acciWhen I walked over
dent happened.
from the wrecking-train and looked at
that heap of wreckage, I decided again
that a clerk's job had its advantages-.

Getting Stinger Symptoms.

If

I

ing, I

had known more about railroadwould probably have unloaded in

that old canon, for the train ran away,
got beyond control when we were eight
miles from the bottom of that grade,
and although the hoghead was squealing

for brakes, and I noticed that we were
running pretty fast around the corners
the curves are corners on that piece of
still, I didn't have sense enough
track

—

to

know we were

in trouble.

The lead-enFinally they stopped.
gine went onto the ties and plowed up
the second enquite a stretch of track
gine had every tire slipped; and when
the crew came over ahead and began to
talk about the narrow escape, I got real
frightened.
;

But this stinger fever keeps coming
back on a fellow with an awful regularity, and it was only a few months
after that accident that I began to note

"
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But it was on the return trip that I
pulled off the real patent - applied - for
Braking on the smoky end is no
stunt.
soft snap; and after you have been out
over twenty hours, and are unused to
the grind, it's only natural that you long
for a little shut-eye in the hay.
I remember we had a positive meet
order with a train at Bubbard, and goit
was nothing
ing into that station
more than a blind siding I made my
way over to the head engine, so that I
should be " Johnny at the rat-hole
when we neared the switch.
I climbed clown and took up my posiIt was night, and
tion in the gangway.
I was sleepy.
The next thing I knew
I was experiencing a falling sensation,
which ended in a dull, sickening thud
and a fierce pain in my left shoulder.
From where I lay on the ground, I
looked up, expecting to see fire and
steam descending on" me and box cars
coming my way in droves ; but, instead,
there was the engineer sitting calmly in
the cab, with his head against the window-casing, sound asleep.
I picked myself up, hunted around in
the daTk until I found my lantern, and,
anxious to be sure that no one saw me
fall out of the gangway on my head
and shoulder, started to climb back.

—

—

realized that I was hurt, for I
of my left arm.
I have thought about that little highdive feature several times since then,
and the only thing I can make out of
it is that I went to sleep standing there

Then

I

had no use

the train was runnever opened that switch, but
it must have been opened, for the train
was in on the siding I suppose the tallow-pot opened it for me.
in the

gangway while

ning.

I

;

Better

Be Tied On.

they pulled in on the siding;
and after they had stopped, and there

Then

little danger of me falling off, I
went and did it anyhow. I always
thought it was mighty considerate of me

was

just

wait until they stopped to fall off,
for they didn't have to make a special
stop and lose time picking me up. Then,
too. I've thought it was considerate of
the train, for had I fallen when it was
running at high speed, there probably
to

wouldn't have been enough of

me

left

It
was about four o'clock in
morning and as the engineer and

fire-

to pick up.

;

,

the

man were

taking a little shut-eye, they
the acrobatic stunt, and I
wasn't going to pipe it off to them.
But
when I dropped off to open the switch
at the terminal, I couldn't deliver the
goods, as my left arm was useless.
The engineer had to stop, and the
fireman climbed down and unlocked her
and threw her over, and then I had to
tell the truth, and I got mine, all right,
all right.
After that, John McKenna
would always suggest, every time the
train stopped, that I had better tie mydidn't

see

self on.

Kind
I

to

a Youngster.

took a two-weeks' lay-off with that

bad shoulder, and in that time the brakeman fever had a chance to recover all
that it had yielded to the heroic treatment of rough experience but when I
was again ready to report for work. I
had learned that there is some slight
danger in sleeping while on duty.
I
might add that the lesson cost me a
;

great deal less than it has cost other
people I have known.
Aside from the fact that the" smoky
end is always a hard school, my breaking in was easy for me the men made
it so.
I had always endeavored to play
fair with every one when I was a clerk.
I had no favorites, and every time I got
a chance to do a rough-neck a favor, I
was glad to do it and I want to say
that those favors were the best invest-

—

;

ment

I

ever made.

When

I got out on the road, taking
the ups and downs with the rest of them,
the little things 1 had done for the boys

kept coming back to me with interest
added, until now I am firmly convinced
that railroad men are the most appreciative in the world.
When the bunch
saw me out to make good, firemen, en-

and brakemen would
and often climb
clown and help me do my work until I
had learned the ropes and could tell the
difference between a spot sign and a
gineers, conductors,

give

me

suggestions,

wash-out signal.
I

am

firmly

convinced

that railroad

;

BEING A BOOMER BRAKE MAN".
men, as a rule, never forget a favor, an
which is substantiated by a
thousand and one little incidents which
came to my notice while following the
opinion

game up and down the pikes in various
parts of the United States and Mexico.
I first began to notice it when Engineer
Walcott escaped the wreck on 34. The
section
foreman who prevented that accident went
down on Riley's friendship
tablet in letters of gold.
After
that
day,
Riley
never passed that section

him

call

Sam

for

305
short

— had

just

been before a Texas court to let twelve
men decide what that leg was worth, and
he had cashed the member for a little
over five thousand dollars.
I was stand-,
ing in a cafe, making eyes at the free
lunch, when in walked Sam, his
leg beating a lamentable tune

wooden
and re-

but he whistled a welcome;
it was through the engineer that the section foreman
was finally given a little trip
East a month's vacation on

and

—

pay and transportation

full

over

half

the

continent.

I

am

reminded of a more personal case which illustrates
the point.

When I was still a trainmaster's clerk, one morning
a fellow came drifting into
the office and asked for a
job braking.
He looked as
if he needed a job, and he
talked as if he wanted one
and although the extra board
was

full

stretched

him

at
it

that

time,

I

a point and put

on.

He

had a stinger's card
and good service letters and
when 1 put him on the board,
;

didn't think of it as a
favor to him at all. He was
called that very night for a
I
WAS STANDING IN A CAFE, MAKING EYES AT THE
locdl turn - around, and less
FREE LUNCH.
than twenty- four hours later
I helped the boys take him off of
minding me of that night when I last
Thomas's caboose and carry him into the saw him.
emergency ward of the local hospital.
He knew me in a minute.
I was
In putting a couple of cars of coal
standing there looking like a caboose
on the chutes at a little station up the after a rear-end collision and feeling
line, he had fallen between the cars, and
worse I was all to the rip track.
He
saw me and flagged me ; asked me how
one foot was so badly smashed that amputation was necessary.
Almost four I was running and when I told him
broke, hungry, and out
years later, I
that I wasn't pulling tonnage, that my
of a job met him again in El Paso,
flue-sheet was leaking, that I hadn't been
Texas.
able to meet myself at the meal table
I was running awful light, making
for two weeks, he gave me the spot sign,
slow time, with no provision in the
and we went over in a corner and sat
schedule for meal stops.
Sam- we'll down.
I

;

—

;

—

—

8

R R
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To make the story
marked that he would

short.
like

Sam

day for
monthly insult, kept all kinds of
hours, and about every month I would
decide that it was the call of the stockcar or the empty refer for me, and away.
there for about fourteen hours a

re-

my

the opporme on that
out on the

to break even with
favor I once did him
Arizona In and Out, when I gave him
a job. and with no further remarks
handed me five of the biggest five-dolThey looked like
lar bills I ever saw.
That little favor I did
circus posters.
him had cost him a leg, but he didn't
figure it that way.
After I got out on the road^ braking,
a full-fledged stinger, I never allowed
myself to forget the grind which the
railroad clerk is up against when he goes
down on the salary-list. I ground away

tunity
little

In the

December

issue,

Mr. Herr's hero

The railroad clerk of to-day is the
hardest worked, poorest paid man in the
employment of a great system, and in
more offices than one there are sixtydollar clerks with six - thousand - dollar
responsibility.
I've long since decided
that when I am made general manager
of the In and Out, the first official move
I make will be to raise the pay of every
office-man on the system at least one
hundred per cent.
will tell

why

he decided to "break out" of

the game.

INVENTING AS AN OCCUPATION.
time
FROM
woful

tale

to "time

from

tor who has devoted a number of years and
considerable money to the perfecting of
some device which the world has not duly
Many invenappreciated, says Machinery.
tors spend years on the development of an
idea which to them appears to be of great
value.
Often, too. they sacrifice the employment by which they earn their daily bread.
It is but natural that the inventor who has
thus devoted his time and perhaps all of his
savings to the development of a new idea,
should be discouraged when he finds that
he can realize little or no returns from his
invention. As a rule, he thinks that he has
been unjustly treated by those to whom he
has submitted his idea, and often regards
the manufacturer as an enemy because the
compensation offered is, from his point of
view, inadequate.
In many cases the inventor sees from one
view-point only. He has not the advantage
of wide experience, and knows little or nothing of the costly organization necessary for
marketing goods.
Inventing should seldom be considered as

an occupation to which a man can prolitably
devote all his time, except in cases where the
inventor's genius is of an extraordinary
degree.

The

who

succeed as a rule reregular occupations
while they perfect their inventions during
spare time, the inventions being incidents
in their regular occupations, or by-products,
as it were.
tain

inventors

employment

in

When

an inventor works under such conhe is more likely to correctly estimate the value of his inventions, and not
be bitterly disappointed because his inventive
genius is not highly appreciated.
A man who has true inventive genius cannot help being an inventor, but he should
avoid living in expectation that one brilliant
idea will make his fortune and enable him
to live ever after free from all pecuniary

our mail brings a

a disappointed inven-

ditions

cares.

The hope

of " striking it rich " is a
fault of many inventors.
If they
invent, let them content themselves

mon

commust

with
placing
each in the best market possible, but not
feeling disappointed if a large fortune is
not realized from an idea that to the inventor seems ver3' valuable.
Advice is cheap, and is generally disregarded by those who could best profit by it.
But, notwithstanding, we cannot help suggesting that inventors of ordinary ability
should retain their regular occupations while
developing their ideas. They will be happier
and their chances for success will be greater
than if they give up profitable occupations,

moderate

returns

for

their

ideas,

•

hoping

to

produce

something

which

will

make a large fortune.
The trouble is that inventors, as a class,
are a somewhat irresponsible lot. to whom
a steady job is distasteful. Steadiness of
character and genius are rarely found combined in the same individual, and, doubtless
much that has been said here will be of
little
value to the class most in need of
advice.

Some Are

Still

on the Main Line,

Some Have Passed

the

Their

First

Noted

Flier

Over Her

Run and Many Runs

York Central veteran

was William Augustus Canfield. He
first Empire State Express out of
York, and he helfl the run until his.

retirement, ten years ago.
Mr. Canfield ran an engine on the Central
He was chief engineer
for thirty-five years.
of the Vanclerbilt Division of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers. Since his
retirement he has been employed in the
Bronx Park, New York City.
At the age of sixty-two, some months
stroke of apoplexy took the
veteran out over the Long Division.
ago,

party on the Pennsylvania between Pittsburgh and Green sburg.
He was. also one of the contractors in
some of the Baltimore and Ohio construc-

a

prominent in building the St.
Iron Mountain and ~ Southern between St. Louis and Pilot Knob. Missouri,
and he also helped to build the Central
Branch of the Missouri Pacific in 1858; He
was eighty years of age when he died.
Louis,

A PROMINENT AGENT.
Carelton, of the

New

Haven,

Is

High

in the

Councils of His Order and the Confidence of His Road.

old

TI/TLLIAM D. CARELTON, agent
TT New

CONSTRUCTION VETERAN.
a Maker of Ways, in East and West,
Has Hit Out on the Unsurveyed

Brown,

Trail.

A

Got

He was

FAMOUS New

ran the

New

Signal and

tion of later times, having, in 1853, a grading contract on that line.

Afterward.

A

Home

Resting on Sidings, and

Clearance.

OLD EMPIRE STATE DRIVER.
Canfield Pulled the

Some Are

PIONEER

railroad builder, both in
Eastern and Western States. Joseph
F. Brown, passed away at Atchison some
months ago. Mr. Brown was a native of
Ireland.
He was a member of a surveying

307

of the

York, New Haven and Hartford
at
North Plymouth, Massachusetts, has
crowded a wide railroad experience into
half a century of life. Besides other distinctions, Mr. Carelton is the grand secretary of organization of the Order of Railroad Station Agents, as well as being one
of the charter members.
His first railroad experience was as an
operator at Norway. Maine, on the Grand
Trunk, and afterwards for the same company at Milan. New Hampshire. About
that time the young men of New England
were more or less subject to the " Western "

THE RAILROAD MAN'S MAGAZINE.
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and young Carellon drifted put with
westward tide.
His first position was on the Peoria. Decatur and Evansville Railroad, at West
Salem. Illinois. Going farther west, he
next landed at Venita, Indian Territory, and
worked there as an operator, migrating
from there to Versailles. Missouri, where
he became station-agent for the Missouri
fever,

the

She also telegraphed for lumber to build
barracks for troops quartered at Hamilton.
Mrs. Williams is now seventy-three years
old.
She has suffered for some time with
rheumatism in the hands, and this, with her
advanced age, has necessitated her retirement.

C. E.

Pacific.

three years later he returned East,
with him something he did not
He joined the
take out, namely, a family.
Old Colony road, now a part of the New

BROWN

RESIGNS.

About

bringing

Veteran Accountant of the Pennsylvania
Placed on Retired List Because of

is

Failing Sight.

Haven, and has been with the company ever

AN

since.

J*

JUST MISSED PENSION.
Turner, of

Central, Passed
Before Reaching
Retiring Age.

Illinois

Away

a

Few Days

A VETERAN
died a

of

the

Illinois

Central,

Ezra Turner, of Galena, Illinois,
few weeks ago. practically within a

few days of achieving the age for retirement, and after being with the company for
over forty-five years. Mr. Turner was born
iu Maine, but his parents settled at Nora,
Illinois, when he was seventeen years old.
He entered the employ of the Illinois
Central in 1863. and with the exception of
a short period during the Civil War. he had
been with the road ever since. Preparations
were just being made for his retirement and
the celebration of his golden wedding, and a
new house was being built for the celebration of the double event.
He was suddenly
taken ill after doing his usual day's work
and died in a few minutes.
J*

OLDEST WOMAN OPERATOR
Mrs. Harriet C. Williams Retires After Over
Half a Century of Memorable Service on the Wire.

THEUnited

woman

telegrapher in the
in the world.
Mrs. Harriet C. •Williams, resigned last July,
after forty-two years of continuous service,
and a total service of over fifty years. Mrs.
illiams has held down the post of manager, operator, and messenger at Norwich,
oldest

States,

perhaps

W

New

York, on and off. since 1S54.
of her earliest recollections is of
sending the returns in the election of James
Buchanan, also the news of the firing on
Fort Sumter, and the battle of Bull Run.

One

event of considerable importance in
the
accounting department of
the
Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, was the resignation of Charles E. Brown, a few months
ago.
Mr. Brown has been successively with
the engineering, transportation, and accounting departments of the Pennsylvania for
over forty-two years.
He was taken from
the active list at his own request owing to
his failing sight.
Mr. Brown is a brother of W. H. Brown,
formerly chief engineer of the road, and of
Theodore F. Brown, assistant auditor of the
Union Line in Pittsburgh. He is a veteran
of the Civil War.
Prior to his removal to
Philadelphia Mr. Brown was stationed at
Pittsburgh, and his name is known all over
the Pennsylvania Railroad system.
-

OLDEST SUPERVISOR.
Cullen Was the Dean of His Grade on the
Pennsylvania Among Employees and
Past Employees.

JAMES CULLEN.

who was reported to
be the oldest past or present supervisor
on the Pennsylvania system, died a few
weeks ago at the age of ninety years. According to the Harrisburg. Pennsylvania.
Patriot. Mr. Cullen was not only the oldest
supervisor, but was the oldest railroad man
of any grade between Harrisburg and Altoona, and the oldest member of the Veteran
Employees' Association of the Middle Division.

Mr. Cullen was horn

He came

in Ireland in 1819.
to this country in the early forties

and began railroading on the Philadelphia
and Reading.

He

stayed in this employment until 1S56,
service with a construction
contractor on the Pennsylvania.
Soon after
he was taken into the force of the railroad
as an assistant foreman of subdivision.
He
held his last position of supervisor from
i860 until 1890. when he retired.

when he took

TREASURE OF THE WORLD.
BY STEPHEN CHALMERS,
Author

of

"The Cataclysm,"

"A

Daughter

of the

Armada,"

etc.

Pigs Inhabit a Treasure-Chamber and
a

Queen Comes

to a

House

of

Gold.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

PHILIP SAND,

being informed that he has a year before tuberculosis will claim him
Being financially ruined, be
as a victim, prepares to get the best out of the time.
raises ten thousand dollars on his life-insurance policy of fifty thousand from a moneylender named Merton Scraggs, who opens up on the comfortable promise that Sand will
not be living that day a year. He charters a yacht to go treasure-bunting, sends the
yacht ahead, and himself goes down on the regular liner for Panama. On board he meets

They

Miss Verina Harding.

CHAPTER
The

are wrecked.

V.

was the use of going to a sanatorium to
be cured when, the cure effected, the
patient might meet a speeding automo-

Irony of Fate.

bile,

jtgsaSt*.

UEER

^Plffltes ^g^

n^^^^^~^
^^MffjiiF

man
sea.
>

s

it

to

is

think,

of a

down under the
laughing' Yet that
what

Philip

Sand

^*aEy*^

was doing as the great
waters closed in around
him and he felt himself being drawn
deeper and deeper in the booming darkness.
He was smiling broadly at his
own thoughts.
The main thing that occurred to him
in an amusing way was the luck of MerAt the very outset of afton Scraggs.
fairs the old skinflint was likely to reap
his one hundred and fifty per cent.
Dr.
Lauriston also
flashed
before
Philip's alert faculties.

ecy gone

wrong

—

Another proph-

at lpast,

the spirit of

He

wondered, as he whirled about in
the breathless undertow, how many doctors' prophecies went wrong in similar

it.

fashion

?

proved to Philip that he was quite
right not to have taken Lauriston's earnest advice that he go to a sanatorium
and " take the cure " in a reclining chair
for a year.
Life had seemed such a
chancy thing to Philip just then. What
Began in the October Railroad Man'
It

or be killed in the very train that
to life and useful-

was taking him back
ness.

Fate, however, was on the side of
Lauriston this time.
Fate was not going
to upset this particular prophecy of the
gloomy doctor.
Philip was to be reserved for his just deserts at the appointed time.
For the present, Fate
merely whirled the young man around
in the sea for a prolonged half minute,
then brought him to the surface.
Philip could swim.
The first thing
he became cognizant of was the cold air

blowing upon his wet face.
Then his
opened eyes were attracted by a streak
of light which flashed up occasionally
between the waves. Dawn was breaking
in the east.

Either the steamer had foundered or
her lights had gone out, for around the
swimmer darkness was upon the face of
the waters.
He could see nothing but
he could hear a great deal the roaring
of the sea breaking over rocks with a
broad snarling " A-a-a-ah " And once
he thought he heard a long, gurgling cry.
At intervals he collided with floating
objects in the water. One of these Philip

—

—

!
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hoping to find a spar ur a lifeuoy but it proved to be a man, who
attempted to seize him.
He was willing
Philip wriggled free.
_-ized,
;

to help, but not to sacrifice his life uselessly.
" Lay

one of your hands on my shoulhe shouted above the storm.
There was no answer. He swam for-

der

"

!

ward

few strokes,

a

to

right

and

left,

drowning man again
apparently, he had gone down.

hoping
but,

to find the

Once again

thought he heard

Philip

a cry, and a second later he heard voices
raised in loud talk.

"
ed,

They must be in a boat," he reflectand next moment he hailed as loudly

as his almost exhausted lungs

would

seemed fully an hour before the
convinced him that it was land.
In reality it Avas about ten minutes before the cloud took the shape of a soft
round hill, whose base was clustered with
trees and palms.
It was like some dim
oasis in a desert of water, and across it
It

light

lay fine strata of mist.

By

response came,
heard the voices.

ently lost,

and

silence

although

Philip

They were presreigned upon the

ocean save for the snarling of the breakers and the melancholy dirge of the wind.
Then a feeling of desperation seized
him.
He was alone on the sea. It was
still too dark
for him to see any distance around him.
He might be near
land, or he might be twenty miles from

Twenty

miles

!

Even

— —

up hard.
His arms were aching, and his breath
was jerky and short. It flashed into his
mind that he had a poor pair of lungs
for such a strenuous battle, but still he
was not discouraged.
He would fight
for life to the last heart-flutter
and
there in the roaring sea. as he struggled
against terrific odds, it seemed to him
;

that

Merton Scraggs was whispering

his ear:
" Life

—even

in

Mr.

Sand

me."
Slowly the light

in

the east

A

ahead of the swim-

little

is

sweet,

to the right,

to

spread.

the last
seized

in

was

He

and swallowed a mouthful of

did,

salt

water that irritated his throat and lungs
still more.
He raised himself in the sea and trod
water until the paroxysm had passed.
Then he swam again, a hard smile on
his face.
That was the fatal cough.
Below were the fatal waters. Yet he

would
"

fight.

Life

is

sweet,

Mr.

Sand

—even

to

me."

He

Perhaps the island was behind the reef.
It was his only chance.
He could have
swam to the reef easily enough, but that
would be courting death.
All at once Philip Sand had forgotten
his deep - sea amusement, and life was
the most precious thing in the world.
His whole faculties were centered on that
one thing life and he meant to give it

of

with an irresistible desire to cough.

the possibility

of five staggered his brain.
struck out in the direction of the
dawn, keeping the reef to his right.

time Philip was
exhaustion.
He

this

stages

No

it.

his forces.

let

him.
still

mer, arose a low cloud. Was it a cloud?
It might be land, but it was as yet too
dim and shapeless for the .eye to determine.
Like a man clutching at a straw, he
swam toward it, wildly at first; but
presently he steadied his stroke, for there
might be a chance, and he must conserve

The

shore came nearer.

Presently the

tumbling sea became quieter and seemed
to breathe mightily but steadily. If he
could only last five minutes longer, he

would be safe.
But his arms refused to obey his will.
His strokes became feebler, shorter, and
slower.
He felt his body sinking lower
the water.
Several times he lifted
himself in an effort to keep his nostrils
above the surface.
No longer were his
limbs moving in accord.
They were
feebly swaying, independently of brain
in

control.

A

mist began to gather before his eyes.
it off and struggled forward.
Again the mist, and now a fog in his
throat.
Then he was choking, with his
lungs full of salt water.
He felt his
brain reel and his whole being sink into
red blankness.
The last thing he knew was being lift-

He

fought

as it seemed, on the wings of the
wind, carried up to a great height, and

ed,

flung

down

— down

down

!

Then

body struck against something.

his

Again

—

—

;
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he was being lifted up, and again he was
flung violently to earth.

Philip
laugh.
said

He was

" I've

been washed ashore," he reflect" I'll be all right
ed semicoHsciously.
if I

Philip

His

asleep.

fell

next

felt

of sun very hot, and his feet very cold. Also,
there was a continuous rustling around
him, and things ran across his face.
He opened his eyes and promptly shut
them again. The sunlight hurt. In a
little while he became used to the strong
light. Then he sat up, stiffly, and looked
around.
He was lying on a beach, with the sea
lapping around his feet, and sometimes
driving foam right up to his waist.
About fifty yards up the white beach
there was a long fringe of coco-palms,
ending in a pile of rocks to the east, and
That was all
another pile to the west.
he could see of the land to which he had
been washed.
He looked out to the sea, and then his
memory returned in full force. The
Revuelan had apparently gone down, for
there was not a sign of her.
He looked
over the face of the ocean, then his eyes
There
j-oved the length of the beach.
was a quantity of wreckage at the tidemark, but not a sign of a human being.
Was he the sole survivor? It looked
so.
All at once Philip's heart and mind
were clouded by a great sorrow. All at
once the ship's company seemed to parade before his inner sight. They were
the complacent Captain
all drowned
the
asthmatic planter
who
Rodgers,
would no longer worry over the tariff
the voluble " Cattle Prince," and the

—

Englishman who found his ideas
most interesting." The pitiful Higgs
was drowned, too and poor little, old
Miss Sharpe, who would never again
"
"'
reproachful
quiet
"

;

'

Verina!

utter her prim,

and Verina was drowned,

too.

seemed impossible that that beautiful
should be
creation of God should be as
as dead as Higgs.
It did not seem fair,
somehow, that they should suffer a common fate. Yet it seemed true enough
that drowning had been the common fate
of

—

all

"

but Philip Sand.

The ways

of

God

a

queer

thinking of all 'that ship's
to death, and he alone

company gone

By and by he

very uncomfortable.

were filled with the stench
baked seaweed. His back was

It

with

life

— the

sur-

vivor.

nostrils

Yes,

himself,

Philip of the mortgaged

don't die of exhaustion. "-

Then he

to
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are inscrutable,"

rather

arose

and staggered,

walked, to the fringe of.
trees.
Again he sat down, this time with
his head and shoulders in the shade of
than

a coco-palm and his legs in the sunlight, that they might dry.
Where was he, anyway? It was all
so new to him.
The sand of the beach
was unlike anything he had ever seen.
There were brilliantly colored lizards
and queer-looking crabs running about.
The inshore waters were a beautiful
opal shade.
Farther out, the sea was
green then indigo-blue, and close to the
shore it curled its lips and showed start;

lingly white teeth.

He

looked up at the tree above him.
slender stem arose and curved outward without a break or a branch until
the crest was reached.
There it burst
out in a great rosette, in the heart of
which were clusters of big, shiny, green
Its

globes.
" Coconuts," thought Philip.

The

breeze rustled through the palms,
big. dried nut fell at his
feet with a startling thud.
He drew a

and presently a

penknife from his pocket and tried to
cut the husk off, but it was too hard.
" Perhaps I could get a green one,"
said Philip to himself.

He got
along the
he found,
nut which

up and walked with

difficulty

fringe of palms.
Presently
as he had expected, a green
had yielded to the previous
night's storm.
This nut he pared at one
end with his penknife. Presently the
nut gave a hiss, and a little spurt of
fluid
came from it. The knife had
reached the soft, half-formed inner shell
and pierced it.
He put the little hole to his lips and
drank.
The milk was sweet and fresh,
and almost as if it had been carbonated.
It -contained an amazing amount of fluid.
The first thing to do was to find out,
if possible, where he was.
He remembered the captain's chart of the day before, and tried to trace the probable
The gale had been
course of the vessel.
from the northwest.
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Castle Island light had not been sightProbably the Reed on the port side.
vuelan had gone out of her course to the
In
southeast before the northwest blast.
that case. Castle Island light might have
lost to starboard.
If that surmise were correct; then this
island was probably one of the Inaguas,

been

which had appeared to the southeast of
It might even be one of
Castle Island.
the Turks Islands, if by chance the Revuelan had escaped grounding on one of
the greater islands.
Philip remembered the soft, rounded
hill in the center of the island, as he had
seen it in that terrible dawn when everything had been indelibly stamped on his
senses.
He entered the fringe of vegetation and struck inward and upward at
right angles from the beach.
In about half an hour he came out of
the belt of jungle and found himself
upon a gentle decline. It was the hill.
It was bare of vegetation, save for a
Rocks were
hardy form of wiry grass.
numerous, and sometimes he had to
clamber up a steep bluff; but the hill
was low, and in a short time he stood on
the summit and looked around him.

He

could see the ocean on all sides.
thing that attracted his attention was a brown, sandy-looking island
about five miles to the east of the one he
was on. Presently he descried other isIn fact, the entire
lands -farther off.
horizon was broken by the crooked outlines of barren, sandy islets.
His own island differed from all the

The

first

others in that it had a belt of luxuriant
Through this, at
foliage all around it.
intervals, he caught a glimpse of the
white beach and the breakers.
So far as
he could make out from the hilltop,
there were no houses, no sign of human
beings or human habitation.
His expedition had cheered him.
That his island was not remote, and was
one of a group not a hundred miles from
the regular track of West Indian and
South American steamers, was a consolation.
It

;

even was possible,

vuelan's

too. that the

company

these

islands.

there

had been

was scattered
He remembered

Reover
that

one boat launched
foundered, for he

at least

before the steamer
had heard the voices

in

the

darkness.

People

struggling

for

life

in

the

sea

would hardly have carried on a lengthy
conversation.
" The next thing," said 'Philip, addressing himself, " is to find a shelter
for the night."
He descended the hill by the way that

he had come.
Passing through the belt
of jungle, he curiously examined many
strange trees.
There were many brilliantly colored but oddly shaped fruits,
none of which he cared to sample.
If he had only known that the big.
green cannon-balls which he turned over
so curiously were breadfruit
had he
known that the sticky, turpentine smelling.
apples which strewed the
Oval
ground were mangoes, or that the yellow,
cheesy - odored
things
were exquisite
cashews, he might have worried less
about starvation.
As it was, he decided to confine him;

self

to

coconuts,

of

which

there

were

plenty.
Philip, in his meanderings, was suddenly startled by a grunt, followed by
a tremendous scurrying in the undergrowth.
Next moment a number of
small - sized black animals dashed past
him, scattering in all directions.

"Pigs!"
" I

laugh.

said

Philip,

wonder

where

tempted

to

came

they

"

from ?

It did not occur to him to reason the
presence of pigs on the island.
He was
only wondering whe/e so many of them
had
suddenly
appeared
from.
He

pushed his way into the brush whence the
pigs had rushed, and presently came to
a face of rock with a large hole in it.
" Looks like a cave," said Philip.

"Good!

There won't be any room for

the pigs to-night."

He walked
ute

his

eyes,

into the cave.

For a min-

now grown used

to

the

could see nothing in the dimness
but gradually he made out that it was
quite a comfortable place, only it smelt
abominably of pigs. It was perfectly
dry and
Philip stumbled over an obstacle.
He
caught himself up and bent to examine
it
with his hands.
It was square.
He
tried to move it.
He succeeded tolerably, but it was as heavy as lead.
" That's
funny.
Pigs don't have
trunks " he exclaimed.
light,

!

—

!
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He
eyes,

looked around the cave again. His
becoming more used to the dimness,

made

out other queer things about the
At the further end there was what
seemed to be a wall built of bricks.
He went forward and examined the wall.
Then he stood perfectly still. Absolute
silence reigned.
Presently he made a queer, cackling
cave.

sound in his throat. He turned on his
He
heel and walked out into the open.
staggered slightly, then fell on the grass.

A moment later that part of the island was ringing with shrieks of almost
insane laughter.
The circumstance
the irony of the circumstance
was too
much for the son of Philander Sand.
Philip Sand, who had hired a steamyacht to' hunt for treasure, had been
wrecked on the Caicos Islands, and
about the first thing he had stumbled

—

upon was

the pirate's 'cache.

CHAPTER

mirth

was

something
Philip

more

than

Sand's

—

ventures and hairbreadth

escapes,

as

is

and proper in a treasure-hunt.
But his sense of the ridiculous saved
the situation
and the situation was extremely ridiculous.
He was staggered
by its funny side.
Pigs sleeping on silver plate and golden ingots
reveling,
perhaps, among pearl necklaces and
other baubles of worldly worth scratchright

;

;

;

ing their backs against golden images.
" The husks that the swine did eat,"
quoth Philip, humorously, and then he
rolled over and laughed again.He had only taken a cursory glance
at the store of wealth, but he had discovered enough treasure to suggest that
the boxes contained twice the visible
value.

True, he could pay

on

his

life.

But

if

off

if

—

chuckled Philip, almost hysteri" Gibby's father can't do that."
For about two hours he sat before the
mouth of the cave,' gradually recovering
his sober senses and marveling over the
business.
Here he was on a desert island
a beautiful little island and apparently it was all his.
He had enough to drink, and the
problem of eatables would probably
solve itself on the morrow
and lie was
also sole owner, by right of discovery,
of a treasure which, on its face, was
worth at least a million dollars.
What
a funny thing life was
As he thought it over the coconuts,
the queer fruits, the pigs, and the treasure it became clear to him that the island had been a favorite resort of certain
persons at some time or other. Probably
it was the pirates who brought the fruittree plants and the original pair of pigs,
just as they had brought the treasure.
way,"

cally.

—

—

;

—

VI.

laughter.
There was a bitterness
a regret over
the absolute futility of human achieveHis treasure - story, too, had
ment.
pieces ;
or,
rather, it had
fallen
to
anticlimax.
Anticipation
reached
an
was gone, and the realization had fallen
flat.
He had found the treasure at the
first move, instead of after divers adin

—

had been right and it did seem as
Philip were reserved for some particular fate, he would be a dead man in EL
year, and the Spanish treasure would be
as useful to him as it was to
to Gibby's
father or to the pigs.
" I can scratch my back on it, anytion

—

Treasure and Pork.

HPHERE

813

the

mortgage

Lauriston's predic-

Philip was wrong in this theory. There
were no mangoes or breadfruit in the
West Indies in the days of the pirates.
But, even if he were rescued, what
good would this treasure be to him if
he could not live a year? At present he
had his yacht and sufficient funds to
keep him through the year. To a man
who loved fast and high living, the treasure might be a handy asset but to Philip
Sand it meant nothing, worse than noth;

ing.

He might await the rescuing steamer
and present the treasure to the rescuer,
but the commercial inPhilander Sand arose in
arms at the thought.
And in Philip
Sand, too, although he did not admit it
to himself, there was still a great deal of
red blood and human instinct.
It was the problem of the fifty thouHe hated to
sand dollars over again.
leave an unearned fortune to an undeserving heir, or to some one for whom
It
he had not the slightest affection.
was his treasure, yet what was" he to do
•
with it?
or

to

charity,

stinct of the late
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"

That coconut water

reflected
" but I

would

is

apropos

Philip,
like

refreshing,"
of nothing,

a steak at

this

par-

ticular juncture."

Captain

would

t>e

meantime,
Pearce,
in
-the
waiting and waiting at Colon

for the Latin-American steamship ReWhat
which never arrived.
vuelan.
would Pearce do with the yacht when it
was reported that the Revuelan went
down? Pearce himself had caught the
treasure fever.
He had shown most decided symptoms of it when he could not
keep his own counsel.
Perhaps Pearce would set sail for the
Cocos Islands, not knowing that the
" differing information "
which Philip
had in his breast-pocket placed the treasure in a diagonally opposite direction.
It amused Philip Sand, in an ironic
way, to think of Pearce sailing off on
the long voyage through the Strait of
Magellan and northward to the Cocos,
"when the treasure lay only a few hundred miles from Colon, and Mr. Philip
Sand was at that moment sitting on
guard over that treasure, shooing pigs
off

it.

Laughing inwardly, Philip drew the
damp log-book leaf from his pocket,
ripped off the oilskin covering, and disthat the sea-Avater had utterly
obliterated the legibility of the ancient
mariner's entry.
" And I alone know," said. Philip,

covered

suddenly solemn.

He

pitched away the worthless paper.
all that remained of that
old captain and Gibby's father and
Gibby himself. Now, they were dead
and buried. Their identity had be;n obIt

had been

by the sea, and no man v
ever know that they had lived, or know
that the treasure was on the Caicos, and
not on the Cocos.
There came a grunting from the unliterated

der brush.

"Get
Philip.

away, you brute!" shouted
Again there was a hasty flight

of pigs.
Philip listened until the sound died
away, then he cackled softly to himself.
" The pigs want to sleep," he reflected
with the inconsequentiality of exhaustion.
" I wonder did they ever realize what
they were sleeping on?"
The suggestion of disturbed repose

made

Philip aware that he himself had
had a hard day, that it was quite dark,
and that he might as well rest. He entered

the

black

inside;

cave

again.

but

the

It
air,

was

utterly
despite its

farmyard odor, was warm.
Philip felt quite grateful to the pigs,
for the homelike atmosphere of
the place.
He managed to make a bed
out of two boxes, and presently he
stretched himself out for repose.
He did not sleep much for several
hours.
The pigs had to be shooed away
every half-hour, and in the intervals
Philip composed himself by dreaming.
This is one way of going to sleep to
imagine grotesque dream things.
Philip imagined that he would keep
the secret of the treasure.
Before his
year was np he would make a regular
chart, leaving out names.
And he would
make a document full of crosses, mysterious marks, and directions for pacing,
etc., so that some other adventure-loving
party would have more joy out of the
search for and discovery of that treasure than he had had himself.
He finally grew tired of being disturbed by the oncoming pigs just as he
•was about to dream himself into unconsciousness.
After one more frantic routing of the swine, he settled down for the
night and fell asleep just at the point
where a man with knives stuck in his belt
even,

—

was making a like with his hand from
the shadow of the point of rocks at precisely 4 P.M.

Philip was awakened about sunrise by
stertorous snoring all around him.
He
sat up, dazed.
Opposite him was a wall
of bricks, the lower part of which was
deeply scored and of a glittering yellow.
Then he remembered the treasure and
where he was.
But the snoring! The light was dim
in the cave, but he could make out long,
black bodies stretched in -slumber all
about him.
The .air, too. breathed of an
overfilled lodging-house that has not been
aired for a month- or two.
He shot out his foot at one adjacent
lodger who was sonorously offending.
The lodger gave a wild squeal. Next
moment the cave was filled with snorting, squealing, and rushing.
Two pigs
had got in, after all, and had slumbered

peacefully

all

night by his side.

"

!
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The
and

amused the castaway,
day began with lightheaded-

incident

so his

ness; but it was only after the noise of
the retreating pigs had died into the distance that a very practical thought occurred.
He suddenly felt the gnawing
hunger of a man who has slept soundly
upon an empty stomach.
All at once he realized what a fool lie
had been to let the pigs get away so

He might have knocked one of
them over the head while it slept beside
him.
Yet the thought had not occurred
while the pigs were still snoring, for
there had been the feeling that, after all,
•they were fellow lodgers, and it would
easily.

have been unnatural for Philip to think
of assassinating a bedfellow for the sake
of a loin chop.

But he had

His hunger was

to eat.

of the kind that is not particular as lo
the viands, so long as they are eatable,

but

was powerful enough to demand
and substantial.
would just come

it

that the meal be solid
" Now, if the pigs

back," said Philip to himself, half unconsciously picking up a golden ingot.
" I believe I could hit one at close quarters.
A pork chop would taste fine this
morning."
" Just
my luck " laughed Philip.
" If I had been more sociable last night,
one of the pigs might have sacrificed
himself on the altar of man's necessity.
!

However

He

—

drank the contents of two green

They

coconuts.

remove
risking
seen,

he

the
the
sat

him, but did not
Before
sensation.

filled

aching
queer fruits

down

which he had

to think, while he alle-

his pangs with the slimy meat
from the inside of the youngcoconut.
There was plenty of pork on the island.
In time he might be able to kill
a pig but, even if he had one ready to
hand, it would take him some time to
Was there
cut it up and cook a chop.

viated

;

nothing else that he could get quickly?
In imagination he glanced over a
menu-card.
Olives?
Yes, olives might
be growing here, only Philip was not
quite sure that he could tell an olivetree if he saw one, and he was not sure
that olives were the washed-out green
on the tree that they are in the bottle.
Clams oysters? Yes, there should be
shell-fish
but then they might be out of

—

;
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season, and Philip had no very clear
idea as to where oysters were to be

found.

There was
of

fish.

the ocean,

Why

and

it

was

not catch a fish?

full

Fish

for breakfast
It was a brilliant idea, but it was like
pork chops for breakfast.
How was he
to catch a fish any more than kill an
elusive pig?
He had no line, no hook.
He might catch one in the shallows with
his hands, hut it was now an hour past
breakfast-time, and he was very hungry.
" Surely.
I
can find something to
make a hook and line," he said to him" Among all this truck "
self.
and his
eyes turned to the boxes
" there is
something that might be made use of."
He got a large stone and began to
batter the top of one of the boxes.
The
wood was quite rotten, and in a moment
he had the lid off, breaking the hinges
as if they had been soft putty.
Inside the box he found a miscella-

——

neous

of valuables.
There
of coral and strings of
pearls, many elaborate necklaces of varicolored stones, and quantities of jeweled
brooches.
The bulk of the stuff in the

were

collection

strings

box was made up of little golden
images crude things with queer heads
and cross-legs.
They reminded Philip of little Indian
gods he had seen in the Metropolitan
Museum. He decided that that was
what they were Indian gods, probably
stolen by the Spaniards from Incas of
Peru and brought across the isthmus
with the other ill-gotten store, only to
fall into the hands of the first high-sea
marauder.
But he gave little time to dreaming
just then.
His hunger was extremely
first

—

—

practical in its demands.
He was looking for a hook and line with which to
catch a fish for breakfast.
He picked up a brooch in which was
set an uncut ruby.
It had a stiff pin,
and for a few minutes the hungry man
was busy with a stone, beating the pin
Succeedinto the semblance of a hook.

ing in this, he made a cut near the point
with his knife, so as to give the hook a
clutch should it lodge in the mouth of a
Then he turned in search of a line.
fish.
There was a lengthy string of red
To
coral which seemed strong enough.

"
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gold link-chain,
and added to the length a kind of hair
rope, which was decorated with strung
this he tied a bit of fine

pearls.

" That
fishing

-

should

line,"

make

said

a

good

fairly

Philip

to

himself,

holding up the outfit for his own inspection.
to attach the hook.
break the brooch off
the bent pin, when he suddenly remembered the love of fish for a bit of color.
He had never fished with a ruby before
but, if he knew anything about* fishing,
a ruby set in gold should make a pretty
good troll. As he could hardly troll, in
the strict sense, he could try a cast or

Next he prepared

He was

going

to

two and draw in his brilliant bait slowly.
A few minutes later he had climbed
to the point of the pile of barren rocks.

He

cast

out his rich line as far as

weight and length would take it,
then began slowly to draw it in.

its

and

The result was nil. He tried again,
and with the same result.
" There aren't any fish hereabouts.'' he
said to himself; and then he laughed,
for

—

::

it

was so

of the

first

like a fisherman at the

vain

five

end

minutes.

the end of half an hour he was
Also, his
growing quite disheartened.
hunger was lowering his optimism.
" I'll try again," said he, as he drew
in the mocking jewel without a catch.
" If there is any virtue in an old saying,
I will catch a whale presently, pickle the
meat, use the blubber-oil for illumination, make a bow to shoot pigs with out
of the whalebone, convert the
He stopped. He had thrown the line
and as he started to draw it in he felt a

At

—

slight jerk, followed by the thick, wavy
motion that thrills the soul of the angler.
" Hear me. ye gods " cried Philip
"
" I have caught a fish
jubilantly.
!

!

was

solved, " but
"

cook

to

how

the dickens

am

I

it?

By this time he was in .a desperate
condition from hunger.
Philip was doing very well as 'an amateur Robinson Crusoe, but the trouble
was that most of his knowledge of procedure on a desert island was based on
Defoe and Marryat.
For five minutes
he had tried in vain to produce fire by
rubbing two sticks together.
For ten
minutes he had exercised his penknife
with a piece of stone that looked like
flint, and very likely was not.
Then he
cast his mind back to stories of shipwrecked mariners.
There was one story ha which he recalled that the castaway made a fire by
gathering some dry leaves together and
setting fire to them with the aid of the
sun and the small end of the telescope.
Philip hadn't a telescope.
He hadn't
even a pair of eye-glasses.
He had a
box of matches in his pocket, but the
water had touched them and the heads

had come

off.

Just at that

moment he would

ly have parted with

that

willingmillion-dollar

treasure for just one dry match with
which to make a fire to cook that fish.
He would not have considered the price
a bit too dear, even without a guarantee
that the match wouldn't go out.

He

got to thinking of a certain fable,

which a traveler was dying on the
desert and all he had was a bag of
pearls.
The fable told of the man's awful sufferings and of his feelings
how
he had gone down on his knees on the
desert and promised the saints that he
would build temples with his precious
pearls,
if
only a miracle could be
wrought and he could have a teaspoonful
of water and a crust of bread.
But the
miracle wasn't wrought, and the traveler
in

;

died in fearful agony.

CHAPTER
The House

TEN

VII.

of Gold.

minutes later Philip Sand sat in
fine, wholefront of his cave.
some-looking fish lay on the grass before
him. but the angler was scratching his

*

A

head.
" I've caught a fish," said he. as if to
assure himself that that difficulty at least

It was a fine story, Philip thought
a fine parallel.
Only the story was a
lie.
It had always worried Philip, that
story, because if the man died, how did
the truthful scribe know about that
prayer and the traveler's soulful emotions?
Anyhow, what had that to do with this
fish"Philip could not quite recall just

what had

—

yes

It

him on that story. Oh.
was the uselessness of treasure

started
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as compared with a little match.
But
was that fabulously valuable, man-sought

Wasn't there a spark of
just a spark?
smiled
a broad, satisHe went to the box which

stuff so useless?

flame in

Then

—
Philip
it

fied smile.

—

he had opened and turned over its contents until he found what looked like a
very fine white topaz.
Presently he
gathered some dry leaves and sticks into
a little pile.
Then he sat down and
proceeded to concentrate the sunlight
through the topaz upon the leaves.
The little spot of fire hurt his eyes.
He looked at it so intently that it made
his brain reel, and when lie looked away
for a moment he saw a big black spot
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His dinner that night, suppleit was with coconut milk and
coconut meat for dessert, was a great succooking.

mented

as

cess.

After dinner. Philip was just thinking about the joys of the pipe which was
not in his possession, when he noticed the
moon overhead. Previously he had observed that the dusk was rather long.
The knowledge that his evenings for a
week, at least would be gladdened by
light,
cheered him greatly.
He employed the evening in the construction of
a club, the nature and purpose of which

—

—

amused him immensely.

minutes he tried in vain
the leaves take fire.
The spot
ray
would
beneath the concentrated
blacken and singe, but would not burst
into flame.
Finally, he arose in disgust
and pitched the topaz into the brush.
" The only way to cook that fish," he
said bitterly, " is to lay it out in the

" I wonder," he mused. " if a pig ever
died the glorious death of being hit on
the head with a heathen image of gold
tied on the end of a stick?"
This, indeed, was the form and purpose of the club.
Having taken one of
the heaviest of the little Inca gods from
the box, he had tied it to the end of a
stick with a strip of silk which he had
found among the miscellaneous treasure.
" Now, for the pigs! " laughed Philip,

sunshine."

swinging the club.

elsewhere.

For

to

fifteen

make

Rendered

desperate by hunger and
disappointment, he went off in search of
He found one, cut the end
a coconut.
When he
open, and drank the milk.
returned to the mouth of the cave he
found the pile of leaves and dry sticks
blazing merrily.
"
watched pot never boils," quoth
The ray had
Philip, laughing joyously.
left a spark of fire singeing in the leaves,
and then the breeze had done the rest.
In a short time he was hungrily eating
his fish, which proved to be as delicate a
thing as he had ever tasted.
" And now," he reflected when his
hunger was partially appeased, " what

A

"

next?
His first idea was to hunt a pig. but
he reckoned that luncheon would be
about due before he had procured one.
Having proven to himself that the treasure was at least good for catching fish,
he finally decided to spend a few hours
on the rocks. The result was that he
caught another fish but, as he felt able
to dispense with a midday meal, he decided to fish on all afternoon.
Toward sunset he caught another, and
with his two fish he spent the rest of the
hours of daylight in making a fire and
;

He did. not feel any great need of
sleep that night, so he decided to lay in
wait for the pigs, which, he felt sure,
would come back
was quiet.

their

to

lair

as

soon

as all

Philip ensconced himself on a little
platform of ingots and waited expectantly.
An hour went past, then another

The moon was shining across the
mouth of the cave, and he could not fail
hour.

any pig that tried to enter.
was not until the third hour of his
watch that he heard a grunting in the
brush.
The sound came nearer. Presently there were numerous grunts.
" They're holding a council of war "
chuckled the castaway, fingering his
gold-mounted club expectantly.
Whatever the pigs might have been
doing, they seemed very wary of entering
the cave, remembering, no doubt
if a
to see
It

!

things
last

—

—

that certain strange

had happened

therein during the

pig has a

memory

twenty-four hours.

Philip was sitting on the ingots,
fuming over the stupidity of pigs in general, when a shadow fell athwart the
He waited for a moment,
cave mouth.
and presently a hog stood at the entrance
and grunted a challenge.

!
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He flung
Philip rashly accepted it.
strength
at
his
club
with
all
golden
the
the pig. which uttered a defiant squeal
and fled. The club hit the rock buttress
at the left side of the cave, and the
golden image came off the end.
"
everything!
spoiled
•'Now,
I've
"
They were just
groaned the castaway.
coming in, and now they won't come
What a fool I am
back for a week.
I was too eager," he said to himself,
and, sure that there would be no pigs to
disturb his rest, he made the most of that
consolation and went to sleep.
He was right. He had no fellow
lodgers when he awoke in the morning.
Angry at the fulfilment of his own
prophecy, he mended the club' and
widened the breach between himself and
the pigs by a vain pursuit of the whole
drove.
That third day on the island he spent
It was the same
fishing and cooking.
Finalon the fourth day and the fifth.
Philip hated the taste, even the
ly.
thought, of fish.
" I no sooner catch a fish and cook it
than it is time for me to go catch another and cook it for the next meal."
Thus he summed up his semihumorous situation, and decided that he needed
The fifth night on
a change of diet.
the island he heard the pigs grunting
His first
about the mouth of the cave.
The call of
impulse was to give chase.
a pork chop was strong upon him, but
he remembered the grave consequence of
his earlier rashness and resolutely went
to sleep.

He

awoke
It

idea.

was

in

the

this.

morning with an

What was keeping

the pigs out of the only place where he
could hope to trap and kill one? HimThen he must vacate the premself!
ises in favor of the pigs.
" They are well-bred pigs," said Philip
" They are used to the parto himself.
I'll get out
and resent intrusion.
and call again."
That morning he was lucky with his
jeweled hook and line, and got enough
The
fish to last him through the day.
afternoon of that sixth day he spent constructing a lean-to of branches in a shel-

lor

—

tered corner of a rocky bluff.
The rock
afforded two walls of his house, and the
rest

was merely a matter of one

side of
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branches; so that, when finished, his new
residence was a triangular thing, with a
hole at the left, where he could crawl
in

and

out.

Philip was "mightily pleased with him-

when he went to sleep in his new
house ; but in the middle of the night it
began to rain, and, as the lean-to was not
thatched, he was very soon drenched.
self

"

And

that's wet. too," said the philo-

sophic castaway as he stumbled through
the darkness in search of the pigs' parlor, as he had dubbed the treasure-cave.
" That's one night lost in the campaign against the pigs," he reflected next
morning. " It won't do. It might be
dry for four or five nights, and then I
might be forced back to the cave just as
the pigs were getting over their bashfulness."

,

That morning, as he was doing
first

fishing for breakfast,

occurred
" I

to

knew

a

his

great idea

him.
that treasure

was good for

something," he said to the sea.
"If
Gibby's father et al were able to build a
"
wall with the gold-bricks, why can't I ?
After he had cooked his morning's
catch and eaten part of it, he put up the
rest for luncheon and began the execution of his great scheme.
He hoped
that the pigs would not resent the shifting of their parlor decorations, but the
ingots were necessary to the scrreme. He
carried them, two at a time, to the corner of the rocky bluff where the lean-to
was.
He took down such of the construction as the rain had not beaten
down. Then he drew two lines, one out
from each face of rock, so that the lines
met.

Next, he laid a foundation of big silver ingots and built upon them.
When
the silver ingots were finished he piled
on the golden ingots until he had a wall
about seven feet high.
He had left a
gap for the door and topped it with a
hoard and two rows of gold-bricks to
bring the top of the erection flush.
The next thing he did >vas to roof the
top with the branches he had used for
the lean-to.
Then he climbed, in a
roundabout way, to the top of the bluff
and dropped down more branches. The
roof he finished off with bits of turf,

which lodged in the crevices
dropped them from above.

as

he

"
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he had thrown down as much
the roof of branches could stand,
Philip returned to the beach and came
around to his brick house. He looked
It was sagging a
inside at the roof.
little from the weight upon it, but it

turning up a gleam of yellow.
a treasure some gentlemen left
here about two hundred years ago.

seemed solid enough.

seen

as

"

Of

course

it'll

leak," thought Philip

;

"

and if it gets soaked with rain, the
whole business might come clown on my
head some night but a man whose house
is built of golden ingots shouldn't com;

about

plain

inconveniences

little

like

that."

He

looked at the solid walls of metal,

and for some strange reason he could
not help grinning extensively.

"Behold!" chuckled

mon

Philip.

"Solo-

All I need now is
a visit from the Queen of Sheba."
A shadow fell across- the doorway.
The castaway started and spun around
on his heel.
Looking in upon him, her
eyes wide with amazement, relief, and
in all his glory!

unconcealed
Harding.

joy,

CHAPTER
The Adventures

Miss

was

Verina

knife,

"

It's

-

Miss Harding's stare became fixed on
golden wall. Things were coming

the

a

bit

tion.

a

too fast for her.
First, she had
what looked like a human habitaShe had crept toward it and heard

man quoting

—Scripture,

it

hers.

Philip suddenly became aware of her
distressed

He

condition.

realized

seconds.

VIII.

" but

I

am

afraid

I

are bashful

—

have forgotten howthe pigs, you see,

But

to be hospitable.

make you understand. You
such a queer story but do let

and Philip Sand

one another for a few
lady was the first to re-

at

The

cover.
" Oh,

Mr. Sand," she exclaimed, " I
never
so glad to see any one in my
was
"

life

!

" I'll

go farther than that. Miss
Harding," said Philip. " I was never
so glad to see a particular any one.
"
d'-do!
Then they stared at one another with
a kind of growing confusion.
"What do you think of my house?"
" I
asked Philip, at loss for a subject.

How

built

cept

myself.
It's
for the interior
it

made

of gold, exdecorations arbo-

—

you might say."
She turned her eyes full upon his face,
and into them came a look of sudden
alarm and pity. He laughed.
" No, it's all right, Miss Harding.
Being castaway hasn't robbed me of my
These
mean what I say.
sanity.
I
real,

And

made of

"

See
he jabbed on the wall with his pen-

bricks are

solid

gold.

that

was news to Miss Harding.
"Oh, pardon me! " he said hurriedly;

all this

He stopped again. Miss Harding's
eyes were filling with tears.
" Upon my word, Miss Harding, I
don't seem able to say anything that will

of Miss Verina.

HARDING

stared

sounded.

She had looked in and faced the man
whose fate had occupied her thoughts of
late.
And now Philip Sand was explaining that he was not dead, and that
his house was built of gold-bricks with
arboreal interior decorations.
If he had
not taken leave of his senses, it seemed
certain to her that she had taken leave of

;

1V/fTSS

'

!

you that
hope you

I

am

are,

" It

see,

me

it

— and —and
sudden—

quite well

You

too.

is

assure
I

look well."
and strange,"

is all—so
she
said
doubtfully,
drawing
back
against the wall, which was real enough.
" Of course it is," said Philip.
" It's
the oddest thing I ever heard of
or
read.
Let me tell you in a w-ord.
I
was washed ashore. I thought all the

—

rest

were drowned.

ure

first

from
"

here.

The

what

thing

I

slept in

in

I

a

found
cave

a

this
little

treas-

way

— —

cave was full of pigs
that's
meant by the pigs -and they
that cave.
Fancy pigs sleeping

on treasure, Miss Harding.
" They bothered me so that I had to
move out and build a house of branches.

The

rain came through, so I finally hit
the idea of using the gold ingots
I
of the treasure for bricks.
have just
It isn't
finished building this house.
bad, is it? " he concluded lamely.

upon

She continued to regard him with a
And she had
confused, puzzled stare.
It was overthought that he was dead.

—
to see him standing there in his
golden hut with the irresistible smile
playing about his quiet, refine*d face.
She wanted to do something to express
She had a suspicion that
her feelings.
if she did anything she would cry, and
she did not want him to see her crying.
" That's my story." said he.
" Now,
how you got
you must tell me yours
ashore, how long you have been here,
how it is I haven't seen you before, and
if there are any others on this island."
" Mine is a queer story, too," said she.
" Yes, there are others on the island."

powering

—

"

Oh

"

said Philip.
And, somehow,
he was disappointed. "Tell me?"
She opened her mouth as if ta_pontinue, but suddenly a strange expression
came over her face. Her lips trembled,
and a lively motion started in her fea!

tures.

" Oh,

Heavens

thought

Philip.

" She's going to cry."
And that was just what Miss

Harding

!

'\

—

1

was going to do and did. She suddenly turned to the wall and laid her face

Next moment her shoulher arms.
ders were heaving and shaking, and
Philip could hear her vainly suppressed

in

sobs.

For an instant he was paralyzed with
embarrassment. He had never had much
to do with women, and was completely
at a loss as to the steps required in the
emergency.
His first impulse was to
put his arms around her and comforf
her, as he had seen grown-up people do
with children.
But. then. Miss Harding

was not

child,

a

and

at

moment

that

Philip did not feel particularly grown
up.
Phdip
Instinct finally took the reins.

stepped up to Miss Harding and laid
his right hand upon her shoulder very
gently.
" Don't

mind me. Miss Harding," he

it does you good, have it out.
1
You've been through a lot, I'm sure.
But now you're in good hands that is
to say, I'll save you all the worry and
If you think you'd
discomfort I can.
I'll go and fish."
raiher be alone, I'll
She lifted her head quickly and turned

"If

said.

—

—

a tear-stained face to him.
"

:
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"

—

— don't " she
— — right—

No

I'll

He

!

managed

to

a minute."
smiled and stepped out into
lie

all

say.

the

instinctively

for

the

—

—

island.

He
at

now

He

stared at the sea.

had stared

a good deal in the -past week, but

it

it

seemed

He was

different.

trying

connect that lonely waste with the
idea that Miss Harding was. alive and
was with him. He had connected it so
with Miss Harding's death and absence.
It seemed unreal that she was with
him again. He realized for the first time
he had refused to consider it before
to

—

—

how much
meant

the

girl's

actual

existence

But he was not going to
consider it now in any other way than
that she was alive, and that he was glad
she was alive.
She was the same Miss Harding, only
circumstances were altered.
She was as
handsome as ever, as attractive, both
a la Higgs and as she had appealed to
Philip.
She was wearing the same
clothes that she had had on that night
to

him.

when he

told the white lie about the
captain on the bridge.
Her gown was soiled and a bit shabby,

but

it

still

set off

her wonderful figure.

She was

just as beautiful in face, too
and, a shade of suffering around her eyes,

a little pallor of the cheeks, and a tremulsusness of her lips did not detract
from that beauty. In fact, these were
hardly blemishes, for they heightened
her feminine appeal, mainly because she
strove hard to hide the appeal.
He wondered where Miss Sharpe was,
and who the others on the island were,

and
" Mr. Sand," said a voice from the
golden hut.
He turned to the door. She came out
to meet him.
Her face bore traces of
recent tears
but she had downed them,
and she was smiling bravely. She held
out her hand.
" Let us begin over again," she said.
" How do you do,
Mr. Sand. I am
very glad that you are alive.
Now, tell
me your story over again."
They sat down on the sand together,
and Philip repeated his story this time
;

y

—

in detail.

in

feeling

sunlight,

pipe and tobacco which he did not possess.
The circumstances of the missing pipe
upset him more than anything
else had done since his arrival on the

things

He had

— the

way

a

way

that

of interpreting
his philosophic.

.

—

;
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humorous temperament saw them.

Be-

fore he was done she was laughing heartily over his adventures with the pigs and
his trials with the fish and the culinary

department.
" I'm so glad

can cook," said she.
be dependent on your
makeshift cookery."
"

I

would hate

I

to

" Ye-es," said Philip, day-dreaming for
" You may consider yourthe moment.

engaged.
Of course, you couldn't
cook much without me to do the fishing.
I have a great ambition to kill a pig
but before we make plans for laying up
a store of pickled pork against emergency, I would like to hear your story."
" I am afraid I can't convey a definite
idea of what happened," she said ; " but
after I called to you
I meant to warn
you that the ship was aground I went
on deck. They were lowering the boats,
and in the excitement Miss Sharpe and
self

—

—

got separated."
Philip glanced sideways at Miss Harding.
She had paused, and he could see
that she was mastering her emotion.
Philip concluded at once that it would
be better not to press inquiries after Miss
Sharpe.
" I was the only woman in the boat
There were five saithey put me into.
lors, and another man who kept very
quiet.
I thought it was another of the
crew until he came to the stern of the
boat and told me that he had come to
take care of me, and that he had had to
It was that
slip into the boat unnoticed.
creature Higgs."
I

"

Humph

"

We

!

" grunted Philip.

hadn't

—

the

we were at least,
went down and oh,

—

We
it was awful
could hear them crying out in the black
sea and
there was a man called out to
us quife near the boat, but they paid no
attention to him."
!

—

" I

got

ashore,
chuckled to himself.

though "
!

Philip

"The

crew rowed away into the storm.I don't think they knew where they were
going, but they said they must get clear
of the reef and stand by till morning.
While they were rowing this way and
that, a pair of arms came over the side
of the boat and a man commanded them
to take

"
'

I

9

him

in.

stood by

R R

my

ship

till

down,'

he said in a queer way,
and
duty goes.'
" They pulled him into the boat.
I
expected to find that it was Captain
Rodgers, but it was a strange man whom
I had never seen before.
He he had
been drinking, too ; and he swore frightfully and paid not the least attention to
me.
I made out that he was the captain, but I could not understand this
until afterward.
You need not look so
guilty, Mr. Sand.
You did the right
'

that's as far as a master's

—

thing."
" That

was

she went

what

/

thought,"

said

Philip readily.
"
his

The man who said he was captain
name was Howells, and he had been

the mate before Captain Rodgers went
overboard he ordered the men to row
to the east.
He said there were lots of
islands about, and they could land on
one as soon as it was daylight.
" When it got light, there were a number of islands sure enough.
We could
see this one, but the boat had traveled
nearer to another island, which is east
of this one.
We landed there."
Miss Harding paused.
Philip understood that the next part of her story was
not pleasant narrative.
"It is an awful place, that island,"
" It is. all sand and rock.
she said.
At
one end there is a patch of tangled grass,
which barely covers the sand, and there
are some coconut-palms.
We camped
there, and I slept, while most of the men
went off in search of food and water."
Again she paused.

—

"Yes?"

faintest idea where
I hadn't.
The ship
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said Philip.

—

"

Only two of them remained
the
captain and the man Higgs.
I can't tell
you what an obnoxious creature that man
Higgs is. The captain is not a very
pleasant person
but when he sobered
up he kept to himself, and ever since he
;

has hardly spoken a word.

I

think he

feels guilty of negligence.
" Higgs told me that

it
was Mr.
and he had lost her
within twelve hours of his taking command. I can understand how the man
felt when he became soher
and realized.

Howell's

first ship,

—

"And Higgs?" said Philip gently.
" Higgs
When I awoke he was sitting beside me.
He told me that he was
!

never going to leave
going to protect me.

me

that he was
Oh, you cannot
;

—
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imagine how odious an unwelcome pro-

heavy.

We

would rather

last

night

tector

to

is

a woman.

I

have had the meanest of the sailors
and they were a poor, ignorant, inoffenbut I had to
sive lot
than that man
appear grateful, while I just sickened at

—

;

—

"

Eh

!

finally

—and

landed about sunset

"

had plenty to eat."
said Philip.
Then he laughed,

and inwardly estimated

his

Own

intelli-

gence.
" Last night,"

said, " the

Miss Harding

his presence."

man Higgs made me promise

" Never mind Mr. Higgs," said Philip
" He did not offer you any
quietly.
that is. he gave his very best imitation
gentleman? "

woidd go for a walk this morning. He
told me it was a beauthftrf- island, and I
must come and see the lovely woods.
His idea was that I should walk with
him.
I promised that I would
go for
a walk,' to get rid of him
and this

of a

—

."Oh, yes; he he was very attentive,
Once
but I kept him at a distance.
only once
I
told him that I would
rather be left alone, and that the sailors
would do all that I wished."
" All right," said Philip quickly. " So
much for Higgs. You found the. sailors

—

—not
"

so

bad?

"

" They
Poor fellows," she said.
worked hard all day trying to find water
and food.
When they didn't, things

looked so black that I do not think they
were even aware of my presence. They
tried to devise a hook and line to fish
with, but they failed.
" We had nothing but rancid coconuts
to eat, and there were a few fresh ones.
The second day they found water, but
a taste of the sea in it and was
not much good, except for cooking. They
cooked shellfish and things, and one of
it

had

men made

coconut-oil, which took
awful taste of some of the
things we ate.
But we managed.
" Things went on like this for several
The men were waiting for the
days.
mate to give orders, but he kept to himself and walked about the beach like a
crazy man. Finally the men went to him
in a body and said that they ought to
launch the boat and come to this island,
which was quite clear to us. We could
see that it had plenty of trees, and they
And persaid that meant good water.
haps there might be somebody living on

the

away

the

it."

"

There

smile.
" The

was,"

said

Philip,

with

a

agreed.
I
think he
to anything, he was
Yesterday the boat was
so
dazed.
launched, and we put to sea again.
It
was only about five miles but it took
us nearly five hours to get here, the currents were so queer and the sea was

captain

would have agreed

;

that

I

'

;

morning, before the others were stirring,
I stole away.
And here I am."
"

And now

that

you are here," said

long silence, " I think
you had better remain. You need not
be afraid that I shall be as attentive as
the willing Higgs, but I can assure you
fish for breakfast and a house to live in.
Maybe, in time, we will have pork
chops."
" But—" she said.
" It's
all
right,-"
said Philip, with
" I'll go back to
studied indifference.
my country residence with the pigs.
You can have this summer palace ; but,
after

Philip,

a

I'll take my meals
particular about the
the line at eating with

you don't mind,

if

here.

I

am

not

husks, but I draw
the swine."
" Very well," she said.
" It is very
kind of you."
" It's the least I can do in return for
my good fortune," said Philip seriously.
" T need not hide from you. Miss Harding, that your coming has brightened the

outlook tremendously.
It has been hard
work laughing by myself. Now, we will

and laugh through things together."
was standing, bareheaded, before
her as he made this little speech.
She
looked up at him at first with the gravtry

He

one who perceived sincerity overtopping gallantry then, with a smile of
gratitude, she held out her hand.
" I won't hide from you, Mr. Sand,
that I am very glad it is you."
Five minutes later Philip Sand was
walking alone toward the camp of the
shipwrecked men. wondering just what
he would do to Mr. Higgs when he
found him. and what effect the treasure
would have upon those " poor, ignorant,
ity of

;

inoffensive " sailors.

(To be continued.)

WHO'S GOT THE TURKEY?
BY PERCY WILSON.
The Eagle Eye and the Head Shack Discover
the Difference Between Lark and Larceny.
O. 65, the through freight,
west ; Engineer Howland

and Conductor
in

the

siding

Gillip.
at

lay

Welsh

waiting
for
the
Chesapeake Despatch, the
It was a raw,
fast freight, to pass east.
drizzly afternoon in late November, and
Skeeter Cook, the front shack, having
dutifully ridden out on the train for the
Creek,

last

fifteen

join

the

cab

;

had come ahead to
company in the engine-

miles,

little

not that he had any particular de-

he
might dry some of the moisture from his
garments and warm his chilled person.
sire

for comradeship, but merely that

Skeeter was not in a companionable

That morning he notified his
wife that he had secured permission to
be off duty on Thanksgiving Day, that
he might enjoy one of her incomparable
turkey dinners.
Mrs. Cook
treasurer
of the Skeeter household, and chairman
of the board as well
had tartly reminded him that he had been bringing her
home very skimpy pay-envelopes for the
past several months, and that, if he expected the national fowl to grace his
table, he would have to provide it himmood.

—

—

— or

self

else eat pork.

Being short of funds, and knowing no
kind friend who would donate a bird,

—
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Skeeter was the allegory of depression.
His condition was trebly aggravated by
the continued melody from a neighboring
farm building the angry " gobble, gobble, gobble " of a disturbed turkey-cock.
" Shut up " muttered Skeeter acidly.
" What's
inthe matter, Skeet ? "
quired the engineer, taking smiling note
of the circumstance. " Don't you like to

—

!

!

It sounds to
hear that turkey's call?
me like he was inviting us to dinner,
with Thanksgiving only three days off.
Um-m-m-m " The engineer rolled his
eyes and patted himself comfortably in
pleasant anticipation.
" You shut up, too " retorted Skeeter,
!

!

" I

reckon I know Thanksgivin's only three days yet, and Patchen
promised to let me off. But, what's the
use? My old woman says it's hog meat
for me
turkeys is too high.
Hog meat
on Thanksgivin' "
Howland chuckled. "Too high?" he
scowling.

—

!

repeated, winking across at Gillip, who
" They must
sat on the fireman's side.
balloons
then,
be roosting on
Skeet, if

your trouble.

that's

I

swear you'd climb

top of a California redwood to
steal one."
"Oh! would I?" retorted Skeeter.
"Would 1? If I did, I'd more'n likely

to

the

meet you comin' down with it."
This referred to an incident in Howland's firing days, when, on a marauding
expedition with several others, he was
coming down a tree with a fine bird and
unexpectedly met the legitimate owner,
whom he was compelled to reimburse at
It was a body blow, and
a fancy price.
Skeeter permitted himself a grim smile.
" That's
right
tell
him about it,
" Ha, ha
That's
Skeet," urged Gillip.
one on you, Howland. You'd better attend to your bright-works and let Skeeter
I'd sooner trust him than you,
alone.
anyhow, for you've been caught at it, and
I've never heard that Skeeter was."
" I never done it," declared" Skeeter
;

!

piously.
" All

that

I

ever

did

myself,"

said

Howland, " I did just for the fun of it."
"If I can't buy what I want to eat."
went on Skeeter, taking a high moral
That's me."
stand, " I can go hungry.
" Good boy " said the engineer with
" Never steal belaughing approval.
cause you're hungry, Skeet.
When you
!

go after the birds just for the fun of it,
only a lark; but when you take them
because you need them, it's larceny.

it's

That's the difference."
" I believe you," declared Skeeter.
"Guff!" broke in Gillip. "Neither
of you are any too good to rob a roost.
"
If I was old man Wentzel back there
pointing toward the farm buildings
" I'd be patrolling that flock with a shotgun every night from now till New

—

Year's."
Skeeter and Howland turned their eyes
in the direction.
".By George!" exclaimed Howland, " they're a nice bunch,
aren't they? Does he let them roost there
under the barn bridge? "
" All, ha " cried Gillip.
" You're fig"
uring how to get one, are you?
Skeeter, who had been eying the fascinating sight greedily, started guiltily at
the question and was about to retort inSeeing that it was the endignantly.
gineer who had been addressed, he wisely
held his peace.
" No, Gillip," Howland replied, shadays for such
king his head. " No.
tricks are over.
I'm getting too heavy
to handle myself like I used to.
I'm a
down-and-outer, I reckon.
Those were
good old davs, though," he added regret!

My

fully.

" There comes the Peake," put in the
heretofore silent fireman.
Thus reminding them of their duties, he got down to
take a look at his fire.
Howland gave a
light burnish to the throttle and the lever
with a handful of waste and tried lus
sand.
Gillip pulled out his time-table and
watch and made a mentaJ calculation,
while Skeeter. buttoning his coat and
.turning
up the collar against the
.weather, swung down and started toward
the switch.
When he reached the front of the engine he stepped between the rails, where
he could not be observed from the cab,
and looked longingly toward, the barn.
How he did hunger for a Thanksgiving
turkey!
Old man Wentzel could easily
spare him one out of that bunch, and
scarcely miss it.
But old man Wentzel
didn't know of Skeeter's wants, and the
Despatch rolled by. and Skeeter let his
own train out at the switch and went on
'

with

it.
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crew should have made
hy daylight the followbut having been held at their

Gillip and his
their return trip

ing day ;
western terminal for freight delayed behind a wreck on the connecting division,
it was almost ten o'clock at night when
they were neariug Bonita, the passing
siding first west of Welsh Creek.
If the longing of Skeeter for a festal
bird to adorn his Thanksgiving board
suffered any diminution when he realized
how hopeless a prospect it was, it became
intensified when he saw that they would
pass through Welsh Creek eastward in
The rain
the still hours of the night.
of the previous day had ceased and given

way

to colder weather without entirely
clearing ; and when night came on. heavy
clouds obscured the moon.
This, of course, was greatly in Skeeter's
favor ; but what was almost insuperably

against
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him was the general avoidance

at Welsh Creek siding by east - bound
freights on account of the difficulty in
starting from that point with a heavy
train.

If the passing siding next east,

that at Markley, could not be reached, it
was policy to go in at Bonita rather than

run the risk of having to seesaw out of
Welsh Creek hole.
But even this difficulty Skeeter finally
planned to overcome.
From the time
they were making, he figured that they
could not reach Markley to clear the
night express, No. 11, and would have
to go in at Bonita.
While they were in
there, he designed to arrange a little
" brake trouble " that would act as a
drag when they tried to go up the hill
east of Welsh Creek, and thus compel
them to back to the siding and lie there
for time freight

WHEN HOWLAND CAME LUMBERING OVER THE EDGE OF THE

No.

87.

CUT, HALF ROLLING AND HALF
SLIDING TO THE BOTTOM, SKEETER WAS WAITING FOR HIM.

"
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This would give him all the time lie
needed and as a salve to his conscience
;

'

and had been on the point of mentioning
it when he saw that Howland heard it,
Pretty bad, ain't it? " asked Skee-

abstracting a turkey from Farmer
Wentzel's flock without mutual arrangement, he persuaded himself that he would
forward the value of it anonymously
from his next pay and sincerely hoped
he might succeed.
With everything thus planned, he came
confidently ahead on neariug Bonita to
" We can
be ready to open the switch.
hardly make Marklev, I reckon, Howland," he heard the conductor say. " Better go in here, hadn't we?"
Howland looked at his watch. Skeeter
looked at his. Noting once more that the
time was scant, and knowing the engineer's usual aversion to taking risks, he
was dum founded to hear Howland re"We ought to be able to do it.
ply:
We can, if the old boat hangs together.

Howland made no reply. His look
even intimated that he didn't believe
Skeeter knew what he was talking about.
But Skeeter did, for he was talking to
get twenty minutes or more in Welsh
Creek siding, regardless of how It was
brought into effect.
Stopping the train, as soon as the rear
end was well into clear, Howland
dropped off with hammer and wrench
and he was tapping the head of the key.
when Skeeter and Gillip appeared to
learn how long it would take to make
the repair.
They could follow No. 11
close. Howland said, if Gillip would go
to the telegraph office and get the block
held for them immediately after the ex-

Let's try."

press"

for

—

The

Bonita were far to the
rear before Skeeter began to recover
from the effects of this death-blow. Life
seemed a vale of gloom until, turning a
baleful look on Howland, Avhom he held
to be the cause of all his griefs, he noticed that the engineer was beginning to
lights of

act strangely.
Easing his bar

;

hanging out the win-

various
throttle
at
with sharp ear to
notches
every click of the machinery, all the
while muttering to himself. Howland's
actions indicated that the " old boat
was not hanging together.
When, turning to the conductor, he
said, " We'll have to go in at Welsh
That right crosshead
Creek, Gillip.
could
Skeeter
working
loose,"
key's

dow

;

trying
;

the
listening

I
scarcely restrain himself. " Hang it
told C'orcoran, when he was putting the
stud-bolt in, that he was stripping the
" I'm
thread," the engineer went on.
afraid to hit the hill with it the way it
!

Don't you hear it?"
The unmentionGillip hadn't heard.
unmentionably
so
knocked
able old kettle
all over that he couldn't tell one knock
from another. He supposed he'd have To
All he knew was
take Howland's word.
get home
wouldn't
rate,
they
that, at this
knocks.

for a week.
Skeeter. however,

came to i the engineer's support witli the declaration that
he had been hearing it very distinctly,

too.

"

ter.

;

had passed.

By backing out of the
king that much of a run

and

ta-

at the hill,

he

siding

thought they should be able to get over
" And you
it without having to double.
had better look over your brakes carefully.
Skeet." he suggested, " for we
want
don't
to hang up."
At any other time Skeeter would have
retorted that the brakes were all right,
that that was his business, and he attended to it that if the air was handled
the way it should be. there wouldn't be
any trouble with the brakes. In the present instance, however, he merely waited
until the conductor had gone ahead
toward the office, and then started dutifully back along the train.
With some concern he noticed that the
sky was growing lighter. With the wind
beginning to sweep the lower, heavier
clouds before it, there was need of haste.
Moreover, as the engine was standing
nearly opposite the barn, every step took
;

him farther from his point of attack.
When he had gone about seven carlengths, he glanced over his shoulder
and. seeing nothing of HoAvland or his
torch, stepped between two cars and
jerked out his light. Then, looking out.
and still seeing no sign of the engineer,

he hung

his lamp on an uncouplingand stepped down the low bank.
With the sound of his footsteps
drowned by the rustle of the wind

lever

through the dried leaves of the corn, he

"

"

WHO'S GOT THE TURKEY?
his way in safety across the field.
Just as he readied the fence separating
the field from the barn enclosure, an edge
Quickly he
of the moon shone out.

made

dropped down.
He was not certain if it were the
passing shadow of a cloud, or, perhaps,
merely his imagination but he had a
glimpse of what looked very much like a

—

man

crouching close against the side of
the barn bridge.
For nearly a minute, Skeeter remained
Being
there undetermined what to do.
was
close
that
he
give
up,
now
loth to
to his goal, and the moon being obscured
behind a very large and heavy cloud, he
crept along the fence, and crawling between the bars, made his way cautiously
to the farther side of the bridge.

A

glance toward the house showed no

light.

A

moment's intense listening

re-

vealed no distinguishable sound but his
own breathing. Taking fresh courage
he lowered his head and stepped softly
into the pitch-black darkness beneath the
incline.

The pungent aroma

that attacked his
in no doubt of having
fence rail
come to the right place.
stretching from wall to wall met his
nostrils left

him

A

hand, but as he felt cautiously along it
he experienced something of dismay at
He reached anxfinding it unoccupied.
iously forward and touched another.
His hand was scarcely on this one
when something like flesh struck his
little
finger and immediately another
It
hand made a sweep at his own.
brushed his knuckles as he snatched them
away.
It needed nothing more to convince
Skeeter that the form revealed, crouching alongside the barn bridge must have
been the farmer, who having seen him

he came across the field had thus encouraged him to "walk into the trap and
as

be caught.
But he was not caught yet, and backing hurriedly into the open as he heard
the other scrambling toward the farther
end, he circled around a wagon-shed,
made a detour to get behind the house,
and raced from there toward the field.
The moon came out before he reached
the fence, and as he crawled beside it,
scarcely daring to breathe and listening
sharply for sounds of pursuit, he saw
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that the sky was clearing rapidly.
From
the absence of any sound of footsteps
he feared that the farmer, instead of fol-

lowing him, was watching to cut him off.
His safest plan was to follow a -shallow
gully leading eastward of the engine, and
to move only when the moon was obscured.

Three times he was compelled to stop
shadow of a corn-shock. He was

in the

about to make his last dash for the railroad and, crossing it, come around the
farther side to avoid his mates, when he
saw in the beams from the head-light

was coming up from the

that Gillip

of-

fice.

Changing

his

course,

he ran up the

and, as the moon came out once
more, took refuge against a shock almost opposite the engine-cab, and about
five yards from the edge of the cut in
which it stood, just in time to see a burly
form stagger out of the moonlight into
the shock next ahead.
It was Howland.
It required several seconds for Skeeter
to grasp the situation.
When he did, it
was with an outraged feeling of chagrin
hill

and disgust. After all his planning and
trouble, to have no turkey, and all on account of Howland, was too much.
He'd like to
By cricky
He wondered if Howland had seen him. After
a moment's reflection, he felt assured that
he hadn't and the instant there came a
shadow, he darted toward the engine-cab

—

!

;

and

slid

down

the bank.

When Howland came

lumbering over
the edge of the cut, half rolling and half
sliding to the bottom, Skeeter was waiting for him.
" You're a nice Christian, you are "
he began sarcastically. " You make believe your engine's broke down, don't
you? But what you're after is turkeys.
I know.
Didn't I see you? It's a pity
that farmer didn't
" Sh-h-h-h " warned Howland. puf" Here comes
fing and blowing.
Gil!

—

!

lip.

—

Sh-h-h-h!"

"O-ho!"
want him

said

Skeeter.

"You

don't

know, do you? Well, I'm
going to tell him, and
" No," urged the engineer.
" Don't.
fix
it
right
with
Leave him to me. I'll
to

—

you."
" I thought I saw you fellows in a
mix-up," said the conductor as he came

"

"

;
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Closer,

"

And

covered with
have you been

you're all

How-land.
What
"
scrapping about now ?
dirt,

In fact,

Howland nudged

the brakeman to
keep silence.
"Just a little friendly
" But say "
wrestle," he panted.
staring at the article in the conductor's right
hand "where did you get that?"
"This?" said Gillip, holding up a
!

—

—

young hen

turkey.

"

Skeeter nudged Howland and motioned to the turkey very significantly.

Old man Wentzel

it

was a

threat.

Howland

" Say, Giltook the hint.
lip " he asked, " how much will you
take for that? You've got one at home
now. You don't need another."
" Two-fifty," said Gillip.
" Done," said Howland, and the exchange was made.
Gillip started to
climb up on the engine.
" Here, Skeet," said the engineer loud" here's your bird.
ly
You won the bet.
'

!

;

You threw me

fair."

And, dropping

his

"his whole flock!" skeeter was on the point of exclaiming.

gave me this. A fellow from Baltimore's
been around here the last two days buying

every

turkey

he.

could

—

find.

Old

Wentzel sold his whole flock
" His whole flock "' Skeeter was on
the point of exclaiming, when he checked
himself.
Howland's eyes were as big as
!

switch-lights.
" And he's

down

loading
them into a car with the rest for No. SI
tn pick up.
I helped him rack up his
coops, and he opened his heart."
at the station

" Don't you ever
voice to a whisper
say anything or I'll never hear the last

—

of

:

it."

In giving the fowl into Skeeter's
hands, his own hand brushed the brakeman's little finger, and he straightened
back with a jerk. " Look here! " he exclaimed in a husky whisper, " you were
the fellow on the other side of that
" Mebbe I was," he
Skeeter grinned.
"retorted,
starting off with his prize
" but you can't prove it."

—

—

How

Railroad Men Balked a
Plot to Assassinate Lincoln.
BY BERTRAM ADLER.

T UST

after the close of the Civil War, plots to assassinate Abraham
Lincoln
were hatched thick and fast. One carefully prepared scheme
%J
to take the life of the Great Emancipator was nipped in the bud by
the railroad men in charge of the train on which he was traveling to WashThey worked in conjunction with the Pinkerton forces, and they
ington.
did their work faithfully and loyally, as the following chronicle of that
historical happening will show.

Band of Baltimore Conspirators Awake
Themselves Cheated in Their Attempt to Prevent

The Members

of

a

to

Find

the Inauguration.

NE

morning early in the year
1861, Samuel H. Felton,
president of the Philadelphia. Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, rushed to
his private desk in the executive offices at Philadelphia and scribbled a letter which he directed his clerk
The
to get into the first mail West.
clerk noticed that the letter was addressed to Allan Pinkerton at Chicago.
" Gee " he exclaimed, " another rob"
bery
The " boss's " letter dealt with more
important matters than mere theft of
money. It dealt with rumors of an attempt on the part of Southern sympathizers in Maryland to isolate the capital
of the loyal States by preventing ap!

!

proach

to

it

by

train.

The

last link

in

the route to Washington was President
Fel ton's road, and its tracks were to be
demolished and its bridges destroyed.

Whatever information Mr. Felton had
of the great plot, the letter to Pinkerton
contained.
Several davs later, the head of the
329

Pinkerton was closeted with
the railroad president. In a nearby hotel
were four picked aides whom the detec-

house of

tive

had brought East with him.

the

president,

in

the

railroad

With
council

chamber, was one other official, Henry
F. Kenney, Mr. Felton's superintendent.
When the conference ended, Pinkerton

summoned

his aides and sent them forth
to find -the truth or untruth in the plot

rumors.

They returned with a complete corroboration of the rumors.
Washington
was to be macje isolated by the Maryland
secessionists.
Furthermore, the isolation was to become effective quickly
and Lincoln, the President-elect, was
never to reach Washington for his inauguration. When Mr. Felton had heard
the reports through, he turned to Pinkerton.
" Allan,"

he said, " can you change
your headquarters to the East?"
" I can," answered Pinkerton.
" Can you bring every one of your
detectives here
" I can."

?

"

'
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PLUNGING THROUGH THE POLICE RANKS TO THE SIDE
OF THE CARRIAGE, HE HANDED MR. JUDD
A SLIP OF PAPER.
"

Can you guarantee

to stay here your-

self?"
" I

can,"

answered Pinkerton

—

" but

"

why do you ask this ?
" Your men will guard my

road,"
" You and I will ride Mr.
Felton.
coln over it."
At every danger-point a detective
stationed.
Every bridge and ferry

was

Mr. Lincoln attempts to go through the
narrow passage leading to the streets, a
party, already delegated, is to engage in
a conflict on the outside.
The police are

tra-

to rush

said

Lin-

versed by the road was kept under the
surveillance of Pinkerton men in the
guise of laborers.
Ostensible trackmen
watched every inch of rail and telegraph
wire through the disloyal parts of Maryland.

Pinkerton himself spent much of his
time in Baltimore, where he soon unearthed the chief plans of the Southern
sympathizers.
Then he hastened to
Philadelphia and Mr. Felton with his information.

he stated, " is
to take place at the Calver* Street depot
of your road. A vast crowd of secessionists are to assemble there and await the
"

The

assassination,"

arrival of Mr. Lincoln's
are to appear early and to
streets

and passages

train.

They

the narrow
immediately surfill

rounding the depot.
" The marshal of police is a Southern
sympathizer and is conversant with the
assassination plans.
He will detail but
a small force of police to attend the arrival and nominally clear and protect a
passage for Mr. Lincoln and his suite,
v" When the train enters the depot, and
-

"

At

away

to quell the disturbance.

this

moment,

the

police

being

withdrawn, Mr. Lincoln will
find himself surrounded by a dense and
entirely

excited crowd hustling and jamming
against him. Then the fatal blow is to be
struck.
A boat waiting on the Chesapeake shore is ready to take the assassin
on board a swift steamer which will convey him to a Southern port."
The situation was really alarming and
heroic measures were in order.
It was
decided to obtain a speedy interview with
Mr. Lincoln, submit the facts squarely to
him, and abide by his suggestions.
This meeting between the detective and
the railroad officer took place on February 20.
The President-elect was ex-

pected to arrive in Philadelphia en route
for his inaugural on the following day.
All Philadelphia had prepared to welcome him. The entire militia of the city

was

to act

as

escort

from the railroad

depot to the Continental Hotel, where
he was to receive the congratulations of
the people.
Just before the Presidential party left
New York for the Quaker City, one of

"

A PLOT TO ASSASSINATE LINCOLN.
Mr. Pinkerton's

assistants

met Mr. Nor-

man

B. Judd, of tile official escort, and
arranged for an interview between Felton, Pinkerton, and Judd at Philadelphia.
When Mr. Lincoln arrived the en-

thusiasm of the populace was unbounded.
The great military and civic procession escorted the new chief magistrate
through streets black with people.

On

each side of the carriage in which were
Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Judd, marched a
file of police, whose duty it was to prevent the multitude from pressing too
closely to the vehicle.

As the procession reached the corner
of Broad and Chestnut Streets, a young

man

in the crowd tried to attract the attention of the occupants of the carriage.
He found this impossible. Plunging
through the police ranks
to the side of the car-
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Mr. Judd agreed to go with Felton
and Pinkerton to the President-elect and
place the facts before him.
At Mr. Judd's request, Lincoln excused himself to the throngs in the hotel
parlors, and received the party in private.
" But, gentlemen," he said, while they
were discussing the matter, " while I
can stand anything that is necessary,
I cannot -go to Washington to-night.
I
have promised to raise the flag over

Independence Hall to-morrow morning
and to visit the Legislature at Harrisburg in the afternoon. Beyond these I
have no engagements. Any plan that
may be adopted that will enable me to
fulfil

these

promises

I

will

and you can inform me what
upon to-morrow."

accede
is

he handed Mr.
Judd a slip of paper on
which was written:
riage,

St. Louis Hotel, ask
for J. H. Hutchinson.

The young man was a
from

messenger

Felton

Pinkerton,

and
Hutchinson
was the name under
which Pinkerton had regand
"

J.

H.

at the hotel to
the curiosity of
any emissary of the
Baltimore conspirators
istered

avoid

who mighrhave chanced
that way.

Shortly after the arrival of the Presidentelect at the Continental
Hotel, Mr.

nounced
P inke

Judd was

to
r t o

an-

Felton and

n

at the St.

All proofs relaLouis.
ting to the conspiracy

were submitted to Mr.
Judd, and, when he had
himself about
was suggested
that Mr. Lincoln should
proceed on the eleven
o'clock night train to
W ashington, where General Scott could guar-

satisfied

them,

antee

it

him

safety.

"

I

CANNOT GO TO WASHINGTON
TO-NIGHT."

to,

settled

:
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Lincoln's firm tone indicated the use-

have him alter
his opinion, and a second conference was
held in Mr. Judd's room, to which
Thomas A. Scott, vice-president of the
was
Railroad,
Central
Pennsylvania
summoned. Mr. Scott, however, could
but
found
be
not
lessness of attempting, to

;

Stars and

the top of Indeand delivered
a speech that is historical.
The ceremonies over, he was driven back to the
Continental
Hotel,
where he found
awaiting him Frederick Seward, the son
of William H. Seward.
Seward told
Lincoln that he had

pendence

Stripes

Hall

to

flagstaff,

arrived

from

George C. Franciscus,
the general manager of

just

the Pennsylvania Censo
tral, was reached

father
Scott

was

Sanford,
E.
S.
president of the Amer-

to

ican Telegraph Company. At this meeting
the railroad officials,
the telegraph official,
and the detective went
over the s i t u-a t i o n
carefully, and the fol-

passing through Balti->
more, and to iirge him

;

lowing program was
decided upon
After the formal reception at Harrisburg,
a special train, consist-

ing of a baggage

and

one

-

car

passenger-

leave
should
coach,
o'clock
six
there
at
p.m. to carry Mr. Lincoln and one companion back to PhiladelThis train was
phia.
under
the immebe
to
diate control of Mr.
Franciscus and Enoch
Lewis, the general
superintendent.
In order to avoid the
possibility of accident,
die track was to be
cleared of everything

Washington,

that

his'

and
General
had sent him
warn the President-

elect of the

to

start

danger of

immediately

for the capital.

The

advices which
the message
came as substantiation
to
the information

actuated

which

Pinkerton
obtained for Mr.

Mr.

ton.

had
Fel-

Lincoln

evinced no further hesitancy in the matter,
and signified his immediate willingness to

do

whatever

quired

of

was

him.

re-

Mr.

who was at Lincoln's side, then directJudd,

ed Mr. Seward to inform his father and

General

Scott

that

everything had
been
arranged to place the
President - elect safely
in Washington before
the evening of the following day.
Lincoln started for
Harrisburg, and Judd
between Harrisburg
and Pinkerton busied
and Philadelphia from
themselves carrying out
5.30 o'clock until after
the program.
Pinkerthe passage of the speHE WENT IMMEDIATELY TO HIS
Mr. Felton
BERTH.
ton had received recial train.
ports from Baltimore,
was to detain the eleven
Every stating that the excitement there had
o'clock p.m. Baltimore train.
grown intense, and that the arrival of
precaution was secretly taken.
the President-elect was eagerly awaited.
Mrs. Warne, a woman detective, enThe common belief was that Lincoln
gaged a berth in the sleeping-car bound
to
manwould
was
journey from Harrisburg to BalMr.
Judd
for Baltimore.
timore over the Northern Central Railage affairs at Harrisburg, and Pinkerton
road, and the plans of the conspirators
at Philadelphia.
The next morning Lincoln drew the were laid accordingly.

;

!

A PLOT TO ASSASSINATE LINCOLN.
It was important that no hint of the
contemplated movement of the Presidential party should reach the Monument
City.
Agents of the conspirators were
found to be following, and it appeared

that they would apprise their
leaders by telegraph of Lincoln's absence as sOon as they discovered it.
To prevent this, the American Telegraph Company detailed a trustworthy
lineman to render useless for the time
c'ertain

every wire leading from Harrisburg.
This the lineman easily accomplished
by placing fine copper - ground wires
among the regular lilies, and Harrisburg
entirely cut off from the rest of the
President Sanford, of the Amerworld.
ican Telegraph Company, directed his

was

to remain in the office during
night and intercept any despatches
that might be sent from any point between Harrisburg and Baltimore.
On the way to Harrisburg, Mr. Judd
acquainted Lincoln with the final plans.
Judd suggested that Lincoln take the
other members of the Presidential party
Lincoln accepted
into his confidence.
the suggestion, and at the Jones House
in Harrisburg he informed the escort of
the proposed night ride to Baltimore.
The gentlemen comprising the escort
were: Judge David Davis, afterward

manager
the

the United States Supreme Court
Major-General Sumner, Major-General
David Hunter, Major - General John
Pope, and Ward H. Lamon, afterward
United States marshal for the District
Having thoroughly enof Columbia.
lightened them as to his plans, Lincoln
accompanied them to the dining-room.
It was late afternoon, and the special
train was on a side track just outside of

of

Harrisburg, Waiting, supposedly, to take
the officers of the railroad company back
Philadelphia.
At Philadelphia the
to
rear half of a sleeping-car of the Baltimore train had been retained for Lincoln, and a curtain separated it from
the rest of the coach.
In order to detain the train until the
arrival of the Lincoln special from Harrisburg, Conductor John Litzenburg was
directed not to start until he received
from Superinhis
orders personally
tendent Kenney, who was to give him
an important package which President
Felton .wished delivered in Washington.

At 5.40

o'clock
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a carriage drove up
Jones House.

to the side entrance of the

Two

minutes later a message was handed the President-elect by Secretary John
Nicolay.
Lincoln looked at it, and
straightaway went to his room.
He summoned Governor Curtin of
Pennsylvania to his side, and proceeded
with him to the carriage at the side entrance.
Seeing Lincoln in company with
their Governor, the crowds in and about
the hotel decided that the distinguished
pair were going to the executive mansion, where a reception was announced
for the evening.
With Mr. Lamon, of the escort, the
President-elect and the Governor entered
the carriage, and a little later they were
speeding to Philadelphia on the special.
They arrived at Philadelphia at 10
p.m., and found Allan Pinkerton and
Superintendent Kenney waiting with a
Lincoln, Lamon, and Pinkercarriage.
ton entered.
Kenney seated himself on
the box with the driver, and the carriage
whirled off to the depot of the Philadelphia.
Wilmington
and
Baltimore
Railroad.
There the carriage stopped in the
shadow of a fence, and the transfer of
its distinguished occupant to the Baltimore train was quietly effected. Superintendent Kenney gave Conductor Lit-

zenburg the Washington package and the
order to start, and the night ride to
Baltimore began.
How safe Lincoln
felt in the hands of the railroad men
was evidenced by the fact that he went
immediately to his berth, where he fell
into a calm sleep.
The change to the Washington train
at Baltimore was made without accident,

and

at

o'clock in the morning Linat the capital.
Baltimore conspirators awoke to
six

coln arrived

The
find

themselves

and vented
setts Sixth,

mob

cheated of their prey,
on the Massachu-

their rage

two months

later, in the his-

attack wherein the

first blood
of the Civil War was spilt.
That Lincoln did live to be inaugurated is history
but the work of sev-

torical

—

eral

railroad

You

men toward

that

end

is

will find no mention of Felton, Franciscus, Lewis, Kenney, Felton's
detective, or Sanford in the text-books.
It was all in their day's work
not.

RAILROAD IN YOUR BACK GARDEN.
How Some

of

Our Rich

Manage

Cousins

English

to

Move About

Their Ancestral Acres Without the Trouble
of Walking.

T3 AILROADING

as a private hobby, or
as a private convenience, would not,
on the- face of it, seem to have a very extensive
appeal.
Nevertheless,
there
are
several private railroads, notably in England,
which have been constructed for the pleasure
or private convenience of certain rich men.
Some of these roads are not by any means
toys, and the Lilliputian dimensions of their
track and rolling stock only add to their

tv

interest.

Some time ago the Scientific American
published an excellent article, with photographs, dealing with several of these private
English railroads, and from this article we
have taken the liberty to draw for our information.
The English correspondent of
the Scientific American says:
" The most notable of these private diminutive railroads are those at Eaton Hall, in
Cheshire, the country seat of the Duke of
Westminster
Duffield Bank, the home of
Sir Percival Heywood, Bart., and Blakesley
;

Hall,

where resides Mr.

C.

H. Bartholomew,

a retired civil engineer and contemporary of
the Stephensons.
" These railroads are not mere toys, but
exact replicas upon a reduced scale of the
ordinary standard systems of the country,
correct in every particular, including track,
signaling equipment, rolling stock, etc.
" The miniature railroad at Duffield Bankwas designed and constructed by its owner.
Sir Percival Heywood, who is a recognized
authority in such work, and is an enthusiasThis partic advocate of light railroads.
ticular line is one mile in length, exclusive

of side-tracks, extending through the estate.
The gage is fifteen inches. The track alone
cost four thousand live

hundred

dollars.

In

course the line passes through three tunncK traverses two bridges of the wooden
its

and a timber viaduct of ninety
length by twenty feet in height.
There are six stations along the route which
convey guests to the various parts of the
trestle type,

feet

in

estate.

"The

railroad of the Duke of
of a more ambitious character.
It runs through the Eaton Hall estate,
and links the residence with the trunk
railroad system at Balderton, three and a
half miles distant.
This line was also designed and constructed by Sir Percival Heywood, and is also of lif teen-inch gage. The
whole system comprises four and one-half
miles of track, including the direct through
line, three and one-half miles long, and approximately one mile of side-tracks.
" The track is built upon the latest approved style, with Vignole rails, averaging
twelve pounds per yard, laid on longitudinal
wooden cross-ties, and cost, exclusive of
buildings and rolling stock, six thousand five
hundred and forty-five dollars per mile, representing an outlay of over twenty-nine
thousand four hundred and fifty dollars in
track alone.
The gradients vary from on&
in one" hundred to a maximum of one in

private

Westminster

is

sixty-five.
" This railroad is essentially employed for
the transportation of freight to and from the
house, though members of the family and
their guests travel between the main-line
station and the mansion, there being for

such purpose a number of open vehicles and
a bogie parlor-car capable of seating sixteen
persons.

"The

such a railroad as this in
such a country seat, and
the heavy work it has to fulfil, may be
Fathered from the fact that the trains cover
five thousand miles, and transport over six
thousand tons of freight a year.
utility of

connection
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SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

LARRY SMITH

and Jack Marley, being

possession of some valuable

in

water-rights.

j
are building a dam. Smith being the engineer and Marley supplying half the
The other half of the capital is supplied by a Denver capitalist named Briggs
capital.
and another man named Garth. Briggs comes to view the work, and while there he drops
The capitalist is interested as a
half of a broken shilling, which Marley picks up.
money-lender, and not as a partner, and he holds a mortgage on the dam and all the
rights, subject to a time-limit for the

CHAPTER
Moving

EARLY
ry

^

completion of the work.

of water

IV.

the next morning, Larto

Murdock,

who was watching a group
of men fit the gate into

one of the sluices that had
just been completed.
" I want you to stop the masonrywork above there," lie said, " and put
the men at work on the pipe, down by

Klingerman Pass."
"What's that?"

Murdock stared at
the engineer in surprise.
Larry repeated the instructions.
" Well, I don't know about it," said
Murdock slowly. "What's the reason?"
" Simply that I wish to get the pipe
done quickly and turn a little water into
it," replied Larry coolly.
" You haven't enough inspectors there
to keep up with such a rush."
" That's my lookout.
As a matter of
fact, Jones and Armsby have worked out
the formula.' for all the pipe that remains to be built, and they are ready to
give you the spacings."
It may be explained that a stave-pipe
is built on the principle of a virtually
endless barrel, without a bulge, the stave
being of different lengths. At intervals,
which vary in accordance with the head
Began

in the

October

be carried

—

in its

undulations

—

Pictures.

walked up

to

up and down over a surface that is only
partially graded
steel
rod-s
must be
boiled around the pipe.
The distance between the rods may be
several inches at places where the level
of the pipe is nearly as high as the level
the source of the water-supply.
Where the head of water is great, the
rods must be placed much closer to-

of

gether.

As the rods are a considerable item of
expense, the contractor would be glad to
space them as far apart as possible ; but
the engineers, working from formula-, determine the correct spacing for every
level of pipe.
This was the work which
Jones

and

Armsby

were

doing

for

Larry.

Murdock may have
the pipe
effort

to

was crowded

realized

that,

if

any
make delays on the remaining
to completion,

courses of masonry would be palpable;
At least, he was reluctant to concentrate
his forces on the pipe.
He could not well refuse to obey
Larry's order, however, and, in the end.
he agreed ; and after the noon meal
sixty men were sent down to Klinger-

man

for, like
Pass, with their outfits
the others who were already at work on
the pipe, they would eat and sleep near
their job.
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"

wish

1

them

I

had

muttered Larry

him not

told

off until after
to

to start

hours this evening,"
Jack, as he watched

dustily down the
canon behind its wagons. " Those sixty
men won't be ready for business until

the

procession

wind

to-morrow."
"
fits

move

They

couldn't well
after dark."

" It

their out-

might have been managed."

"Let me
has twenty

"

Murdock
work here on the

see," said Jack.

men

still

at

Then, there are those twelve
- installers
from Pittsburgh.
Ives is directing the work on the sluices
for you, and Jones and Armsby are down
on the pipe."
"Well?" Larry looked at him in
surprise.
He had yielded as far as he
felt that he safely could to the man who
was both his friend and his partner, but
Jack's insistence on protective measures
was beginning to make him uneasy.
" Well," Jack continued speculatively,
" there are five of us
and we might
count on those twelve machinists in a
sluices.

machinery

.

—

pinch."
" Jack, you're getting melodramatic,"
laughed Larry.
" Any" Perhaps I am," said Jack.
Murdock
how, I'm going for a ride.
kept Madden at the corral here with a

few ponies, didn't he?"
" Yes."
" Well,
good luck to you, then,
Larry.
I'm off for a time."
Jack rode up the canon with an exAs for the situation at
pectant heart.
the camp, there was little to do during
the next few days except to await deMurdock would not show
velopments.
and meantime, here was
hand
yet,
his
this wonderful Norse goddess to worHe found that he craved to see
ship.
her again, that he might the better remember her loveliness.
But when he reached the little bridge
from which he had first seen her the
afternoon before, she was nowhere in
The stream rushed over its rapview.

some

distant

mowing
there

and into its quiet pools, and there
was no one to lure the wary trout from
Jack looked in vain
their hiding-places.
hair.
golden
for a glint of
From the low houses that raised thenroofs here and there through the valley,
From
the smoke rose as on yesterday.

but

rattle

near

of a

hand

at

was no sign of human life; and
the scene became to him

as he looked,

strangely empty.

He almost wondered whether he had
not dreamed Thekla whether she were
not merely an ideal of his imagination
that had Huwered in these fields to a
seeming but temporary reality.
For a moment he considered riding on
to (he house and asking for her.
Perhaps, after all, she had suffered some ill
effects from her injury.
It would be the
polite, the correct, thing to go and inquire how she was.
But there was her father's hostility to
perhaps it
the project in the canon
would be extended to Jack himself.
Thekla had not invited him into the
There
house when he took her home.
had been no reason for her doing so;
but now he fancied that she might have
feared an inhospitable reception for him.
As to the possibility that she had been
more seriously injured than she thought,
he refused to entertain it.
Her mere
failure to appear at the same time in the
same place where he had first seen her
was no evidence that she was ill.

—

;

Sitting Ms pony there, at the little
bridge, he might have been a scout,
Peter
scanning an
untried
country.
Wist, or any of his fellow farmers,
would think as much, should they see
him, and their suspicions of the Bend-

water scheme would increase.
He realIt would be inadvisable for
ized this.
him to remain where he was.
But first he must satisfy his fancy to
some token.
Dismounting, he
leave
gathered a handful of roadside flowers
and carried them up the stream to the
place where he had found her.
He untied the silk handkerchief that
was about his throat, and, spreading it
laid the flowers

flat,

(

ids

came the

field

machine,

upon

it

and weight-

ed them down with a flat stone upon
Then he tore a blank leaf
their stems.

from

memorandum-book, and

his

bled upon
•

He
ers.

it

scrib-

with his pencil

Hope you

are

all

—

right.

J.

M.

'

thrust the paper under the flowShe might again pass this way and

find his token.

When

he got back to the road, a child
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was standing near his pony

—a

flaxen-

snub-nosed

girl

about

haired,

little

old.
Where she had come
from he could not at first imagine, for
the road was straight all the way to
Peter Wist's house, and there had been
no one in sight "when he dismounted.
" Hallo " said Jack.
The girl had thrust a finger into her

eight years

!

mouth, and,
she looked at
"

Do you

at

the sound of his voice,

him

shyly.

understand

English,

little

one?"

An

embarrassed nod;

finger

mouth.

still

in

—

"Do you know Miss Wist Thekla
Wist?"
Again the nod.
" Have you seen her to-day?
Is she
"

well?

The

girl nodded more vigorously.
"What's your name, little one?"
She hung her head, and her body

embarrassment,
with
caught the word, " Christine "
more than a breath.
" Where were you playing
came? "

swayed

but

he

— hardly
when

I

His smile was anything but ogreish,
and the child pointed to the field at the
roadside.
She had lain hidden, it appeared, amid the alfalfa.
" Well,
good-by,
Christine "
He
climbed into the saddle and, with a profound salute, went galloping away.
!

It was now that the whim struck him
not to return at once to the camp, but
to ride by way of Willow Canon to Larkin City, eat supper at a hotel, and, during the evening, go back to the dam

through Bendwater Canon.
the eight miles
It was a long ride
already covered from the dam to " Sweden " nearly twenty miles from " Sweden " to Larkin City by Willow Canon,

—

;

and eight miles up the Bendwater to
But the pony was in good
the dam.
condition, and, if necessary, he could
exchange it for .a fresh mount at a stable
in

Larkin City.

A

left, he could see the
the surrounding mountains that
marked the entrance to Willow Canon.
Tlie regular road thither began somewhere back in the settlement, but he
continued toward the Bendwater until he
had passed the limit of cultivated fields,

gap

mile to his

in

10

R R
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and then turned in upon the sage-brush
slopes at his left, skirting the shoulder
that divided the two cations.
His course took him high enough to
give him a better view of " Sweden,"
and he was surprised to observe the extent of cultivated fields and the ingenious way in which the little streams
had been turned to irrigation purposes.
At length he came down to the Willow
Canon road, where it rose over the low
barrier that shut the head of the canon
off from Sweden, and, giving the pony
the rein,
let
the sure-footed
animal
plunge forward at an easy lope.
Willow Canon was not so picturesque
as the Bendwater.
Its walls were relatively low, and its stream, though aug-

mented

as it proceeded by brooks from
the mountainsides, was small.
He rode
many miles before he came to a house,
for here there were no bottom-lands that
could be cultivated.

Half-way down, he met a wagon
coming up, and halted his pony at a
widening of the narrow road to let it
pass.
The driver was a stolid Scandinavian giant, who nodded in indifferent
greeting, but showed no surprise at seestranger in this out-of-the-way
One of the farmers of " Sweden," no doubt, returning from Larkin
City with supplies.
At last the canon broke through the
range and debouched upon the low tableland, or " bench," which lay at the back
of Larkin City.
Looking to the right, Jack could see
ing

a

place.

where Bendwater Canon had

—a mile away—and,

its

opening

as he looked, a horse-

man emerged and went

galloping on to-

ward
At

the city.
that distance, of course, it was impossible to make out who the rider was,
but there was every reason to think that
it was somebody from the dam, for the
men of the outfit were virtually the only
ones to go up and down the Bendwater
«ince the construction-work had been in
progress.
The two roads converged farther on j
thus, as Jack proceeded, the rider from
the Bendwater was closer.
Something
familiar in the way that rider sat in his
saddle led Jack to slow down.
He
thought it wise not to be recognized until

he had himself recognized the other.
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A

screen of poplars which bordered the
road for a way helped him to keep fairly well out of sight, while at the same
time he could look through the trees and
across the fields to the other road.

The

distant rider

was not sparing

his

meantime, had slowed
Jack,
indeed, he stopped altogether
down,
just before he reached the end of the row
of poplars, and waited.
The other man came nearer and nearer, on his angle, and when he passed the
point nearest to Jack he was not more
He sat
than a quarter of a mile away.
well back, his neck thrust forward between his broad, bent shoulders.
His long legs, even with the stirruphorse.

straps let out as far as could be, were
so bent that his knees almost came up to
It was Bill
the pommel of the saddle.

Murdock, bent on an errand which appeared to be hasty.
The presence of the contractor in
Larkin City added to the interest of
Jack's

was

The natural supposition
Murdock had ridden down on

visit.

that

—and

was
business
that
necessarily important or significant.

•business

not

He

might be planning to hire more men, or
to arrange for a consignment of supplies.

Jack, nevertheless, determined to play
Such a course could do
the detective.
might learn something.
harm,
and
he
no
Therefore, he ambled slowly into the
route, and put his
which was not ordinarily patronized by the Bendwater out-

by an
pony up at

city

indirect

a stable

fit.

Larkin City was a type of those Westhave
lived
communities
which
through the youthful period of danger-

ern

Originally a placer
the Karamak Valley, the later
discovery of quartz ledges in the vicinhad led to the establishment of
ity
stamping-mills.
The mines were all in the mountains
to the Avest of the city, for no prospector had ever found color worth while

overgrowth.

ous

camp

•in

in

Bendwater and Willow Canons.

A

be obtained.
So that Larkin City now
a population of about fifteen thousand people, two banks, a good hotel,
many saloons, and a few churches.
Jack strolled slowly down, the main

had

street.
Dusk was just coming on, and
the arc-lamps were flashing out at the
corners, whitening the wide macadam
road-bed and enfeebling the incandescent
bulbs that shone" in the various shop-

windows.

Many

were

people

them lounging

—

idly

abroad,
laborers

stamping-mills, farmers in from outlying
districts, a sprinkling of better-dressed
citizens.
At the garish entrances of two
moving - picture
shows,
phonographs

squawked loudly.
Avoiding the
would be likely

hotel,

Murdock

since

be there, Jack entered a cheap restaurant and ate a hasty
meal.
On the street again, he set out
to find

to

Murdock.

First he went to the hotel.
tractor was not in the lobby,

The

connor did

a glance into the cafe and the diningreveal him.
Jack looked into
three or four saloons without discovering
the man he sought.
He had about made up his mind that
Murdock' s errand had taken him to the
residence district
and very likely to
Garth's when he saw the man strolling
along, fifty feet ahead.
He checked his
owir pace.
Murdock glanced at his watch. He
appeared to be in no great hurry.
His
manner was that of one who has a little
time to kill, and he glanced into shopwindows, and once or twice nodded carelessly to passing acquaintances.
At last he turned in at the entrance
to
one of the moving-picture shows,
bought a ticket, and disappeared through
the curtains.
Jack promptly followed

room

—

—

into the stuffy little theater.

The dim

light reflected

tures on the screen enabled

out

rows

from the pichim to make

Murdock's big form, seated several
forward.
He himself remained

standing

at the

back, ready to get quick-

transcontinental railroad had forced its
way through the Karamak Valley adding to the permanent importance of

ly away if the contractor
signs of leaving.

Larkin City.
Agriculture had taken hold wherever
the soil proved suitable and water could

at

—

most of
from the

The

should show

pictures projected on

the

screen

the time Jack entered were a variation on the familiar series illustrating the

attempts of a thief

to

escape from the

'
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police.
The pursuit began" on foot, and
the thief then took possession of a cab,
the police following in a delivery-wagon.
Pursuers and pursued then impressed
motor-cars into service ; and the little
drama ended with a fight on a country
road, the fugitive being killed by a re-

volver-shot.

The crowd

greeted

the

'

pictures upevery suc-

They applauded

roariously.

turn the fugitive made, and
cheered loudly during the fight.
They
were not jaded by amusements in Larcessful

kin City.

The next scene was the final round of
a battle between two well-known pugilists.
This proved highly popular, and
there were cries from the excited crowd of

Tommy

" Good boy,
" and " Hit
•
again, Jack "
And then the preliminary white
ters flashed out on the screen:
!

him

!

Local view

— work

let-

on the Bendwatet

Dam.
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Thomas Briggs and Jack

himself.
The
recognition of Garth.
Standing there at the back of the
theater, Jack gasped at the photographic
presentment.
His own motions, as pictured on the screen, appeared both familiar and strange.
He had not realized that his walk had
such an effect of indolence.
But there
was no strangeness to him in the manner
of the other men.
The camera had undoubtedly caught the group at the moment when Thomas Briggs was being introduced to the work.
Larry, on the screen, seemed to hail
Murdock, for the big contractor suddenly turned toward the four men who
were approaching him. The expression
of his face was distinct the opening of
the mouth when he recognized Briggs,
the
involuntary
step
forward.
And
there was that swift look of warning on
Briggs's face.
The introduction took place just as

crowd shouted'

its

—

—

he remembered it. Then something happened which he had forgotten.
Garth
was pointing toward the dam and speaking to Larry, and he himself stepped
forward.
Briggs and Murdock were now behind
the others.
Suddenly Briggs stepped
forward and put his mouth close to the

—

There it was the long, gray line of
masonry, with the mountains rising at
each side, and the derricks lifting the
heavy blocks of stone and swinging them
to place.
The workmen were moving
about or bending at their toil.
In the
foreground though not near enough to
be recognized, except by one familiar contractor's ear.
with his attitude stood Bill Murdock,
Apparently, he was whispering something.
looking on.
The contractor nodded assent,
Jack was puzzled to determine when and the two men moved apart.
these pictures had been taken.
He reAnother moment, and the five men
membered no visit of a moving-picture on the screen were all talking together
camera to the camp. He realized, how- again. Briggs took out his handkerchief
and mopped his brow. Then Jack saw
ever, that the apparatus might have been
brought up in a wagon at a time when himself stoop, pick something up, and
everybody was busy, and, perhaps, no- .-slip it into his pocket.
What was it he had picked up? Oh,
body would have noticed it.
His eyes still
People often drove up to look at the yes the broken shilling.
work. It had come to be no noteworthy on the pictures, he quickly felt in Ins
sight if two or three buggies or carts
pocket.
were drawn up by the road just below
The fragment of coin was still there.
The moving-pictures now shifted to
the camp.
Now there was a break in the film. the pipe-line. But Jack had seen enough.
The camera had been moved nearer, or He had seen Briggs seize the moment
when the backs of the others were
else a telephotographic appliance had
Only a section of the work turned to whisper to Murdock.
been used.
-was to be seen,
He wondered how Murdock had enat one of the sluices
Looking to where
and between it and the camera stood joyed the pictures.
Murdock was sitting, he observed that
Murdock, now as large as life.
suddenly walked the contractor was stirring, as if about
Into
the
picture
Therefore, he stepped quickly
to rise.
Larry, and behind him Garth, and then

—

—

^

—

—

—
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out to the open air and. hurrying across
the street, took up a position in the halfconcealment of a doorway.

to

"

CHAPTER
Room

PRESENTLY,

V.

turned to

the

Murdock came slowly

right,

are you doing here this time of

seen.

and slouched

in the direction of the hotel.

Jack followed on the other side of the
He had begun to think that

"

had a little business to
look after "
Wharton was the nightclerk
" and I am staying on till he
comes.
He'll be here in a few minutes."
Mellish laid his pen down with a flourish
of emphasis.
Jack swung the register around.
As
his eyes fell on the names of the late
arrivals, he exclaimed aloud.
" What's the matter?" inquired Mel-

—

—

631.

made thoughtful by what he had

He

What

the evening?
" Wharton

His eyes were
out of the theater.
the ground, as though he had been

on

the register.
He strolled over
the desk.
" Hallo, Mellish," he said to the clerk.

look at

street.

lish.

the object of the contractor's visit to the
city was to see the moving pictures. The
news that they were being shown might
easily have spread to the camp.
When he got to the hotel, however,
Murdock turned in at the main entrance

I thought of something
have to do.
So long
Perhaps I'll
see you later."
He hurried away from
the desk and out to the street. He wanted to think. For on the last line of the

with a manner of definite purpose, first
glancing toward the clock-tower of the
The
railroad station, two blocks away.
hands on the illuminated dial registered
eight-thirty.

Whether the time of the evening had
anything to do with the contractor's
sudden alertness. Jack, of- course, could
not tell. He waited in a shadow at the

"Nothing!

I

!

register, written in a precise,
plate hand, he had read:

Thomas

Briggs,

copper-

Denver.

Opposite the name was the room
number, " 631."
There was little doubt now as to what
had become of Murdock. He was surely
closeted in Room 631 with the Denver
capitalist.

other side of the street, to make certain
that his man had not merely stepped into
the hotel for a moment.
People were
Five minutes passed.
frequently going in and out of the hotel
entrance, but Murdock was not among

conference on the sixth floor must not
go on uninterrupted.
He walked twice
around the block, trying to decide just
how to act, and at last he made up his
mind that the simplest course was the

them.

best.

Jack crossed the street and
entered.
The lobby was a place where
the business men of Larkin City fre-

At

last,

quently went, of evenings, to meet, not
only acquaintances from out of town,
It was, to all intents
but each other.
and purposes, a club ; and if Murdock
should see Jack come in, he would suspect nothing unusual in the arrival, since
this was the natural center of gravitation
for a young fellow of Jack's standing.
Murdock was not among the groups in
Nor was he in the
the lobby, however.
gone out by anhe
had
cafe.
Either
and this became, for the
other door, or
moment, a conviction he was planning
to spend the night in the city and had
taken a room.
The obvious course for Jack was to

—

—

But Jack wanted

to

make

sure.

That

Returning to the hotel, he looked in,
and saw that Mellish had been relieved
by Wharton.
He walked in quickly,
like a man late -for an appointment.
" Hallo,
Mr. Marley "
Wharton
twisted at his heavy black mustache, and
turned his body so that the diamond in
his necktie would flash to best advantage.
" Hallo " said Jack quickly.
" Has
Thomas Briggs arrived?"
"Yes, 631."
"Good! I'm afraid I'm a little late.
Don't bother to announce me.
I'll go
right up."
And he was on his way to
!

!

the elevator before the clerk could ask
question.

a

Now Wharton- knew, as every man of
consequence in Larkin City k-new. that
Thomas Briggs had some connection

"
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the Bend water project.
It therefore never occurred to him to question
Jack's right to go to the sixth floor unannounced.
When the opportunity

with

came, Thomas Briggs had reasons for
not enlightening him as to his mistake.

So Jack was carried up to the sixth
and made his way through the long
corridors.
He would have liked to
floor,

stand outside the door of Briggs's room,
to overhear as much as possible of the
conversation that was going on within,
for he felt that, in the circumstances,
eavesdropping would be justifiable. But
as it happened, a porter was sitting at
the other end of the same corridor,
As he stopped before the door, the
end of a sentence came to him through
The clean-cut words
the open transom.
were in the voice of Thomas Briggs.
"
simply must be managed."
Jack waited as long as he dared,
hoping to hear a reply, but there was no
immediate answer ; and, seeing that the
porter was watching him, he knocked
sharply on the panel.
A chair was pushed back. Steps
The door opened.
crossed the room.
Thomas Briggs stared out at the unexpected visitor.
" How are you, Mr. Briggs," Jack
" I happened to be in
began affably.
town and saw your name on the register.
The clerk let me come right up."
As he spoke he advanced into the
room, oblivious of any frigidity in
Briggs's manner.
" Why, hallo, Bill Murdock " he exclaimed, grinning at the embarrassed
i

—

!

contractor.

"

And Mr. Garth

"
!

His astonishment almost declared

it-

he caught sight of
Garth's wide
the Larkin City partner.
face was a picture of white dismay, and
he tugged nervously at his bunch of
self in his voice as

word to Mr. Smith and yourself,
was time.
I go on to Denver

show-

Thus he
ing surprise only by silence.
to
adapt
himself
to unquickly
was able
expected circumstances.
" I am very glad to see you, Mr.
" Sit
Marley," he now said quietly.
until
late
this
not
sure
down.
I was
afternoon that I should be able to stop
Then I sent a wire
off here to-night.
to Garth from the train, asking him to
meet me here, and suggesting that he get

there
the

in

The fluent explanation might or
might not be true.
" Garth could not reach you," continued Briggs, " but he happened to run
across Mr. Murdock, and brought him
along."
" Lie

number one,"

said Jack to him-

self.

"

Murdock

was

just

telling

us,"

broke in Garth huskily, " that most of
his men have been concentrated on the
pipe.
A very good plan."
" I didn't understand it at first," said
Murdock, in a floundering attempt to
improve the situation. " But I see now
that

it

done

is

better to get

first.

men on

the

the skilled

work

Then I can throw extra
dam masonry, if I have to."

Briggs disapproved of this line of explanation.
He made his disapproval
plain by jerking a chair noisily away
from the wall and saying abruptly:
" Since
Mr. Smith is. not here, it
would be futile for us to talk about the
work.
He is the only one who really
understands it."
" Why not -come up to the camp now,
Mr. Bri'ggs?" suggested Jack. "We'll
rout Larry out and have a night of talk,
and we can get you back here in time to
catch your train in the morning."
" I am too old for anything quite so
strenuous as that," smiled Briggs. " Besides "
his voice took on a graver tone

—
I

—

Garth and Murdock are here,
must use my time to discuss a project
" since

I am undertaking in Utah.
You see, I
have many interests, Mr. Marley."
" But i thought you wished to see all

of us."
" I did
if it could be arranged without too much difficulty.
But

—

"
the trait of

if

morning."

beard.

Thomas Briggs had
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—

Well "—Jack arose—"

I won't stay,

then."

He

thrust his

hand

into his coat-pocket

and fingered the broken shilling. If it
was a lucky piece, he hoped that luck
went with the possession of it.
" Tell Mr. Smith that I wish the work
all

success," said Briggs.
" Lie number two
for

Jack

—

sure

!

"

said

to himself.

" I shall be happy to renew that mortHis
gage," continued Briggs earnestly.

:
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sharp nose seemed to hack the air as he
" And even if the work should
spoke.
not be done on time, you need not worry.
I am already sufficiently convinced that
which, of course,
you mean business
was my one reason for insisting on a

—

time-limit."
It

"Lie number three!" thought Jack.
seemed to him that Briggs was over-

suspecting

must

Some

Briggs.

made

preparation

meet the final issue.
As the wearied pony brought him at
last to a point whence he could make out
dimly the outlines of the camp' and the
serrated wall of the dam, he shook his
fist at it and exclaimed
" We m/I succeed!
You will be done
on time "
lie

to

!

Suddenly it occurred
a blow for the defense.

playing the game.

him to strike
" In that case," he said coolly, with a
smile that was not free from contempt,
" you'd better caution Murdoch to burn
to

Good night, gentlemen."
He stepped into the hall and
drew the door shut after him.
no more blue-prints.

Descending in the elevator, Jack
He realized
glowed with excitement.
that he must have left consternation behind him, and he could picture the astonishment of Garth and Murdoch, and
the glittering anger of Briggs.

They would wonder how much he
knew. Murdoch would tell the story of
the charred piece of paper, and Briggs

would curse the stupidity of his ally.
But as Jack thought the affair over,
while he was walking slowly to the stable
where he had left his pony, he saw that
he had really done nothing to help Larry
and himself.
He could prove nothing
against Briggs and Garth and Murdoch
in a Court of law, and he had simply
made plain to them the need of greater

CHAPTER
The Walking

VI.

Delegate.

'HE

next morning he drew Latry
aside and told the story.
He began with Briggs's visit to the camp and
their first joint suspicions of the man,
and he added his early memory of
Briggs and what his stepfather had said.
Then he took the charred piece of
blue-print
from his pocket and described how Murdoch had acted when
he saw it.
He concluded with an account of his adventures of the preceding
evening.
" You have
Larry listened gravely.

' I

clinched the case against them, Jack,"
" Briggs intends to
he said at last.
freeze us out.
There's no doubt about
that now.
I thought
but -it doesn't
matter what I thought.
We've got to
be ready for them."
" I didn't more than half think you

—

would

caution.
Not for an instant had he placed credence in Briggs's suave reassurances.
The mere fact that the three men had
met together in that hotel room was evidence enough that mischief was being
planned
and the confusion of Garth

believe it, even now."
Didn't you? " Larry smiled. " You
must remember. Jack, that from the moment Briggs appeared you had more
reason to suspect him than I had."
That was as near as Larry came to making reproaches.
" You're right." said
Jack ; " but I

and Murdoch when he entered had been

didn't

;

unmistakable.

Now

they

would

revise their conspir-

Larry
acy and make it more effective.
and he were certainly up against it. For
what could they do?
Watchfulness
would protect them only until the time
when Briggs was ready to drop his mask.
Riding campward over the starlit
reaches of the road through the lower
canon, he decided that the time had
come to lay the entire matter before Larry.
Worry or no worry, the engineer
must not be permitted to continue in the
notion that there was no real reason fur

"

want to worry you until I was
sure.
Now, then, what's to be done?"
" Will you stay here on the job to-day
while I take a run
" Of course "

down

to the city?"

!

"

Keep an eye on the general situaWatch Murdoch. He's back, isn't

tion.
"

he?

"

Yes

"

I

he rode in early this morning."
see if I can make arrangements with another contractor to rush
some men up. if Murdoch's men should
:

will

lay off."
"

How can you do that. Larry?
a ticklish matter to talk about."

It's

:

"

:

THIS DAM-BUILDERS.
" Yes
but I can find out what we
want to know without giving much
away. It's all we can do just now, anyway.
You' see, Briggs won't have Murdock act until the time has almost expired.
Trust him for that.
" There will be a strike, or something
;

like

at the last minute,

it,

when

it

looks

as though we couldn't get help.
But
•we will pull out somehow, Jack."
" Yes," said Jack, " we will
Shake "
!

!

They clasped hands in a hearty grip
of confidence.
So it happened that Jack did not ride
" Sweden " that day.
He stayed in
the close neighborhood of the draftingtent.
Murdock avoided him.
In the early afternoon a decrepit
road-cart crawled up the road, and a
short, stocky man, with prominent front
teeth, climbed out and walked rapidly
down to the sluices where the men were
to

working.
Jack watched him closely,
and saw that he was talking earnestly to
the men, who noticeably slowed their
work to listen.
Murdock did not appear to see the man.
Jack walked down to the corral,
where Madden was giving the stranger's
horse a feed of hay.
" Who is that fellow that just came
up ? " he asked.
The old Irishman answered readily
" His name's O'Neill."
enough.
" What does he want? "
" He's
stone-mason's
the
delegate.
He wants the boys to organize."
Jack asked no more, but hastened toward the place where Murdock stood.
The contractor did not wait for a comApparently catching sight of
plaint.
the walking delegate for the first time,
he took a few steps toward him and
bawled
" Here, you
Get off the job. You
!

can't talk to these

"Aw,

what's

men

it

durin' hours."
O'Neill's
to you?"

Jack came
him, remarked in an undertone

up

to

halted,

and,

can I do? "
Jack shrugged his shoulders, then
" O'Neill,"
strode toward the sluice.

"What

else

he called.
" Come here a minute."
The delegate did not budge. " Who.
are you?" he sneered.

Never mind who I am.
Come
Jack smiled grimly, giving his
command the suggestion of a dare; and
"

here."

O'Neill,
feeling
himself
challenged,
came cautiously forward.
" How much are they paying you for
this?" asked Jack-m a low voice.
" What you talking about? " exclaimed
O'Neill.
" I asked how much you were being
paid for making trouble here."
" Paid "
k

!

"
cool
O'Neill thrust his head forward.
" That's the way your kind of men always sneers at honest working men
"

Keep

!

!

he exclaimed bitterly.
" Honest working men
You're no
honest working man
You're one uf those
fellows who make honest working men
I

!

look like monkeys "
" I'll knock your block off in a minute," raged O'Neill.
" Hold on
I
asked how much you
were paid, because I want to raise the
ante.
I'll give you more than the other
!

!

fellows."

"You're talkin' through that Wild
West hat of yours. Who are you, any-

way?"
"

I'm one of the owners of this prop" And," he addJack paused.
my partner and I own just as

erty."
ed, "

much of

it

as

as

" That's the way the unions bully us.
If I kick that fellow off, he'll spoil me
on some city job when I have to use
union men."
" Do you mean to say you're soing to
let that fellow call your bluff?"
demanded Jack.

Do you

Aaron Garth.

understand? "
" No," snarled O'Neill, " I don't understand."
" Well, are you ready to talk busi-

ness?"
"

What do you mean

ness?

by talking busi-

"

Jack did a rapid problem

prominent teeth gleamed.

Murdock

343

in

mental

After putting his share into
arithmetic.
the company, there had remained to his
credit at his Eastern bank a little more
third of
than six thousand dollars.
that he had spent for various purposes,

A

and the remaining four thousand was all
the free money he had in the world
or
was likely to have, unless the dam was
He could not offer
finished on time.

—
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it

all

;

and Larry, he knew, had few

he said at last, " I mean,
of_thousand."
" I
guess there
O'Neill laughed.
ain't any business for you and me to
talk," he jeered.
" Perhaps I can make it more."
" Cut it out "
O'Neill moved away, and Jack realized that he must have struck far below
the sum promised by Briggs and Garth.
say, a couple

!

The knowledge

made

of his helplessness

him angry.
" Then get
off
this
property," he
" Get off now, or
called after O'Neill.
I'll

put you off."
delegate swung about.

The
put me

off,

will

" You'll

you?"

" Will

you "go quietly?"
" I won't go till I
O'Neill laughed.
get good and ready," he said.
The big
Jack glanced at Murdock.
contractor remained in his former posiwatching the little drama with a
non-committal air. The men at the sluice
tion,

had stopped work

entirely.

Apparently

they were getting great enjoyment out
of the situation.
O'Neill looked ugly.
His upper lip
was drawn up, and his teeth were more

Apparently

he
felt at home in the prospect of a roughand-tumble fight.
He was shorter than
Jack, but heavier.
Nevertheless,
Jack was committed.
He felt vaguely that he was making a
mistake in taking the aggressive, but
there seemed to be nothing else to do.
Walking slowly to O'Neill, he said
" Come, now, I don't want any trouble, but you have no right on this work.
Murdock has told you to go, and I have
told you to go."
O'Neill did not answer.
Jack, still
smiling that grim smile, laid his right
hand on the delegate's shoulder. He did
this with full knowledge of what was

prominent

than

ever.

Pie struck out,

re-

sources.
" Well,"

:

likely to follow.

At once, O'Neill made a vicious
swing with his right. Jack leaped back,
and the blow missed him, the force of
the swing being so great that O'Neill
spun around and almost lost his balance.
He lost all
His failure enraged him.
his prudence and, just as Jack had hoped
he would, rushed forward.

first

with his

left,

and

immediately afterward with his right.
Perhaps he hardly expected the blows
to land.
His intention must have been
to get to close quarters, where- he could
rough it with his extra weight.
Jack warded off the two blows.
He
had expected them. Almost at the same
instant he swung his left foot, so that
it struck the inside
of O'Neill's advancing left leg, a little below the knee.
The result was astounding.
O'Neill
plunged heavily to the ground, striking
on his right side. His cheek plowed into
the

soil.

He had struck
Jack stepped aside.
no blow with his fists, and the kick had
been so quick that its connection with
the fellow's tumble might easily have
passed unnoticed by the onlookers.
Even if they had observed it, they
might think that he had lost his balance
parrying O'Neill's right-arm blow, and
had swung his foot around to save himself from falling.
He did not wish to
seem even to defend himself aggressively against the delegate, and he was glad
that

to

see

the

workmen

the

faces

of

at the sluice

Murdock and
showed merely

surprise.

O'Neill slowly rolled over on his back
in a daze.
He was

and stared at Jack
bruised and shaken.
"

I

don't often boast," said Jack in a
" but I'm going to tell you

low voice

:

something, O'Neill.
I boxed ten rounds
once with a middleweight champion,
and well, he didn't put me away.

—

"If you want any more trouble, just
come at me again. You'll go down and
out, next time.
If you don't want more
trouble, clear out."

" I don't
O'Neill was sitting up.
want any more," he said sullenly.
" There are better wavs of fixing you."

"My

"Thank you," replied Jack.
friends shall hear about that threat.

If

anything happens to me, they'll give you
what's coming to you."
O'Neill got to his feet, and, without
a look or a word, walked away to the
corral.
Two minutes later he was driving down the canon.
Murdock spoke up abruptly. " That
" There's
was a bad move," he said.
sure to be trouble now."
Not if vou know vour business." re'•

"

plied

Then

Jack.
"

to

the

—
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men

City

at

the

you to witness that that
fellow attacked me."
" You laid your hand on him first,"
~
blurted Murdock.
sluice

:

I

call

.

"

Not

in

a

way

to

hurt

—

And

him.

you, men, I hope you understand that
there isn't any objection to the man's
coming and talking to you about organizing, so long as he doesn't bother you
while you're at work."
With that, he went back to the draftMore than ever, he was coning-tent.
cerned about Murdock's attitude, for it
was obvious that the contractor would

have let the delegate have his way
even shaming himself weakly before his
own workmen rather than send the bully
about his business.
Jack was troubled, too, by the consciousness that Larry, with his knowledge of labor organizers, would have
handled the situation differently would
not have permitted O'Neill to come to
the point of physical violence
would
have found a way to put him in his
place by making him ridiculous.
But
(To be co
;

;

when Larry rode up from Larkin

and heard the story he had no word of
blame.
" V'ou did the natural thing." he said.
" But it isn't what you would have

done, Larry."

"How about things in the city?"
asked Jack.
Then, as Larry hesitated:
" Don't be afraid to tell me.'"
.

"

There

much

isn't

to

tell,"

said

"

Larry dejectedly.

Apparently, not a
contractor will be able to supply us with
men for six weeks. Garth has got all
the stone-masons tied up, building a new
stamping-mill."
;•"

Garth

"
!

Larry nodded.
" Did you see him. Larry?"
"Oh, no! What was the use?"
" Sure enough." said Jack.
" Well,

They haven't downed us yet,
Larry.
Let's go right ahead with the
work, just as if nothing were wrong."
" Yes. that is what we will do."
•

buck up

!

"And remember this, Larry: there's
always some way out. if a man keeps
his eyes open to find it."
ntinued

.)

NOT ENOUGH SLACK.

A SWITCHMAN

and

a

brakeman were

once beating their way across the country. Both were without funds, but the switchman had nerve and managed to feed both of
them. However, he finally became dissatisfied and told the brakeman he must make
an effort himself. So the next house they
decided to hit the brakeman advanced,
knocked on the door and asked the lady of
the house:
" Could you give a poor man a bite
" Certainly," said the lady, and kicks a
bulldog out.
?-

The brakeman

started

!

!

but
"

still

Why

the switchman stood,
don't you open that gate

when or at what point a travjourney is considered as begun
a question that has been put up to the

?

" panted

the discouraged man.
" Can't do it, pal." he said.
" You'll have
to give me more slack if you want to make
a drop of that bulldog." Ex.

WHEN DOES A JOURNEY
AS

round the house

with the dog behind. Meanwhile the switchman stood outside the gate. Round came
pursued and pursuer.
" Open the gate " yells the brakeman.
•Around they went again.
" Open the gate " cried the brake agent,

BEGIN?

soon as a traveler's ticket has been punched

paratory to boarding a train, he is actually
on his way. Although he may chauge his
mind and not proceed farther, they refuse
An
to assent to a redemption of his ticket.
administrative ruling by the commission is
expected: and if this is not accepted as
final, a formal hearing may follow to test

at the gate entrance to the train-house pre-

matters.

is

to just
eler's

Commerce Commission to settle,
The Railway and Engineering MagaIt is asserted for some lines that as

Interstate

says
zine.

i

A NINE OF ENGINEERS.
BY FREDERICK SANDERS.
Written for ''The Railroad Man's Magazine."

O

doubt, you know, it has been often stated,
That baseball stars are greatly in demand;

And

grows unabated,
have searched throughout this baseball

the scarcity each year

Though

scouts

land.

There's a scheme, I've wondered why they haven't tried
For to me a very good one, it appears;
If I owned a team and wished to win the pennant,
I'd choose my men from railroad engineers.

Every player who has won fame on the diamond,
In his work relies on signs to some degree;
Every engineer that ever pulled a throttle
one well versed

Is

His

ability

" signals," you'll agree.

in

the bases to encircle,

you take as a criterion.
with any of the celebrated
He's trained in knowing how to " make a run."
If his past

Would compare
At

would be rated with the leaders;
is
true, and steady are his nerves;
The strike-out route he would refuse to travel.
bat he

His eye

He's too experienced
Another fact the dope

He'd grace
With qualities

He

" hitting curves."
worth mention.

in

reveals,

would seem.
majors;
other words, the " steam."

the pitcher's box,
that go to

has the " speed,"

make
in

so

it

the

—

He'd make a " short stop " this he oft has proven
He'd "pick up" everything that came his way;

And

if,

perchance,

it

was found

—

necessary.

He'd " switch," and any " station " he could play.
He'd cause ho demonstration on decisions
That were close and would affect the final score.
"
He'd show no willingness to "run the mogul
Of the game for he has been " called out " before.

—
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it,

Year

$56,000,000 a
BY RICHARD

for Ties

MAXWELL WINANS.

THE wooden

tie on which the steel rail rests is one of the very important
It gives a road-bed elasticity as well
factors of the right of way.
solidity.
And.
strange
to
say,
the wooden tie has proved superior
as

to the steel

tie.

The tie problem is an all-important one with the railroads just now.
More trees must be grown or there will be a serious slump. There are
many people who own abandoned farms or waste stretches of land who will
learn something by reading this article.

Oak, and Particularly White Oak, Is the Preferred Wood but a Great
Many Other Varieties Are Used, and Some Have
To Be Treated Chemically.
;

_URING

the year 1908 the
railroads of the
United
States
steam and electric
purchased over 112,000,000 cross-ties, at an average of fifty cents a tie,
making a total of over $56,000,000 for
this part of railway road-beds alone.
And the cpst of ties is not diminishing.
Indeed, it is increasing.
For
serviceable stability, the wooden tie has
riot been equaled
and it is frequently
reported that some day soon there may
be a famine, as the supply of lie-producing timber is slowly being exhausted.
James J. Hill, the veteran builder of
the Northwest, and Edward H. Harriman, the little colossus of roads, have
not overlooked the serious side of this

parkway through which

rumor. They have even proposed planting both sides of their track with trees
of the tie-producing varieties
making a.

So far, only two or three of the railroads of the United States have attempted to provide a future timber supply for

—

—

Of

course, this

the trains

would

a project of some
magnitude and expense, and could only
be put into effect by men who build
roads not only for to-day, but for ages
to come.
Both are practical men, and if they
carry out this scheme it will be in a

—

pass.

—
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practical

way

to

is

a practical end, so the

thousands upon thousands of miles of
waste space beside their roads is to be
utilized to produce a supply of timber
for the future use of these roads.
It is
probable that they expect to see ties laid
that come from the trees growing along
their right of way.
Railroads That

Own

Forests.

!
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roads.

their

The Pennsylvania

system

and the Santa Fe system are both managing their timber lands in accordance
with the latest dictates of scientific forlarge
which
it
standing
timber,
of
supply
gradually increasing through conis
annual
plantings.
The Santa
stant
Fe system is planting many thousands of
eucalyptus - trees in southern California,
especially purchased for this purpose;
The Illinois Central Railway at one time
attempted the raising of hardy catalpatrees for cross-ties, but was unsuccessful.
If the increase in the visible supply
of lumber was in proportion to the increased demand, there would be little
cause for any grave concern as to the
However,
conservation of our forests.
The supthe opposite condition exists.
ply decreases and the demand increases.

The Pennsylvania system has a

is

particularly true of the railroad

and the timber of which it is
made.
Over $56,000,000 a year for railroad
ties gives pause for thoughtful concern.
Suppose, for instance, that the consumption of ties goes on doubling itself every
Where would the material
two years!
come from to make them after a few
cross-tie

years ?
If the proportion of increase should
hold, the number purchased by the steam
and electric roads this year would amount
to 224,000,000; in 1911 they would use
448,000,000, and by 1913 there probably
would be required the enormous total
of

for future use.
It is learned that Maude
the actress, who has a sense of
business foresight as well as the ability
to act, purchased some years ago a tract
of land on Long Island, which she planted to spruce.
This, she said, would be her drawing
bank - account for old age. She could
hardly have selected a better investment

Adams,

estry.

This

ested in railroads who have looked far
enough into the future to see the necessity of growing a supply of. tie timber

1,000,000,000

ties

to

supply the de-

mand.
Increase in Trackage.

According to Poor's Manual, the total
trackage in the United States on January 1, 1905, amounted to 293,937 miles.
The same authority shows the total
trackage for 190S to be 324,034 miles,
an increase of over 30,000 miles of
And we are
trackage in three years.
still laying new rails and driving spikes
on newly constructed track
From coast to coast electric lines, both
suburban trolley and high-speed, longdistance lines, are being built to an extent that was not dreamed of ten years
ago.

There are many not

directly

inter-

—an

investment that, without further
care or worry on her part, would go on
piling up principal as well as interest
for years to come.

Looking

to the Future.

It is learned, N also, that

dividuals,

both

East

many

and

other in-

West,

have
planted available tracts. By making annual plantings, these tracts of land will
yield a constant source of income of very
substantial proportions for many generations to come.
The advantage of this
tree-growing is that once the land is set
to the trees, it requires very little attention until time to cut and market the
timber.
If
acre,

fifteen

hundred

a small

trees

tract of, say,

are

set

per

two hundred

acres will carry 300,000" trees.
In fifteen or twenty years, according to variety
and size, this acreage should cut three
or more ties to the tree, or at least 900,000 ties, and these, if sold at the average
price of fifty cents per tie, the present
rate, would put about $450,000 on the
credit side of the owner's bank-account.
Since land may be utilized for this
purpose that would be of little value for
cultivated crops, the original investment
would be of small moment. The cost of
the plantings could be reduced to a minimum by the grower raising his own seedlings.

1907,

the

Banner Year.

During 1907 the railroads purchased
153,700,000 cross-ties, the greatest consumption of ties ever recorded. These
cost the railroads, at the point of purchase, the neat sum of $76,850,000, or
an average of fifty cents, per tie. The
falling off in 190S is accounted for by

$56,000,000

A YEAR FOR

the general business depression that affected every line of industry.
There is a wide range of woods used
for cross-ties, there being listed separateThe oaks
ly fifteen classes or species.
are at present and always have been by
far the most important.
For 1908 the
oak ties amounted to more than 48,000,000, or forty-three per cent of the total
quantity purchased.
The reports showthat next to these ranked the Southern
yellow pines, with 21,500,000, or nineIn some preteen per cent of the total.
vious years the per cent of oaks has
ranged close to fifty per cent and the
pines to twenty-five per cent.

Oak and

Pine Most Used.

TIES.

:U'.)

much longer

service from them than can
be secured from untreated oak.
Among the woods that have been most
largely treated so far are the yellow
pines, particularly loblolly pine,

Douglas
Western pine, and lodge-pole pine.
There are two kinds of woods listed

fir,

in

this

year's

statistics

for

use as

ties

which previously had not been reported
in

sufficient

them

quantity

to

justify

listing

These are gum and
beech.
In 1908 the purchase of gum ties
exceeded 260,000, while hardly more
than 15,000 of them had been reported
for any previous year.
Of the beech'
ties, the purchase in 190S amounted to
nearly 195,000, against but little more
separately.

than 50,000 in 1907.

bought

These woods are not suitable unless
given preservative treatment.
Their increased use, therefore, is one of the manyresults of the progress of wood preserva-

number. About 4,000,000 tamarack ties
were used; nearly 3,500,000 of cypress
ties; and, in round numbers, 3,000,000
each of Western pine and hemlock.

tion in the United States.
For many
years beech has been one of the principal woods used for ties in Europe,
where its value, when given chemical
treatment, was long ago recognizer!.
It is said that it is not uncommon for
European roads to secure from twenty

However, the oaks and pines furnished
three-fourths of
all
the
ties
by the railroad companies in
1908.
Cedar and chestnut supplied
more than 8,000,000 ties each, with
Douglas fir trailing very close to that

nearly

Spruce, beech, gum, lodge-pole pine,
white pine, and redwood, and several
other woods were used in smaller quan-

thirty years' service from beech ties.
Untreated, they would be absolutely use-

to

less.

tities.

This gives some idea of the range of
in which cross-tie timber may
be grown, there being hardly a treegrowing State in the Union that is
not adapted to the growth of one or
more of the varieties.

More

Ties Needed.

territory

1

While the reports show that the oaks,
and particularly the white oaks, have always been the preferred woods, and still
form a large per cent of the total, the
increasing price that the roads have to
-pay for satisfactory oak ties are forcing
them to look more and more for substitutes.

A

Variety of Woods.

This accounts for the variety of woods
White oak,
are now being used.
untreated, makes a tie which gives excelthat
lent

service

for many years, but
possible to take woods

it

has

which
been found
are not naturally durable, give them a
treatment with either creosote or zincchlorid to prevent decay, and thus get

As

far back as 1905, at least a dozen

American roads were conducting experiments in preservative treatment of ties.
At present nearly twenty-five per cent
ties purchased are given one of
the several preservative treatments.

of the

The hemlock and tamarack
among the cheapest used, being

ties

are

listed in

the government statistics at a cost of
thirty-three and thirty-six cents each,
respectively. .The Chicago and Northwestern Railway, however, estimates that
these ties, including freight and labor
charges, cost, untreated, when laid for
use west of the Mississippi, about seventy-five cents apiece.

When
cost

is

treated with zinc-chlorid the
about twelve cents per tie, ma-

king the total cost of the treated tie
eighty-seven cents.
On the basis of an annual charge, the
following comparative statistics are de-
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rived

—the

life

of

'

basic data used estimates the
an untreated tie at five years,
with an interest rate of four per cent.
Being almost impervious to the preservative fluid, hemlock and tamarack
are the hardest and most expensive of
With the more poall woods to treat.
rous woods better results are obtained,
and the life of the tie is increased in

total of 700,469,760 acres of wooded
area, the government owns but 144,896,485 acres, with 2,582.7 1 1 acres in State
forests, and the remaining 554,313.511

proportion.
Just at the present moment, the great
problem is to get the ties to treat the
problem of a supply to meet the demand
a demand that will naturally increase
with every year, and that will advance
prices as the supply diminishes.
Only one-fifth of our forest area is in
national or State forests, and that fourfifths is either in private hands or likely
Out of a
to pass into private hands.

years.

;

—

acres are in private control or in unreserved public forests.
^
It is claimed that the average age of
the trees that are being felled this year
is not less than one hundred and fifty
'

The lumberman

could not afford
even were he blessed with
the prospect of unequaled longevity.
In consequence, there arises the need
that the State and national governments,
which do not need to look for so high
a rate of interest as the private investor,
and which are concerned with the promotion of the general welfare, should
assume the responsibility of providing a
future supply of timber.
to replace them,

HOLLAND'S "CONTROLLED" RAILWAYS.
Where

the

Principle

Government Ownership
Severe Economic Problem.
of

newspaper accounts can be relied
would seem that the railroads of
Holland are in danger of being legislated,
recent
IF upon

it

or " controlled," out of existence. Holland,
according to these reports, has carried the

government control of railroads
a great extreme, at the same time without
accepting any responsibility in the way of
guarantees, and without showing any desire
take the logical step of government
to
ownership that its course, in the long run,
would render inevitable.
The government itself owns 1,107 miles of
line, which is operated in two separate systems by two private companies. The government has the fullest power of control,
and proceeds on unlimited competition.
The companies cannot make any changes
principle of
to

schedules or tariffs without first receiving the permission of the minister of
railways.
The result is a congestion of tinin their

remunerative train service.

Is

Resulting in a

Economies cannot be effected by mutual
as this means of serving the
public and paying dividends is frowned upon
by the government department. If it so desires, the government may take over the railroads any time up to 1915 by giving the
companies one year's notice, and on the
other hand the companies may insist on
government purchase if their dividends are
no more than three and one-half per cent
for two years in succession.
In 1907, the dividend was down to the
prescribed minimum, and 190S was little
agreement,

Therefore, the administration, finding itself perilously close to being compelled
to take a step it wished to avoid, has appointed a royal commission to investigate
the situation, and it is believed tiiat its castiro-i and uneconomical policy will be suffick. tly revised to permit the companies to
pay ufficient dividend to keep them on their
fee ., even if tottering.
better.

-

Recent Railroad Patents
BY FORREST G. SMITH.
Describing an Air-Cooler for Electric Locomotives, an Automatic Turntable, a New Idea in the Construction of Dump -Cars, a

Decided Improvement in Car- Fenders, More Switch and
Point Inventions, and a Valuable Contrivance for Train-Shed
Ventilation.

TO COOL THE MOTORS.
Device

for

Overcoming the Tendency to Heat
Electric Locomotives
at High Speed.

Shown by

ONE

disadvantage incident to
the electric locomotive lies
that the motors soon become
under high speed.
device to

the use of
in the fact

overheated
accomplish
this has been invented and patented (No.
929,587, July 27, 1909) by Max R. Hanna,
of Schenectady, New York, and has been
adopted by the leading electric company in
the United States.
It consists of one or more fan-casings
which are mounted in the cab of the locomotive, and are preferably driven from the
motors themselves. Leading from these
blower casings are conduits which conduct
the air blast generated therein to a point
beneath the locomotive, where it is directed
upon the motors, thus keeping them cool
during the entire time of travel.
When it is considered that even a small
blower-fan will give quite a blast of air
under high speed, it will be appreciated that

A

the device

is

entirely practicable.

GUARD FOR SWITCHES.
Will Replace a Costly and Uncertain Design
with One That Will Last Longer and

Be Cheaper

to Install.

decided improvement
AVERY
guards
railway switches
like

is

August
Rizer,

in footfor
and the
disclosed in a patent (No. 929,986,
1909) issued to Frederick W.
3,
of Chicago, Illinois. As is well

35t

known, metallic castings are now employed
for this purpose, and require to be bolted or
spiked in place and frequently renewed at
considerable expense.

Mr. Rizcr. however, has conceived the
idea of filling in such spaces as are liable
to catch and hold the foot of a person with
concrete or some other material which may
be applied in a similar manner and will
harden when allowed to set. Such a filling
will of course pack beneath the heads or
treads of the rails, and will not be liable to
become loosened. This will also last for
almost an indefinite period without renewal
or attention of any sort. At the time of
lilling in the material, a channel or groove
is formed in the surface for the flanges of
the ear-wheels where necessary.

FOR TURNING THE TABLE.
An

Automatic Device to Render Easier the
Work of Roundhouse and Yard

Men.

THEuseoperation

of the turntables now in
laborious, to say the least, and
frequently a comparatively large force of
men is required for this purpose. It has
been proposed to employ some mechanical
motor suitable for the purpose of rotating
the tables, but while in this instance the
necessity of several yardmen would be eliminated, considerable expense would be involved in installing the motors and mechanism incident to their use.
is

Michael J. Leonard, of Long Branch. New
Jersey, has secured a patent (No. 928.675,
July 20, 1909) which discloses quite a new
idea in turntables, and one which seems to
In fact, the
nil the bill in every particular.
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turntable invented by Mr.

Leonard is almost
and requires

entirely automatic in its action,
but a single attendant.

The table is so constructed that when the
locomotive is run upon it, the pilot of the
locomotive engages with a trip interposed
in its path, and by the pull exerted upon
this trip, a weight which is located beneath
the turntable

is

pulled

beam upon which

it

is

from one end of a
mounted toward the

other end, and past the axis, or center, of
the table.

This weight then acts to rotate the table
proper speed until a brake is applied
by the attendant, whereupon the engine is
free to move onto another track, leaving the

MAN'S. MAGAZINE.
the chains and raise the doors to closed positions, these hooked-shaped links are drawn
over the shafts and act as supporting hooks
for the doors so that the chains are relieved

of

strain.

all

A FENDER THAT FENDS.
Following the Course of the Trucks, It
Effective on Curves as on Straight
Track.

Is as

nt the

table

in

its

condition

original

for

further

use.

Means are provided
at the proper points,
trol,

also,

for locking the table

and are under the con-

of the attendant.

A SIMPLE DUMP-CAR.
Will Relieve the Strain from the Weakest
Part and Put Operation Under
Better Control.

form of dumping-car
the entire weight of the
load is sustained by the mechanism employed
for raising and lowering the dumping doors,
and where such means include chains among
its other elements, a weak link will frequently result in premature discharge of
the. load and possibly a derailment.
Where
such is not the case, on the other hand,
means such as latches are employed, but it
is necessary for the train crew to operate
them manually, and,, this requires considerable time.
To overcome these disadvantages and at
the same time to provide means which will
act automatically to lock the doors when
swung up to closed position, Harvey Allen,
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has in a device
covered by patent No. 929,268, July 27, 1909,
a combined dump-car door operating and
holding or supporting means.
The construction of the car disclosed in
the patent to Mr. Allen is of the ordinary
type, except that a shaft is mounted along
each side of the car near the bottom, and
to each shaft are connected chains which
connect also with the doors which are to
be raised and lowered. In the ordinary
form of car, these chains connect directly
with the doors, and other means is provided
for holding the doors in closed position, but
in this device a hoop-shaped link is connected tn each door and to each cha:n.
When the shafts are rotated to wind up
nearly
IN now
in

every

use,

probable
IT more,verypersons
are

many, if not
struck by street railcurves as when on a

is

way

that as

cars while on
straight stretch of track.
When this occurs the risk is even greater, for the reason
that the present fenders are- fixed with respect to the platforms of the cars, and swing
out beyond the curve, leaving a clear space
for one to fall beneath the wheels.
Also persons are frequently struck by the
fenders as they swing out beyond the track
line.
With the object in view of remedying this defect of the present fenders, Henry
D. Gardy, of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, has
patented ( No. 9-29^05, July 27, 1909) a construction of fender which will turn with
the car trucks so as to at all times follow
the track.
This fender is of substantially the ordinary construction except that it is swive'.ed
to turn upon the car platform and has connections with the forward truck which act
to turn it, when the car is rounding a curve,
so as to follow the track and more nearly
the general line of travel of the car.
Notwithstanding the fact that the fender
is so mounted, it may be tripped as readily
as can the ordinary fender, by the motor-

man,

to

drop upon the track.

NEW POINT CONNECTION.
Device Which

Overcomes
and

a

Long-Standing

of Simple and
Effective Construction.

Difficulty

Is

matter to make adjustfor wear of switch-points under
present conditions, owing to the character
of the connection between the switch-point
and the switch-rod, this connection being
such that either no adjustment is provided
for at all. or only a very insecure one.
In
a patent (No. 92S.931, ''July 27, 1909) issued
is a
IT ments

difficult

to Phillip B. Blish, of Chicago,

and Charles

M.

Bruff,
of Chicago Heights, Illinois,
there is disclosed a novel form of connection

for

switch-point

and rod which

will
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not only allow for adjustment, but will hold
the parts securely in set position.
In carrying out the invention, "a hole is
drilled in the switch-rod, and a box-like
sleeve is fitted" over the rod and has its
upper and under surfaces roughened or
toothed. These sides of the sleeve are also
slotted and a bolt is passed through the
slots and the opening in the rod. and also
through the ends of a clip.- which is fitted
over the sleeve and has toothed 'ends bearing
upon the toothed surfaces of the sleeve.
When the bolt is tightened, the sleeve will
be securely held upon the rod at the position to which it is adjusted, and as this
sleeve has connection with the switch-point,
the point is also held at adjustment. The
value of the device lies in the fact that
there is no possibility of the sleeve slipping,
and the switch-point is therefore held positively in adjusted position upon the rod.

A MOTORMAN'S FRIEND.
Improved Vestibule Window-Cleaner for Ridding Front Glass of Snow and Ice
Without Exposing Operator.

CONSIDERABLE

annoyance

is

caused

A

terial.

arm

held in raised position beside the near side of the windowframe and practically out of view, bin by
in ruing the shaft slightly, the arm may be
made to sweep across the window-pane, rethis

moving any snow or
thereon.

lected
11

RR

A

and as soon as the shaft
spring returns the arm to
position and holds it there.
raised,

is

this

its

released

normal

•J*

GOVERNOR TROLLEY-POLE.
Air Cylinder Which Will Control the Pole
When Wheel Leaves the Wire, and Will
lie Easy To Keep in Order.

mounting trolley-poles
IN usual
to provide some

upon

cars,

it

is

of springcontrolled means for preventing undue upward movement of the trolley-pole, or to
allow the pole to drop after it has swung
up after leaving the wire.
Such means is of course provided to prevent the pole coming in contact with the
overhead hangers for the trolley-wire. A
very simple means for accomplishing this
result, and one which will not require any
considerable expense to install, is disclosed
in a patent ( No. 930,69s, August 10, 1909)
issued to Major D. Self, -of Bessemer,
sort

Alabama.
Mr. Self contemplates mounting upon the
roof of the car an air cylinder, the piston
of which is connected directly to the trolley-

the motormen of street railway cars
during the winter months by the accumulation of snow and ice on the windows of the
car platforms or vestibules, and where time
cannot be spent in removing this snow and
ice at intervals, the motorman is frequently
compelled, in order to see ahead, to open the
window and subject himself to the cold.
While a number of devices have been
patented for the purpose of removing this
accumulation without the necessity of open1
ing the window, they have nearly all been
so complicated as to render them impracticable.
very simple, cheap, and efficient
device for this purpose is, however, shown
in a patent (No. 930,185, August 3. 1909)
issued to S. Jones, of Finleyville, Pennsylvania.
In carrying out the invention disclosed in
the patent, a short sleeve is fixed in one
lower corner of the front window frame of
the car vestibule, and a short shaft is mounted to rock in this sleeve and carries at its
outer end an arm having secured thereto a
strip of felt or other suitable wiping ma-

Normally,
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is

ice that

spring

may have

holds

the

col-

arm

A

pipe leads to this piston, and in
the pipe is a valve which has its stem projecting into a slot in an arm hung also from
pole.

the pole.

As soon as the pole jumps the wire, the
sudden upward movement of the arm opens
the valve and allows air to enter the cylinder, thereby immediately lowering the pole.
The usual rope connected with the pole is
then pittied to further lower the pole, whereupon the valve will be closed and the wheel
may

be replaced on the wire.
is

LETTING IN FRESH
Simple

AIR.

by Which Ventilation
Secured Without Constant
Exposure to Weather.

Mechanism

May Be

of Chicago.
HENRY hasSCHLACKS,
patented
July
J.

Illi-

(No. 929,115,
27,
1909) an improvement in roundhouse
construction whicli. will provide for perfect
ventilation, not only of roundhouses, but
nois,

also of train-sheds and other similar strucIn the roof
tures to which it is applied.
of the train-shed or other building of like
character there are provided a number of
openings or flues for the escape of smoke
and gases given off from the smoke-stacks
of locomotives, and over each of these
flues there is mounted a cap or shutter.

a

THE LEAP OF OLD
BY

EMMET

637.

HARTE.

F.

—

There Was a Gap in the Trestle
But
She Got Over It Without Much Trouble.

ALF

hour before train
passed through the
gate and sat on a baggagetruck near the iron fence

.

an

time,

in

The

Streets station, Louis-

—

me eight elecbesides mail and
by a 100-ton L. and

train nearest

palaces,

tric-lighted

baggage-cars, drawn

N. racer

Ninth and Broad-

the

way
ville.

I

—was

the one by which

I

should

I became aware of a small, gray man
sauntering along by the big engine
grizzled, stocky figure of a man with a
slight roll in his stride, seemingly engrossed in his own thoughts. He passed
along, stopped, examined her outlines
with an admiring eye, patted her ponderous cylinder as one might pet a child,
and stood listening to the purr of her
steam.
Presently he noticed me, and
strolled over to the truck.
"Ain't she a beauty?" he queried,
jerking his thumb in the direction of the
engine.
I assented, and after a pause,
to keep up conversation, mentioned that

—

the weather was warm.
" Quite so," he said.

" Quite

so,

but

on a moving train.
lean out of a cab and
throw the right of way be-

would be
Mighty fine

it

cool

to

watch her
hind her on a night

like

this

:

mighty

"
!

remarked that he must have leaned
I
from a cab in his time, and he nodded
with some pride.
" Yes,"

he

said,

" I

wrestled the

re-

and eased the steam into the
cylinders on one of them for sixteen

verse-lever

Not

years.

big girl like that one,
there wasn't any like her in my
a

though
day 1 quit in '86.
I
come down
here once in a while to hear the sputter

—

a cab or even aboard a train for twentyI run a grocery-store," he added

years.

with an apologetic air, as if it was an
occupation of small renown and to be
mentioned without enthusiasm.
He relapsed into silence, and I
waited.
"

Excuse me," I said finally. " but I
waiting for you to tell me about it."
"About what?" he asked.
" Well, about
your most thrilling experience " I said.
" Never had many thrills," he said.

am

depart.

fine

of an engine and to pat one on the side
sort of familiar, but I haven't been in

;

.
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—

!

"

Used

have lots of hard work and
wrecks and very little pay but
thrills, as you call them, we didn't pay
much attention to. I worked on the old
C. O. and S. W., a rickety old road in
those days, but some better, I underto

plenty, of

;

stand, since the I. C. got it.
" It was fierce then, though
loose

that

track so
;
a rain we could squirt
under the ties into a dog's

after

water from

eyes twenty feet away.

The coach win-

dows used

clatter,

to rattle

and

and the

on the engine never stopped
" Johnny Westover, who used to run

bell

accommodation from Cecilia to
and back, went down to
Charleston about the time they had the
earthquake, and they said he woke up
when things began to dance and rattle,
and said,
Muldraugh's Hill, by Gadfrey
He thought he was on his old
the

Louisville

'

'

!

run.
"

We

used to get hot boxes regular
by a big watermelon patch
and
while we'd stop to cool, Pete and Sam,
our two darky brakemeu, would go over
and get some big ripe ones.
" We rarelv ever got from one end of
right

;

THE LEAP OF OLD
without going
a gondola to
jump off, run a hundred yards or so on
the ties, and then jump back on again
the division to another
and for
in the ditch

there

that

637.

was

at the first curve, was so common that
half the time we never knew it unless
a truck happened to turn sideways and
then we'd find it out
tear up the track
for about twelve hours.
" In the winter we'd buck snow, and

by

floods.

" One time we got into West Point
about midnight, and the river was out
There used to be an
in the bottoms.

old

wooden drawbridge across

the Salt

a

culvert

—

how fast she was rising,
and she was crawling pretty fast.
" What'll we do?' said the old man
set sticks to see

'

"l PULLED HER WIDE OPEN, AND SHE TOOK IT LIKE A
ori

like

—

;

the spring the Ohio would get
a rampage, and we'd get laid out

built

nothing above the stringers but ties and
rails, not even a hand-rail.
" The Ohio was backed up in the Salt,
chock-full, and there wasn't any bridge
in sight
just black, lapping water. Old
man Morrison and me went down and

;

in

355

.

HUNTED DEER."

— we

hadn't been home for forty-eight
hours, and if we got hung up there we
might be out for two weeks more.
"
Cross her, if the bridge is there,'
'

and we all climbed on, and I
637 walk out on that bridge mighty
slow and careful, with the crew ready
T

let

said

;
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to pile off if she

was

there,

all

water, and

we

The bridge
four inches under

dropped.

right,

got across.

"Old 637! There was a good old
She knew me just as well as
engine!
a horse or dog knows their masters, and
she never went hack on me, not even the
She
last trip when I quit the road.
killed two engineers after I left her, and
she's gone to the scrap-pile long ago, but

me a mean trick in all
those years.
" How did I happen to quit?
Yes,
I know old-timers are not supposed to
See
ever quit, but sometimes they do.
these gray hairs?
I reckon I got most
of them one night on that same old Mul-

she never did

draugh's Hill.
"

You know how the old line winds
and around that old knob and all
There used
those old wooden trestles.
some away
to be nine of them trestles
in

—

up

—

built on short curves;
in the air, too
one had a reverse curve in the trestle

itself.

" I
year,

was pulling a local freight that
and we had quite a bit of business

along the old Chesapeake, hauling dried
apples, tobacco, sorghum, and such like,
and we never had any schedule except

—

out on we got back when we
Ben Austin was running the
way car, and the two darkies, Pete and
Sam, were braking.
" I had a fireman named Brady, who
was young and enthusiastic when he
wasn't drunk, and a hoodoo to the train
when he was, according to the darkies.
Whenever Brady came out loaded, Pete
would roll his eyes and say, 'Nother
wreck this trip,' and shake his head.
" That last trip was sure unlucky.
Brady was drunk, two cars went into
the ditch down by Big Clifty, we killed
East View, and a ganga cow at
plank broke at Bethlehem and let a
barrel or something fall on Austin's leg,
mashing him up considerable. We were
anywhere from eight to ten hours late
when we hit the hill, and I shut old 637
off when we started down and sat back,
contented like to let her roll easy.
" It was about seven o'clock of a summer evening, quiet and peaceful, the fireman standing in the gangway enjoying
the breeze ; everybody feeling comfortable except Bob Austin, who was nursto

start

could.

'

ing his smashed leg back in the caboose.
had a pretty fair train, twelve or
fifteen
cars,
mostly loaded, and we
pushed along about thirty-five miles an
hour, snug and cozy.
" Down around the hill we bowled,
over the trestles, and around the rocky
was thinking about supper
points.
I
and a smoke on my back porch at home
when we came out of a short curve in
a shallow cut and out onto one of those
hundred-foot high bridges, and my
breath stopped.
" About the middle, the bridge was
burned in two.
"It took me about a second to pull
a screech for brakes, yell for Brady to
jump, throw the engine into the back
motion, and give her steam, but in that
second we were out on the trestle, and
the valley looked a long ways below.
The fireman jumped before we had
hardly left the embankment, and wasn't
hurt.
The rest of the crew got off,
Austin with them, some way. before the
caboose got out of the cut.
" As for me and 637, we were out
in the air
behind us, a loaded train
shoving too hard to be stopped; before
us, a gap in the trestle, where for three
or four feet everything was gone but the
rails.
When I saw how it stood, I got
up and threw her into the forward like
a maniac I guess I was crazy.
" Then I gave her steam, and we
jerked away from the train like a horse
when you cut it with the whip. Then,
when we readied the gap, I pulled her
wide open, and she took it like a hunted
deer.
She shivered one instant, settled,
and sunk then she rose and leaped, sir,
she leaped across, and we went out on
the firm track beyond.
" The rest of the train went through,
the box cars dropping and crashing, end
over end, to the valley below, and the
farmers used them for kindling wood
afterward.
" I took my engine in and resigned.
I haven't heen in a cab since.
I read
about these young lads with their Twentieth Century Limiteds, and their racing
for the mail contracts, and all that, but
it's too hard on the nerves.
" I like to come down occasionally and
kind of snuggle up to an engine and
hear her breathe, but that's all."

We

;

—

—

What

the

Hoboes Cost Yearly
BY CHARLTON

C.

ANDREWS.

<y

A

GRIM

way in which the importance and scope of the tramp problem
be brought home to the general public is in the perusal of the
analyzed accident reports of any large railroad.
It will be found
that the bad name that American roads have achieved in the matter of
casualties is very largely due to the tramp evil.
More " trespassers " are
killed or injured than any other class of railroad users -often more than all
the other classes put together.

may

—

The Harmful, Unnecessary Tramp, Does Many Things

to

Hinder the

Country's Transportation and Increase the Cost
of Living.

HILE
))

the United States without a parallel elsewhere, a condition
which has grown
steadily worse until it has become unbear-

the season for

annual outing
of the underworld is
still with us it would
be well if its prey,
the public, could be
the

induced to bestow upon the subject a
passing thought or so.
Lack of thought
has permitted a condition to develop in

able.
It is a condition of universal concern,
for no community is too remote to escape
the visits of, no one too influential to be
safe fr.om. none too humble to avoid die
imposts levied by, the predatory hosts
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of criminals which, under the convenient
incognito of " tramps," combine plunder
with pleasure on their summer prowl of
vicious indolence.
For some incomprehensible reason the
popular mind seems unable to disabuse
itself of the idea that the tramp is an
amiable, harmless creature, whose existence is to be regarded as a joke, or at
the worst as a remote impersonal infliction, like the tariff.
Possibly this may
be ascribed in part to the comic supplement of which the tramp is the favorite
hero, and to persistent exploitation of

these vagrants in magazine articles.
Possibly the facts herein set forth may
serve to show that, so far from being
harmless, tramps have become the most
insufferable plague that ever preyed upon
Perhaps the truest exa supine people.
planation of the easy indulgence with
which tramps are treated is the popular
belief that, since they travel by beating
their way on railroads, the matter is one
which concerns, and must be remedied
by, the railroads alone.
Railroad managements might be pardoned for sharing that belief, for they
have been left to cope with the plague
of tramps without assistance from anybody, and least of all from those who arc

paid to enforce the laws.

Encouraging a Nuisance.

The theory that the railroads are in
duty bound to carry, free of charge or
molestation, every vagabond and criminal
avIio feels the need of a change of- scene,
is even more firmly held in the country
than in the city. The rural justice usually goes through the farce of imposing
a nominal fine upon the tramps brought
before him, which is then suspended on
condition that the culprit take the next
train out of the town.
The chief of police of an Ohio city
simply refuses to lock up tramps taken
him by railroad police. The Governor
of an" Eastern State, peculiarly afflicted
by tramps, declines to commission rail-

to

road policemen as State detectives, thus
rendering them liable to arrest for carrying concealed weapons if they are found
to have a revolver in their possession,
and the municipal police have not been
slow to take advantage of every oppor-

power to humiliate railroad policemen.
Trius sustained by public opinion, indorsed by official approval, and backed
up by the strong arm of the law in the
tunity in their

principle'that the railroad is the legitimate runway of the underworld, the
tramp has flourished until there is to-day
in the United States a floating army of
five hundred thousand criminal vagrants,
and the number is rapidly increasing.

The Opposing

Force.

Riding on trains, intimidating, often
and not infrequently murdering trainmen are by no means the only-

assaulting,

offenses of the tramps.

All the millions
of dollars' worth of valuable goods retailed in the stores of the land must
pass over the railroads before they reach
the consumer, and these goods in transit are at the mercy of the tramps along
the line, who are not slow to help themselves to what they want
and their
wants are not modest.
Three years ago an average of three
hundred to four hundred cars a month

—

were robbed on a

single- road entering
York. The value of the stolen merchandise on this line footed up approximately half a million dollars a year.
So serious has the situation become
that every railroad in the land is obliged
to maintain a police force of its own,
or a corps of "special agents," or something of the kind.
Whatever be the
euphemism by which this force is designated on the pay-roll, its use is to do police work, guarding the track against
train-wreckers, watching for car burglars
who steal valuable merchandise, protecting passengers from
at
pick-pockets

New

crowded

stations

sneak-thieves

and on

who

trains,

and from

take valuables, clothing, and baggage from sleeping-cars.
The railroad systems centering at New
York City alone are obliged to maintain
an army of two thousand policemen to
protect their property and that of thenpatrons.
Some idea of the difficulties encountered in discharging this responsibility
may be gathered from the following extract from the last annual report of the
chief of police of one of the trunk lines.
As it was not expected by the writer that

WHAT THE HOBOES COST
any eyes but those of his superior officer
would ever see the report, every word in
it

may be

taken at

Hobo

its

face value.

Fatalities.
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growing worse, and the time is coming
when our men will have to be greatly increased and heavily armed, or we shall
have to abandon the property to the

We are continually cautioning
our men not to use firearms but it is a
question how long we can do so and exthieves.

;

"

The

calls

problem
for a radical change in
train rider

is

one which

existing laws. Trunk line m
railroads have become the
popular routes of travel
for escaping criminals, yeggmen, who are the most dangerous class in the country
to-day,
and a young
tough element who find they
can obtain free transportation from town to town in
this

"

manner.

The

fact that the Pennsylvania Railroad alone re-

ported

having

killed

six

and
injured seven hundred and
hundred and

fifty-seven

ninety-one train riders during the last -year shows the
desperate character of this
class.
The fear of deatli or
injury does not deter them
from travel, neither does the
fear of consequences prevent

them from

killing

who
The

courts

interferes

local

any one
with them.
will

do

nothing with train riders
on account of the expense
their punishment would involve they simply pass them
along to the next town,
where the same treatment is
;

given.
"

Conditions

at

Buffalo

and Jersey City are bad, and
are growing steadily worse.
During the year fully a dozHE MANAGED TO ESCAPE AFTER A LONG CHASE IN WHICH
FIFTEEN SHOTS WERE FIRED.
en different officers have
been shot at in the discharge of their duty by car burglars
pect them to do their duty and effectively
in the Buffalo yards alone.
At Jersey protect the property of the company."
City officers have been shot at repeatedly
Desperate Remedies.
by armed mobs of thieves, which enter
the yards in daylight and shoot at officers
or whoever attempts to interfere with
This is pretty strong language, but it
them.
is far from telling the whole story, of the
" The leniency with which the courts
The plain truth is
plague of tramps.
deal with these people when arrested is
that the situation became so desperate
responsible for this condition.
It
is
last year that one of the trunk lines
•

.
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was compelled to add a pack of bloodhounds to its police force to protect the
lives of employees and patrons from trainwreckers, car burglars, thieves, highwaymen, and other desperate " tramps."
Another line was so hard pressed that
it was finally obliged to arm its police
force at Buffalo with shotguns. Another
line quickly followed suit, and now all
railroad police at Buffalo are to be
armed with short-barrelled shotguns.
At short range a shotgun is more
likely to knock a man out, yet is not so
Besides it
apt to kill as a revolver.
affords more chances of a hit, and a railroad policeman in the lonely wilderness
of tracks around Buffalo needs all the

•a

chances he can get.
Captain Weber, of the New York Central police, caught a notorious car thief
in the act of plundering a car of merchandise in the Buffalo yards last October!
He slipped upon the thief and
clinched with him, whereupon the thief
shot him twice in the chest.
By a miracle of good luck both bullets
struck at an angle that sent them plowing
around his ribs to come out of his back
instead of passing through his heart, as
they were intended. Still holding on to
his prisoner the captain drew his own
revolver and shot the fellow in the eye.
Captor and captive, still locked in each
other's arms, went down and lay there
The captain's bullet
till help
came.
also failed to inflict a mortal wound, so
both he and his prisoner recovered.

A

Dangerous Occupation.

This was not the end

f

the matter,

however. So emboldened have the tramps
who have made Buffalo their temporary
headquarters become, and so determined
are they to retain possession of a huntingground which affords such rich plunder,
that they visit summary vengeance on all
who attempt to interfere with them.
As soon as Captain Weber was reported to have left the hospital and returned to duty, an ambush was prepared
One night, in a lonely part
for him.
of the yards, a Lake Shore policeman
who resembled him was shot and mortally

wounded.

railroad police have many such
experiences, for the tramp, indeed, does

The

not hesitate to kill any one who interferes with him.
Officer Wilson was shot
and killed while in the discharge of his
duty in the yards of the Erie Railroad
at Bergen, New Jersey, four years ago.
Five negro tramps who attempted to capture a freight-train at Sparta. Illinois,
last July, shot and instantly killed a

deputy

sheriff

who came

to

the

relief

of the tram crew.

Unscrupulous Wreckers.
Lieutenant William Kane, of the Erie
negro in the act
of robbing a car at Goshen one day last
summer.
While taking his prisoner to
jail the negro snatched the officer's club
police, captured a giant

and knocked him down.
The negro then sprang upon Kane
and began chewing his ear, only pausing
to announce that he meant to kill him.
As Kane's right handv had been amputated at the wrist he was at something
of a disadvantage.
The coroner's jury
which investigated the matter, found that
the lieutenant was justified in shooting
the negro dead as he held him flat on his
back biting and choking him.
Several trains were wrecked by tramps
last

year,

and

a

great

many more

at-

tempts were frustrated only by the vigilance of the railroad police.
An Erie
policeman saw a man bending over a
frog.
Running up he found a pig of
iron wedged in the frog.
As a passenger-train was due in less
than five minutes the officer stopped to
remove the iron. This gave the Avrecker
a good start, and he managed to escape
after a long chase in which fifteen shots
were fired. In another attempt at wrecking on the same road an unexpected
Freight happened along ahead of the passenger - train for which the obstruction
was intended, preventing the accident.

Even Commit Murder.
Fifteen train robberies, accompanied
by four murders, were committed in the
United States last year by wandering
criminals known to the unsophisticated
public as " tramps."
No one will ever

know bow many
murders
class,

were

other

robberies

and

committed by the same
nor could any good purpose be

:
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served by compiling a catalogue of such
crimes.
If such as have been mentioned
are not sufficient to show the tramp in
his true character, any seeker after information can get all he wants by applying
to any one who has ever been brought in
contact with tramps.
There is a popular impression that the

a downtrodden creature, whom
misfortune has followed until it has deprived him of any inordinate appetite
for work, but who is harmless and would
soon become an ornament to society if
Nothing could
he only had a chance.
be further from the truth.
It may be true that occasionally some
honest hard-working man, out of employment and out of money, may undertake
to beat his way to another town in the
hope of finding a job. But the moment
he takes to the box car or the truck, he
becomes, perforce, the traveling companion of the dregs of humanity, for the
railroad is the ever-ready refuge, the
safest retreat, the surest means of escape
for criminals of every degree.

tramp

is

Wasted Sympathy.

By the time your honest workman has
reached his destination he has lost his
taste for toil.
In a month, like the rest
of the vagrants with whom he now trains
by choice, he is not worth the. powder it
would take to shoot him. He is simply
a pest.

The

railroad police must be conceded
have some opportunities for gathering

to

first-hand impressions.

They made

thir-

thousand arrests on four trunk
lines last year for offenses running the
whole gamut of the criminal code from
ty-five

stealing rides to burglary, train-wrecking,
you the

and murder. They will tell
tramp is such from choice, and

that he

is

in the profession to stay.

Unless he has recently been robbed by
fellow travelers the tramp usually
has his kit, consisting of a pocket-mirror,
razor, soap, needle and thread, and other
trinkets of that sort, thus showing that
he is out for the season. He also has a
weapon, perhaps a murderous bludgeon,
made out of two feet of wire cable, loaded with lead and wrapped with gummed
cloth such as is used by electricians, perhaps brass knuckles or a knife, or more
his
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likely a revolver, which may be taken as
an indication that he is not out for the
good of society.

Criminals

by

Instinct.

Wherever they may be found, gangs

may

safely be set down .as
pertinent illustration of
this fact may be found in an incident in
the work of Special Agent J. M. Bingham, of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad.

of tramps
criminals.

A

Hearing that a gang of thirteen tramps
was camped at Olive Hill, Kentucky,
Bingham boarded a freight-train to visit
them. After the custom of their kind,
the tramps kept on the move, so that

Bingham had

One

a long chase.

while

night,

riding

a

freight-

way to find the men he
wanted, Bingham saw a camp-fire near
the track at
Lewis,
West Virginia.
Summoning some tool-car men to help
him, Bingham surrounded and surprised
train,

the surest

camp.
In "due time the entire gang was landed in Cattlesberg, Kentucky, but there
was no evidence against them. As they
could only be held four clays without
soine sort of definite charge being made
against them, Bingham was obliged to
move his prisoners to another jail while
he kept up his search for evidence.
Being still unsuccessful when the second period of four days was up, there
was another move to a new jail, and
another.
After the fourth move, Superthe

intendent
agent.

Bowden

sent

for -the

special

After glowering at the officer a moment, the superintendent inquired
" Mr. Bingham, are you running a
hobo excursion? "
" You bet I am.
I
am running an
excursion to the penitentiary, and I
think there will be just about one more
side trip between here and our destination."

He was

right, for before the time limit

jail was up evidence had
been found that his prisoners had robbed

at

the

next

some cars

at

Ashland Junction.

Then

one of the gang turned State's evidence,
told the whole story, and confessed that
he and his companions constituted the
notorious " Lake Shore Gang " of car
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and all-around desperaexcursion ended with a sentence of seven years in the penitentiary
for all the gang except the one who
turned State's evidence.
The situation being such as has just
thieves,

does.

thugs,

The

million dollars does not come from an
inexhaustible reserve fund in the coffers
of the Morgans, Harrimans, and Rockefellers, but is added to the freight bills
of all the merchants in the land, who
simply tack it onto the prices of their
wares, as they hand them over
the counters to the public.
In the last analysis, the cost
of the crimes and depredations of vagrant banditti is
borne by the people of the
United States just as all other
charges are.
It may also be
well to remember that it is
a per capita tax, for freight
tariffs are based on weight,
and plain John Smith, of
Jonesville, eats just as many
pounds of steak and potatoes
as a Pittsburgh millionaire.
If one may believe what
one reads, Henry VIII hit
upon the most effective remedy for vagrant criminals re-

corded in history. He simply
had a thousand or so of the
worst of them hanged out of
hand. Lesser offenders of
this sort were flogged and sent
home.
If they neglected to obtain
a certificate signed by- two
justices to prove that they had
had their whipping, they were
liable to be given another by
the first officer they met on
the road.
No doubt such
methods would be quite as
effective in the twentieth cen-

tury, but doubtless they

would

be considered too radical for
this soft-hearted age.

Perhaps the next best
course would be to turn the
whole tramp problem over
unreservedly
to
the
railALWAYS HAS HIS KIT, CONSISTING OF POCKET MIRROR,
RAZOR AND OTHER TRINKETS.
roads.
Since the railroads
are expected to furnish their
been indicated, the question naturally
own police force to protect the property
and lives of the public while in transit,
arises, what are we going to do about it?
The question is of some moment, for the why not compel them also to maintain
their own courts, penitentiaries, gallows,
plague of tramps now costs the railroads
and hangmen?
twenty-five million dollars a year.
Surely, such a course would be better
Let it not be forgotten that even a
than the present system of requiring
railroad company cannot pay out what
them to arrest vagrants and criminals
it does not
take in.
That twenty-five
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and then thwarting every effort to mete
Take, for instance,
out justice to them.
the case of a New York Central trackwalker who caught a man in the act of
fastening fish-plates and other obstacles
on the track just before a passengertrain

was due.

The

fellow was pursued, immediately

but,
caught, and positively identified
by methods only too familiar, he secured
;

delay after delay until at last the trackwalker, the principal witness against
him, died, and so he escaped punishment.
Another example of many such cases
was the stealing of a quantity of silk
from a car on the Erie Railroad. The
case was followed up so energetically by
the railroad police that the thieves were
captured and the silks found in the possession of notorious receivers of stolen
The tramps who committed the
goods.

YEARLY.

robbery were sent to prison, but the receivers of the stolen goods have secured
one postponement after another, and
there

is

no present indication that they

can ever be brought
ing of punishment.

to trial, to

say noth-

Possibly the best plan of all for dealing with this evil would be to exercise a
little common sense.
If public officials

would but perform their sworn duty by
zealously and faithfully executing the
laws already on the statute - books
if
they would sentence train riders to a
month's labor on the rock pile instead of
sending them on to the next town or
giving them a rest-cure in a comfortable
jail,
and see that train wreckers, car
burglars, train robbsrs, and the like were
;

promptly tried and relentlessly punished,
the plague of tramps would disappear
like mist before an August sun.

FRESH AIR FOR THE HUDSON TUBES.
How

the

Engineers Solved a Difficult Problem in the
Connecting New York and New Jersey.

submarine tubes under
THEsontwoRiver
connecting
new

the

the

nal

Hudtermi-

the Hudson and Manhattan
Company at Cortlandt and Church
New York City, with the Pennsyl-

station of

Railroad
Streets,

vania Railroad station in Jersey City. New
The
Jersey, are now in full operation.
question of ventilation was simply solved.
Experience in the operation of the uptown tunnels of the Hudson and Manhattan
system, says the Electric Railway Journal,
proved to the engineers that with trains
running in separate tubes, which, for the
most part, pass through soil saturated at all
times with water, there was little difficulty
in maintaining good natural ventilation in
both the tunnels and the stations, and,
furthermore, that the temperature of the air
in the tunnels was uniformly cool.
Fans have been provided in the terminal
station, however, to accelerate the movement of air if it is found necessary, and
suitable chambers have been provided in the
land tunnels on the Jersey side, so that ventilating apparatus can be installed in that
section if found necessary.
The ventilation of the concourse and track
level of the terminal station is entirely independent of the general ventilating scheme
installed in the building for the offices on the

New

Tunnels

floors.
An intake tunnel has been
driven under the inbound Jrain tunnel for

upper

some distance toward
Air is drawn out of

the river.
the inbound river tunnel through these "openings, and the intake
tunnel by two fans located in the basement

below the track

level.
These fans have a
capacity each of 57,000 cubic feet of air a
minute. They are one hundred and sixty
inches in diameter, and are driven by direct-

motors. They exhaust the foul
drawn out of the tunnels into an uptake

connected
air

which extends up to the level of the
roof of the building. Adjoining this exhaust flue is a fresh-air flue, which also
passes down to the basement level, and from
which air is drawn for cooling the transformers and rotaries in the substation.
flue,

No air is drawn from this flue directly
into the terminal station. At the north end
of two of the platforms of the station there
have been installed motor-driven fans, each
with a capacity of fifteen thousand feet of
air per minute.
These fans draw air out of
the station and discharge it through suitable
passages into the outbound tunnel, some distance beyond the station. With the aid of
these four fans it is believed that the piston
action of the trains in the two tubes will be
ample to maintain satisfactory circulation.

The Railroad Man's
Brain Teasers.
Here

Three Hard Nuts to Crack, Boys, and,
Perhaps, You Can Send Us Some That
Are Equally as Good.
are

N

answer to our request for puzzles, two of our friends
have sent us the following:
Mr. Charles J. Bills, of DuBois, Pennsylvania, asks:
Conductor Jim says to Conductor Bill: "Hello, Bill!
A heavy string of one hundred cars you*ve got."
" No," says Bill, " I have not got a hundred, but if
the number were doubled, plus one-half of the number, plus onefourth of the number, and the caboose thrown in, I would have a
hundred; therefore, how many cars have I in the string?"

Here

is another one of Mr. Bills's perplexers:
Conductor Z comes in with a string of cars which are to be distributed on switches at the division point.
If he puts a car on each
track there will be one car remaining, but if he puts two on each track
there will be an extra track.
How many cars and how many tracks

are there?

Also, we are indebted to Mr. J. R.
for the following:

Conway, of Alberta, Canada,

An

engine and caboose, west bound, meets an engine and caboose,
The only means they have of passing is by a turntable,
which holds but two, i.e., one engine and caboose, or two engines
or two cabooses. They pass and proceed with their engines headed
east bound.

How

right and cabooses behind.
do they do it?
If it takes passenger train No. i seven days to go from New
to San Francisco, and No. 2 the same from San Francisco to

New

York

New

York, meets a No. 2 there, and when it
reaches San Francisco meets a No. 2 just about to leave. How many
No. 2's has it met?

York. No.

1,

as

it

leaves
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THE SPIDER OF PALERMO
BY EDWARD BEDINGER MITCHELL,
AutUor

of

"

An

American Knight Errant," " The Yellow Rose," Etc.

Paget Enters a Very Convenient Apartment and
Drives to a Convenient Storage Warehouse.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

STEPHEN

PAGET, a retired newspaper man, and his friend Marshfield, are attracted by the sight of a beautiful girl in a poor building opposite Paget's apartment.
few minutes later a middle-aged woman in the street below is heard to scream
hysterically, and on Paget rushing down to find out the reason, she says she has seen
the evil one, indicating as the place the room in which the two men have just seen the girl.
Paget escorts the woman to her store in the basement of the cheap house, where he learns
that her name is Rosa, and that she and the girl, Maria Bigontina, live in the room above.
Some days later, Paget finds the girl in a park, homeless. Rosa has disappeared and
Maria's brother is also lost. Paget arranges for her to stay at the Walton until her
people can be found. He goes to interview the landlord, who has turned her out, and
Dining with Maria, he
in her room has an adventure with several Italian cutthroats.
is warned by a Hungarian orchestra leader not to take the first cab or walk when going

A

home.

The cab they do take breaks down, and in the confusion they are actually led into
taking the first cab. The driver tries to abduct them, but Paget thrashes him. and after
seeing Maria to the Walton he changes coats with the driver and goes to the place the
He sees his enemy, but fails to learn anything.
latter was instructed to drive them to.
Next morning, with Maria, he dodges the spies and carries the girl to the seclusion of
his cousin's home.
As Paget is going home he is met by Marshfield, who insists that he go to his house
scheme is on foot through which the elder Marshfield may purchase valuto dinner.
able mining property in Abyssinia, and it is practically settled that Paget and young
Marshfield shall go to look things over. Paget sees one of the guests at the dinner in
conversation with one of the Italians of his previous adventure, and, later, he and Marshfield overhear a conference of the cutthroats, in which it is planned to get possession of

A

Maria.

CHAPTER
The Basement

of

XII.

the

Auvergne.

ARSH FIELD

looked

his

unspoken question as

I

people meet to-night clown-stairs in the
annex."
Marshfield did not start, he did not
even look at me.
Only his eyes narrowed
as he gazed through the smoke from his

seated myself in front
" It's a gang
of him.
I murmured.
gang of—"

of fiends,"
"
"

Never mind

David.

"

Do

you

A

all

that,"

know what

last.

"

interrupted
it

means?

cigar at the leaderless orchestra huddled
in confusion on their platform.
"Where's the annex?" he asked at

"

I

can gerto

it,

all right." I

answered.

Very slowly David's head turned and
his eye left the orchestra to rest for a

" No, I don't, except," I leaned formoment on my face. Simultaneously
ward, dropping my voice to a whisper
we rose from the tahle, reaching for our
that was harely audible to the alert man
coats.
Neither had spoken, for there
across the table,
except that Ghedina
was no need.
is after our friend and that Ghedina's
Began In the August Railroad Man's Magarine. Single copies, 10 cents.
'.'
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Leaving the section of the hotel given
over to the restaurant and cafe, we made
our way down a corridor of the rambling
A stout,
old structure to the office.
florid individual perched on a high stool
and lazily writing in an enormous ledger,
raised his head as I stopped in front of

I'm too busy to show them toI've got to finish this work and
get to sleep.
No use your wasting my
time as well as your own."
" Cheerful citizen," remarked Marsh" And what
field as we turned away.
now, Steve?"
sides,

night.

" This."

the desk.

Good

"

evening," he grumbled rather
sulkily.
"Anything I can do' for you?"
" My friend and I were thinking of
taking rooms herfe by the year," said
" They're
cheaper in the annex,
I.
"
aren't they?
" They're
his
cheaper,"
retorted
majesty from his wooden throne, " but
that won't do you any good."

—

"Why

are all taken."
He
dipped his pen in the inkwell and went
on writing as though the conversation
was at an end for all time.
" Well, some of them will be vacant by
and by, won't they ? " I had been room-

they

hunting in earnest in New York in my
time and I was not to be so easily put
down.

"Perhaps; how do

I

pelled to pay attention,
vidual laid down his

aggrieved

know?"
pen

and waited for

air'

Com-

stout

the

with

my

"Could we

see

some of them?"

Not now. It's eleven o'clock. How
Avould you like to have a fellow walk
into your room in the middle of the
"

"

night?
" That's so,"

smiled cheerfully back
man's insolence. " By
what
do
you do with the rooms
the way,
"
on the ground floor?
" There's only two of them that are
any good. Some kind of a club has
I

in the face of the

them

in

down
"

They come

daytime.

the

lunch and then

to

sit

here

around and gas

there."

And what do you do

the evening?

with them in

"

" Nothing."

The

clerk reached for
" They're no good
dark holes we're lucky enough to rent at

his

pen

lunch

"

We

again.

time.

them at
them."

that.

You

anything for
get
don't want to hire

like

to

Don't

.

might

them,"

sug-

wouldn't do you any good.

Be-

see

gested David mildly.
" It

into

lost

" Hey, hey

front

in

Nothing

of
this

"

!

cried,

it

waving

its

arms

"Where you going?

us.

way."

—

"

demand.

the

trouble, we're drunk and
our way. do you understand?"
" I understand."
With a grim smile,
Marshfield jammed his hat on one side
of his head and twisted his white tie to
" It's the best I can do on
one side.
what I've had. Go ahead."
Treading silently over the tiled flooring, we had gone but a pace or two down
the corridor when a squat figure popped
out upon us from a side door.

get

have

indi-

an
next

way down

the

bar and the lower, obscure
regions of the hotel.
Before us stretched
a dim corridor lined with painted hands
that pointed to barber-shops and tailorshops and heaven knows what other parasites of a prosperous hotel.
At the. foot
of the stairs, I halted for a second to
look back at Marshfield.
" We'll show ourselves," I said.
" If

we

not?"

" Because

led

I

stairs to the

That's what we want nothing."
Marshfield reeled uncertainly forward to
be stopped roughly by the outspread arms
of the bootblack of the Hotel Auvergne.

—

—

" You in wrong
wrong wrong."
The American slang on foreign, lips

was ludicrous enough, but

it was not of
that I thought.
With his last words the
boy's voice had risen almost to a shriek,
but it did -not drown a strange sound at
the end of the corridor
the sound of a
heavy door sliding shut.
Marshfield

—

heard

too, and fell away from the
barrier that blocked us.
"Where's the bar?" he muttered
"
thickly.
want a drink."
" Down that way."
it,

human

We

The bootblack positively pushed him
along the corridor back whence we had
come.
In himself the bov was but a
feeble guard
either one of us could
have brushed him aside with one hand
but we could not batter down an iron
door.
Retreat was all that was left us.
"Well?"
asked
Marshfield.
We
stood together in the quiet street looking

—

"
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" How
each other in discomfiture.
"
about it?
" We'll spend the night here," I replied
with
sudden
determination.
" There's one more chance. We'll get

at

'

room forty

The

-

if

we can."

" If

clerk

was the proprietor of this place,"
remarked Marshfield in the elevator,
" I'd fire that fellow.
He's not what
you'd call a business-getter."
" I'd fire the bootblack and the starter
and " and then I remembered that the
elevator-boy was not deaf, and subsided.
Number forty was not much of a
room.
The clerk might be rude, but in
I

—

least he spoke the truth.
The
turned on as we shut the door
disclosed a narrow, cell-like apartment
with two small beds, a washstand, and a
window opening high up upon a court.
There was another window in the side
wall, for we were at the extreme end of
the main building of the Hotel Auvergne.
David glanced about him with a quick
"Well?"
eye before he turned to me.
he said again.

that at
light

"

I

We're

at

the

end of

the

corridor,

next to the annex," I explained. " There's
a fire-escape running down from that

window."
" Oh," said David, and he sat down
on the bed and proceeded to kick off his
" You don't want any
evening pumps.
noise in this game, do you? " he asked in
answer to my look of surprise.
" I wish I knew what I do want," I
" I am a long way beyond my
replied.

depth, I can tell you."
" The only way to learn how to swim,"
retorted Marshfield, as he stood up in his
stockings, "
"

when

are

we going

to

touch

bottom?
"

the

Meaning
annex?

the

down-stairs

rooms

in

"

As Marshfield nodded.

I reached above
turned off the light then stumbling through the darkness to the window. I threw it open and leaned out.

me and

"Do you see that fire-escape?" I
asked, pointing to the slender thread of
iron which ran down into the blackness.
Ahead of us we could distinguish the
roofs of several private houses fronting
on a broad avenue on our left was the
wall of the annex, a floor or two
lower than the main building of the
;

grunted in disgust
when he heard my modest request.
" Huh, yes, you can have forty if you
want it. It ain't much of a room. Why
didn't you say that was what you were
"
after before?
He slammed down the key on the desk
and turned back to his writing.
florid
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;

rear

hotel

;

to

the right, enclosing the court,

was an old stable and two or three dilapidated structures.
They were the
vanguard of the slums, rubbing elbows
here with the wealth of New York as it
retreated northward.
"Where does it go?" David peered
over my shoulder, striving to follow the
dim ladder.
" To the roof of a passageway, running from that stable to the basement of
the annex.
The main entrance to the
place is by a high stoop from the avenue.

That brings

on a level with the office
There's a way into
the annex from there, of course, but I
am pretty sure the door leading downstairs is locked at night
anyway, you can
bet it would be guarded just as the basefloor

of

it

the hotel.

;

ment corridor was.
"

Of

What about

course.

the

pas-

David was following me attentively as I whispered in his ear, and his
breath came in quick gasps of excitesage?"

ment.
" It's on the same level as those rooms.
There must be a door between them. I

think that stable is empty, since the Auvergne took over the annex.
There's the
bare chance we can get into the passage
by a window or somehow, and then
" I see." muttered Marshfield. " Come

—

'

on."

Bareheaded,
and noiseless

'

without our overcoats,
our stocking feet, we

in

A

crept down the cold iron rungs.
few
of the rooms we passed were lighted,
but the occupants did not see the silent
shadows that dropped rapidly through
the shafts of light from their windows
into
the darkness beneath.
The fireescape ended where I had hoped it would,
and we stood on the flat roof of the covered passage.
Where it joined the wall of the old,
disused stable was an expanse of glass,
the
thick
dust
and cobwebs which
stretched across it visible even in the
faint light of far-off lamps.
Before that

:
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blessed passage had been built, it must
have been a window of the stable; now,

we shoved and pushed upon it, it
swung open, pouring a shower of dirt
as

upon our heads. Lowering ourselves by
our hands, we dropped silently into the
blackness and the secret of the stable.
And black it was. The few rays which
straggled through the forced window
served only to emphasize the impenetrable blank in which we found ourselves.
Every window must have been shuttered
and we could only guess from the unbroken silence that the place was empty.
Not daring to strike a match, we groped
for the entrance to the passage that we

knew must exist.
My hand was on what might have
been a door, when I jerked it back to
From the outside
clutch at Marshfield.
of the building came the sound of nailed
More than one
boots striking on stone.
pair was there and
no place in which

a trap like this
to offer battle.

was
To-

gether we leaped far to one side, falling
flat on our faces in the heart of the survisitors
night.
Unless
the
rounding
brought a lantern with them it was possible that the two forms low on the floor
would escape attention.
door was flung open and for a second three men were silhouetted against
the dim background of an obscure alley.
They closed the door behind them,
tramped with the knowledge born of
familiarity through the darkness to where
I had been standing, and then we heard
their heavy tread tiptoeing cautiously

A

The midnight
the passageway.
reception was about to begin.
With the sound of their footsteps still
in our ears, we rose to our feet and stole
after them, guided by a spot of light at
It came from
the end of the passage.
the keyhole of what had been the back
door when the annex of the Hotel Auvergne was merely an unpretentious priAt the sides of the door
vate house.

down

rose two stone columns, and between one
of them and the wall of the passage our
hands found for us a narrow hidingspace into which we squeezed for a mo-

ment's thought.

The house was an

old

one.

In

its

had passed through many
phases, and one of its tenants had seen
fit, for some purpose of his own. to join
long

:

life

it

the stable

to

by

it

this

Why

passage.

he had done it we neither knew nor cared,
but it occurred to me as we huddled
close to the column that he had labored
well for the schemers within.
Apparently they had the control of a
part at least of the force of employees
of the Auvergne ; thus, the entrance
'

through the hotel was open to them and
closed to all others, including busybodies
like

The way by which the
men had come was practi.cally a

ourselves.

three

passage, as secret as any underground tunnel to a medieval fortress.
And, most important of all, there was
no need for obvious and mysterious safeguards with which to attract the suspisecret

•
cion of the curious.
My respect for the intelligence of the

had mounted as high as my wonder at their motive, when the door was
thrust partly open and a commanding
rascals

voice cried in Italian
" That is better.
There

The

is

no need

Now, Giuseppe, what

suffocate.

gruff,

uneducated

is

tongue

to

it?"
of a

the lower orders answered
him in a dialect I could with difficulty
understand.
For a • while, indeed. I
heard nothing but the harsh voice as it

of

Sicilian

plowed forward through
lating

musical

the

;

its

Italian

mutishockingly;

story,

then, as my ear grew accustomed to the
patois and to the words clipped short in
I began to understand.
found them, sir," the man was
saying,
on a rafter close to the wall in a
little crevice, as one might say.
When
we first looked we missed them, but you
ordered us to stay until we found them
and we searched again."
" You have taken long enough about
it."
came the sneering reply, and I

ignorant sloth,
"

We

'.'

gripped Marshfield's arm in excitement.
voice of the man who had
the track of Ghedina. the man
whom I had seen lighting a cigarette as
he drove away from the Marshfields.
" Hand them over," he ordere'd crisply.

was

It

put

"

the

me on

What

they were we had no means
but presumably they were
handed over. The conversation ended
and silence fell upon the room. It was
broken by a sharp question from the man
we had left smiling and smoking in the
restaurant
'

'

of knowing,

"

Where's the key? "

4

:

"

:
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"The key?"

several voices ech'oed the

word

in apparent astonishment.
" Yes, the key."
Ghedina's voice rose
" What's the good of
high in anger.
Don't you underthis stuff without it?
stand? Where's the rest of it?"
" But, signore, that is all we found.
There is no more."
A chair was pushed violently back and
Ghedina's voice rang out no longer shrill
and excited, but cold with menace and

command
" Don't play

—

I

do not

signore.

lie,

Where

with me.

rest?
No man lies to
" Signers, I swear

me
I

the

is

twice."

swear

It is all

it

—

all.

is

except

gruff tones of the man who had
" them " had turned into stam-

The

found
mering quaver of fright. A palsy of
terror seemed to fall upon all who looked
upon the fresh, suave face of my late
dinner companion.
" Except what? "
" Except," the fellow seemed to hesitate as though between the devil and the
deep sea, " except a little book with figures in
"

it

What

rage

that Signor
"
It was
!

an

than

Cagno took

articulated

Ghedina's

from

burst

Cagno
more

What

it!

took."
a

bellow of

word

lips.

which

" Signor

did he do

with

almost
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incredible

intensity.

" Don't

glare at me.
You had better be saying
your prayers.
Stolen
Who stole it? "
" That busybody Paget.
He stole it
!

from

my

stairs.
I

pocket

told me what it was.
did not know.
The chief
understand he must understand.

kept

it,

but

I

—

—

will

when he threw me down-

Nobody

Paget
" Paget! " Ghedina cut short the whining man with an exclamation of wonder.
" Paget?
I dined with a Paget to-night.
What has he to do with the Bigontinas? "
Stuttering and confused, Cagno poured
forth a torrent of explanation and apol-

He had been ordered to search the
rooms.
He had found the black book,
but he had been, told to find papers. The
book meant nothing to him.
Paget and the curse of the evil eye
upon him had forced his way into the
rooms.
Pie had thrown him down-stairs,
he had stolen his book.
He had run
away with Maria Bigontina. Cagno had
planned to get them both, but the cabman
was a fool and a coward.
He had done all that man could do.
The chief himself would have fared no
ogy."

—

—

And nobody had told him
about the book and he didn't know now
better.

what

it

was.

He

baleful
shook as he answered

stopped and I gazed down the dark
passage-way, a thousand wild surmises
rioting in my brain.
One thing I knew.
The little black book over the loss of
which Cagno trembled and Ghedina
stormed, lay where I had thrown it in
disgust, on the top of my desk.
While
it remained in my j)ossession no minute
of the day or night would be safe for
me and yet it was a tool, an invaluable
tool, if I could only learn how to use it.
" You did not know what it was and
you have lost it. Also, you have lost
the girl."
Ghedina's voice again broke
" It
the protracted silence.
is
a bad
business for you. Signor Cagno.
The
chief does not like bunglers.
He is
angry already
when he hears this he
will be furious.
What do you propose? "
" We can get Paget." muttered the

"Nothing!
when I tell the
" But I
it

be something
chief.
Give it to me."
I have lost it.
It was

cowed Cagno, " That will be easy. We
can get him to-morrow he is a careless
fool
and then we can find a way to

"Lost! Stolen! You bunglingTool "
Once more rose the roar of wrath with

search his rooms."
" A wise thought for one in your po(ihedina's jeer cut like a keen
sition."

it?"
''

So eloquent was the one

Signore!'"

word that I could almost see the
of humble deference with which

gesture
the terrified man disclaimed all knowledge of
Signor Cagno's doings.

"Is this true, Cagno?" Apparently
Ghedina possessed a wonderful ability to
lose and recover his temper at will, for

now

his words were fraught with the
same cold menace with which he had a
minute before addressed the workingman.
" I
I
there was a book, but it was
nothing," Cagno stammered, and, recognizing his voice, I knew that Cagno was

——

the

name

of

room.

attic

my

slender adversary of the
too, lay Gheinfluence*- for his voice

Over him.

dina's

It

will

——

stolen."
!

12

R R

;

;

—

—

—
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"

That

will give us the key to
slapped his hand on the table and I heard the rustle of papers
" and it will lose the key to the Signorina
The chief wants both and
Bigontina.
iust between ourselves, Signor Cagno, he
will have both, or you will pay for it."
"But what then?" asked Cagno in
obvious despair.
" I will talk with the chief.
He will
Until then watch this Paget
find a way.
and young David Marshfield, too. They

knife.

these "

—he

—

has balked us on the other side.
For
heaven's sake, do you ever do anything
here in New York?"
It was the last sneer that we heard
from him that night. The heavy door
which had shut at the bookblack's shrill
warning, creaked upon its hinges and the
members of the black conclave trooped
out into the corridor of the Hotel Auvergne.
Marshfield and I were left
alone in the silence and the darkness.

And see that nobody steals
are friends.
He is no good to us
the boy Pietro.
now, but we cannot let him go
story.
The chief must decide that also.
" And, hark you, Giuseppe, or whatever your name is, you have been to-night
where you have no business to be, and
you have heard things not for t-he ears
of such as you.
If there is a leak we

CHAPTER

to tell his

know whom

shall

blame

once,

my

Marshfield and I
forced ourselves
row hiding-place by
column. The door

We

blame.

to

friend.

only

Leave us."

held our breath as

we

back into our narthe side of the stone

swung wider open
and the three men we had seen come
through the stable stamped into the passageway as quietly as their clumsy
frames and heavy boots permitted.
They did not glance behind them
fancy the fear of Ghedina lay heavy upon
them also, and that they were glad to

—

Stealescape the overladen atmosphere.
ing down the passageway, the darkness
swallowed them and left us undetected.
"If this business is to be left to the
chief," said a man whom we had not

heard

more

to

do.
tired

can wait.
I am
us go to the cafe."

A

" there

speak before.
for us

general

murmur

The
and

nothing

is

small

affairs

thirst)-.

Let

of assent was lost

in the scraping of chairs on the uncarpeted floor as the party within rose to
their
"

feet.

nearly forgot."
I
a minute
Ghedina's words brought instant silence.
" This fellow who plays the violin and
alive, if
sings here
get him at once
Just

;

—

—

you can, for

I

want

to talk to

get him.
It is important."
" But," interposed some
"

him

one

—but

mildly.

what—"
" Get

" Surely,

him."
interrupted
you need no help in

Ghedina.
that.

He

I

"

V/fV

bov.

iYJ

XIII.

Play the Guide.

what do vou want me

about

it?"

'

to

do

Old

Marshfield
leaned back in his chair and surveyed
-

me

We

calmly.

were

in

his

private

high above the turmoil of Wall

office,

and it was the morning after
David and I had been uninvited guests
Ghedina and his
at the meeting of
Street,

After their departure, we had
waited for a while in the dark passage
before following them into the hotel corfriends.

ridor.

No one observed us, and we made
our stay unostentatiously to number forty
in quest of our pumps. When we returned
there

was no sign of any of the

pants

hi

had

the)-

conference.
sought elsewhere
the

what

I

refreshment

had come to
knew before the banker and

after their labors.

lay

Now

partici-

Apparently

I

to seek his advise.
I

met with scant comfort.

Puffing

at his eternal cigar, Marslifield. Senior,
listened to
wild tale as he listened

my

many men's

stories, no evidence of beor disbelief upon his face, self-contained, inscrutable.
It was as though I
were appealing to the Sphinx. By the

to

lief

I had finished, I had almost come
doubt the truth of my own words.
"What do you want me to do?" he
asked again as I stared blankly at him

time
to

across the broad, flat top of the desk.

"Do?

But

I

want

to

know."

I

stam-

mered.
" I can't help you to know," retorted
" People have to do that
Marshfield.
for themselves in this world. I'm a hardheaded business man. Stephen, and I
don't go in much for romance and sentiment not in business hours, anyway.

—
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To

tell you the truth, I don't take
stock in your story. There's a lot
of funny business in New York. I know,
and you may have run into some of it,
but I don't see what 1 can do to help
you.
" As for this Ghedina chap, what he
does with his private affairs I don't know
and I don't care. He can help me in
this Abyssinian deal, I, am told.
If he
doesn't do that he can go home, and the
sooner the better. And by the way, Ste-

much

phen, there's been talk enough about this
Abyssinia affair just leave it alone for
"
a while, will you ?
" Leave it alone "
The cold-blooded,
invulnerable absorption of the man in
his own gains broke the
spell and I
leaped
to
my feet in indignation.
" Leave it alone
I tell you there's a
gang of ruffians plotting to steal a helpless
plotting
murder,
plotting
girl,
Heaven knows what, and that you had
one of them to dinner at your own house,
and all you say is not to talk about your

—

!

!

"

!

MarshI mean."
heavy brows met across his fore" I'm
head and his bulldog jaw set.
not going to quarrel with you, Paget.
You're a friend of David's and 1 like
you besides. But by Heaven you don't
field's

dictate to

me

in

my own

office!

" I

ask people to dinner to please myself and I'm not going to waste my day-

explaining why.
If you really want
I'm home in the evenings usually

help,

—not

and fighting

listening to fiddlers

cabmen. I'm sorry to cut you short, but
Come up toI have an appointment.
/
night if you want to."
As he ended he glanced at the small
The hands pointed
clock on his desk.
precisely

to

eleven

o'clock.

From

the

doorway came the respectful voice of
his secretary.
" Mr. Rocca is outside, sir."
" Show him in." Marshfield

ordered
without another look at my angry and
amazed countenance.
Italian
The bulky figure of t'
A
blocked the door as I turned to go.
-

sudden gleam flashed in the deep-set eyes
as they fell upon me, but he extended

hand

liis

"

cordially.

flood morning. .Mr. Paget.

again,

I

see.

You have

your engagement to luncheon with me,
I
trust.
I
am looking forward to an
Abyssinian talk."
It
was childish enough, but I was
smarting under Marshfield's rough treatment and I grasped at any opening for
revenge, however puerile.
" There is no danger of

We

meet

not forgotten

my

forgetting,

Mr. Rocco.
I
am much interested in
Abyssinia and now more than ever."
I
have never been quite positive, but
I
have always believed that the sound
which came from behind my back was
the sound of a drawer in a mahogany
desk shimmed violently shut by a man
in a very bad temper.
It was the little
things in life which most irritated Mr.
Marshfield.
With a malicious mental
chuckle,

I

stepped

to

one side to allow

Rocca to pass, but he did not move forward at once toward the waiting magnate.

"If you

are

coming up-town,

Paget." he remarked.

" let

Mr.

me

take you
waiting for me

have a hansom
Mr. Marshfield only
You may be hardened -to it,
a minute.
but I find your New York cars really
abominable."
Considerably surprised, I murmured
up.

and

business affairs
" And that's what
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I

I

Shall detain

my

thanks.
Certainly this distinguished
foreigner was more than affable.
If he
were half as big as man as David ap- /

peared to believe and his relations with
Marshfield indicated, if I did go to
Italy, and if he were as cordial at home
as he was abroad, I would find myself
in clover-.
Those were a good many ifs,
I thought as I sat down in the outer
office and picked up a newspaper, but
it was well worth my while to wait.
My eye read the words, but my mind
refused tu listen to the news of the day.
Instead, I fell to speculating on the real
character of the strange man who sat
at the big desk behind the closed door
and who was the father of a son so totally unlike me.
I
liked old Marshfield
at least I had liked him up to
a few minutes ago.
In business, I knew, he was commonly
supposed to pound his way to the desired
goal as much by sheer, overpowering
will as by any extraordinary commercial
genius, but his business did not concern
me. At home I had always found him
cordial and considerate in his peculiar

—
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At bottom he was an

gruff way.

father and

tionate

a kind

affec-

friend.

Even now, still boiling at his summary dismissal of my tale, I did not
If I
he spoke the truth.
to his house that evening,
would receive a very different greeting.
I would find
But I would not go.

doubt

that

chose to go
I

my way

the heart

to

of the

labyrinth

There were enough
without his aid.
the
threads in my hand to guide me
black book which was the key to something, though Heaven knew what, Ghedina, Cagno, the musician, the cabman,
and, above all, Maria Bigontina. I alone
knew where she was. She must know
something, and for the sake of her own
safety she would have to tell me what
she knew.
As I reached this comforting conclusion, Rocca emerged from the magnate's
Though short, the interview must
lair.
have been satisfactory, for he beamed
more cordially than ever upon me as he
apologized for detaining me.
" At last we are off." he said, as we
stepped across the pavement to the waiting hansom, " and on a sunny day like
this the open air is far preferable to that
underground atrocity you call the Sub"
Avay, is it not so?
Far preferable it was, but with a caution born of recent experiences, I glanced
upward at the driver. He was a roundfaced Irishman on whom I had never
laid eyes, and I took my seat with a
Was I
secret blush at my suspicions.
to go through life in terror of every
member of the innumerable host of cab-

—

drivers

?

We

had been commissioner of emigration
and he knew of the hundreds of thousands of his countrymen who had found
here a new home.
Ah, yes, every poor
Italian dreamed of New York as the
gateway to the land of hope.
We were still hard at it, asking and
answering, as the £ab rolled up Sixth
Avenue.
Suddenly a new thought
flashed across the keen brain of the

and

will drop you there."
was going to my rooms," I answered. " but it is no matter. They are
near by and I can walk."
" Ah, but I insist.
It was stupid of
me not to have thought of it before.

and
"

I

I

Really

sional
I for

No

profes-

guide ever worked harder than
the next fifteen minutes to gratify

Rocca
the visitor's insatiable curiosity.
asked questions about everything, but
they were intelligent questions.
He had seen most of Europe, he declared, but of New York he was ignorant.

esting,

Yet

and

—

it

was interesting most interhim especially. Once he

to

refuse,

and

in

in the seat, my head thrust out beyond the apron of the hansom. In front
of the high stoop that led up to the
white door and the silver name-plate,
two figures were standing as though to
enjoy for a minute the sunshine of early

ward

girl

the west.

to

'

" I know Fifth Avenue,"
above him.
he called to the inquiring countenance
" Take
visible through the aperture.
us some other way."
" Very good, sir." The trap closed and
to

insist."

obedience to my order the driver turned
east again at the next corner.
As we
left the rear of the elevated trains and
the teeming life of the avenue behind us
I realized for the first time that this
comparatively quiet by-way was Eleventh
Street.
The next remark of Rocca's fell
on deaf ears, for I was looking eagerly
along the stretch of stone pavement in
the unreasoning hope that chance would
allow me a glimpse of Maria Bigontina.
With a little start, I leaned far for-

spring

off

I

was impossible

It

had gone but a few blocks when
Rocca poked with his stick at the trap

we swung

man

turned apologetically to me.
" I beg your pardon. Mr. Paget.
I had
forgotten that you may not wish to go
this way.
Tell me where you are bound
lie.

'

before

they

entered

One was Mrs. Noyes, and

the house.
the slender

by her-side was Maria Bigontina.

The

black dress and rather worn hat
had been replaced, it is true, by fresher
attire, but there was no mistaking the

A

grace of the figure.
smile flickered
over my face at the sight. Cousin Lucy
had taken her new charge shopping.
Rocca did not share my interest in
Eleventh Street.
He was leaning back
comfortably in the cab and Mrs. Noyes
apparently saw only my familiar face
protruding from the hansom as we came
abreast of her.
" Oh, Stephen, stop " she cried, raising her arm, and the driver pulled up
!

—
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abruptly without further orders. " Where
have you been all this time? Here we've
been getting all sorts of new things and
nobody to show our finery to except
my husband, and lie wouldn't care if we
dressed ourselves in the drawing-room
Get out of that cab and pay
rugs.
some attention to two lone women."
I threw open the doors of the hansom

and jumped
"

out.

What do you want me

to say,

Cous-

Lucy? Something about painting the
lily and so forth.
I am sure Miss Bigontina—

in

I stopped as though the rest of the
sentence had been driven back into my

Maria had
a clenched fist.
turned to welcome me with a suspicion
of a~blush and a smile of genuine happiIn a
ness on her lips and in her eyes.
second the smile was dead and the face
One
ghastly in its sudden whiteness.
wide glance she threw along the length
of the quiet street, then turned and ran
up the steps to the door old Jane held

mouth by

hospitablv open.

Mrs. Noyes
Heavens, Stephen "
as
the fleeing
consternation
gasped in
girl vanished within the shelter of her
" What can have happened?"
house.
She stood in the center of the sidewalk, twisting about in the frantic attempt to see in all directions at once,
her own cheerful visage clouded with
"

!

anxiety
"

and

fear.

What can have happened?"

she repeated. " She was quite happy a minute
ago, before she saw you."
" I
" I'm just the same," I burst out.
happened
don't
what
has
I
don't know

—

know anything about

the

confounded

business."
" I must go to her," said Mrs. Noyes
" She needs comfort.
with decision.
Oh " For the first time she noticed
have kept
Rocca within the cab. "
Come back when
your friend waiting.
I want to talk to
you can. Stephen.

—

We

courtesy.

his

A

XIV.

Wooing That Began Badly.

T CAME

back very soon, parting from
1 Signor Rocca at the door of my
apartment-house with scant thanks for

Italian,

was

acceptable, but I
the entertainment

it

is

true,

of

in no humor "for
distinguished vis-

itors.

Maria had._run from me as though I
had the plague my cousin had said that
she was quite happy before she saw me.
For Rocca and his amiable conversation
;

nothing

cared

the welfare of
cared much, and I
fancy that my feelings were quite apparent.
At any rate, Rocca proved himself quicker to take a hint than I chose
With a polite reminder that he
to be.
would expect me to luncheon at half
after one, he drove away, and I was free
to return to Eleventh Street.
For Maria's welfare I have said that
It was of her welfare
I cared much.
that I told myself I was thinking as I
strode rapidly across Washington Square.
It was true
I was thinking of her welfare.
But I was thinking of something
else as well, of the way she had fled
from me fled as though I were something to be loathed.
No man is so humble that he relishes loathing by any one,
but when it is the girl that
At the foot of Fifth Avenue I stopped
abruptly.
The white arch rose against
the clear sky, children were romping
about the square, the benches were lined
with toil-worn mothers.
The whole city
was reveling in the first days of spring,
while
gazed blankly at nothing,
I
numbed by the suddenness of the revelaI

for

;

Maria Bigontina

I

—

—

The last words of my unfinished,
unspoken sentence danced before my
eyes and shut out the rest of the world.
The girl that I loved! But I didn't
love her.
It was absurd.
How could
a man love a girl he had talked to for
half an hour in his rooms and dined with
Love at first sight? That sort
once?
of thing came to an end with Shaketion.

speare.

The
that

might be

CHAPTER

The

hinted" rather broadly that an invitation
to refresh himself in my rooms would be

light

you."
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;

futile

burst
it

was

sneer wilted in

upon me.
true,

Absurd

nevertheless.

the
it

I

did love her.
With a long - drawn breath I threw
back my shoulders to face the new world.

There was the arch, there were the children watched by their mothers. Spring
had come for them, but for me there was
First, I must win
as yet only hope.

—

"
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Maria for myself; second, I must hold
Gaping on a corher against the world.
ner would do neither, and I strode onward.

As I entered the door of my cousin's
house the vision sank into nothingness.
In the dim hall Mrs. Noyes met me, a
very different woman from the one who
had stood in the sunshine to laugh with
me a quarter of an hour before. She
had no cheerful greeting for me now,
but the look of relief on her face showed
more eloquently than words how eagerly
she had been awaiting my coming.
" Something
terrible
has happened.
Maria is
Stephen," she began at once.
another girl.
She will tell me nothing.
What can it all mean? I am frightened,
Stephen."

"Where

she?"

demanded.
" Up-stairs in the library.
But do
you think you had better see her? You
know it was from you that she ran so
wildly and
is

I

—

" I

know
why

interrupted.
was,"
I
going to see her.
We've got to find out what this means.
I am
I mean you and I
we are her
only friends, Cousin Lucy, and we must
stand by her."
" Of course we must." retorted Mrs.
Noyes with unusual heat ; " but how ?
It's no use your making melodramatic
speeches at me.
She runs away from
you, and she won't talk to me. What are
we going to do, Stephen ? "
" I intend to find out."
At the bottom of the stairs I turned for one low
" If I don't find out, Cousin
warning.
Lucy, don't let Maria out of the house,
and don't let any one in." Then I went
it

" That's

am

I

—

on

—

into the library.

She was

huddled in a big armback window with
At the sight, my
white, strained face.
own face went white and my breath
Forgetful of everything
came hard.
save the one truth that I loved her, and
that she was helpless and suffering bethere,

chair, staring out of a

fore

!

my

eyes, I took a step

"Maria!"

I

forward.

cried.

able wrath.
" You " she cried.
"
Contempt, scorn, rage

two words.

"

You

come

to

!

" she cried again.
"

"

You dare

!

Had the long strain been
Had collapse come with the
of security?

The

irresistibly in

my mind

great?
relaxation

too

hideous thought grew
as the fixed eyes

burned through me and the face that
nature had made so delicate grew harder
and harder.
So, for a -moment we stood gazing at
each other; then I took another step
forward.
"Miss Bigontina, what is this? Won't
"
you tell us ?
Though I spoke gently, as one might
to a frightened child, the mere sound of
my voice was like a whip to her. The

frame quivered, and she sprang
away from me behind the great chair,
as though she would thrust it as a barrier between us.
There she stood, her
slight

,

eyes

fastened on

still

me

in

undisguised

loathing and terror.

To me

the situation was unbearable in
hideousness.

its

"What

is it?

What have

I

done?

You

"
!

were in the
stopped, appalled at the
all

I

the same man that I was yesterday.
I am the one friend you have in the city,

am

treat me as though I were the
lowest of the low."
Unable to contain myself longer, the
words poured forth in a torrent of bitterness.
The vision I had seen by the side
of the arch of Washington Square rose
to mock me.
This was a pretty way for
a man to begin his wooing, a fine ending
to my brief dream.

and you

"You, my friend!" I should never
have recognized her voice in -those low
syllables that echoed the scorn in her
" My friend
eyes.
Is there no one to
trust in the world?
Mrs. Noyes was so
kind, so loving and yet you brought me
to her
you! But I will not believe it
of her.
It is you have done it
you!
you you
It is you, and you are vile
You are unspeakable "
Stunned by the onslaught, I staggered
back as though from a blow.
Of what
!

—

!

—

I

upon me.

;

She sprang from the chair and faced
me, her dark eyes blazing with inexplic!

transformation.
Mrs. Noyes had not
exaggerated.
This waj not the Maria
Bigontina I knew.
This, was not the
shrinking, timid, grateful girl I had left
in my cousin's care the day before.
At
the detestable miracle I stood dumfounded, while her eyes flashed their full scorn

!

!
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I had then no idea; but,
the heated imagination of
the girl my confusion and dismay presented the very picture of detected guilt.
Of feelings I believe I had none certainly none that can be described.
Only
one who has come with love in his heart
to such a reception can conceive the
numbness which seized me as I saw and

I

was accused

doubtless,

to

—

heard.

Gradually the same appalling thought
the girl was hysterical, if
asserted itself
But with it, and
not actually demented.

—

towering higher and higher above it,
came blind anger, born of grief and
pride.
My love might not be worth
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Mechanically I turned toward my
rooms, and mechanically I slopped for
the second time that morning under the
shadow of the great arch. It was there
that a few minutes before I had admitted
my love to myself. I had not told it to
Maria I never would. The dead weight
of it all sank down upon me and crushed
the flame of my anger.
What did it matter what she had said to
me? I loved her, and I knew I always
would.
As I stood there, slowly rallying from
the shock, the familiar sights began once
;

more

to convey their meaning to me.
This was Washington Square; and over

much;

there, in the center of that

it

ings,

it was all that I had to offer, and
was not for Maria Bigontina or any

spurn

one else
Needless

to

member

that

to

it

say,

I

as an abomination.
did not stop to re-

of love

had

I

as yet said

absolutely nothing to her.
" And this is all you have to say to me
When I spoke, at
that I am vile "
" You are
last, I was as bitter as she.
not particular about your words. Miss

—

!

Bigontina."
"

Go!

"

was all she answered, her outstretched arm and white hand pointing
to the door in resolute command.
Too choked with rage to speak, I
turned away.
At the door I stopped
and, with one last effort for self-command, faced her.

"Of what you mean I have no idea
and when you have come to your senses,
Miss Bigontina, you will regret your behavior.
But I can tell you this now
whatever you fancy me to have done,
Mrs. Noyes has had no hand in it. You

My

words

stone.
" Go
like

a

"

!

fell

she

upon

—

I

shall not

a girl

turned to

can stay here with safety
return to trouble you."

repeated,

and,

whipped cur from my
I walked down the stairs
She looked anxiously

ordered
cousin's

Mrs..
me,
but the thought of any discussion of the
I
scene was more than I could bear.
reached my hat from the rack and
library,

Noyes-.

jammed 'it on my head.
" Take care of her," I
can do nothing." Then

to

at

" I
muttered.
door
the white
closed upon me, and with wrath in my
heart I strode down the steps into the

world again.

was what

all just as it

a

had

difference.

Dazed by
afield

to

its

row of buildcalled home.
It was
been, and yet there was

I

Unconsciously
grief,

I

felt

an explanation for

seek

it.

my mind wandered
the

change.

The children had gone, and only a
dilapidated horde of vagrants occupied
the benches which had been lined with
mothers.
It was dinner-time.
In an
hour they, or a fresh lot, would be back,
and the square would be alive once more.
The world was going on as though I had
never seen Maria Bigontina, and I must
go on with it.
Dinner.- time
That meant luncheon
for me.
I had some sort of engagement
for luncheon. I remembered.
It was
with Rocca, and at one-thirty.
If I
walked up, I could do it comfortably,
and I needed the walk.
I swung about and headed up the avenue, the mere physical exercise of walking toward some definite goal an infinite
relief.
But, as I walked, there was
more than mere physical relief. A new
hope was born in my mind. Marshfield
had told me that Ghedina could help
him in the Abyssinian business, and
Rocca was the controlling genius of die
Abyssinian business.
Therefore, Rocca might know something about Ghedina.
!

certainly knew Cagno, and
started the whole thing with
his men
in Rosa's humble dwelling.
there
was that black book on my
Also,
desk, about which Ghedina had raised
The key to
such a hubbub last night.
the whole mystery, to Maria's wild scorn,

Ghedina
Cagno had

—
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my grasp. Could it not
be in the luncheon in which I sought relief from present pain?
must be within

I

TT

CHAPTER XV.
Am Too Highly Honored.

was an excellent luncheon,

so excel-

Marshfield commented on
it as we sat over its relics in the diningroom of Rocca's apartment on Thirtieth
Throughout the meal I had been
Street.
vaguely conscious of good cooking, of a
noiseless individual in black who had
made of waiting a high art. of unobtrusive luxury all about me. of a steady
flow of conversation from my almost unlent

that

host which David appeared to
find entertaining.
All this I had perceived, but I had perceived it through the haze of my own
thoughts.
mind was not on Rocca
nor his talk of Abyssinia, nor the elegance of his dwelling; it was traveling
in endless, fruitless repetition from my
own love to the inexplicable behavior of
Maria Bigontina and back again. Always in the center of my thoughts was
the slight figure of the girl, tense with
white rage, as she drove me from the
house to which I had taken her ; but,
around it, like the frame of -a picture,
were the shifting memories of all that I
had seen and heard since Rosa had
rushed screaming into the square.
I could make nothing of them. Dazed
and appalled by the morning's shock, the
clues I had fancied that I held slipped
from me as I strove to grasp them. And
all the time the black-clothed man waited
noiselessly upon us, David and Rocca
talked and laughed, and mechanically I
laughed and talked with them.
"
very delightful luncheon, Mr.
Rocca," Marshfield pushed back his chair
and lighted the cigar the servant handed
" I do not wonder you prefer thishim.

known

My

A

to a hotel."
" Ah, I do

not care for hotels, and
some friends of mine were kind enough
Rocca looked
to secure this for me."
" It does for a
about him carelessly.
very."
time, and it is convenient
A singular emphasis on the last word
made me look up quickly. I saw nothing but our suave Italian host smoking

—

and

placidly,

I

plunged back into the

dreary routine of my thoughts, the voice
of my friend reaching me as though from
a great distance
" So convenient

have the energy

to

that I wonder you
think of the wilds of

Africa."
" Great Heavens, I am not going to
Abyssinia "
At the thought
Rocca
burst into a louder laugh than I had
" I leave that to
ever heard from him.
younger blood, to you and Mr. Paget.
I
am too old for adventure and the fare
of the mountains."
" It might do you good."
David's eye
dwelt with disrespectful frankness upon
" Anyhow,
the surplus flesh of our host.
!

Stephen and I are quite young enough,
aren't we. Steve? "

Eh

"

—

certainly

—quite— of

course."

awoke from my abstraction to wonder what the dickens possessed the whole
I

world to talk of nothing but Abyssinia,
and why David should be bent on dragging me there. I wouldn't stir from New
York until Maria was safe^-that was
flat.
Afterward Abyssinia or China

—
—

or the North Pole
it did not matter.
" You have quite converted me into an
enthusiast, though upon my word "

Marshfield set down his coffee-cup and
surveyed Rocca with cool appraisal
" upon my word I don't know how you

have done
It

it."

was not

a polite

speech

—

in fact,

I

have always considered it distinctly rude.
To my ears it conveyed clearly the impression that David regarded his host

somewhat

in

man and was

the light of a confidence
not averse to proclaiming

his opinion.

Rocca was fully
as

I.

also,

What
had he

as intelligent a

man

perceived he must have
chosen.
But he did not

I

choose, and in that instant my respect
for the distinguished foreigner crumbled
into nothingness.
" Truth works in mysterious ways," he

laughed with no trace of resentment visible on his strong face, and the talk drifted into other channels.

Suddenly Rocca pulled out his watch.
really wanted to know how I
can convince you, I would offer to show
you specimens of ore. maps, and all that,

"If you

but such things are really rather a bore.
I should be delighted to show them, how-

—

"
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Ah, I
engaged

ever.

were

—

are not here

You said you
afternoon and they
would take time to bring

forgot!
this
it

you to them."
David rose from the table with

a slight

frown.
"

Thank you

said.

"

I

for reminding me," he
that I am busy

remember now

afternoon, though I had forgotten
the engagement as well as you."
I knew the man too well to miss the
this

sarcasm in his voice.
Moreover. David
had said nothing to me of aTi engageHe made no pretense of confiment.
ding all his affairs to any one, it is true,
but had there been any reason for his
hurrying away from that luncheon it was
probable that he would have mentioned
it when the invitation was first accepted.
I saw the frown on his face, heard the
sarcasm in his voice, and I jumped to
the conclusion that he felt that he was
being asked to leave.
Unlike Rocca,
David Marshfield was never blind to

and that was Maria Bigontina.
Therefore it must be on account of Maria
Bigontina that Rocca asked me to stay.
Naturally the processes. of my bewildered mind were hidden from David.
For a minute he appeared to hesitate as
though he regretted his determination to
depart.
But Rocca stood ready to bid
him farewell there was no excuse, no
reason for him to change his mind.
" As you please," he said.
" I must
be off.
Good-by, Mr. Rocca.
I
shall
see you again."
He shook hands with the Italian and
then the servant ushered him ceremoworld,

;

down

niously

was

the stairs to the street.

all as it

;

out of the house.
Possibly Rocca had
his own way of resenting unwelcome re-

marks.
" It

a thousand pities your friend

is

The

I
of course I rose also.
wanted to be alone, to think and to plan.
To my surprise Rocca checked me with

had
back

his most affable smile.
" Sit down, Mr. Paget.

showing him' several things
I

am

sorry-

Mr. Marshfield has

It

should be. of course, polite,
perhaps a little formal but, disguise it
as they might, master and man, between
them, had managed to eject Marsh field
as effectually- as if they had kicked him

rudeness.

As a matter
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leave us."

to

ble.

dropped
head of the tahave enjoyed

Italian

into his chair at the
" I
should really

men

of to-day are
Paget.
In my time,

—

the

—

skeptical,

so

young
Mr.

to leave us so abruptthat he is a busy man.
ly, but I
You have emancipated yourself from
business; surely you can spare a stranger

no more lectures from the encyclopedia.

an hour or two."
I sat down abruptly in the chair

I

know

Abyssinia
Abyssinia again
The man had the
wretched place on the brain.
I wanted
!

" Possibly he is not greatly interested,"
" Why should he be? "
interrupted.

had
Who told Rocca I had
just vacated.
emancipated myself from business, and
what did it matter to him if I had? This
individual took a deal of interest in an
unknown young man he had met only the
If another, in whom I took
day before.
a deal of interest, had shared his sentiments, it would have been pleasanter.
"Well, Stephen, are you coming?"
From the doorway David looked at me in
obvious surprise as I remained seated at

should he be interested in Abyssinia? You were present at
the dinner last night.
Do you not think
most men are interested in great wealth."
" Apparently neither of the Marshfields
is convinced that it means wealth," I re-

Rocca's table.

some

"

I.

think

I'll

stay a

little

I

longer, since

Mr. Rocca is kind enough to ask me."
There would be plenty of time to sit
It
in my lonely apartments thinking.
occurred to me suddenly that if the Italian went out of his way to seek my society, he must have some reason besides
To me, at that
the charm of my society.
moment, there was only one reason in the

Rocca leaned over and
"

glass.

Paget?

A

"

little

filled his

Benedictine,

liqueur

Mr.

Why

No?

turned.

At

last the

to his point.

man seemed
If he did,

be coming
might throw

to

it

onGhedina's connection with
and on Ghedina himself, and
that would throw light on Maria and
1
was back in the midst of my dreary
light

the affair

circle

before

I

knew

remark rescued me
" I have been trying
of that for some time.

Rocca's mild

it.

to

convince them

Ideas appear to

frighten them."

"Well?"

My

tone

was hardly cor-
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dial.

I

did not care tu hear

tin's

fellow

and also I had
discovered that the shorter one was with
the great man the more confidential he
criticize the Marshfields,

became.
" Possibly you are more receptive."
voice was silky in its smoothness.

The

It flashed across me that I was about to
He knew that I was
be offered a bribe.
a friend of David's, and somehow he had
learned that I had " emancipated myself " from business, and. presumably,
from an income at the same time. My
influence might be worth paying for.
"What do you wish me to do?" I
asked, running rapidly over in my mind
all the dramatic tales of incorruptible
virtue I had heard.
One man had light(

ed a cigar with a hundred -dollar bill
that story had always rather appealed tp
me.
Unfortunately, my cigar was already burning nicely.
" I merely wish you to convince yourself that Abyssinia does mean wealth."
" And how am I to do that? "
" By driving with me to where I have
stored my specimens and my maps.
I
do not keep them here there is no
"
proper safe. Will you come?
Rocca rose and stood looking down at
me with the confident smile of one who
held earth's treasures in his hands.

—

"

With

But where are we

pleasure.

going? "
"

—

To my

Barent Street,

To be co n

t i

nued

warehouse down-town
if you know- where that

in

is."

')
.

AN ENGINE FOR SHARP CURVES.
New

Mallet

Creation

To Be Used

in

the

Logging

Camps

of the

Tennessee Mountains.

THE

Baldwin Locomotive Works have

recently completed for the Little River
Railroad a Mallet articulated locomotive
which is of special interest. It is the first
engine of its wheel arrangement thus far
constructed by the builders, says the Rail-

zivy and Engineering Rcvievj; and has been
designed to meet difficult operating conditions.
This engine is in logging service in the Tennessee mountains, on a line having grades of
two and a half per cent combined with \mcompensated curves of 180 feet radius.
The sharpest curves have a radius of r6o
feet, and the track is standard gage, with
rails weighing 56 and 60 pounds per yard.
The design of a locomotive suitable for
handling trains of about 200 tons weight
under such circumstances requires special
treatment, and the problem was given careful consideration.
The 2-4-4-2 wheel ar-

rangement was finally selected, as offering
a minimum rigid wheel base, ample flexibility, and a good weight distribution, with
a sufficient amount on the driving wheels to

The tractive
give the necessary adhesion.
force exerted by this engine is 27,430 pounds.
In its constructive details this locomotive
is similar to heavier engines of the articulated type previously built at these works.
The leading truck is center bearing and is
equalized with the front group of driving
wheels, while the trailing truck, which is

side bearing, is equalized with the rear
group.
The rear frames are of cast steel,
each frame being in one piece.
The front frames are also of cast steel,
with double wrought iron front rails. The
articulated connection is effected by two
radius bars, and the weight on the two
groups of wheels are equalized by contact
between the frames, no equalizing bolts being us'ed in this design.
The high pressure cylinders are cast
separate from their saddle and from each
other, while the low pressure cylinder castings are bolted together on the center line
of die engine. Walschaert's valve gear is
applied, the design being in accordance with
the latest practise of the builders.
The front and back reverse shafts are
connected by a single reach rod placed on
the center line of the engine, and having a
suitable joint at midlength.
This joint is
carried by a cross-head, which is guided between the inner walls of the high-pressure
cylinder saddle.
The steam distribution is
controlled by balanced slide valves.
Sand is delivered to the rear group of
driving wheels by a box placed over the
boiler, and to the front group by two boxes,
placed well down, between the low-pressure
cylinders.

The tender
and

carries 4,000 gallons of water

7 tons of coal.

It

has a

steel

frame.

ON THE EDITORIAL

CARPET.

Come, Boys, Gather Around Us Back Here
in

the

Hut, and Listen

THE DECEMBER RUN.

WHEN we gave
the

Mabel,

Courage Club series
some months ago, the

them.

Another delightful feature of

idea was an experiment with us. It proved
a very successful one, and we feel sure
that many of. "our readers regretted the end
of the series last month. But, if you notice, we have always balm for the regrets
of our friends, and when you read the opening, instalments of our new serial, "The

Daughter of the

Idol," in this

will agree with us that

we

it

again
Coast
taken
J. E.

number, you

are in no danger

"

will you laugh when you read
you have just kicked the call-boy
dawn-stairs for suggesting that, owing to
the shortness of your wheel-base, he has to
wake you half an hour before everybody

even

So

if

the Decemstory by Clara Morris,

us to

from Coast to
Mr. Willets. who has by now
California, the Golden State.

Smith

is still "Observing" in the
caCountry Station-Agent, and his
Observations " are even more fruitful of

humor

than ever. May he live
a real railroad man, and we
are proud of him.
new feature to be inaugurated in the
December number is a series of letters between an old railroad man and his son, just
starting out in the business, by Herman Da
Costa. Mr. Da Costa needs no introduction
to our readers, -many of whom will remember his delicious bits of wit and humor in
long.

He

is

A

numbers of the magazine. This
more serious, but he is just as
pointed, and as a railroad man writing about
the earlier

time he

is

railroad matters
reputation.

The

We

it,

little

be "Riding the Rail
" with

keen, wise

The Ten-Thirty

laughed.

a

pacity of a

read that story, you'll
for you, even if we did

Call " is a railroad story
original
methods of a very
dealing with the
bright call-boy.
know that grown-up
railroad men give another name to the precocity of the call-boy, but as we read the
story, perched in the snug comfort of our
office-chair, we had no fear of the impishness of that tormentor of roadmen, and we
"

is

the
actress, called •'Christmas on
the Rail."
Miss Morris has a large place in
a large heart for railroad men, and you
will like her sketch.
In the matter of special articles, we shall

When you

be glad we saved
it by accident.

number
famous

ber

of letting the gage drop below its normal
position, which is close to the shadow of the
blow-off point.
For a real steamer, with classy lines and
a high draw-bar pull, " The Daughter of the
Idol " is about as tine a bit of motive power
as we have turned out of this shop, and her
designer, Mr. John Mack Stone, has reason
to be proud of her.
In the October number we promised you
" The Trail of the Missed Extra." by J. N.
Shreve, for this mouth. Well, we found we
had to cut that high-class car out and leave
her on a siding, but she has been picked up,
and is coming right along for the December

number.

but that does not prevent

natural!}',

them from owning one name in common,
anyhow, before the story gets through with

the

highball

the Stove-piping.

to

torial

great

we have no

fear

for his

trouble

paragraph

is

in
writing this edithe conflicting emotions

We must tell you something
about the running schedule, but we havwi't
got room to tell you all. and when we lookover our fine equipment and consider that
we have to make a choice and show a seeming favoritism where everything is so good,
of the editor.

we

are disturbed.

Thus we are reduced to the expedient of
mentioning them as they come, and while
the train

is

solid-vestibuled throughout,

we

else.

can only mention the names of a few of the

" Mabel on a Mountain " is another railstory,
dealing delightfully with the
love-affairs
of two operators. Mabel is
one of them. The name of the other is not

leading cars. The other cars are just as
good, however, and if you don't get aboard
you'll be sorry, for never in the history of
railroading was such a fine ride and such

road

379
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an excellent table d'hote offered for the inclusive price of ten cents.
First call for dinner in the diner!

"A

If
refer to

November,
he asks

SONGS OF THE RAIL.

WE

have many requests for songs this
month, and if any reader can oblige
with one or more of the following

railroad ditties

H.
anybody

we

shall

be much obliged:

Galiton. Pennsylvania, asks if
is
familiar with a song entitled
"Jim Blake, or the Midnight Express," the
first verse of which begins:
C.

Reader." of Chicago.

The

He

is an engine-driver;
runs on the midnight express.

will

1908, he will find that the

poem

for, "

Swifty Joe," by JI E. Hungerford, originated in our columns.
Expressing a hope that we will not be
offended, Mr. A. J. Ahern, of Baltimore,
sends us another verse for the song, " The
Rock Candy Mountains," published in the
August number. So far from being offended, we are very much obliged to Mr. Ahern

Here

for his interest.

is

P.,

Jim Blake

Illinois,

Railroad Man's Magazine for

the verse:

The Punk

rolled up his big blue eyes and
" Sandy,
said to his Jocko:
I've been hiking all day long, where is that
gol darn candy?
I'll hike no more, for my feet are sore.
If
we ever reach that fountain
I'll be a
home-guard,' with a lemonade card,
at the Big Rock Candy Mountain."
'

Another reader, Mr. E. F. McKenzie, asks
if we can obtain the words of the song
" Poor
Tramps," the chorus of
entitled
which goes something like this
It

was

just

other day,

the

Railway,
poor tramp,

A

on the N. P.

tattered

and

car standing

torn,
still

on the

track.

So he went in and closed the door.
But he had not gone far in that empty box
car

When

a brakeman came round with a
lamp;
He was thrown from the train and was
killed by the mail,
Because he was only a tramp.

Mr. W. M. Kensill wishes to know where
he can get an old railroad song by the name
of '• Mike O'Dinner Was a Good Engineer.
runs:

fear.

And
And

I

of water and coal:
I'll put my head out of the window,
watch the drivers roll."

want

is

lots

Another song desired is one written on
the " Chatsworth Wreck " about twenty
years ago. It begins

With hand upon

the lever,

And

eye along the track,
The engineer is watching,
While the shades of night

office

We

We

grow

black.

on his engine and looks about
and the drag pulls out

Can any reader oblige?

number.
Let us be frank
We have tried innumerable times to catch Mr. Carter napping,
so that we might have the editorial satis!

of pointing out to him how Tittle
compared with ourselves, and
have come
we have never succeeded.
hopefully upon promising points, and have
quoted our authorities with the care-free
indifference
of those who know these
things because they cannot help it, only to
find that Mr. Carter had the drop on us at

he knew,

Mr. T. B. Foreman, of Metz, Missouri,
if we have run across a song beginning

whistles,

We

faction

asks

He climbs
Two short

objections are as welcome in
as is genuine praise, and
much of the popularity we enjoy has been
gained by our readiness to take hints from
our readers. The people we are making this
magazine for are the people who buy it, and
we like to make it as much in line with their
wishes as is practicable.
must admit that our friends have
been generous in taking advantage of this
privilege of readers, and the letters of criticism we have received have usually been
thoughtful and valuable.
have just received a letter from a gentleman signing with the initials H. E. R.,
to which we fear we must hesitate to apply
these adjectives.
fear the gentleman is
hasty ; in fact, from certain slight misstatements, we are sure of it.
feel sure that he paused for a moment and laid aside matters of pressing
official importance to take up his pen and
hurriedly give us much-needed advice. His
first point of attack is the article on the airbrake, by C. F. Carter, in the September
this

We

Mike O'Dinner was a good engineer,
He said to the fireman, " Don't you have any
All

FRIEND.

GENUINE

all

Saw an empty box

It

A HASTY

We

some unguarded
It

has

been

spot.

like

trying

to

pull

clinkers

;

ON THK
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out of an oil-burner, and, frankly, we would
give a year's subscription for ninety-nine
cents and a postage-stamp to anybody who
would show us how it could be done.

At first, when we saw H.
we were hopeful, but by the
finished

it

our hopes had

E. R.'s letter,

time

fallen,

we had
for we

found that the sum of it was a suggestion
Mr. Carter get a copy of the Westinghouse Air-brake Company's instruction-book
and copy it verbatim.
that

Now.

biting sarcasm, but it really
doesn't prove anything.
refrain from
publishing Mr. Carter's reply, because we
are determined to get even with him some
this

is

We

Having thus carefully shown that the airbrake doesn't work as Mr. Carter says it does,
our friend, H. E. R., transfers his attention
to the editor of By the Light of the
Lantern department, and the things he does
to .him are awful.
The insignificant fact
that the instance he quotes does not occur
in By the Light of the Lantern department at all. but in the Editorial Carpet,
does not disturb him.
He declares that the man who attempts
to answer the questions in this department
lived close to a railroad at

some

time in his life, and imagined that he had
absorbed the points of practical railroading.
He further suggests and trusts that we will
take it in the spirit it is intended
that we
" get some one to write in your mechanical
department who is capable and up-to-date."'
and further volunteers that " there are
plenty of able men whom you can get, but
you will have to pay them, as men of known
ability come high
but as it is at present
your mechanical department and By the
Light of the Lantern is indeed laugh-

—

able."

The idea that the editor of By the
Light of the Lantern department once

We

lived close to a railroad appeals to us.
imagine that he must have, for convenience
sake, for, "at one time in his life," not very

long ago. he was master mechanic at the
largest station in the world.
Perhaps lie
lives close to a railroad even yet, for we
understand that he is a more than ordinarily important figure in the mechanical
department of one of the best known railroads in the country.
As H. E. R. is preparing to abandon us,
he further informs us that, "as it is. both
departments are a travesty on practical railroading," and adds more, we feel, in sor" Now. look at this
row than in anger
matter seriously, and cither_ give the proper
interpretation of a rule and the practical
operation of a piece of machinery, or else cut
out the department; as I buy the magazine.
:

We

—

—

•it

TRAIN NEWS SERVICE.

WH.
•

C, of Winnipeg,

calls

our atten-

tion to the fact that the

news serv-

ice recently installed

and mentioned
magazine as a
roading,

He

is

in

by the Great Northern,

a

recent

number

of

the

step in the progress of rail-

not by any means an innovation,

that the Canadian Pacific has
had such a service on its transcontinental
tells

us

number of years.
did not mean that this was an innovation in railroading, but that the spread of
such a custom marked a step forward in
rendering railroad travel as a whole more
luxurious and convenient.
trains for a

We

—

;

—
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not for any information I can get from
these departments, bat for the humor that
they contain, as some of the explanations
are ridiculous in the extreme."
Friend, not for all the world would our
ruthless hands deprive you of that humor
which we feel you appreciate so keenly, and
to which you have added so generously.
have honestly enjoyed your letter and we
trust you will take this in the spirit it is
intended and we have been so moved by
it that we have almost decided to live near a
railroad ourselves.

way.

must have

;

CAN YOU GIVE US A

GM.

VERSE, BOYS?

BURNHAM.

of Miles City. Montana, one of our readers, has tried to
write a song.
He did pretty well through
•

the first verse

found

that the

and the chorus, but then he
him, and

Muse had forsaken

his lay, written to the tune of " Alice, Where
" halted, as it were, for

Art Thou Going?

lack of a cylinder,
further.

Mr.

and declined

to

go any

Burnham therefore appeals to his
who may happen to have a

fellow readers

poetic turn, to get the other side in working
order, so that the song may steam down
the line of fame with its tuneful whistle
playing variations of the well-known air.
Here is the cripple, in good shape except
for that one cylinder. Who's got the tools?

We

are only N. P. brakemen, looking for
the dough,
And when we leave old Livingston we do
not go so slow.
We'll soon be down in Billings, in a very,
very short time
We'll take our engine to the house, and
prance right down the line.
We'll play the beanery and vaudevilles, you

know

:

—

—

:
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We

;

we have

arc nol multimillionaires, but
a

little

dough.

But when the
••

Go

The

railroad stories in papers and magavery few exceptions, are simply
amusing. The brave acts and hairbreadth
escapes of the entire crew, told by a writer
zines, with a

caller's ready,

he will holler

"
!

We'll grab a lantern and a club and start to
hunt the bo.

CHORUS.

who

wouldn't know whether he was going
on the main line or being backed into
the yard track, are, to sav the least, laugheast

able.

The
Hobo, where are you going?
What's that J hear you say?
You are bound for the coast
Does this train go that way ?
You can ride if you have the chink
Well, that you surely know
So get in a box car, climb on a flat,
Or jump on the pilot and hang on

enclosed lines are sent to you as a

poetical

?) curiosity:

(

The " poetical curiosity " follows, and
what it lacks in quality of verse we are sure
it makes up in good feeling:
to

vour

RAILROAD LITERATURE— PAST AND
PRESENT.

hat!

Climb on, the whistle's blowing

!

THE

<*

ACCIDENTS BADLY REPORTED.
SANDERSON,
AK. York,

of Buffalo. New
•
has a grievance, but as it is
not against us, we sympathize with him and
congratulate ourselves.
Not that the latter
is necessary, for Mr. Sanderson gives us
all the congratulation that even the greediest
of editors could desire.
In the following extremely interesting
and well-written letter, Mr. Sanderson enclosed a newspaper account of an accident
which, indeed, must have been of so weird
a nature that nobody but an experienced
newspaper reporter would have had the
courage to rush it into print:

No

doubt many will agree with me that
newspaper accounts of railroad accidents
have always been a source of annoyance to
railroad men.
In every case where I have
known of the cause and the result of such
accidents, the newspaper report was not only
far from correct, but would make one wonder how they could obtain a version so

former attempts

Have now been made

to cover this field

to gracefully yield;

Erstwhile competitors lower their shield-

RA'lLROAD

stories by the writers of eld

Are the ones that often " knocked you cold."
Ignore them now, for it 'will not pay
Longer to read their exciting lay.
Romancers they were, in more wa,ys than one.
Or would have quit before story was done,

And

make us believe so soon
used cheese to make the moon.

not try to

Dame Nature

MAN'S

now at'the present time
stories truthful of the rail:

wishes

Are for

Nor cares he much if from other clime
Since they follow well the beaten trail.

MAGAZINE

writers

your popular pages

in

Are such as we have needed for ages.
Greatly would we like to mention them all,
And praise bestow on the great and small.
Zones are covered by this formidable array,
In a manner leaving nothing for critics to say.
Now, subscribe at once send a retainer
Ere the year's half gone you'll be the gainer.

—

garbled.

J*

Accounts of which I had no knowledge,
other than from the newspapers, could be
easily sized up.
The one enclosed is a fair
sample, ard shows how brave and thoughtful the engineer was to shut off steam as
soon as the boiler exploded.
One day during the last Presidential campaign papers came out with the following
scare-head:
" Accident
to
Taft's
Train Narrowly
"
Averted by Prompt Action of Tower Man
The account, condensed, said
" Train was running sixty miles an hour.
Just as tower was reached a cylinder-head
blew out on engine. Tower-man saw it
and immediately put semaphore against train
and stopped it."
Of conrse. the enginemen wouldn't notice a
little thing like a cylinder-head out, so no
doubt the action- of the tower-man which
was commendable saved the lives of all on

CHAT WITH A LAY READER.

HERE

a typical letter from MortonCalifornia, from a reader who
is not a railroad man.
Perhaps some one
is

ville,

can give us more specific information about
the roads Mr. Tongue mentions, or can tell
us of some other instances:"

!

—

board.

—

reading a

In
the

very interesting article

'•

titled

Some Tom Thumb

happened

to recall

dently overlooked.

and

in

September issue of your magazine, en-

"

Railroads,"

I

two such roads you

One

is

evifour miles long,

the way " from
Exeter, Missouri, to Cassville, Missouri.
Exeter is below Springfield, on the Frisco
Railroad. I do not remember the name of
is

down-grade

all

this little railroad.

The

other road

probably belongs to the

:

UN THE EDITORIAL CARPET.
Pennsylvania, and runs from Brandywine.
Maryland, to Mechanicsville. Maryland, being another " one-man
railroad."
I
don't
know the distance or the name, as I haven't
traveled it for fifteen years, and then for
only one trip.
If your Mr. Willets goes through ihe
" Sunny South," he could probably get some
interesting pictures of antiquated locomotives around many of the sawmills.
" Riding the Rail From Coast to Coast "
contains information about a great stretch
of salt-fields on the Western Pacific, in
Utah. Your readers might be interested to
hear of similar salt deposits for quite a
stretch along the "Alfalfa Route"
Denver.
Enid and Gulf now a part of the Santa
Fe, running between Enid, Oklahoma, and
Kiowa, Kansas.
Your magazine is certainly a winner. I
don't see any room for complaint, either.
Although I am not a railroad man, still I
find much interesting and instructive reading.
Continued stories are certainly fine.
*'

—

—

Respectfully,

Thomas

"OUR ORPHAN

G.

Tongue.

BOYS."

REPLYING

to an inquiry in this department. Mr. E. McLoughlin, of St. Louis,
Missouri, informs us that the song, " Our
Orphan Boys," is published by the Williams
Brothers, Mapelwood P. O. Station, St.
Louis. Missouri.
We are obliged to Mr.
McLoughlin for the information.

FARES AT PISTOL-POINT.

WEBER, who has done considerPAUL
able railroading
the Central America
in

adds an interesting chapter to
methods used in a section where
railroading must be regarded as a joke. Mr.
Weber is now located at Walnut Lake, Arkansas
countries,
the queer

:

Editor

The Railroad Man's Magazine:

If you will allow me a little space in your
valuable magazine, I will tefl you of a little
experience I had while special traveling
auditor for the Salvador Railroad Company. Limited, of Salvador, Central America, the head office of which is in London.
was under the auditor-general. Mr.
I
Gibson, and had orders to check up the conductors and see that everybody had tickets
or passes. It was a new order of things
usually everybody could ride that was acquainted with the conductor, and if he
showed his pass once he could ride the rest
of the year without ever carrying it again.
Passes would be exchanged from hand to
hand, and maybe twenty or more persons
would ride on one pass at different times.
I
found it very hard to get the aristocratic gentlemen of Salvador to get used to

383

new

orders.
One day in February, 1908,
route from the little coast town,
Acajutla, to the capital, a distance of sixtysix miles, we had with us in the first-class
coach several very proud-looking gentlemen, accompanied by several officers in uni-

the

on our

form.

The conductor asked them for

their

passes, when one, who seemed to be the
leader, said that he was Colonel Gomez, the
military commander and governor of the
province of Sonsonate; that he had his pass
in the office, and did not intend to carry it

or bother himself with it. and if we asked
him for a pass again he would have us
thrown off the train by his officers.
There were ten officers with him. and
they carried long revolvers.
It
was advisable to let him ride, but I reported the
matter to the auditor-general, who said if
it
happened again he would report it to the
president.

do very

Of

course,

we knew

that

woidd

good, since every little onehorse colonel or general with about twenty
men would start a revolution if they were
corrected too severely by their superiors.
There are many generals, and to ask them
for _ their tickets or passes was quite a
strain on us, and we had to go at it very
gently.
We generally kept out of reach of
them.
Life is very cheap there, and any drunken
officer can shoot a man and will not be
punished, because there is no high official
who would dare to punish or correct him.
little

Every one who rides on the trains is
asked by a policeman, who enters the cars,
his name, where he is going, and where he
came from. If he don't give the information he will have to go to the police station.
In the eastern part of Salvador another
railroad was almost completed, but the people there refused to allow the road to be
operated.
They would wreck the trains
continually, and the owners finally quit the
road.

MORE ABOUT

LATIN- AMERICA.

APROPOS

of the constant advice we have
given through the Light of the Lantern Department regarding work in South
and Central America, we have received the
following letter. We are more than glad to
find that our magazine has an interest for
such a varied class of readers, and the fact
that men who travel are among the earnest

readers of The Railroad Man's Magazine
helps us in the belief that we are striking
the right key-note.
Our correspondent says:
a railroad man myself, I am
interested in your magazine and in
any matters relating to railroads, as I have
spent fifteen years in the theatrical business
on the road in this country, Canada, Mexico,
and Central America. I notice that in almost every issue you have inquiries from

While not

much

I
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railroad men in different parts of the Union
about employment in Latin-American countries.

have put

some months down

there in
my business, and have ridden on the greater
number of their lines: consequently I have
hail a good chance to get first-hand knowledge of conditions: Besides. I have gotten
what information I could in conversation
with white railroaders from all over who
were employed there at the time.
From what I saw and could gather, I
would say to any prospective candidate for
railroad employment in Latin-America, " Let
"
it alone
Conditions may seem to a man to he had
where he is in this country, but I will guarantee that the worst railroad job in the
United States is a paradise to the best they
have to offer there. Conditions of life, employment, and. in fact, any and everything,
are so much different there, that 1 feel safe
in saying that not one oitt of a hundred
would stay only long enough to get a stake
to ride back to God's country with.
I

in

warded
Point

MISSING RELATIVES.

We

also have a request for information of
the whereabouts of Ralph Kincaird, an
operator, last heard of in Mantua, Ohio,
four years ago. He was then on his way
to Sharon, Pennsylvania.

REACHING THE POLES.
1

state

for

exactly what means have been used
the discovery of the missing person,

and when.
In the meantime we hand on a query for
the whereabouts of R. W. Lilly, last heard
from when working in or ahout Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Any

information should be for-

HE

good-nature and railroad atmosphere,
and. besides, have a truer sound than some
of the ultra-smart things that ultra-smart
people who haven't got time to be railin

roaders are supposed to say.
Also, once in a while they drop us something that is worth repeating. For example,
the following:
"

only when you become very useful to
your friends that you have to make

or about.
It should be clearly understood by relatives or friends that the authorities of their
own town or neighborhood, or of the neighborhood in which their friend was last
heard of. can give them much quicker satisfaction than we can under ordinary circumstances; therefore, these should first be consulted.
Any letter to this magazine should

1

Gossip of Railwaymen " departraent of the San Francisco Call is an
entertaining column.
What the jokes lack
in vividness and point they usually
make up
•

IT'S

rules.
Consequently we have to institute
>me or two slight restrictions, owing to the
physical difficulty of keeping up with the
calls upon our services.
We have from time to time published paragraphs requesting information about the
missing relatives of our readers. These
paragraphs have been useful to our friends
and a pleasure tn us. but unfortunately
there are more missing relatives in the
country than we can hope to cope with as a
side issue, so we are compelled to draw up
the following regulations:
Hereafter all letters asking for information ahout missing men must be accompanied by a letter from the company with
whom the lost person was last employed.
Also, a reasonable time must have elapsed
since the person sought was last heard from

his mother, Mrs. G. W. Lilly,
Rocks. Frederick County, Mary-

land.

!

.jt

to

of

WANTED —Ten

chasing

thousand poles. Purdepartment Blue Ridge Line.

Highest price for right kind.
"

Aid

the result

"'Dear

Mr.

was

this

Purchasing

:

Department

—

have the right land of Poles. There are
ten thousand right in New York State, and
thereabouts, who are willing to go West,
and will make the best kind of immigrant
for a young and growing country. They
are all familied men, and each man has one
wife and from six to one dozen children.
I f they are net all his children they are his
sisters or his brother's, which, of course,
will make no difference to the railroad company.
They are all good workmen, and some
of them would buy land and farm. They

like cows and other lands of animals,
and never get into tights with railroadmen.
"*'
Some of them can handle pigs and
hogs, and kuow all about track-building.
I
think that if you employed them you would
find that the Poles you are looking for are
right there every time.
Shall I send them
on to you at once, and we can talk over the
price I get for sending them if the first
all

batch suits?

'

"'And what do you think of that?' asked
the purchasing agent, after he had spelled
'
the letter through.
And so they can get
along with railroadmen because they can
handle cows and hogs!
"

take this letter over to
' Look here, boy,
the passenger department.
It evidently has
"
been addressed wrongly.'
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FROM
POULTRY
A LIVING
FROM
HENS
TEN MONTHS
60

$1,500.00

ON A

IN

CITY LOT 40 FEET SQUARE.

the average poultryman that would seem

TO

impossible and
tell

when we

you that we have

done a §1,500
poultry business with 60
hens on a sorner in the
city garden 40 feet wide
by 40 feet long we are
actually

simply stating facts. It
would not be possible to
get such returns by any
one of the systems of
poultry keeping recommended and practiced by
the
American people,
still it is an easy matter

when

the

new

PHILO

SYSTEM
is

adopted.

THE PHILO SYSTEM IS UNLIKE ALL OTHER
WAYS OF KEEPING POULTRY,

CHICKEN FEED AT 15 CENTS A BUSHEL.
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little
trouble and have a good supply, any day in the year, winter or summer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield without green
food .is it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

in many respects just the reverse, accomplishing things in poulwork that have always been considered impossible, and getting
unheard-of results that are hard to believe without seeing.

And
try

OUR NEW BROODER SAVES 2 CENTS ON
EACH CHICKEN.

THE NEW SYSTEM COVERS ALL BRANCHES
OF THE WORK NECESSARY FOR SUCCESS

No lamp required. No danger of chilling, overheating or burning up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any kind of
fire.
They also keep all the lice off the chickens automatically or
kill any that may be on them when placed in the brooder.
Our
book gives full plans and the right to make and use them. One
can easily be made in an hour at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.

to marketing the product. It tells how
to get eggs that will hatch, how to hatch nearly every egg and how
It gives complete plans in
lo raise nearly all* the chicks hatched.
de'.ail how to make everything necessary to run the business and at
less than half the cost required to handle the poultry business in any

from selecting the breeders

Other manner.

TWO POUND BROILERS

IN

WEEKS

EIGHT

TESTIMONIALS.
Bellefontaine, Ohio. June 7, 1909.
Mr. K. R. Philo, Elmira, N. Y.
Dear Sir:— 1 just want to tell you of the success I have had
with the Philo system. In January. 1900, I purchased one of your
Philo System books and I commenced to .hatch chickens. On the
third day of February, 1909, I succeeded in hatching ten chicks. I
put them in one of your fireiess brooders and we had zero weather.
We succeeded in bringing through nine ; one got killed by accident.
On June 1, one of the pullets laid her first egg, and the most remarkable thing is she has laid every day since up to the present
time.
Yours truly,
R. S. LaRue.
205 S. Clinton St., Baltimore, Md., May 28, 1909.
E. R. Philo. Publisher, Elmira. N. Y.
Dear Sir:— I have embarked in the poultry business on a small
scale (Philo System) and am having the best of success so far.sixtyeight per cent of eggs hatched by hens, all chicks alive and healthy
at this writing
they are now three weeks old. Mr. Philo is a public
benefactor, and I don't believe his System can be improved upon,
and so I am'now looking for more yard room, having but 15x30
where I am now.
Yours truly.
C. 11 . Leach.

are raised in a space nf less than a square foot to the broiler without
any loss, and the broilers are of the very best quality, bringing here
thiee cents per pound above the highest market price.

OUR SIX-MONTHS-OLD PULLETS ARE LAYING
AT THE RATE OF 24- ECCS EACH PER MONTH

space of two square feet for each bird. No green cut bone of
description is led, and the food used is inexpensive as compared
with food others are using.
( )ur new book, the Phi 1.0
System of Poultry Keeping, gives
full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries, with simple,
easy-to-understand directions that are right to the point, and 15 pages
in a
»riy

of illustrations

showing

all

branches of the work from start to

DON'TLET THE CHICKS

finish.

DIE IN THE SHELL.

One of our secrets of success is to save all the chickens that are
fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack the shell
or not. It is a simple trick and believed to be the secret of the
fncient Egyptians and Chinese which enabled them to sell the
Clucks at 10 cents a dozen.

;

South liritain, Conn., April 14, 1900.
Mr. E. R. Philo, Elmira, N. Y.
Dear Sir: 1 have followed your system

—

as close as I could; the result'is a complete
success. If there can be any improvement
on nature, your brooder is it. The first experience I had with your System was last

December.

I hatched 1 7 chicks under
two hens, put them as soon as hatched in
one ot your brooders out of doors and at
the age ot three months sold them at 35c
a pound. They then averaged 2 1-2 lbs.
each, and the man I sold them to said they
were the finest he ever saw, and he wants
I

all

1

can spate this season.

Yours

truly

Osakis, Minn., June 7, 1909.
Mr. E. R. Philo, Elmira, N. Y.
Dear Sir:— You certainly have the greatest system the world has ever known.
I
have had experience with poultry, but I
know you have the system that brings the
real profits.
Yours
Jesse Underwood.
Rrockport, N. Y., Sept. 1 2, 1908.
\V.
Philo,
Elmira,
N. Y.
Mr. E.
Dear -Sir:— I have had perfect^ success
chickens
your
way.
I think your
brooding

method

will

raise

chicks than the old
besides it saves so

stronger,

healthier

way of using lampsaud
much work and risk.

Yours respectfully,
M. S. Gooding.

A. E. Nelson.

Send p.oo dived to the publisher and a copy of the latest
revised edition of the book will be sent you by return mail,
three pound roasters ten weeks oto

in answering this advertisement

E. R.

it

is

PHILO, PUBLISHER, 282 THIRD

desirable

that

you mention

Tun

FUii.itoAii

ST.,

ELMIRA, N.Y.

Man's Magazine.
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Are You Boss of
In other words, is some one else paid for assuming the responsibility for your work ?
trained man is the responsible man.
The responsible man is the well-paid
man, while the untrained man, the chap who does only the detail part of the work at
another's bidding, is paid just so much for his labor, and no more.

The

If you are only a detail
If
for positions higher up.

—

live near or far away the I. C. S. will go to you
in your spare time
your chosen occupation without encroaching on your working time.

Whether you

salary.

— and

man, the International Correspondence Schools can fit you
you are earning only a small wage the I. C. S. can raise your

train

you

for

The I. C. S. sells you no books, and arranges its nominal charges to suit your means.
Mark the attached coupon and learn how you can secure an I. C. S. training that will
make you boss of your own job. Marking the coupon costs nothing and incurs no

Some
I enrolled in your Schools in order to nnalify for nn advanced
position in
trade. I found the instruction very complete and

my

my

was beyond

progress

my

expectations, notwithstanding the

fact that there were at least a dozen men in line ubove me. J was a
laborer at the time of enrolling and urn now Assistant Foreman in

charge of the assembling for the Virginia Bridge and Iron Company. My salary has been increased 1U5 per cent, since the time
1

took out

my course.

J. L.

BROOKS.
412

Third

St.,

Roanoke, Va.

Course has been uf great value to me in many ways.
enrolled in the Schools I was a machinist. My present
position is Foreman of the Small Tools Department of the Barry
Mfg. Co. and my salary has been almost doubled since enrolling.
I would recommend your institution to any man who Is sincere in
his desire to get ahead.

My I.
When 1

C. S.

When

1

was employed

as

a cutter

in a factory,

am now

with nn elec-

my

trical contractor, an. through the knowledge gained from
Course, expect to yet six times the amount of money that 1 received
I

in the factory.

A.

W. SPARKS,
25 Morrell St.,

Long Branch, N.

In answering this advertisement

it

is

J.

C. S.

I was a laborer on the railroad when I enrolled for the
Course in Surveying and Mapping in your Schools. Since that time
have been employed us Deputy County Surveyor and Assistant
City Engineer, which latter position I hold at present. I found the
instruction of the Surveying Course helpful and beneficial, aud X
am sure that I profited by taking it.
I

FRED HUMES,

Emporia, Kansas.

FRANK

P. HEBARD,
61G E. Fifth St., Muscatine, la.

I.

enrolled for my Course some time ago, I was employed
nS a helper in the erecting room. 1 am now Head Draftsman for The
Buckeye Traction Ditcher Company of Findlay. and my salary h:.s
been doubled since I enrolled. My previous education was somewhat limited, and I feel that 1 owe what advancement I have gained
entirely to your schools.
L. A. KRUPP,
331*5 N. Main St., Findlay. 0.
I

When

enlisted in your Schools, I had just left the farm and
was working for 75 cents a day. 1 studied Engineering and in a
little more than two years I was Chief Engineer of a large plant.
However, I decided to make Electricity my chief study then. I am
in the employ of the Mobile Electric Supply Co. now, and am getting,
as much as any man in the shop.
\V. D. MAYBIN,
705 Savannah St., Mobile, Ala.
I

desirable that you mention

The Railboad Man's Magazine.

:
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Own Job?

Your
Mark

obligation.

The

it

to-day.

means SUCCESS.

It

C. S. can help you just as it has helped thousands of other ambitious men
who at the rate of 300 every month are
reporting salaries raised and
During the past twelve months
positions bettered as the direct result of I. C. S. help.
I.

VOLUNTARILY

number heard from was 3610.

the

UNSOLICITED testimonials. They indicate better than anythe I. C. S. can make you boss of your chosen [ob
better your position
raise your salary
make you successful.
Read the following

thing else

—

how

—

—

to the

I.

Doing so brings you full information and advice and also entitles
C. S. illustrated monthly, "Ambition," FREE for six months.

Mark

it

to-day.

Mark the coupon.

you

Mark

it

NOW.

Successes

SALARY-RAISING COUPON

as a lineman when taking out my I- C. S. Course.
Soon after doing so. I was placed in charge of inside wiring. I am
now in business for myself as an Electrical Engineer with my
income increased some 100 per cent.
JOHN Hi ADAMS,
Decorah, Iowa.
I

was working

All that

I

know about

a transit, level, or surveying,

I

learned

Never had hold of an instrument until I took
I. C. S.
Have never had to call on any one for assistance. I enrolled

through the
office.

my

C. S- Course in May, 18QG, being then a harness maker.
1 have since been elected County Surveyor of Daviess Co., Indiana.
My ability to successfully carry on the work of this office is certainly due to
Course.

for

I.

my

A. P.

ANN EN,

Washington, Indiana.
enrolled in your Schools for a Course to prepare me for the
Civil Service Examination, but before I was through with the
Course, the Civil Service Examination came up, and I decided to
lake II. There were eighteen of us took the examination, and I
passed with the highest average of S2. 05 per cent. Two days after
I
was appointed carrier at
I received the notice I had passed,
I

this office.

ELMER

G.

BENFORD,
Greensburg, Pa.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lOOttU. SCKAXTOtf, PA.

Please explain, without farther utilisation on my part, how
<-iiu qualify f<«r the poHitlon iiefoit- which I have marked X,
I
ami also aeud me, absolutely free, " Ambitiou " Magaziu* for
six months.

General Foreman

Banking

R. R.

Electrical Engineer

Shop Foreman

R. R. Traveling Knelt. R. Trav'i Fireman
Locomotive Engineer
Air-Brake Instructor
Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R.R.Con*tructlonEng.
Surveyor
Civil Engineer

F.mnlnvcri

T>v

Employed

as

Sfrppt

it

is

desirable that

Electrician

Mining Engineer
Mine Foreman
Foreman Machinist
Chemist
Assay er
Architect

Bookkeeper
Stenographer
A.I Writer

R W
,

mid \n.
StAtP

ftffcw

In answering this advertisement

Machine Designer

you mention

The Kailhoad

.Man's Magazine.

a
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DIAMOND GIFTS
ft

ST

LEAD

10 PENNIES
10 MEN TO

Make

I

$32,034.81

See the fortunes made with sirans^ Invcitlion. Of tills sum Korfctuil (Farmer) made

$3,212.13 in 2 weeks: Ziniiuci'iuan (Farmer) 83..H50 ill 30 day* Kioiiomaii (Artist)
S2.1S1.6S iii eo ditys. No wonder. Casbman
says :— " A man who can't sell your goods, couldn't
:

sell

bread

In a

famine."

I'.ut

listen

!

It:i»p (Agent)

NO MONEY D0WN--$1 A WEEK
Buy Men's

Stylish Fall and Winand Overcoats direct
from our factory by mail, for

ter Suit!

made $1.6*5 in 73 <l:iv«; Jim-II (Clerk)
S6.M00: Ovinll (Minister) $4,000 : Cook
(Solicitor) S I. 1100 : Koeei-H (Surveyor) S2.S00 ;
Hoard (Doctor) S2.200: II art

$15
.

Hundreds already getting rich. Yon
can, loo, why not V Kxi>ei'icn<"<» don't

mal

every

er.

We

send garments
on approvai--you don't pay
a penny till you get the
clothes and find them satisfactory—then pay $1.00 a

home a bnllirooiu for S5.

Think of

it! Energizes water, cleanses
automatically, no plumbing.
Could anything be more popular? It's
irresistible.
K('c»c saw 60 peoplesold 55. result $320. "Sell 8 out

almost

week.

We

are thelargest
CreditClothiersintheworld.

rnrr
Sendto-'I;iy for our
KLEi
Fait

HaroueyLET US START YOU

of 10 houses," writes

I*

line of sty lish

and Winter samples, self-measurement blank, tape, and full particu-

lars of our convenient payment plan.
r.ilmj. gl.Oon.ufiQ
All f ree. Commer.

as agent, salesman, manager; <*aHli
plan; all or spare lime.
This ad won't appear acaln. Territory
pAIITinil
Ri*l* 1 vvttt
coing fast.
I»o**t»l
Tor IVi-c book, i»roof«t, and remark-

or credit

able

$18

require no security,
and trust any honest person
anywhere in the United
States.

Allen's Hath Apparatus gives

UHUIlUn
—

and

We

*3

This wonderful opportunity
heretofore enjoyed by only n limited
number now o|>«>n lo all— llurrnli I

S2.000.

MENTER

now—

&>

o 0M

offier.

THE ALLEN MFG.

CO.,

1349 Allen Bldg.Joledo.O.

" Lucky I answered your

ad."—A.

P.

620 r n.

Ruilding.

ROCHESTER.

N. Y.

Lodewick, Me.

In nnatOGrtng nun advertisement On this page

it

is desirable

that you mention Tin: R.vii.ROAri .Man's Ma.;az:\::

—
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%^V

The

TiS

Stepping stones toWrighter future
Will

EARN

Cyclopedia of Engineering

$25.00 to $50.00 Weekly

IN

AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS

Step by slep (his wonderful home study reference work
prepare you for advancement
will give you a
thorough, practical knowledge of all the latest developments in your own line, putting right at your elbow full
information concerning electrical and mechanical appliances that down-to-date engineers must understand.
From these books you can get just the knowledge you
need to command a larger salary and in time become
n
The Chief n in your chosen profession.

Chauffeurs, AntOfnoblle Salesmen and Repairmen set
big; pay for pleasant work because the demand for
trained men exceeds supply. We have taught hundreds <\viih<mt mechanical ability) and we ran teach
you in ten week-' if you study a few hours a week. It
is interesting.
Our simple mall course guarantees
thoro efficiency because ir< personal. Ask our graduates who are earning fii.iHi weekly or more Lb positions
we obtained for them.
Send to- dm? for lir-i lesson— If*9 free.
Chaiifleurn

iiinl

competent men

Empire Auto.

Bitiqilled

—

will

owner.- nut] garagei.

Institute,

Tht Orijiwtl Autom<*>ile

Be Found In The New
Volume Edition

Six

YOU NEED THESE BOOKS

School,

Just to

show you how much you need them we will send
by prepaid express for five days' FREE

the complete set

examination

MAKE A STOVE of your
LAMP or GAS JETSL**,

;

ORDER

returnable at our expense

NOW—SAVE

if

they don't

suit.

OVER 45%

To introduce

Giant

I;

our correspondence courses, from which these
books are compiled, we offer the Cyclopedia at a Special
price, $18.80, payable $2.00 within five days after examil
nation and $2.00 a month. The regular list price is $36.00,

u r tier

Heater
Giving

Heat

and

Light at

One Cost

lh** (limit Healer no applied will heal any
onliiisi v room comfortably In bbto weather,
nuil with a ill iHterjeruifi with Dm: bahi.

no more run or oil coimumeil
heater attached than without.
h a scientifically constructed
accumulate*, fotenillfesvaud
radiate* the Ileal tram your central draught
lamp or Raa Jel that ordinarily goes to waste
irivlnt tllorowEli atirf uniform heAt.

There

in

with

Till* heater
hrn'-f globe that

On

ICoiinit

Wii-lt

Lunp

Important Subjects Covered.
Boilers— Ca lor imcf ers— I'umps— Klc vat ors — Indicators— Vat v*' Genrs—Turbines— Com press on and
Absorption Itefritrcral ion — Steam. Huh ami oil
i

Engines —Marine leucines and If oilers— Gaseous
and Liquid Fuel— Condensers— Xavitfation — Locomotive Engines and Boilers— Air Brake*) —
Machine .Shop %Yorl< — Ventilation — Heating: —
Mechanical Urn wiiiff — A ir Compressors — I'ri nciples and Management of Direct Current Dy nnin os aud Mot ors— Eler t rle Light in? and Wiring
Storage Batteries— Automohlles, ete.

—

Attracts coM ifr on the vacuum principle, thoroughly warming,
purify inc. aud clfeulAlfiiK n. N" odor, an aahej nor trouble.
Thl» liiaut Heater will tir rtny lump chimney! ic«n jet, or mantle
burner. Absolutely no danger, ah heairr in im way interferes with
the combuatloih
There' isn't a hmoe in the rountry Uiat doea riot at Koine time in the
year need a tiUnt Heater—and ooine Meed it all Hie time— for the hath
rnomt elek room, bed room, deitor office'; tor light cooking, beating
wate r tqg ahaylng, wanhlup bauiea'
I, etc.
l.AITICA BLOOD, Longmnul, Colo., writes: "I have bad my Oiant
Restti for b yenr, aud I depend altogether mi It to heat my ntndy room.
The dimension* of the room are ISxH feet, lint the Riant Healer will make
ll cnmioriiiulr him! warm even In the coldest Weather."

Special Offer

If

topic* in invention, discovery, Industry, etc.

t

PRICE,

r

I
I

I

Polished

Mllul

WmWi
I'lulrd

Complete^
tin

limn.

for

|/MirVlNto<l
tittuitlfl ij rrliifntii in

Giant Heater Co.

Is

in-

fm

of

<

oi

Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

tJorii

I

and #i a month until I have paid
hold the hooka subject to your order.

r'J .nil

—

&itt%jn'tion

offer

i

American School

Please Bend set Cyclopedia of Engineering for .% day*' free e^aininawill Bend 52 within li days
AlHO Technical World (or 1 year.
otherwise will notify you and
until fully paid*
Title uot to

si.sn

a heater we will Bend It hy
nrataxprea*! all charge* prepaid,
If,, however,
yini waul mora Information Uenire purchasing]
Bend dii' houWIet,

Send to-day

You Mail Coupon Promptly

nhprl time we will include, a* a month)*- *upplein»nt, absolutely
This
Cree ofeharge Corona year, tha TKCRN'IOAL wnui.n Hil AG A/A NK.
In .i regular $1.50 monthly, full uf Twentieth Century Scientific farts,
written in popular form. Al*o contains the latent discussions OU timely

For a

;

I

]

NAHR
ADDRESS

Ttioui-y

.

.

day*.

OCCUPATION

151 Ti'iu|ilr St.
S|iiinc0.-Iii. Bui.

_i^———^
EMPLOYER

-

=r

In answering «»!/ advertisement on this page

it is

desirahtc that you mention

i;.

u.

Uan'n,

:

:

•

The Railroad Man'3 Magazine.

'
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NO METAL
PARIS GARTERS CAN
TOUCH YOU
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

They

fit

Tailored to

so well

fit trie

leg

jyou forget
They're there

Be sure you

50 i

^

get this box 3

f*AT*D

lOOe.

COPYRIGHTED 1908 BY A-STE1N

OTHEB PATENTS PENDING

ft

CO.

AGENTS: SI 03.50 PerMonthMade
The money made
tltio; our iciuort
nod other uieful
patented article*
&*tonIat)M areola.
T.C-Qlebner,Co!i.,
0., iold
pair* of PotitlTendon Sheara in 3 hourt. made 113.50.
more patented
(or ia1o through
not found in ..-,-> than an; other
-

We b»T0
nii,

I

that

In the

INVESTIGATE NOW. A Po.tal
S. Thomas Mfff.Co., 1459 Wayne
to worker*.

PATENTS
nrrinF BOOK
Ftnnkr and
*nH
GUIDE
Ill

With valuable

Uold Stud, |liM"t

i*

S.

Sample!

free

-III do.

St..

Irayton. Ohio

SECURED OR

FEE RETURNED.
\
WHAT
TO INVENT.

Wanted sent free.
offered for one invention
Patents secured by us advertised
Inventions

of

List

ONE MILLION DOLLARS
for others.
free in World's Progress

See Them Before Paying

S16.000

These gems are Chemical White Sapphires and can't be told from diamonds
except by an expert. So hard they can't
be fded, so will wear forever and retain
brilliancy.
want you to see these

EVANS, \V ILK ENS &

— we will

pay

expenses

all

for

We

t

you

will send

you

.

—

WHITE VALLEY GEM CO.
P.O.

BOX

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

41 11

A.Mlt

for Agents

for agency proposition.
THE 3IANTLE LAMP CO. OF AHEK1CA. Ilesk 11.
Chlraeo. Portland. Ore., VTalerhiiry, Conn., Wirmlpr™. t'.in.

LEARN
TYOURO WN HOME
TELEGRAPHY
BOOKKEEPING
OR SHORTHAND

B Y MAIL— A

Anyone exu learn it en-ily in a few weekf. We are
demand for telegraph operator*. bnokKeepprfl and
charL'e for tuition

1111 1 II

pintti.i.n is leeuretli

lll«.
—

USES

Money Maker

In every home. Every lamp ga«rante«d. Sella lt?elf.
our neatest ofliee how you ran cet a lamp free or apply

IWcded

Proposition cither rings or smd
illustrated— oy express C. O. D. all charges
prepaid with privilege of examination If you
lik'.- it, pay the express man
if you don't, return it to him and it won't cost you a cent. Fair
proposition, isn't it? All mounted in solid gold,
diamond mountings. ,£?J~Send for Booklet.

—

(Coal Oil.

k<rn*ene the ALADDIN" MANTLE I. A Mr*
generate! :;•» that Eivea a If ehl more brilliant than city ga*
Simple, odorlec*, clejto, safe and
fu-oline or electricity.
durable ; in revolutionizing lighting everywheie.

common

ItigrseM
I

CO.. Washington, D. C.

FROM KEROSENE

BtiralfUr

to
lu act
see them.
vliciu.

Our

free.

A FLOOD OF LIGHT

We

gems

.

sample

;

A\

lusliiiiio

s

ltl

Write

unahle to supply the
sienogiaplier*.
for particulars.

Xo

ti.ii.iy

>l\i:ss IXSTITUTK.

lEtiiltliiiir.

Kalnmnzoo, Mich.

A STUB OR ANY STEEL PEN

Sanford Fountain Pen $1.00
Everyone who uses a pen ought to know about the Sanford Fountain
A remarkPen, which uses anv steel pen. Patented Kelt. 2.1. 1908.
Book-keepers
able Improvement In fountain pens. Office Men
Shorthand Writers use and endorse It enthusiastically.

10

—

—

"Don't Drop a Drop of Ink
made

Tboprlee of the Sanford Fountain Pen Is
pen of the highest quality at a very low

SI. 00—a

of best hard rubber. Id 3
styles, chased, plain barrel and shortIt

Is

hand

——

size
Gives a smooth
flow of ink
Positively will
leak or drop Ink. Pens can
be changed easily.

Pocket
Clip

10c

steady
not

DAYS

FREE TRIAL

that It is equal. If not superior, to any
We are willing to prove this to
blgh-prlced pen made.
you.
Mail us one of your favorite ateel pens, and we
will send vou a complete San'ord Fountain Pen postpaid. Try It 10
days— test It thoroughly. After 10 days trial. If you are satisfied, send
prlee, SI 00— If not. return the pen to us. Thlsshowshowniuch
regular
us the
You be the judge. Satisfaction
Isn't this a lair offer?
confidence we have In It.
guaranteed.
for users of nThe Sanford Manifolding Pencil Is a great convenience
Price 50c postpaid.
dellble pencils. All parts hard rubber— dust proof— no stained lingers.
for
Booklet.
EVERYWHERE.
Send
Including set of Indelible leads. AGENTS
686 East 105th Street. Cleveland, Ohio. U. S. A.
CO.. Inc.
prlee.

We know

WANTED

THE SANFORD PEN
7n answering

any advertisement on

this

page

it

it tlcsirublc that

you mention

Tub Rahkoap Man's Magazine.
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not a revolver for you to make temporarily safe by throwing on or off
some button or lever, but a revolver

is

that

we

If
1

have made permanently and

automatically safe by the patented exclusive Iver Johnson construction.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots,"
name on a
Iver Johnson Safety

Hammer

postal

—

Revolver

tells the whole story. Send your
be mailed free with our full catalogue.

Iver Johnson Safety

"
£C

Richly nickeled. 22 cal. rim-firc or 32 cal. centerS-in. bbl.; or !S cal. ccn(er-6rc. 5^-in.bhl.
Extra length bbl. or blued finish at slight extra con.
fire.

will

it

Hammerless Revolver

Richly

S7

nickeled. 52 calibre crnler-fire. 5-inch
'
barrel: or 58 calibre center-fire. i&'-Inch barrel.
Extra length bbl. or blued finish at slight extra coat.

Sold by bar Iware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of price
will not supply.
Look for the owl's bead on the grip and our name on the barrel.

Arms & Cycle Works, 172 River

Iver Johnson's

Now York:

99

if

/

dealer

Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

Chambers Street
llami.nrc. Germany: Fic-khaben
Ban Francisco: Phil. C. Eekeart Co..

4

717 .Murkut Street

,

e

Hello, Brother!
—

sit down
we want to have a little straight " Head Camp " tire talk
with you. To get light down 10 " brass tacks," you've got your share of red corpuscles in your blood you
like the fields, and woods and waters— \ou like the solo of the reel, and ihfi voice of the Kurt.
It's an unfortunate fact that you. who love these things, cannot yet more than from one to four weeks off in a year to enjoy
them.
LISTEN : If we can show j on how you can take .1 fishing or huh ling trip twelve times a year
for $1.0 ) without neglecting your work, will you take it? If We can take yon into the big woods where you
can smell the evergreens, and hear the babble of the brook, and see at close range big game and small, will
you conic with us ? Subscribe for the « T .•

Shed your pack,

fill

NOW

your pipe, and

—

—

10

National sportsman

—that's the answer—and as this magazine comes to you each month, it will hire you pleasantly away from the
monotonous grind of your e very-day work to the healthful a Unisphere of the woods and field?— will make
you forget your troubles
will put new life into yi B— and in addith n to your annual out'mg in the open,
you will get from its contents each month during the year many a pleasant trip and enjoyable experience

—

with Rod, Dog, Rifle and

NATIOSAI,

Gun.

spoiiis »i a > i* entirely diffe-ent from any oiher magazine published. It's
a great big camp in the woods, with Tn.OfXt good fellows fitting around the fire, .smoking and telling
each other stories about their good limes in the Woods. Come in, ltrother, join with us and tell us a good
story if you have one. or just sit and listen, if you'd lather.
Briefly, the K.lTlOX.ll.
contains each month lfJO pages crammed full of stories,
photographs of fish and game taken from life and a lot more good stuff that will make any man with ted blood
in his veins read the ropv through hefore he goes to bed, even if it takes all night. Think of it. 12 copies,
each containing lfiO page*, ever 1,900 pages in all, fent to you postpaid for a onedollar
William.
Is 3 our lilooil ivnrm vol Brother? If Dot, Ihrtan to t ~
w ill
Send us .81 00, 011 receipt of which
enter your nam* on niirsuWcrlptlon "* l terbiw year, ami iehd you by return ntall one of our heavy burnished
The

just like

SPORTSHAN

'

i »

:

1

X
/v^v>/
>^

jimt tf.\v<-s» noMible micea oh all km-ii ..f Guns, RlflBii, Revolvers, rents, 1 amp
Outfits, Flatilng Tackle anil other goods ottnterest t<» h-vera ol outdoor apnri-.
Can you hi'ni till- ?

12 Copies National Sportsman at 15c each $1.80
.
.
.50

^V / Bn
Xs?/

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN Watch Fob

. II

All

f AA
Yours for $1.00

«r

g*

a whole
that

if

In answering any advertisement on this page

,
f«'«>
r*Mlm-rlptlon

Boston Mass

/t»

it

U

-

-

«'""
to

the

S^X£5
NATIONAL

>^\*^/sPORTSMAN, a Watcli Fob, mid a copy
.^v<w >' of yourBncyclopedfa of Sporting Goods;

Total Value, $2.40

lot for the money, but we
you once become a National
Sportsman you will always be one.

It's

know

^r^tyr

NATIONAL

cdadtcu
aiv
aruKiaffiAn,

39 Federal Street

1

10

Encyclopedia
Goods
of Sporting
K
•*
*
°

J>

y^X*
^ X

Address in Full.

desirable that you mention

Thb

Railroad Man's Magazine.
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Brass -Craft
OUTFIT FREE
Brass-Craft is the most popular and valuable Art of the
time, and with our stamped
articles and simple instructions, materials costing only
a trifle can quickly be worked

up

into articles

worth many

Pay Us Just

As

You

Best Suits

Take your pick of 300 beautiful sfyles
of all-wool Suits and Overcoats offered in our
bie catalogue— "Pay us just as best suits you."
We are the world's largest and oldest outfitters and positively sell all goods-at spot cash
prices, allowing our customers long and liberal
credit. Our garments are all men tailored and
are distinctive style creations, designed by the
world's foremost clothes craftsmen.
Every
article sold is guaranteed or money back.

Use Your Credit

Every honorable person has credit— they
should uBe it. We extend the invitation to any
honeBt person to open an account with us and
pay as best suits their own convenience. We
positively make no investigation of yonr employers or friends. Your honest word is
sutticieot.

ma Special

You

need have no lies-

Offfir

ltancy in buying

anything

yon Thla 3-plece, all want of us and worded wiHina Tariety
paying for it as o(
you aro aide. You "^SS^J
EST
:.

""^W

ot-ghtto Me, wel!
d reused and y»tt

can be if you buy
everything of us.

^£g?££}.
*
a
ofTtr

(

.

on

urmi

$13.95

^^^^h^^h^hi

Woolf 's great Encyclopedia of Bar-aius for Fall
Bnd Winter is ready.
This great book contains 300 magnifi-

FREE!

cent half tono illustrations, picturing aa
many styles of men's and women's mangarments.
Every household
ought to have this book and n^e it as &
purchase guide for clothes. Wo savo you about half and sell on
small enough for any one to meet
liberal payments
Sit down now— lake your pen in hand—write a postal for
this book.
>Vo send it absolutely free to everyone.
•

Let us send you this Complete outfit consisting of 1 Stippling and Veining Tool, I package Polishing Powder, 1 package Coloring Powder, 1 Fine Sandpaper, 1 piece Polishing
Plush* and complete material for Handsome Brass-Craft
Calendar (see illustration) as follows: 1 Brass Panel, 1
Wood Panel, 50 Round-Head Braes Tacks, 1 Brass Hanger,
1 Calendar Pad.
Furnished with stamped design and full
directions for making Calendar worth $1.00 all in neat box,
FREE and prepaid, to anyone sending us 25 cents to pay

i

—

WUULt

AA/f^li^ll I7'C

»

\ 2243-45 W. 12th Street,

(\

UnC.J

CHICAGO.

V. S.

A.

—

cost of packing, shipping, etc.

Ask

for

Illustrates

FREE CATALOG R. R. 64

hundreds

of articles in Brass-Craft for use, ornament or profit. The above outfit offer is made for a limited
time only to quickly introduce our splendid line of BractCraft goods and distribute our
Catalog. Write, today.

New

THAYER & CHANDLER

.

ment
Gray

for

Hair,

Baldness,
etc.,

Depl. 'JG07.

Day or

nislit.

You can own a diamond

brilliancy to any
thirtielh the coat.

genuine Stone

In

at

equal
oue-

BARODA
DIAMONDS
IV SOI.III UOIfD KI.V4.S

-

r

.

1

1

.

l

actil

guaiaiitee

Uul ami
tlieiu.

exjieri exmiiitinttoii.

See

litem

first,

tlifii

We
pay.

Catalogue Free. Patent King Measure included
for FIVE two-rent Etanips,

THK

lleni. Z,

It

A ICOII A CO.

230 North

Stale Street, Cblcajro, HI.

In answering any advertisement on this page

it

is

desirable that you mention

Dandruff,

my own

ex-

and

('HAS. K E F N E, President.

LOKRIMKR

ILL.

Flash Like Genuine

at

will
pense.
It
surprise
delight you.
Write to-day to

WM.

CHICAGO.

737-739 Jackson Blvd.

Hair Like This
rpcr
me send you a
r l^ r r, Let
remarkable treat-

I.Y8T1TUTE
Hallimure, Md.

COPY
THIS
SKETCH
me
you
do
You

and lei
see wh.it
can
with it.
can earn $20.00 to $125.00 or more per week,

as illustrator or cartoonist. My practical
system of personal individual lessons by
mail will develop your talent.
Fifteen

work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.
Send me yonr sketch of President Taft with 6c in
years' successful

stamps and

I will semi you a test lesson plate, also
rolled iou of drawings showiugpossibllltiea for YOB

The Landon School ZSggSZ
1IIHM.. CLEVELAND. 0.
HBO SdlOHEUI
1:1

The

Railkoaii

Man's Magazine.
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Buy Newest

City Styles on

Easiest Credit
Our convenient

Terms

I

credit plan of small reg-

payments weekly or monthly, puts in
your easy reach the swe ll est of wearing apparel— the latest city styles— at the same
low spot-cash prices as the patrons of our
two Chicago siores pay. Instead ot one
spot-cash payment send us a small sum
weekly or monthly. In this way you can
easily afford the very best oF clothes. You
can buy when you need them, and
ular

—

Pay As Able
Bernltard's clothes are the kind you will
be proud to wear. They are newest style,
fit perfectly and hold their shape longest
because they are designed and made in the
shops of the world's most famous tailors.
Vet they cost actually less than inferior
garments would cost at spot-Cash elsewhere. Our eiiO'rmous business in Chicago
and throughout the United States, adiied
to our control of large manufacturing in-

Are you prepared for this call no matter from which
department it comes ? Just think what it would mean
to have constantly at your elbow for consultation, an
expert on the very problems that puzzle you. That's
just what you would have in the

enables us to give you unusua
value for your money.

terests,

Our Catalog

of Fall nnd

Winter Styles

illustrates over 500 latest city models:
Suits. Overcoats, Craven cites. Hats,

Men's
Shots,

Cyclopedia of

Fancy Ve=is, BathAlso all kinds of wuiuen's

Sweaters, Trousers,
robes,

etc.

Applied Electricity

wearing apparel. With our catalog we
send samples of fabrics, measurement
blanks, etc. Our splendid self-measurernent system insures a perfect tit no
matter what your build ;s. "ur el tithes mart not only
pli-Hsf on iirriml, Inn mntt wear well null iri»<* Iu*lln:*
tnl bract Ion. Our.

Six Big Volumes
Bound in Half Morocco- 2.896 Pages
7x10 inches printed on special paper in large, clear
type 2,000 full page plates, diagrams, formulas, etc.

GUARANTEE. TAG

niuelied tovnfty.'gn*men! insure* till*. Lei ii- help y'mi It) i»- better ilrewed. Our creitlt
plmi trt the <tlH*i w«J'. Gon.tH dilppeil ou ftjiproVHt Write iiM I««
for our large Free An Trttiilo-.
We tiu-i y.m. Won't >'0U trual us
i-

BERNHARD'S

Two

Uta i'hU-iixa Stores

i:t?-i:tl Clark St., Chicago

Written by thirty expert Electrical Engineers, the biggest men in
the profession.
It is a working guide lor ihe student or practical
electrician, or a ready reference work for the expert.

EXAMINE THESE BOOKS

5

DAYS AT OUR EXPENSE

So confident are we that ihe books are jus! what you want, that
we will send them to you by prepaid express— you keep the books

5 days - examine them

carefully, test ihem, apply (hem to your
cvery-day work. If satisfied that the books are the most complete
and comprehensive work ever published on eleclricily. keep them,
send $2.00 within five days and $2.00 a month until you have paid
$18.80, the special introductory prices the regular lis! price is
$36.00. If not suited to your needs, notify us.
will send for

—

We

at our expense.
Fill in and mail the coupon today
the books will be sent you at once.

them

PARTIAL SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS

:

Wiring
Electric Telegraph Wireless
Telegraphy — Telautograph Theory, Calculation,
Design and Construction of Generators and Motors
—Types of Dynamos and Motors — Elevators - Direct
Direct-Driven Machine Shop
Current Motors
Tools -Electric Lighting Electric Railways Single-Phase Electric Railway Management of Dynamos and Motors Power Stations Central StaElectric

\\ e will send for your
approval a genuine 'A Karat, commercial white, perfect diamond,
ill any style 14 karat solid gold
mounting, express prepaid, for
j $30— $5 down and $3 per month;
<ira?$ Karat diamond of like quality fur $60; $10 down and $5 per

ma
8:9

in a reliable
Kill watch. wr uuVi-agentleman's< >. F.
12, 16, or IS si/.i'. or lady's 6 size,
plain or i-iif.'ravi'il, 20-year guaranteed e'old filled case, til ted with
genuine Elgin Or Waltham movement at $12.50; $3 down, $1.50
With hunting case $16.75.

•.J-.,

per month.

month.
If you are interested

loduy fur fr.
ruining Nn.KS7. Krmll flrsl pnymrnl with orde
or Imve Kuodi -.hi liv prepaid expri'ss CsO. II. for jour liwneeilOE

WrllCi

Herbert L.JosepMCo
(K87)

State Street, Chicago

In answering anu advcrtlicment on this pope

SPECIAL OFFER
For a

IF

short lime

lutely free of

we will

include, as a monthly supplement, abso-

charge for one year, the

MAGAZINE.
Century

MARK AND MAIL COUPON PROMPTLY

YOU

This

is

TECHNICAL WORLD

a regular $1.50 monthly,

Scientific facts, wrillen in popular form.

latest discussions

on timely

full of Twentieth
Also contains the

topics in invention, discovery, industry, etc.

FREE OFFER COUPON
of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.
rime tend GycloiVedl«i>( Applied Electrli'lty for five d»y»' kiikk ex-

American School

W. fni ' year. I will ^finil'J.oo wiiliin llye'dsyfl mid
i>tlirrwl*e
will notify you and
$2.00 nniMMlli until I liuve pulil $IH.R0
liuld flu; Iieuks Bitbjent I" your order. Title not in pun utttil (nlly pnlii.
nmliiittloiii nImo T.

;

I

NAMK
ADKHEfS
OCCUPATION..

nimiiniiil linpoi-terH-Wnlcli JoIiImts

217-21 9

Engineering
Batteries
Power
tion
Storage
Transmission
Alternating Current Machinery
Telephony Automatic Telephone Wireless Telephony Tclegraphone, etc.

it is

]

KMrl.UYEI!

detircllc tint vou mention

B.

It.

Miiii'H, II '09
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Her Diamond Engagement Ring

DIAMONDS AS AN INVESTMENT
Insurance or stocks. By the Loftis System you have possession of your property while paying for it, the pleasure of its use and the increase in valuation
•which is sure to follow.
Diamonds have advanced in value 10 to 20 per cent
annually in recent years and their scarcity indicates a still further increase in
the near future. Diamonds are instantly convertible into cash in emergencies.

DIAMONDS
AnVj P6rS0n
a ""

of DoneB t intentlonB, no matter how far away
be or she may live, may open a Confidential

Account for a Diamond, Watch or other valuable artand pay for same In a series of easy monthly

I liar are
l':\e of jewelry,

payments.

mm

a confidential matter. We require
An howjuih
Appnnnf With He
hii
us Is
n06ecurl[y cUarge n0 merest lm.
pose no penalties and create no publicity. Our customers use
their charge accounts with us year after year, finding them a
great convenience at such times as Christmas, birthdays, anniversaries, etc. We have no disagreeable preliminaries or vexatious delays. Everything Is pleasant, prompt and guaranteed to
be satisfactory. We want your account.

Write for Our

.

New

Big Catalog

;

™°

^

^

e8

er

e

a , nln s

over 1,500 illustrations of Beautiful Diamond Rings, Pins,
Brooches, etc.. ranging In price fromeiU.UU to 1500.00. High Grade
Elgin and Waltham Watches, Lady's and Gent's sizes, from 15.00
to iioo.uo, and all other kinds of Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Select
any article you wish and It will be sent on approval, all charges
prepaid you incur no expense whatever. If entirely satisfactory,
;

retain

it,

c„!S IT

paying one-fifth cash and the balance in eight equal

Remember

there Is no interest to pay.
10
P er cent lower than those of the
ordinary spot cash retail jeweler.
are direct
importers, buying our Diamonds In the rough, which we cleave,
cut and polish In our own wort shops.
In baying from us you
save the profit of broker, jobber, wholesaler and retailer.

monthly payments.
are
OilP IPrippc.
uui
i ivco

^

We

Wo
lie

nifiacf largest and most reliable Diamond,
Ape Tho
HIB
I lie Uiucil, Jewelry and Watch Credit House in
the World. Est. 1S58. We refer to any bank In America— ask
your local bank how we stand in the business world. They will
refer to their Commercial Agency books and tell you that we
stand very high, and that our representations may be accepted
without question.

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now,

m

the privacy of your

Christmas rush

is

New

selections. Our
issued, is sent free.

own home.

Don't wait until the
is the best time to make choice
Illustrated Catalog, the finest ever
Write for it today. Do it now.

on.

Now

we have a Proposition to make which is thoroughly characteristic of our
Tacli
VdSU Riivor
UUycr nf
VIdlHUUUb, house. Itis nothing less than a written agreement to return thefull amount
VI Diamnnrlc
paid us for a Diamond less ten per cent, at any time within one year. Thus, one might wear a fifty dollar Diamond for a
whole year, then send it back and get $45.00, making the cost of wearing the Diamond less than ten cents per week.

Tn
1U

tllA
IUC

—

Our Handsome Souvenir Booklet,
System," will be Bent free on request.

I0FTIS
MRRfTC
I

UI\Ui3 ft
CX Tfl
I05O
LV* ufSft
/ii

^l^r^Zn^L

The Diamond Is the emblem

of success.

^

THE OLD RELIABLE, ORIGINAL
DIAMOND AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE,
Dept M661 92 to 98 Slate St CHICAGO, ILL.

answeriinj this advertisement

"

»

BRANCH
it

is

STORES-Pittabure.

desirable that von mention

Pa.,

and

St.

LouU. Mo.
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I

am King, the T&ilor
tailor clothes to order, dealing directly with tlie consumer. Yen pay
I

no middleman's

profit.

My

custom-

tailored suits cost you less then ordinary ready made clothes. I'll make a
snappy, stylish, perfecl-fittlne snit or
overcoat to your measure a better
looking, better wearing carmen t than
yoa can possibly cet from your local

dealer or tailor— and save
ey besides.

Fight ing
the Trust!!

you mon-

The Smashing AntiTrust Fight Now On!

$1 C
Measure *«J

This Suit to
Your

a suit that your

tailor would ask $30
for.
I make Suite and Overcoats to
nieaBure for$12.50 toi'25.00and prepay
the express. .My system of home
measurement Is so easy there Is abso-

lutely
all

no chance for mistakes.

the risks.

I

actually

I

make

It

take
easy

order stylish, tailor-made
for you
earments by mail at less than readyto

made
Style

prices.

Book

&

Samples

Trust
Prices

FREE

My Style Book contains samples of
the newest weaves and designs for Fall
and Winter, and also fashion plates
showinir the latest New York modes.
send for It today.
It Is
years,
For ten
in the same location, I have made clothes
for thousands of satisfied customers; I'll satisfy you, or
refund your money. The Wisconsin National Bank of
Milwaukee, with resources of over $20,1X10,0(10. and with whom
I have been doing business for over ten years, will tell you
I am responsible.
Let me be your tailor. Write for style book: it Is Free.

Eclipsed at Last!

FREE—

King Tailoring Company
195' West Water Street.

An

—The Burlington Special

the reach of the people

No-Trust Watch.
The World s Masterpiece of watch manufacture-the
Burlington Special—now sold direct to the public at Its
rocl(~bntUrm, vo-triut price (autl besides without middle-

men's

Automobile Jackets, Blizzard Proof
Outside texture so closely woven it resists
wind and wear alike. Lined willi wool
fleece that defies the cold.

Snap iasteners,

riveted pockets.

PARKER'S
Office.

JOHN H. PARKER CO.,
27 Jamos Stroot, Maiden, Maas.

Bend you our $2.19 sample outfit free this very minute.
Let me start you in a profitable business. You tin not
need one cent of capital. Experience unnecessary. SO
per cent profit. Credit tfiven. Premiums. Freight
paid. Chance to win $300 in gold extra. Every man and
woman rhould write me for free outfit. In; ICIaoK.

costs-™,

we are making the most sweeping,
made on watches.

and so

Some trusts are legal and snmo tiro not. We do not r.ay
say tiiat the.
llu- »:itcli trust in Illegal; tmtwe
mi tlioilH ..f tho giant factories in making "contracts" with

This

Is

your opportunity—

NOW—while this great no-

trust otter lasts— get the best watch made anywhere at
one-third the price of other high-grade watches. Fur-

A

in order to fight the Trust most effectually,
allow terms of $2.50 a month on our ^Br
finest watch— easiest possible payments at the
rock-bottom price, the identical price the
Wholesale jeweler must pay.

thermore,

W

Now do not miss tills
opportunity- At least we
want rim

to

request

f

Jg

'

know about

WATCHES and WATCH
PRICES." Write Today.

fto

Pres.. 26 Beverly Street, Boston, Mas».

posted letter

Send a

postal or

or simply mail coupon
without sending a letter
and get the free book.

RUBY

Remarkable Offer
wftwmiirtYiwCT
Don't Miss It!

ARtxoitA biiiv
will und 11 tii yon alijolntely FRKK prppaW, tn Introduce ..iir neiiiitnu
Heilean Dhunoiula. Theae i>.
i- exactly rpaemfale line-' genuine tduewhiie Diamonds, Htunil arM teata, are cut Uv expertai brilliancy euaranteed
permanent, and yet we ncii al mo n
„t.
Hem iirnMe wear iln-ni.
SPECIAL opt'KIt—For SOc depoelt, n« guarantee ol good
faith, wi- aend'on approval, regletere'd, either
^ nri t-arat
Mexican DiaiiH.iiil al special prlne. Money bark Ifdoaireil.
...
lliiNti-ala-d C atalok- FRKK.
Will
lay and gel Rnliy FRKK.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO. Depl.. ER-11. Las Cruces, New Mex.

We

In answering any advertisement on this page

line

baftling otter ever

Watch Book on

:

WMK^M

dependent

it

we even

A « I.MS -IF I K .\ F. «' TOIBXAJIE.I would

m-'Ak

do not care what

dealers to uphold double prices on watches is very unfair— unfair to us mill unfair tn you. Hence our direct
offer in the Burlington at tho very same prico the v\ holesale Jeweler must pay.

Better than an overcoat for facing cold
and work together. Warm, durable,
comfortable. Ask your dealer or sent
postpaid on receipt of $2.35.

FREE

We

profits).

that

ARCTIC JACKET
Registered in U. S. Patent

hijth-

first-class

-

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

r:

%

absolutely

grade watch at a price within

it

is

BURLINGTON

W ATCH CO.
Dept.

110.H,

Millard Sta.

Chicago

desirable tint you mention

v:
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nly the Best is Good Enouj

for ihe Family
V 0l0-

More than
shirts

Million

••"MS
w
.

11

Families read

Half a
American

The

Youth's

Companion every week because
*S5&>>"

they have found

"worth while"

it

2555*

The Volume for 1910 would
book.

form.

Each Week's

cost

$30

if printed in

issue will be

crowded with

member of

the reading that delights every

the family.

»<*•'

For 1910

— 50

Famous Men and
1000 Up-to-Date Notes on Current

Star Articles by

Women, 250

Stories,

Events, etc.,

2000 One-Minute

FREE
TO
ii

JAN.,

Stories will be printed.

Every New Subscriber who at once cuts out
and sends this slip (or the name of this publication) with $1.75 for the 52 issues of The
Youth's Companion for 1910 will receive

AH

the issues of

The Companion

for the

5-»

remaining weeks of 1909, including the
Thanksgiving and Christmas Numbers.

The Companion's 'Venetian" Calendar

for

1910, lithographed in 13 colors and gold.

1910

Then The Youth's Companion
weeks

of

Illustrated Prospectus

for the 52
a treasury of the best
the family.

1910

reading for

all

and Specimen

—

Copies Sent

Upon

Request.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

/» answering this advertisement

it

is

desirable that you mention

Tuu Kailuoad Max's Magazine.

[5

Ever-Re ady
modes

SAFETY*-

.Yuff
f/it'

new

/ocfc

I

case.

Note the new blade stropper device —
count the 12 blades, each jtrutected
against rust, dust, and dullness.

VJExfm

\B1ades

dealers\

\10for50t
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR

At

your*
or by mail
CO.

320 BROADWAY,

N.Y.

OLUM
*

^

?

CONSTANTINO

The Great Spanish Tenor
Sings exclusively for the Columbia
10 .rich Double-Due
12 inch Double-Due

Record.
Record.

tl.SO
(2.50

Double-Disc Records
65c.
Played on your own machine, no matter
whether it's a Columbia or not, Columbia
Double-Disc Records will give you better
music and longer
service. Get
Columbia DoubleDiscs.
Don't
take "no" for

an answer. We
can give you the

address

of

a

nearby dealer
or send us 65
cents and we will send you a
sample record, postage free, with a catalog.
;

There are "concealed-horn" talking-machines on the
market already. If you will make just one comparison
you will own a Grafonola. You can make this comparion by stepping into any store where Columbia Records
are carried in stock or you can do it fairly well by
We have an advance catalog ready for you.
mail.

—

Columbia Phonograph Company, Gen'l
Dept.

THE COLUMBIA

GrafonolA

Q II.

Tribune Building.

New York

Manufacturers of Disc and Cylinder Grapliophones. fS> 10 $&>— DoubleDisc and lndesiruciible Cylinder Records. Healers everywhere.
Headquarters for Canada—40 Melinda Street. Toronto. Ont.
«<»:ller»

Ktclusive Bellmc nshta given where
are not properly represented.

Wnnletl.
we

LUXE - $ 2 0."
(WITH REGINA ATTACHMENT $225.°°)
DE

THE MCSSKV

I'HKSS.

XKW VP UK

